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d It’s our tenth edition!

Apologies for the exclamation mark, but 
when it all began we weren’t even sure 
there would be a second one. Our Regional 
Fund had just been set up, and the Friuli 
Venezia Giulia region had certainly never 
been a key player in the world of audiovisual 
production in Italy, and even less so on an 
international level.

We were even wondering if organising an 
event such as WEMW was a bit of wishful 
thinking (and maybe it was). Certainly, we 
weren’t motivated by a desire to compete 
with anyone, rather by the awareness that 
the old member states of Europe were still 
too distant from the new ones. We were 
determined to create an opportunity which 
could be used to connect Eastern and 
Western producers. A bridge to exchange 
ideas, share projects and make new films.

We were convinced then, and still are, that 
different cultures (in the field of cinema 
and in general) can be protected when 
mutual knowledge and collaboration are 
established, not by shutting ourselves 
inside boxes, which, as strong as they 
may be, will not sustain the push towards 
homogeneity to which globalisation aspires. 
But we also wanted to underline how much 

PAoLo VIdALI
FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA AUDIOVISUAL FUND

economic wealth making films creates, 
and that (too frequently) people forget 
that the art of cinema is a collaborative 
enterprise: it involves dozens of different 
professionalisms, where the quality of the 
end result is indeed the fruit of creative skill, 
but also of the organisational and financial 
resources that one has been able to muster.

For many industry insiders these 
considerations may seem obvious, yet too 
often we are reminded that recurring crises, 
not only in Italy, stem from the filmmakers’ 
lack of ideas and not, as we believe, from 
a chronic inadequacy of strategic industrial 
policies for the audiovisual sector.

You will decide whether we were over 
ambitious or not when we launched this 
initiative, and whether our convictions 
are still relevant. Yet, by looking at the 
number of applications this year (338), 
the range of participating countries (55), 
and, above all, the amount of accreditation 
requests we received, it all seems to point 
to the likelihood of there being an eleventh 
edition, and a twelfth and, hopefully, many 
more to come.

Welcome to Trieste, welcome to WHEN 
EAST MEETS WEST.

WEMW is an event organised by the 
Friuli Venezia Giulia Audiovisual Fund in 
collaboration with the Trieste Film Festival, 
EAVE, Creative Europe Desk Italia, and with 
the valuable support of Creative Europe - 
MEDIA Programme; Direzione Generale 
per il Cinema - MiBACT; CEI (Central 
European Initiative); Film Center Serbia and 
the Regione Autonoma Friuli Venezia Giulia. 
The 2020 edition of WHEN EAST MEETS 
WEST will be a three-day event dedicated 
to producers and decision-makers from 
Italy, Central and Eastern Europe (Hungary, 
Romania and Moldova), and Austria, 
Germany and Switzerland. 

Our aim is, as ever, to create an event 
that can generate close ties between the 
participating regions and countries. An 
array of international cinema professionals 
gather in Trieste for a series of round-
tables, masterclasses and case studies 
organised to facilitate opportunities for 
collaboration between Eastern European 
producers and Western companies, and 
vice-versa. This makes the Friuli-Venezia-
Giulia Region a unique point of reference 
for such initiatives.

Film and documentary producers will meet 
with commissioning editors, distributors 

and representatives of funding bodies and 
markets, so as to present the whole range of 
production and distribution opportunities, 
as well as financial resources, available 
to the industry. The countries taking part 
this year are: Albania, Armenia, Austria, 
Azerbaijan, Belarus, Belgium, Bosnia 
Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, 
the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, 
Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, 
Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Island, Italy, 
Kazakhstan, Kosovo, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Luxembourg, Macedonia, Malta, Moldova, 
Montenegro, the Netherlands, Norway, 
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, 
Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, and the 
United Kingdom.

We are confident that the 2020 edition 
of WHEN EAST MEETS WEST will again 
prove very popular with industry insiders 
and consolidate what is, in our opinion, an 
essential networking opportunity aimed at 
facilitating the development of audiovisual 
companies of the New Europe.
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The weMw international committee 
led by Danijel Hocevar (VERTIGO) and 
Leena Pasanen (BIOGRAFILM FESTIVAL), 
and composed by Manuela Buono 
(SLINGSHOT FILMS), Didar Domehri 
(MANEKI FILMS), Alessandro Gropplero 
(WEMW), Marcin Luczaj (NEW EUROPE 
FILM SALES) and Jozko Rutar (SPOK 
FILMS/CEE ANIMATION WORKSHOP) has 
selected 22 projects in development from 
17 different countries. 
The 2020 final line-up includes 12 fiction 
feature films and 10 documentaries 
selected amongst 338 applications from 
55 territories. 

The weMw 2020 jury, including Marjorie 
Bendeck (CONNECTING COTTBUS), Tobias 
Pausinger (THE MATCH FACTORY) and 
Federico Pedroni (RAI CINEMA) will deliver 
the Film Center Serbia Development Award, 
Flow Postproduction Award and Cannes 
Producers Network Prize. 

Along these awards, EAVE will give away 
a scholarship for the Producers Workshop 
and the European Women’s Audiovisual 
Network will deliver the EWA Network 
Best Woman Director Award.  Moreover, all 
fiction projects will be in the running for the 
Pop Up Film Residency Award.
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 LoGLINe 
While spending the summer vacation at his 
grandparents in the countryside, fourteen 
year old Draško accidentally learns that 
his parents plan to leave him there until 
they figure out their problematic marriage. 
Devastated, Drasko runs away with a local 
hippy girl Eržika to protest Nixon's 1970. 
visit to Belgrade.

 SyNoPSIS 
Fourteen year old Drasko spends 1970. 
summer in the country side. Suddenly, his 
grandparents begin speaking Hungarian in 
front of him so he cannot understand what 
they are talking about. He secretly records 
them and plays it back to a local hippy 
teenager Erzika, who's Hungarian.
While hanging with Erzika, Drasko slowly 
gets into hippy culture. Nixon will soon visit 
Yugoslavia and she plans to join the anti-
Vietnam protests in Belgrade. Drasko falls 
in love with her, while Erzika dreams about 
Zoran, the long-haired guitarist.
Translating the taped conversations, they 
gradually figure out that his parents are 
separating and planning to leave him 
there until they sort things out. Devastated, 
Drasko runs away with Erzika. They join the 
small group of hippies in Belgrade.

 dIreCTor STATeMeNT
This is my intimate story and it takes place 
in 1970. when having divorced parents was 
something that marks you out, stigmatizes 
you. It’s about growing up, maturing both of 
the children and the adults. Children don't 
know, but their parents are growing up 
too, trying to adjust to ever changing world 
around them.
Also, I always wanted to portrait Yugosla-
via's "golden age”. In my story, the utopia of 
the 1970s socialist Yugoslavia intertwines
with the hippy culture utopia. Today, these 
ideas seem long dead and it appears as 
they haven't left any mark.
The film will be the "coming of age" dram-
edy. I'm striving for the intimate, raw story, 
told in gently comedic tone, not dark.
Drasko listens to the echoes of his parents' 
break up, mumbled sounds from secretly 
recorded audio tapes while trying to figure 
out what is going on. Meanwhile, he lives 
his own exciting life. He's falling in love, 
discovering the new culture, the new mu-
sic, rebellion. His life is the most important 
and the most exciting story and we'll expe-
rience it from his perspective.
The film starts slowly; sleepy summertime 
in the countryside, then once Drasko's 
journey starts, it speeds up never to 
slow down again.

Sound will be the important creative 
element: secret recordings, listening, 
deciphering the conversations will ref-
erence to the 1970s classic Coppola's 
mystery thriller The Conversation.
At that time the color just started to en-
ter people's lives. The TVs were black 
and white and only the movies in the 
cinemas were in color, very bright color. 
This film will be saturated in bright, 
washed up, nearly over-exposed colors. 
Ideally, I see this film shot on 16mm, 
because the texture will bring connec-
tion to my memory of this time. It will be 
the look into kids and parents growing 
up in a time tinted with utopia, naivety 
and hope, the likes of we will never be 
able to feel again. 

 CoMPANy ProfILe 
Papa Films is production company 
founded in 2009. in Belgrade, Serbia 
with aim to support innovative film-
makers. Papa Films have produced 
international coproductions supported 
by Eurimages, MEDIA and SEE Cinema 
Network (South Eastern European Cinema 
Network) funds.

19
70

CoNTACT deTAILS
Papa Films
Belgrade, Serbia
T: +381 692515940
radenkovicje@gmail.com
darkolun@gmail.com

GeNre 
Fiction

dIreCTor / wrITer 
Darko Lungulov

ProdUCerS 
Jelena Radenkovic, Darko Lungulov

BUdGeT 
€ 672.500 (€ 22.250 in place)

CoMPANy
Papa Films

LookING for
Co-producers, Financing, 
Sales Agents, Festivals
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LAST BAND PLAYING, Documentary, 
Serbia-Croatia-Sweden, post-production, 
2020

DRIVING DIARIES, Feature-experimental, 
Serbia - Germany, pre-production, 2020

DEATH IN CATHEDRAL, Animated, Croa-
tia-Serbia-France, post-production, 2020

MONUMENT TO MICHAEL JACKSON, fea-
ture, 2014, Serbia-Germany-Croatia-Mace-
donia, Eurimages, Media,
Karlovy Vary 2014
TRIESTE Film Festival 2015
Santa Barbara 2015- BEST EASTER EU-
ROPEAN AWARD
Nashville Film Festival-GRAND PRIX 
AWARD & BEST ACTOR AWARD
À l'Est, du Nouvea, Ruen, France- GRAND 
JURY AWARD
VOICES festival,Vologda, Russia - BEST 
SCRIPT AWARD
Montenegro Film Festival-Grand Prix
Göteborg International Film Festival

BRASSLANDS, documentary, 2013, USA 
(consulting producer)
Rotterdam 2014
CPH:DOX - 2013, Official Selection
Los Angeles Film Festival 2013, World Pre-
miere

Wary of any protests against the upcoming 
Nixon's visit, the police accosts the hippies. 
Scared, Drasko and Erzika escape and end 
up at the open-air concert where Erzika is 
smitten by her crush Zoran, the guitarist. 
Drasko makes a jealous scene regretting that 
he trusted her. At the party after the concert, 
the hashish is circulating and Drasko, striv-
ing to prove himself, smokes it, drinks wine 
and gets sick. Scared party hostess doesn't 
allow Ambulance to be called.
Zoran loads semi-conscious Drasko into his 
van. Zoran, Drasko and Erzika end up get-
ting lost in New Belgrade, trying to locate 
Drasko's home. In the back of the van, Er-
zika pampers semi-conscious Drasko, who 
enjoys her attention.
At Drasko’s home, instead of his father, 
they find the new man in his mom's life. 
Now, all together they are trying to reani-
mate Drasko.
His father arrives. In the bathroom, Drasko 
and him have their first honest talk. Drasko 
learns that he moved out of the apartment 
a month ago. He also have a new girlfriend.
Drasko comes out of the bathroom com-
pletely sobered up and matured.
While saying goodbyes to Erzika, he ex-
periences his first real kiss while in the 
living room the three confused adults 
await for him. 
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Lincoln Center Sound+Vision Festival - 
2014

HERE AND THERE, Feature, 2009, Serbia-
USA-Germany
TRIBECA 2009 Award + 20 International 
Awards 

 ProdUCer'S ProfILe
Jelena was born in 1984. After studying 
journalism, she graduated from Belgrade 
Film Academy in Film and TV production 
in 2012. She has worked on film and TV 
projects and executive produced film festi-
vals: Free Zone, Cinema City and Belgrade 
Int. Short and Documentary Film Festival.
Her latest works as a producer include:
Centre, 2018, (Serbia-Germany) an award-
ed experimental documentary by Ivan 
Markovic (Doclisboa 2018, Beldocs 2019, 
Jury Award at Jakarta International) and a 
debut feature film Celts directed by Milica 
Tomovic.

Darko Lungulov have produced two feature 
films and three documentaries.

DRIVING DIARIES, Feature-experimental, 
Serbia-Germany, pre-production, 2021

LAST BAND PLAYING, Documentary, 

Serbia-Croatia-Sweden, post-production, 
2020

DEATH IN CATHEDRAL, Animated, Cro-
atia-Serbia-France, post-production (co-
producer) 2020

AN AMERICAN IN TEXAS, Feature, USA 
(associate producer) 2016

MONUMENT TO MICHAEL JACKSON, 
Feature, Serbia-Germany-Croatia-Macedo-
nia, Eurimages, MEDIA, 2014
Karlovy Vary Festival, 2014
TRIESTE Film Festival 2015
Santa Barbara 2015-BEST EASTER EURO-
PEAN AWARD

BRASSLANDS, Documentary, 2013, USA 
(consulting producer)
Rotterdam 2014
CPH:DOX - 2013, Official Selection
Los Angeles Film Festival 2013

HERE AND THERE, Feature, 2009, Serbia-
USA-Germany (producer)
TRIBECA 2009 Award + 20 International 
Awards

 dIreCTor BIoGrAPhy
Darko Lungulov, originally from Serbia, ob-
tained a BFA in film from CCNY, New York 
City. After graduating, he worked for the 
Ross Institute, Spiral Pictures as a direc-
tor of industrials and documentaries. His 
documentary Escape, won the Audience 
Award at the Hamptons International Film 
Festival 2004 and has been selected for 
IDFA's Docs For Sale.
Darko’s debut feature film Here and There 
won the Best NY Narrative Award at the 
2009 TRIBECA Festival and received criti-
cal acclaim from The Hollywood Reporter, 
Variety, The New York Times, It went on 
winning 20 awards at more than 50 in-
ternational festivals. Theatrically released 
in USA, Germany, Switzerland, Hungary, 
Greece and sold to 21 countries.
FIPRESCI Serbia, voted Darko for Best Di-
rector in 2009.
Darko’s next film, a dark comedy, Monu-
ment to Michael Jackson had its world 
premiere at Karlovy Vary, received a critical 
acclaim from the Variety. It won The Best 
Eastern European Award at Santa Barbara 
International Film Festival and a Grand Prix 
awards at Nashville Film Festival and the 
Montenegro Int. Film Festival.
Next, Darko co-wrote and was a consult-
ing director on A Good Wife, directorial de-

but of renowned Serbian actress Mirjana 
Karanovic which had its world premiere at 
SUNDANCE 2016. A Good Wife won Trieste 
2017 Fest Best Feature. It was screened at 
more than 50 festivals and have won over 
15 Awards.
Next, Darko directed 2 seasons of The Sus-
pects, TV series for Serbian national televi-
sion in 2016 and 2017.

 dIreCTor fILMoGrAPhy
The Suspects, TV series, 2016 -2017, 2 
seasons

A Good Wife, 2016, feature, (*co-writer, 
*directing consultant) director Mirjana 
Karanovic
Sundance 2016 Official Selection
TRIESTE Film Festival 2017 - Best Feature 
Film Award
Göteborg Int Film Festival
Cleveland - George Gund III Memorial Cen-
tral and Eastern European Film Competi-
tion Award

MONUMENT TO MICHAEL JACKSON, fea-
ture, 2014
Karlovy Vary Festival- World premiere
Göteborg Int Film Festival, Sweden
TRIESTE Film Festival 2015
Santa Barbara Int. Film Festival 2015- 

BEST EASTER EUROPEAN AWARD
Nashville Film Festival -GRAND PRIX 
AWARD & BEST ACTOR AWARD
À l'Est, du Nouvea, Ruen, France-GRAND 
JURY AWARD
VOICES festival,Vologda, Russia - BEST 
SCRIPT AWARD
Monte Carlo Film Comedy BEST SCRIPT
Montenegro Film Festival - Grand Prix
LEET’S CEE Int Film Festival, Vienna - Spe-
cial Mention

EQUALS, 2014 (children’s human rights 
stories)
Sarajevo International Film Festival 2014

HERE AND THERE, 2009, feature
Tribeca International Film Festival 2009 - 
World Premiere,
Best New York Narrative Award,
Cinema Tous Ecrans Festival, Switzerland
*Best Directing Award “Golden Reflection” 
- International Critics Award -Prix FiPRESC, 
TITRA Award to distributor
Fort Lauderdale Int Film Festival 2009, 
USA
*Best Director
Karlovy Vary 2009 –Variety Critics Selection
Skip City Festival, Japan –Special Jury 
Award

ESCAPE, documentary, 2004
Hamptons Int Film Festival 2004 - AUDI-
ENCE AWARD,
IDFA 2004, Docs For Sale
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 LoGLINe 
Ernesto has been using violence against 
his wife till he almost killed her. After many 
years of living in impunity and failing to 
have a non-violent relationship, he started 
perceiving this as his problem and not his 
eventual partner´s fault. Now he wants to 
make a fiction film inspired on an auto-
biographical novel he wrote during years 
of self-analysis. The director proposes 
a documentary film instead with him as the 
protagonist.

 SyNoPSIS 
Even if Ernesto has witnessed his father 
regularly abusing his mother, jealousy was 
an unknown feeling for him before meeting 
his first girlfriend. He forced her to interrupt 
her studies in psychology to get married to 
him and soon had a son. Ernesto unsuc-
cessfully tried to kill them both. 

1.“The version of the facts”: Ernesto de-
cides to publish his book and proposes to 
make a movie with it. He reaches out Efi, 
who is interested in a documentary about 
him. He guides the crew to the locations 
where violence took place. He spends time 
with his actual partner, Juliane, living in a 
caravan closed to Ernesto´s house. He or-

finds all her stuff packed in bags in the en-
trance of his house. We discover his violent 
alter ego, Juan. 
4. “Time will tell”: 
The regression therapy culminates in an 
identity struggle. Juan will challenge Er-
nesto in a staged scene. 

 dIreCTor STATeMeNT
Although this proposal is not documenting a 
reality of facts, it´s still a research for some-
thing real: an emotionally deformed reality, 
accessed by reconstruction.  It also depicts 
the ideological and emotional background 
that enables the use of violence against fe-
male partners and its repetitive pattern.
It is a direct, observational and intimate 
documentary, where Ernesto is at the same 
time protagonist and observer of himself. 
There will also be participatory elements 
in an organic way, with staged reconstruc-
tions of evens (re-enactment scenes), and 
sometimes the crews´s presence and point 
of view will be explicit. 
Some scenes will be  staged  (recreating 
Flashback scenes, inspired by Ernesto’s 
autobiographical novel) explicitly, show-
ing the context and the processes, while 
Ernesto directs the actors who perform his 
memories. It is proposed as an agreed ex-
perience of regression, guided by a thera-

pist, a tool that replaces the traditional 
flashback and permits the past to take 
place in the present.
Sound will be an independent layer some-
times incorporating the voice over of the 
main character to establish a mental level 
of reflection, and the voice over of those 
who surround him (as if people’s thoughts 
were heard), establishing a dialogue be-
tween Ernesto and society, letting assump-
tions from both sides appear. 
Editing will be inviting Ernesto to be an 
observer of him self, and for that purpose 
some acts and statements need to be pre-
sented in a rough, naked way. Continuity 
will be disrupted to evidence Ernesto is 
“crossing” the narrative structure, image 
and genre´s borders. 
Music is present when his positive ideal 
self-image is “on stage” trying to charm 
and will be absent creating a rougher 
ambient when it comes to more negative 
thoughts or those facts difficult to accept, 
where silence, voices and ambient sounds 
take over and get amplified. 
The same way, when reconstructions take 
place, image and colours are more ec-
centric, saturated and theatrical. Day to 
day scenes though are more natural, even 
if there is always a correspondence to 
Ernesto´s intentions and emotions: some-
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Grismedio
Barcelona, Spain
T: +34 669832977
info@grismedio.es

GeNre 
Documentary

dIreCTor 
Efthymia Zymvragaki 

wrITerS
Efthymia Zymvragaki, 
Angelo Orlando

ProdUCer 
Angelo Orlando

BUdGeT 
€ 300.000 (€ 55.000 in place)

CoMPANy 
Grismedio

LookING for
Co-producers, Financing, 
Sales Agents, Festivals
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time idealising, sometimes trying to pre-
sent himself as a victim in order to achieve 
some sympathy, other times in fear or in 
crisis. Visits to locations and his narrations 
of what these places have witnessed will 
introduce more dreamy aesthetics and ar-
chitectural elements will condition compo-
sition and framing.
By the hand of a man who has made use 
of violence in his relationships and have 
observed in himself all the symptoms, the 
patterns that every person who suffers from 
jealousy repeats, we want to descent to the 
roots that generate fertile ground for it, and 
build an emotional portrait that goes be-
yond stigma and guilt. 
Basing our hypothesis in Ernesto´s diag-
nosis of double personality disorder and 
a phycology theory that describes patho-
logical jealousy´s effect in creating two false 
self images in order to overcome suffer-
ing an intense feeling of being "not good 
enough", this film aims to be an intimate 
portrait, a therapeutic process and a mir-
ror game which will permit us all to ques-
tion our own limits and prejudices. In this 
context, this documentary is proposed as 
an exercise in understanding, in which our 
protagonist faces society and himself. 

ganises a public presentation of his novel. 
He gives details of his past and reads some 
fragments. He gives some points about his 
theory on jealousy. 
2. “Easy as peeling an orange”: Adrià, 
the therapist, who forms part of the crew, 
will guide the protagonist with different 
emotional techniques, to revive traumatic 
emotional events: violence he experienced 
as a child.
Ernesto visits the hospital and gets his 
medical track and diagnosis from the pe-
riod he was there. His appointment with 
the doctor reveals some new details about 
Ernesto´s disorder and the doctor deludes 
his theory. He gets nervous and disputes 
the treatment he is receiving with anxiolyt-
ics. Ernesto directs and performs the scene 
he tried to kill his wife and son with David 
and Adrià.
Juliane has to get back to Germany for visit-
ing her family for a month. She is cooking 
as she normally leaves a month´s meals 
ready for him when she goes. She talks 
about her, her past and her relationship 
with Ernesto. 
3. “To suspect bad things”: the rehearsals 
are emotionally affecting Ernesto. At the 
same time he fails to sell his book. When 
Juliane goes back to Ernesto´s to deliver 
him all the food she prepared for him, she 
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 CoMPANy ProfILe 
ROCCO HAS YOUR NAME (2015)
Feature film by Angelo Orlando
prod: GRISMEDIO
PREMIERE: RIFF 2015, Bengaluru Inter-
national Film Festival, NY Independent 
Film Festival, Praga International Film Fes-
tival PIFF 2016 (Best Script and Best lead-
ing Actor).

IN LOCO PARENTIS / SCHOOL LIFE (2016)
Creative Documentary by Neasa Ni Chi-
anáin y David Rane, 
prod: GRISMEDIO (Spain) y SOILSIUS 
FILM (Ireland) in coproduction with TVE. 
PREMIERE: Idfa 2016, Sundance, 2017, 
Hotdocs 2017, BEST FILM AWARD Vision 
du Rèel 2017, San Francisco 2017, Sofia 
International Film Festival, 2017, Docville 
among others.

IN MY STEPS (2017)
Feature film by Claudio Sestieri
prod: GRISMEDIO (Spain) y Blue Film, Eur 
Film, Green Film (Italy)
PREMIERE: TAORMINA 2018

YOU WILL BE A MAN (2018)
Creative Documentary by Isabel de Oc-
ampo
prod: GRISMEDIO, Orreaga Filmak, AdHoc 

Studios e Isabel de Ocampo 
PREMIERE: SEMINCI 2018

 ProdUCer'S ProfILe
Born in Salerno, Campania, Italy. Lives in 
Barcelona. He is a producer, scriptwriter, 
theatrical author, director, film, theater and 
television actor. 
Producer of the feature film “Rocco has 
your name” in 2015, the documentary “In 
loco Parentis” (School Life) by Naesa Ni 
Chanàin and David Rane, 2016 (Idfa 2016, 
Sundance, 2017, Hotdocs 2017, Vision du 
Rèel 2017, San Francisco 2017, Sofia Inter-
national Film Festival, 2017 etc), the feature 
film “On my steps” by Claudio Sestieri 2017, 
and the documentary “You will be a man” 
by Isabel de Ocampo 2018 (Seminci 2018).
As an actor he has worked with numerous 
Italian directors: Fellin “La voce della Luna”, 
1990), Nanni Loy, Marcello Aliprandi “Sol-
dato Ignoto “, (best actor not protagonist in 
the festival of Gramado, Brazil) and Massi-
mo Troisi (“Pensavo fosse amore invece was 
a calesse, 1992, David di Donatello, best ac-
tor not protagonist).
He debuted as a film director in 1994 with 
the feature film “L’anno Prossimo vado a let-
to alle dieci”, with which he participates in 
several festivals: Festival de Annecy, Festival 
de cinema Jove in Valencia, NICE (New Ital-

ian Cinema Events) Rabat and Casablanca. 
Other films he directed: “Barbara” (1998), 
"Sfiorarsi", (Shanghai Film Festival, and best 
movie at Napoli Film Festival, 2007), "Rocco 
Has you name", (RIFF 2016. Best screen-
play at PIFF Prague Independent Film Fes-
tival 2016).
Finalist for the 2010 Solinas Award with 
“Cinq, sei sett, ott” script. 
Other scripts as screenwriter: “Sandrine 
nella pioggia", by Tonino Zangardi, "ll Giorno 
dopo ... Halloween “, by Ruggero Deodato.

 dIreCTor BIoGrAPhy
Master´s degree in Artistic Productions and 
Research of the Faculty of Fine Arts UB. 
Photographer trained in the Institut d’Estudis 
Fotogràfics de Catalunya. Degree in Psy-
chology by the University of Crete, Greece. 
Co-director of photography of the documen-
tary “You will be a man” by Isabel de Ocam-
po. She has was the dop for the feature film 
“Rocco has your name”. She directed the 
short documentary “Refrán”. She has been 
the dop of several short films. She is actu-
ally working on the research and treatment 
of two documentary projects, both related 
to the use of violence: “A sad and vulgar 
loner” and “Chef's choice”, about a board-
ing culinary school in the Aragon´s Pyrenees’ 
mountains, where aggressive teenagers 

learn to cook, take care of themselves and 
live together. 
Director filmography: 
You will be a man, 2018, feature documen-
tary, (dop).
The Labyrinth, 2018, short film, (dop).
In loco parentis/ School Life, feature docu-
mentary, 2017, (producer). 
Refrán, 2016, short drama documentary 
film, (director and dop).
The spinning wheel, 2016, short film, (dop).
Rocco has your name, 2015, feature film, 
(dop).

 dIreCTor fILMoGrAPhy
You will be a man, 2018, feature documen-
tary, (dop).
Rocco has your name, 2015, feature film, 
(dop)
The Labyrinth, 2018, short film, (dop)
Refrán, 2016, short drama documentary 
film, (director and dop)
The spinning wheel, 2016, short film, dop
In loco parentis/ School Life, feature docu-
mentary, 2017, (producer)

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm5419531/
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 LoGLINe 
A blind man works in the mines of Sta- 
kanov, a hero of Soviet labor.
Against the backdrop of war-ravaged terri- 
tory, the story of this man and his challenge 
to regain sight. 

 SyNoPSIS 
Blind pit - The story of Sasha it is a jour- 
ney through two parallel worlds: one of 
them is underground, made of tunnels 
dug by hand in the black rock, perpetually 
wrapped in darkness and in which reality 
materializes for a few moments through the 
intertwining of the beams of light projected 
by the lamps of the men who work there; 
the other, although located on the surface, 
is also a non-place; it is a mining town sus- 
pended between past and present, where 
time seems to have stopped at the Soviet 
era, located within a ghost republic at war 
for its survival.
But it is also the story of the passage 
through two analogous worlds that can in 
some measure overlap with the previous 
ones: the size of a man wrapped in the 
darkness of blindness and the reality of the 
same man once he has regained his sight. 
In fact, the documentary will tell about the 
life of Sasha, a miner of the mining town of

Torez, before, during and after the opera- 
tion that should restore his sight.
We will tell you what it means to go down 
every day two hundred meters under- 
ground, without seeing anything, moving 
inside tunnels that are sometimes so nar- 
row that they must be crossed by crawling 
on the ground.
We will describe everyday life on the sur- 
face, made up of interpersonal relation- 
ships made even more difficult by the hard 
crisis triggered by the civil war.
But above all we will document the path 
that will lead this man towards the light.
As we followed him from the bottom of the 
mine to the surface, in the same way we 
will travel with him all the steps that could 
allow him to finally get out of the "well" in 
which he fell several years ago.

 dIreCTor STATeMeNT
Blind pit - The story of Sasha is a docu- 
mentary film with a cinematic language 
characterized by a strong film research: 
photography, sound and editing will have 
a poetic and intensely narrative approach. 
The contrast between the hardness of the 
theme and the delicacy of the gaze will be 
the focus of visual research, trying to merge 
the emotional landscape with the geo- 
graphical one. The articulated structure,

the alternating narrative, the ellipses will 
define the editing of the film. Tight rhythms, 
at times, that stretch out to give way to con- 
templation and storytelling.
The sound will be part of the chosen lan- 
guage, with an articulated soundtrack 
montage in which the detail blends with 
the environment increasing the expressive 
dimension of the film. The music will be 
es- sential and measured, composed from 
the sounds and noises of the direct outlet. 
Temporality is very important for our story 
and to capture changes, so where possi- 
ble we will go to the locations several times, 
to be able to understand the individual 
situations and the emotional change of the 
characters. What we would like to capture 
in the film is the emotional landscape of the 
protagonists. We will let events flow trying 
to grasp its essence over time. Observation 
and abandonment, the sharing of difficul- 
ties and the delicate balance necessary not 
to invade space and to acquire a privileged 
point of view on events and characters. 
The research for closeness and emotions, 
which we will try to convey through images 
in which the intimate and private space of 
the characters merges with that of the sur- 
rounding environment.
Photography will be sought and penetrat- 
ing, not nervous. The shoulder machine

will be enveloping and soft, close to the 
protagonist, often with medium-tele to in- 
sulate the field and the fire of attention. 
A photograph aware of the selectivity of 
choice, which prefers natural light and pro- 
motes a look that merges with that of the 
protagonists without being condescending.

 CoMPANy ProfILe 
Nacne sas is an independent production 
based in Rome. We make historical, social 
and creative documentaries.
Nacne's films have been screened and 
awarded in national and international film 
festivals such as DOK Leipzig, GZDoc, Fes- 
tival del Cinema di Roma, Vision du Reel, 
Cinema du Reel, Trieste FF, RIFF, Torino 
FF, Locarno, Venezia FF, Vancouver FF, 
Annecy, Al Jazeera FF, etc.
With the support of excellent Italian part- 
ners like Rai Cinema, Rai Storia, A&E Net- 
works and many European broadcasters 
and independent producers, our group 
realized in the last years some of the most 
awarded Italian documentaries:
among others
2019 » doc Sono Innamorato di Pippa 
Bacca
2017 » doc Nimble Fingers
2017 » doc The Remnants
2016 » doc Blank Lands

2016 » doc 2 Girls
2014 » doc Togliatti(grad)
2014 » doc No Bajen Los Brazos – La Plata 
Rugby Club
2013 » doc Pontif-Ex
2012 » doc Peasants of Italy
2012 » doc Il Leone di Orvieto
2011 » doc 107 Secondi - Operai del Sud 
2011 » doc Jeans & Martò
2011 » doc Nient'Altro che Questo
2011 » doc Sortino Social Club
2011 » doc The Well - Water Voices from 
Ethiopia
2010 » doc A New Day has Com
2010 » doc Maputo Dancing Dump
2010 » doc Europa 0Km
2010 » doc In Hell’s Heart
2009 » doc Gaza Hospital
2008 » doc Missing New Orleans
2008 » doc Dominique’s Story
2007 » doc Il Quinto Mondo
2007 » doc The threat

 ProdUCer'S ProfILe
Federico Schiavi produced feature lengh 
documentaries since the year 2000, first 
with the cooperative Suttvuess and then 
with Nacne sas. Among others Federico 
produced "Gaza hospital", "The threat", 
"The well", "2 girls", "A commenced sto- 
ry", "Jeans and Martò", "The bethroted", 
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Nacne
Rome, Italy
T: +39 3285995253 pro-
duction@nacne.eu

GeNre 
Documentary

dIreCTorS / wrITerS 
Federico Schiavi, Giorgio Bianchi

ProdUCer 
Federico Schiavi 

BUdGeT 
€ 85.000 (€ 25.000 in place)

CoMPANy 
Nacne

LookING for
Co-producers, Financing, 
Sales Agents
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"Togliatti(grad)". The films he produced 
have been awarded worldwide. He has 
co-produced and worked with some of 
the main broadcasters (RAI, ARTE, Al Ja- 
zeera, NHK, ORF, RTSI, SVT, AVRO, RTP, 
PBS, SBS, YLE etc.). He's also film editor 
of documentaries (about 40 in the last 20 
years) and video producer at FAO and WFP 
(United Nations).

 dIreCTor BIoGrAPhy
Giorgio Bianchi is an Italian photojournalist, 
documentary photographer and filmmaker 
born in 1973.
He has covered stories in Syria, Ukraine, 
Burkina Faso, Vietnam, Myanmar, Nepal, 
In- dia, and throughout all of Europe. Since 
2013 he has made several trips to Ukraine, 
where he followed closely the Ukrainian cri-
sis from the Euromaidan protests until the 
outbreak of war between the government 
army and the pro-Russian separatists. 
Thanks to his robust archive of footage and 
pictures about the Donbass conflict he is 
making a docu- film entitled “Apocalypse 
Donbass”.
Federico Schiavi
Producer, editor and director.
As a director and author, he made several 
awarded theatrical and TV documentaries.

 dIreCTor fILMoGrAPhy
Togliatti(grad) The road to war The 12ve 
battle Pontif-ex
2 Girls (with Marco Speroni) Night of mu-
seums
Holy Immigration
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 LoGLINe 
Disillusioned with the present, Camil de-
cides to have a child with his long-term girl-
friend, but, sadly, he can’t get a hard-on. 
After finding out that he already has a child 
with a former fling, he plunges into an eerie 
and dark odyssey guided and misguided by 
the most influential women in his life. 

 SyNoPSIS 
Disenchanted Camil (30) tries to find a way 
of being that exists outside of his carefully 
managed yet banal advertising lifestyle. 
Camil decides to have a child with his long-
term girlfriend, but sadly, he finds himself 
unable to get a hard-on. 
When he lets this hardship conquer his day, 
he is called to the boss' office. He had been 
spotted on a surveillance camera stealing a 
well-deserved advertising prize from a cli-
ent's car. Silvana, Camil's elegant and im-
posing boss, thinks that the only solution is 
his temporary dismissal.
Later that night, he unexpectedly discovers 
that he is a father and becomes obsessed 
with learning what happened. His attempt at 
finding his unknown new-born baby sets him 
adrift in an existential search for meaning. 
When his girlfriend confesses her growing 
doubts about his sexuality and their rela-

tionship, Camil lets his fury conquer his day 
and ends the relationship. 
He then plunges into an eerie and dark 
odyssey, trying to balance the loss of his 
girlfriend, the confrontational former boss 
and his obsession over the mother of his 
new-born child. 
He discovers that the mother of his child is 
part of a hyper-feminist cult. Camil sneaks 
into an isolated seaside retreat, where the 
cult has settled, to try to rescue his former 
fling and their child.  

 dIreCTor STATeMeNT
This twisted black satire starts as so many 
Romanian naturalistic films do. But deals 
quickly with themes related to paranoia, 
men's liberation, religion, and the occult, in 
a controlled blend that sticks to its absurd-
ist roots.
And it draws on a full range of cinematic 
tools to do that, including, dark satire, 
cross-dressing, or orgy scenes within a 
hyper-feminist cult. If that seems baroque, 
that’s fine with me.
The idea of the story sprang from my urge 
to deal with a key question - what better 
equips a man to confront a difficult and 
challenging world? Is it more tears? Is it 
more toughness? No matter what women 
say or do, boys will be boys. But they won’t 

all become men. Also, I want to dispel the 
collective belief of a society in the value of 
pursuing its absolute “ideals” as the correct 
way of finding fulfilment.
Disillusioned with the present, Camil tries to 
find a way of being which exists outside this 
paradigm. His attempt at finding his new-
born baby sets him adrift in an existential 
search for meaning. The lines between the 
bizarre and the real are blurred, but eve-
rything is happening realistically. It’s not 
magical realism. For me, the only way to 
get to fantasy is by being physical and real. 
As Camil’s obsession deepens, the camera 
captures this altered reality in a subtle, min-
imalist manner, as a mere recording of the 
real world. In his presence, the surround-
ings become lit by a thick almost-palpable 
saturated light, shadows and improbable 
visions seem to appear, strange and eerie 
noises are heard.
As far as sound is concerned, the feeling of 
hyperreality will be evoked through strange 
unexpected noises symptomatically invad-
ing the lives of the characters.
I believe life is not just one feeling at a time. 
It’s chaotic. Films should mirror that. As a 
director, I do whatever is necessary to try to 
capture and control that chaos for things to 
come alive. 

 CoMPANy ProfILe 
microFILM was created in 2012 by Alex-
andru and Ada Solomon, with the aim to 
distribute European films and to produce 
low cost projects, innovative projects and 
projects belonging to the new generation 
of filmmakers who can successfully han-
dle the present-day industry challenges. 
Ada Solomon also owns HiFilm Productions 
and, together, the two production compa-
nies have produced 17 features, 14 docu-
mentaries and 11 shorts, films which have 
been distributed in more than 50 territories, 
and 16 projects currently in development.
The first film produced by microFILM, Radu 
Jude’s medium length It Can Pass Through 
the Wall, premiered at Cannes Interna-
tional Film Festival 2014 in the Quinzaine 
des Realisateurs (Jury’s Special Mention), 
and continued its festival run with multiple 
official competition selections. The most 
recent one is Ivana the Terrible, directed 
by Ivana Mladenovic, which premiered at 
Locarno International Film Festival (Special 
Jury Prize). As a co-producer, microFILM 
collaborated with Vivo Film Italy on the fea-
ture film Simple Women directed by Chiara 
Malta, which premiered at Toronto Film 
Festival. In 2020, microFILM will launch 
Uppercase Print, the 7th feature film by 
Radu Jude.

The company is currently involved in the 
development of promising films by ac-
claimed but also fresh, new directors such 
as Radu Jude, Alexandru Solomon, Con-
stantin Popescu, Ivana Mladenovic, Ste-
fan Constantinescu, Sebastian Mihailescu, 
Thomas Wasilewski and Slobodan Sijan, 
among others.

 ProdUCer'S ProfILe
Diana Paroiu is a producer at HiFilm Pro-
ductions and producer and partner in mi-
croFILM, companies founded by Ada Solo-
mon. Her producer work includes Mona 
Nicoara and Dana Bunescu’s THE DIS-
TANCE BETWEEN ME AND ME (premiered 
in Trieste 2019), Johannes Holzhausen’s 
THE ROYAL TRAIN (as Co-producer; DOK 
Leipzig 2019) and Ivana Mladenovic’s SOL-
DIERS. STORY FROM FERENTARI (Toronto 
2017). She has also been involved in Radu 
Jude’s I DO NOT CARE IF WE GO DOWN 
IN HISTORY AS BARBARIANS (Grand Prix 
Chrystal Globe-Karlovy Vary 2018) and Al-
exandru Solomon’s TARZAN’S TESTICLES 
(EFA documentary nominee 2018). She is 
Honorary Vice President of One World Ro-
mania Association and an alumna of EAVE 
Producers Workshop, EAVE Ties That Bind, 
Talents Sarajevo and Cannes Producers 
Network. 
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microFILM
Bucharest, Romania 
dianaramona.paroiu@gmail.com 
ada.solomon@gmail.com

GeNre 
Fiction

dIreCTor 
Sebastian Mihailescu

wrITerS
Andrei Epure, Sebastian Mihailescu

ProdUCerS 
Diana Paroiu, Ada Solomon 

BUdGeT 
€ 896.917 (€ 351.917 in place)

CoMPANy 
microFILM

LookING for
Co-producers, Financing, 
Sales Agents, Festivals
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Ada Solomon is a Romanian producer and 
the founder of HiFilm Productions and mi-
croFILM. Recent projects include CHILD’S 
POSE (Calin Peter Netzer, 2013, Golden 
Bear in Berlin) and AFERIM! (Radu Jude, 
2015, Silver Bear). She has served as a line 
producer for foreign Franco Zeffirelli’s CAL-
LAS FOREVER and Maren Ade’s Oscar-
nominated TONI ERDMANN, among oth-
ers. She is the Executive President of the 
European Women’s Audiovisual Network, 
Deputy Chairwoman of EFA, the Romanian 
National Coordinator of EAVE, member of 
the executive board of ACE and was award-
ed with the European Co-production Award 
– Prix Eurimages at the 2013 European 
Film Awards and with the Central European 
Initiative Award at Trieste in 2018.

 dIreCTor BIoGrAPhy
Sebastian Mihailescu graduated top of his 
class from a Bachelor’s Degree and, sub-
sequently, from a Master’s Degree in Film 
Directing from the National University of 
Theatre and Film Bucharest. He has direct-
ed three short fiction films and his latest, 
his final Master’s film, OLD LUXURIOUS 
FLAT LOCATED IN AN ULTRA-CENTRAL, 
DESIRABLE NEIGHBORHOOD (script by 
Sebastian Mihailescu &Andrei Epure, sup-
ported by the Romanian Film Centre) pre-

miered in Locarno International Film Festi-
val in 2016 - Pardi di Domani Competition. 
It was screened at Museum of Modern Art 
(MoMA) and Film Lincoln Center in New 
York as part of New Directors | New Films 
Festival. The short was also selected in GO 
Short IFF Nijmegen, Hong Kong IFF, Mons 
International Love IFF, The Brave Balkans 
Auteur IFF, Best of Locarno - Montreal, 
Anonimul IFF, Arkadia ShortFest, NexT IFF, 
Nahal IFF Tehran. Also, he worked as an 
Assistant Director for Radu Jude’s AFERIM! 
(2015), which won a Silver Bear in Berlinale 
and for Radu Muntean’s ONE FLOOR BE-
LOW (2015), which was presented in the 
Un Certain Regard at Cannes. Also during 
studies, he was selected as an up-and-
coming film director in the Talents Sarajevo 
programme and he started directing com-
mercials, which he continues to do to the 
present day.

 dIreCTor fILMoGrAPhy
Director & Co-scriptwriter - DOUBLE HAP-
PINESS - Feature (in financing stage)

Director & Writer - OMAGIU / TRIBUTE – 
Feature length Documentary (in develop-
ment)

2016 – Director & Co-scriptwriter – OLD 

LUXURIOUS FLAT LOCATED IN AN UL-
TRA-CENTRAL, DESIRABLE NEIGHBOR-
HOOD – 35 mm, short fiction
Selections: LOCARNO 2016 - PARDI DI 
DOMANI, NEW DIRECTORS FILM SOCI-
ETY OF LINCOLN CENTER - NEW YORK 
2017, POITIERS IFF 2018, GO SHORT IFF 
NIJMEGEN 2017, HONG KONG IFF 2017, 
MONS INTERNATIONAL LOVE IFF 2017, 
THE BRAVE BALKANS AUTEUR IFF 2016, 
BEST OF LOCARNO - MONTREAL, ANON-
IMUL IFF 2016, ARKADIA 2016, NEXT IFF 
2016, TEHRAN STUDENT IFF 2018
VoD Platforms: JIA SCREEN (China)
Supported by: Romanian Film Centre 2015
https://vimeo.com/146504118 - password: 
apartament

2015 – Director & Co-scriptwriter – HON-
EYMOON – Short fiction
Selections: Rumänska filmdagar Stock-
holm, NEXT IFF 2015, ANONIMUL 2015, 
CinemaIubit 2015
https://vimeo.com/111187487 - password: 
h0neym00n

2014 – Director & Co-scriptwriter – AN AM-
BIGUOUS GEOGRAPHICAL AREA, BUT, 
FOR NOW, LET’S CALL IT A DELTA – Short 
fiction
Selections: NEXT IFF 2015

Developed at: SOFIA MEETINGS 2013
Supported by: Romanian Film Centre 2014
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 LoGLINe 
Electing Miss Santa follows a woman from a 
Moldavian village who struggles to become 
independent from her mother. Facing a 
secular tradition that obliges the youngest 
member of the family to take care of the 
parents until their death, 42-years old Elena 
has to overcome the challenge of running 
for mayor against her family wish.

 SyNoPSIS 
For the last 12 years, Elena has taken over 
the role of Santa Claus in her home village, 
secretly selling her household items in or-
der to fill in the gift bag. She believes that 
in order to do better for her community she 
needs to enter the state system. She plans 
to run as a candidate for a political party, in 
a country where presidential elections were 
won on a misogynistic discourse.
When Elena struggles to recruit new people 
to support and vote for her, she discovers 
that it’s not the male segment she has to 
convince. Those she loves the most – her 
mother and sisters – mistrust her ambition. 
Being under the guardianship of her moth-
er due to her disability, at the age of 42, 
her family still treats her as a child. They 
perceive her desire to go on a political path 
as a temporary childish game that will be 

volved in politics is under 18%. Moreover, 
women are very present and involved, but 
mostly in low-paid or secondary jobs, in the 
field of education, culture or social protec-
tion, and very little to none in the economic, 
legal, and legislative fields. However, there 
are a few pioneers who dare to go against 
the wave. Elena is one of them.
The viewer will follow Elena running from gar-
dening, feeding chickens and pigs to over-
coming all the barriers that appear in her way 
to the mayor hall. Her David vs Goliath fight 
type includes many battlefields: the society 
that mistrust women as being leaders, the 
family that reduces her to be a household 
woman, the tradition she has to break in her 
struggle to achieve a career goal.
The film aims to reach out to women living in 
villages, potential future candidates for pub-
lic positions such as counselors or mayors 
in their communities. Electing Miss Santa 
wants to encourage discussion and provoke 
people to look at what it means to be eman-
cipated as a woman in today’s societies and 
how that differs from culture to culture.
The purpose of following Elena is to observe 
how rural Moldova understands democra-
cy, how villagers apply it in the local politi-
cal debates, which always happens under 
unwritten rules. The film will present how 
the connection with your mother continues 

way ahead after the umbilical cordon is cut. 
Elena is the perfect proof of the saying that 
if you trust yourself, you can move a moun-
tain. If you don’t, the mountain can destroy 
you. 

 CoMPANy ProfILe 
NISTE FILME was founded by documentary 
filmmaker Ion Gnatiuc in 2018. Our work 
is focused on documentary film produc-
tion on social topics that reflects nowadays 
Moldovan society. As a film production 
company based in a rural area, we oper-
ate all around the country being closer to 
the subjects and characters we document. 
Through our films, we intend to understand 
and give voice to the marginalized and op-
pressed groups of our society.

Films produced: IN THE FRAME (2018, 
selected at Jihlava IDFF, goEast FF, TIFF 
Romania, Beldocs, Artdocfest, and others), 
FOG (graduation film, 2018).

Films in progress: ELECTING MISS SANTA 
(in production), THE GATE BETWEEN US 
(development, co-production with Romania)

The company also currently produces 5 
short documentaries for three Moldavian 
NGOs on topics like child sexual abuse, 
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Niste Filme
Fundurii Vechi, Moldova
T: +373 67388966
ion.gnatiuc@gmail.com

GeNre 
Documentary

dIreCTor 
Raisa Razmerita

wrITerS
Ion Gnatiuc, Raisa Razmerita

ProdUCer 
Ion Gnatiuc 

BUdGeT 
€ 137.399 (€ 25.824 in place)
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Niste Filme
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women involvement in politics and employ-
ment of people with mental disabilities.

 ProdUCer'S ProfILe
Ion has studied Documentary Filmmak-
ing (MA) at Babes-Bolyai University (Cluj-
Napoca, Romania). Returned to Moldova, 
he founded NISTE FILME, a production 
company focused on documentary film 
production on social topics that reflects 
nowadays Moldovan society. Ion has 
produced and directed two short docu-
mentaries, one of them - IN THE FRAME 
- being selected at more than 14 differ-
ent film festivals (including Jihlava, TIFF, 
goEast, Beldocs). Currently, he is produc-
ing Electing Miss Santa (production) and 
co-producing The Gate Between Us (Ro-
mania, development). 

 dIreCTor BIoGrAPhy
Raisa worked as a journalist since 2011, 
doing social written and video report-
ages broadcasted online and on National 
Television from Moldova. A year ago she 
produced a short documentary - IN THE 
FRAME - a film that has been selected for 
more than 14 film festivals (Jihlava, goEast, 
TIFF among them). Electing Miss Santa is 
her first feature film. 

soon over and allow her to get back to her 
household duties.
What happens when one’s goodwill meets 
the complexity of political machinery? Mov-
ing from working for an NGO funded from 
her pocket to a male-dominated political 
system isn’t an easy task at all. Without 
education and any political experience, she 
goes to the capital of the country to be part 
of trainings that would prepare her for the 
political path.
Trying hard to split her tight schedule which 
includes volunteering, trainings, campaign-
ing and doing the home duties, Elena re-
ceives an ultimatum from her mother: ei-
ther she goes abroad to make some money 
for the upcoming winter which finds them 
unprepared, or she cuts the „funds” and 
financial support she offered until now.

 dIreCTor STATeMeNT
While the society blames the male su-
premacy and control when discussing 
women involvement in politics, through 
this film the director (Raisa Razmerita) 
goes deep down back to the roots, explor-
ing what stops women to be more present 
and involved in the public life before they 
face the wall of misogynistic and patriar-
chal environment.
In Moldova, the percentage of women in-
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 dIreCTor fILMoGrAPhy

Producer
2018 - „IN THE FRAME” - short documen-
tary
2018 - „Fog” - medium-length documen-
tary

Director
2013 - 2014 - TV-series documentaries for 
the National Television from Moldova „Re-
porter de Garda”
2018 - 3 short web-documentaries for the 
platform Moldova.org on social issues
2019 - short documentary (14min) about 
the employment of self-representatives 
(people with mental disabilities)
2019-2020 (production) - 3 short TV docu-
mentaries about the involvement of women 
with disabilities in the local elections from 
Moldova
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 LoGLINe 
Girls & Gods is a documentary film that aims 
to explore the conflict between religion and 
women and reveal possible solutions to this 
historic confrontation. Girls & Gods portraits 
journeys and fights of women who oppose 
religions, but also, of feminists who defend 
religions and consider them as source of 
true empowerment, as well as women who 
attempt to reform religions with progressive 
and feminist values.
This documentary wants to find a new path 
in understanding, interpreting and repre-
senting women in religion.
Girls & Gods as a realistic utopia that may 
become a manifesto for a new feminist ref-
ormation of patriarchal religions.

 SyNoPSIS 
Girls & Gods is a documentary film that 
aims to explore the conflict between religion 
and women and reveal possible solutions to 
this historic confrontation. We will dig into 
the feminist fights and arguments that treat 
the questions from different angles, yet all 
share one goal: the liberation of women. 
The opinionated and controversial feminist 
Inna Shevchenko, from FEMEN, will guide 
the audience into a surprising journey in-
side the world of Girls & Gods full of inter-

The film will reveal to the audience a world 
full of struggles, controversy and powerful 
female voices, the world of Girls & Gods. 
This documentary is a tool to empower 
women to bring transformational improve-
ments into their families, communities and 
societies.
Girls & Gods is a manifesto of a new femi-
nist fight within religions.

 dIreCTor STATeMeNT
We are convinced this documentary will 
become, one day, historically relevant. Our 
aim is to turn the conventional view of the 
world, in which feminism and religion do 
not work together, inside out and bring the 
audience to rethink their vision. To do so we 
will be working with incredibly charismatic 
and strong women.
In this film, Inna Shevchenko will be the 
activist having to throw her own blasphe-
mous opinion overboard to set another kind 
of women’s movement in motion. She will 
approach the three major religions of the 
world and search for fellow campaigners 
as well as counterparts to break all barri-
ers of profession of faith and religions. Inna 
Shevchenko will be the clear thread through 
the film even though she will not always be 
in the center of action. In the end of the film 
it will appear clearly, that the progressive 

feminists are at home in and outside the dif-
ferent religions and can lead a true feminist 
revolution as a joint togetherness.
To produce this film, we will be working as a 
creative collective with Verena Soltiz and Ar-
ash T. Riahi in a director’s trio together with 
Inna Shevchenko. We have known each 
other and have been working together for a 
while now and have a great complementary 
dynamic. All three directors come from dif-
ferent cultural circles and have known each 
other for a few years which sets a custom-
made basis to supervise the project. With 
a mix of young Verena Soltiz’s visual talent 
and Arash T. Riahi’s documentary experi-
ence and Shevchenkos input the directors 
will try to give the film and its content a new, 
unconventional way of cinematic language.
We look forward to a film expressing a wealth 
of ideas and reflecting life in all of its facets in 
an evocative and humorous way. A film that 
gives women a voice and for some may be 
an encouragement to empowerment.

 CoMPANy ProfILe 
Golden Girls Film is an award winning 
creative collective of writer/directors and 
producers. The fiction & documentary 
films made by the collective are focus-
ing on timeless social and political issues 
and have won more than 100 international 
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Golden Girls Filmproduktion
Vienna, Austria
T: +43 18105636
arash@goldengirls.at

GeNre 
Documentary

dIreCTorS 
Inna Shevchenko, Verena Soltiz, 
Arash T. Riahi

wrITer
Inna Shevchenko

ProdUCerS 
Arash T. Riahi, Paula Vaccaro

BUdGeT 
€ 750.000 (€ 95.000 in place)

CoMPANIeS 
Golden Girls Filmproduktion, 
Pinball London

LookING for
Co-producers, Financing, 
Sales Agents, Festivals
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awards. The creative team combines artis-
tic and technical skills developed through 
20 years of experience.
Execution of pre-production, production, 
postproduction, graphics, special effects, 
sounddesign & music composition - all un-
der one roof – gives the company artistic 
and commercial freedom.
Their recent co-production with Tondowski 
Film „Born in Evin“ (Maryam Zaree) won 
in 2019 the Berlinale Perspektive Compass 
Award and their French/Chech/Argentinian 
co-production SOLO (Artemio Benki) pre-
miered at the Cannes filmfestival in 2019. 
In 2020 their co-production "Once upon 
a time in Venezuela" will run in the World 
Documentary competition of Sundance. 
In 2017 their co-production with Zischler-
mann „The Eremits“ (Ronny Trocker), 
which premiered at the Orizzonti Section of 
the Venice Filmfestival, was one of five films 
nomminated as discovery of the year at the 
European Film-Awards.
Their pioneering cross-media documentary 
“Everyday Rebellion” (Riahi Brothers) was 
Austria’s most successful film at festivals 
in 2014 with more than 50 invitations. Fur-
thermore the fictional debut of Arash T. Ria-
hi (Wega Film & Les Films du Losange) “For 
a moment freedom” was Austria’s Academy 
Award entry 2010.

esting female characters, challenging our 
perceptions of any norms.
Inna will begin the exploration of the topic 
by interacting with fellow feminists who, like 
her, call for the eradication of religions. She 
will meet atheists and apostates who cam-
paign against religions, condemning their 
patriarchal nature. The encounters with 
these women however, will leave Inna also 
with doubts and the self-questioning of her 
own believes.
Inna will then try to build bridges and find 
common grounds with her own opponents, 
the religious feminists who endorse the pa-
triarchal doctrine and the institutions lead 
by men.
Women, who defend the religious modesty 
dress-code, consider abortion a sin and 
defend religious misogynistic tradition will 
puzzle the journey even more but will also 
reaffirm the need for women’s revolt against 
religions.
Shevchenko will then finally reach the 
key-question of Girls & Gods: What if the 
feminist revolution would happen inside 
religions? What if the eradication of sexism 
within religion and not eradication of reli-
gion itself is the way forward? Instead of get-
ting rid of religions, women might be more 
willing to take the religions over from male 
hands.
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 ProdUCer'S ProfILe
Born in 1972 in Iran, Arash T. Riahi moved 
to Austria as the child of political refugees 
in 1982. Studying Film and the Arts at the 
University of Vienna, he then worked as a 
freelancer in the youth and art department 
of Austrian TV. In 1997, he founded the film 
and media production company Golden 
Girls Filmproduktion (www.goldengirls.at). 
His body of work as a director & produc-
er, that won more than 100 international 
awards, comprises various awarded short 
and experimental films, documentaries, 
including “The Souvenirs of Mr. X”, “Exile 
Family Movie” or the cross-media project 
“Everyday Rebellion”. His first fiction film 
“For a moment freedom” has won 31 in-
ternational awards and was the Austrian 
candidate for the Academy Awards 2010. 
He finished 2013 with his brother Arman 
the cross-media project everydayrebellion.
net which was Austria’s most successful 
festival film in 2014 and was awarded 10 
times. The next documentary of the Riahi 
Brothers „Kinders“ was awarded with the 
special Jury Award at the Sarajevo Filmfes-
tival 2017. Since 2010 work as a dramaturg 
and script advisor for the MEDIA supported 
programms SOURCES 2, Nipkow, Berli-
nale Scriptstation, European Documentary 
Network, Jihlava Institut for Documentary. 

Since 2014 teaching nonfictional storytell-
ing and financing at the Filmschool and the 
Filmakademie Vienna. The latest documen-
tary he co-produced ("Once upon a time in 
Venezuela") will premier in the competition 
of the Sundance Festival in 2020. The latest 
fiction film he directed, "Oskar & Lilli-Where 
no one knows us", will be released in France 
and Austria in Spring 2020. 

 dIreCTor BIoGrAPhy
Inna Shevchenko: is an award winning ac-
tivist, feminist campaigner, speaker and 
writer. She is co-founder of the International 
branch of the Ukrainian women’s move-
ment FEMEN.
Inna was born in Ukraine where she grew 
up and studied journalism before working 
as a press officer for the mayor of Kiev. She 
joined FEMEN in 2009. In 2011 she and 
two other FEMEN members were tortured 
in Belarus by the KGB after FEMEN’s top-
less protest in support of political prisoners 
in Belarus, Minsk. In 2013 she was granted 
political asylum in France. In France she ini-
tiated a transformation of the Ukrainian FE-
MEN group into an international movement 
and established a training base for feminist 
activists. Shevchenko holds degrees in 
journalism and in political science. Inna is 
a columnist for the international media and 

writes her regular column in French news-
paper Charlie Hebdo. She’s a speaker on 
the questions of human rights and feminism 
worldwide. She is author and co-author of 
4 books. In 2019, Inna was nominated as a 
member of the G7 Gender Equality Advisory 
Council by the French Presidency

Arash T. Riahi: see producer's profile

Verena Soltiz:
Born in Vienna, started working in the in-
dustry at the age of 19 and when she was 
21 she was already hired as a director for 
the ORF, the Austrian national television. 
Her artistic sensitivity was discovered by 
Red Bull and she started to travel the world 
directing documentaries and pilot programs 
for the Austrian brand

 dIreCTor fILMoGrAPhy
Arash T. Riahi:
2020 Oskar & Lilli - Where no one knows 
us (Ein bisschen bleiben wir noch), Fiction
2016 Kinders (The Riahi Brothers), Cine-
ma-Documentary
2013 This Human World (Riahi Brothers), 
shortfilm
2013 Everyday Rebellion (The Riahi Broth-
ers), Cinema-Documentary
2013 That has been bothering me the 

whole time, Short experimental
2011 Everything will not be fine /Nerven 
Bruch Zusammen, Cinema-Documentary
2008 For a moment freedom, Fiction
2006 Exile Family Movie, Cinema-Docu-
mentary
2005 Mississippi, Short experimental
2004 The Souvenirs of Mr. X, Cinema-Doc-
umentary

Verena Soltiz:
2018 Writer – Feature film „Asperatus”
2018 Commercial „ZDF European Champi-
onships”
2018 Commercial „Rauch Anna Veith”
2016 Int. commercial campaign „World Of 
Red Bull ”
2016 Commercial „Austrian Airlines”
2011 Documentary „1:1 – Thierry Henry“
Premiere at the Tribeca Cinema New York: 
“Kicking and Screening Film Festival
NYC”, screened at: “11mm Film Festival” 
Berlin, “Kicking & Screening Film Festival 
London”.
2011 Documentary „Red Bull Momentum–
Marc Webber“ & “Red Bull Momentum–
Lilou”
2010 Documentary „Red Bull Momentum–
Jon Olsson“ & “Red Bull Momentum–Ash-
ley
Fiolek”

2008 pilot program „Point“ 25min (Gda-
nsk, Chamonix)
2007 shortfilm „Courage“
2006 musicvideo „Nada Surf - Blankest 
Year“
Participation at „Saatchi & Saatchi New 
Directors Showcase“ ADC Berlin | With 
“COURAGE” shortfilm & “Nada Surf – 
Blankes Year” music video
2004 TV documentary „Making Of - Expe-
dition Austria“ 25min
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Hoshkee Film
Yerevan, Armenia
T: +374 96568122
hoshkeefilm@gmail.com

GeNre 
Fiction

dIreCTor / wrITer 
Mery Aghakhanyan

ProdUCerS 
Victoria Aleksanyan, Armine Anda

BUdGeT 
€ 500.000 (€ 50.000 in place)

CoMPANy 
Hoshkee Film

LookING for
Co-producers, Financing, 
Sales Agents
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 LoGLINe 
Fifteen-year-old Irene discovers her belly 
steadily growing larger, unaware of how it 
happened. The villagers decide to marry 
Irene of against her will but she disappears 
without trace; a mystical psychosis envel-
ops the village as women and men sud-
denly start getting pregnant.

 SyNoPSIS 
Fifteen-year-old Irene lives in a village where 
a large number of locals are each other’s 
secret lovers. They experience uncontrolled 
sexual desire due to special climatic condi-
tions. Irene’s brother loves their neighbor 
who is his father’s lover, while the woman’s 
young daughter is madly in love with Irene’s 
brother. Irene doesn’t have a mother; her 
father returns from war with one leg and 
begins to drink heavily. Irene blames her fa-
ther for her mother’s death. She burns her 
father's vodka and swears by her blood not 
to be like all the other women in their village. 
But one day everything changes.
Irene discovers that her belly grows bigger 
day by day, and she is completely unaware 
of when and how this has taken place. A 
snake alerts Irene of her pregnancy by 
crawling on her belly. Martha, the village 
fortune-teller, sees the image of pregnant 

Mary, Mother of God emerging in front of 
her eyes. But who is the baby’s father? Eve-
ryone in the village, including Irene’s father 
and brother, is a suspect in the case. Irene 
tears her wedding dress. She tries to com-
mit suicide; the villagers decide to have 
Irene marry a weak-minded village fellow 
against her will but she disappears. The vil-
lagers look for the girl but cannot find her. 
Meanwhile, apparitions of Irene are all over 
the place. Collective schizophrenic psy-
chosis becomes a new reality as not only 
women but also men start getting preg-
nant. During the sermon, Father Grigoris's 
belly begins to get larger. The village folk 
intrude into Irene’s house, light candles all 
around, say prayer. Irene’s father sets fire 
to the forest. Irene’s brother puts on his sis-
ter's nightgown and roams wildly through 
a blazing forest, following the image that 
Martha, the fortune-teller, has given him. 
The boy finds his sister's lifeless body: 
Irene has lost her unborn baby...
Sometime later Irene blends into the fates 
of the young females in her village, who 
then successfully head towards the mater-
nity hospital. 

 dIreCTor STATeMeNT
I was young when I first found myself in 
a village, where the majority of residents 

turned out to be each other’s lovers. The 
openness and naturalness of passions they 
would demonstrate, along with extreme 
deviations, took me by surprise, which was 
the initial impulse I was motivated by, fol-
lowed by another no less astonishing one: 
this was a pathetic family story of a young 
girl, her father and brother. The story was 
not only still etched on my memory but also 
turned into a clear goal of making a film 
about this unique, genuine rural setting, put 
into the main female character’s peculiar 
perspective. The film develops the theme 
of forced underage marriages, which used 
to be widespread in the Armenian reality as 
well. The magic in the film is inextricably 
woven into folklore and ritual elements. We 
see Vergineh trying to give Vardan a glass 
of wine, diluted with her menstrual blood. 
The snake alerts Irene to her pregnancy by 
crawling on to her belly. Another aspect of 
magic is Irene’s instincts and intuition, the 
way she perceives her environment and 
converts it into something new and sen-
sual. This transformational force gathers 
momentum during Irene’s disappearance 
when the locals sight her veil floating in the 
air and her haunting apparitions here and 
there in the village. The villagers’ instinctive 
fear intensifies the magic. They do not bear 
with Irene, but cannot help accepting her 

presence, even when they believe that she 
is not alive.
The film follows a fast rhythm, reaching its 
peak during the wedding scene, the cam-
era, revolving non-stop on its axis, rises 
higher and higher until Irene vanishes into 
the mist. A special lighting system – mov-
ing and walking lights – is put to use for a 
magical ambiance. We treat the light as a 
living and breathing fluid. The film is full of 
genuine adolescent eroticism, shaped not 
by love scenes, but by means of magnifi-
cent light, construction and emotions.

 CoMPANy ProfILe 
HOSHKEE FILM is an independent film pro-
duction company, established by actress, 
fantasy writer and producer Armine Anda. 
While the company’s main goal is contri-
bution in human qualities, the company is 
interested in the production of artistic films 
as well as in films with kids & youth con-
tent including multi-platform projects. The 
company is interested in collaboration and 
co-production worldwide. It is also involved 
in cultural and educational initiatives. The 
company’s short animation BOJO (2008) 
by Mikayel Vatinyan, participated in many 
international film festivals (in Armenia, Be-
lorussia, Bulgaria, Estonia, France, Geor-
gia, Poland, Turkey, Ukraine, and USA) 

and received 3 awards. Company has a 
feature fiction film - JOAN AND THE VOIC-
ES by Mikayel Vatinyan, which premiered 
in World Cinema Competition in Busan IFF 
in 2011 having its European premiere in 
Goteborg IFF and the American premiere 
in Seattle IF. The film participated in many 
festivals. Activities: Development. Produc-
tion. Distribution. Strategic Planning. Con-
sulting. Cultural & Educational Projects.
In the Armenian language Hoshkee means 
an oak-tree. It speaks of our hope having 
roots which go far into the earth and leaves 
going far into the sky.

HOSHKEE FILM Filmography:
WHEN I AM SAD, short animation, dir.: Lilit 
Altunyan
FLIGHT, short fiction, dir.: Victoria Aleksan-
yan, (in post-production)
JOAN AND THE VOICES, feature, dir.: Mi-
kayel Vatinyan, 2011.
BOJO, short animation, dir.: Mikael Vatin-
yan, 2008

 ProdUCer'S ProfILe
Armine Anda has started her career as an 
actress in theatre & TV. JOAN AND THE 
VOICES, a feature film co-written & pro-
duced by Anda received a Goteborg IFF 
Project Award in PPP (former APM), had 
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its World Premiere at Busan IFF, having its 
festival run for 3 years. A short film WIND 
BLOWS written&directed by her in Abbas 
Kiarostami Workshop, received an Audi-
ence Award in ISFF 2014, NY. Armine 
Anda has 4 books published with her illus-
trations. She received Orange Book Award 
for her fantasy novel THE INHABITANTS 
OF ANKIMURE.

Victoria Aleksanyan is a director and pro-
ducer. She holds an MA Degree in Journal-
ism from Slavic University an MFA Degree 
from Columbia University School of Arts 
in Film. While living in New York Victoria 
worked with such companies as HBO, Na-
tional Story Company, Radical Films and 
Whooden Collective. Victoria is the writer, 
director and producer of an award-winning 
short film Caregivers. She is also the pro-
ducer of award-winning short films, like 
The Real American and Don’t Think About 
It and the executive producer of The Pro-
fessor: Tai Chi’s Journey West, a feature 
documentary film, which got acquired and 
distributed by First Run Features (USA).
Victoria is 2019 Creative Armenia film fel-
low, is based between New York and Yere-
van. She published her first photo story in 
4Plus Women’s Collective, takes an active 
part in Armenia’s film industry reforms as a 

co-founder of IFCA Independent Filmmak-
ers Community of Armenia.

 dIreCTor BIoGrAPhy
Mery Aghakhanyan is an Armenian film-
maker and documentary photographer. 
She studied philosophy and metaphys-
ics. In 2003 she graduated Yerevan State 
Conservatory as a musicologist, with her 
diploma work about meditational music in 
Middle East. In 2015 Mery graduated “High 
Cinema Courses” of Roman Balayan, Hay-
Art Cinema in Yerevan, as film director and 
scriptwriter.
She worked in “Byurakn” education center 
as a teacher of art and did her performanc-
es with children based on her own special 
program. She is an author of tales, theatri-
cal performances, documentary, and artis-
tic scenarios, among which are “Behind the 
Dunes”, “Iren’s World”, “The flight of Mar-
garet”, “The Babylon Tower”, and others.
From 2009 she started some for her long-
tern photography projects. Her works were 
exhibited in a few international photogra-
phy festivals. She shot her short fiction film 
“Above the Heavens”¬ which is now in post-
production stage. Now Mery is developing 
her first projects: feature-length documen-
tary “Apocalypses”, short fiction “Goatskin”, 
and full-length fiction “Irene’s World”.

Her documentary project “Inhabitants” re-
ceived juries “Honorable Mention” prize for 
development in “GoEast” Film Festival and 
development fund from IDFA Berta Fund in 
2018. She is one of the participants of ID-
FAcademy program.
“Inhabitants” participated also in Docsin-
Thessaloniki EDN pitching forum and won 
Belgium TV and co-production award in 
Millenium Film Festival 2019

 dIreCTor fILMoGrAPhy
"Inhabitants" feature-length creative docu-
mentary, 85', Armenia, France, Germany 
Belgium 2021, in production
"Above the Heaven" 25' short fiction 2019
"Under the open sky" short documentary, 
11', 2018
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 LoGLINe 
ÁDÁM (22) lives in Hungary’s most under-
privileged region and struggles with a se-
vere stutter. But one day he realizes that if 
he raps with an outburst of fury, his prob-
lem disappears. His wild performance and 
hyper-aggressive lyrics gain him immense 
success on YouTube. But before he can per-
form in front of an audience, he must battle 
his inner obstacles and his abusive father – 
the true cause of his speech impediment.

 SyNoPSIS 
ÁDÁM (22) works as a sheperd in Hun-
gary’s most disadvantaged region. He lives 
together with his powerful and abusive, 
policeman father. He is an adoring fan of 
hip-hop and secretly dreams of a career in 
music. The only problem is that he is an ex-
treme stutterer; he struggles with a speech 
impediment that has a 5-8 second lag ac-
companied by physical spasms.
One day, ÁDÁM causes an accident , and 
his boss brutally humiliates him. ÁDÁM 
shouts to himself in fury, and he realizes 
that if he curses in a state like this, he 
doesn’t stutter. The realization is cathartic! 
He summons his courage, hardly records 
and edit a song and secretly applies to an 
online talent show.

security, but finally smiling when he hears 
the voices of the angry kids of Budapest 
shouting his lyrics. 

 dIreCTor STATeMeNT
GENRE
The film’s style is social realist, its genre a 
coming-of-age drama of trials in which the 
central character’s will is set against his 
own, psychological blocks.
Organically connected to this are the mo-
tifs of hip-hop and the speech impediment 
connected to the Eastern Hungarian envi-
ronment.
The only way Ádám can get over his own 
internal obstacles and his speech impedi-
ment, is if he faces and frees himself from 
the internalized model set by his father. The 
liberating energy of hip-hop helps him in 
his revolt. Over the course of my research, 
I have conducted several interviews with 
people struggling with stuttering, in addi-
tion to expert speech therapists and psy-
chologists. Without exception, they all said 
that one of the most typical causes for this 
handicap is some kind of childhood trau-
ma. The main technique for treating stut-
tering is to focus on resolving the trauma.
THE FILM LANGUAGE
The film plan wishes to use the devices 
of contemporary, European, social realist 

film with regards to form as well. We would 
film in original locations in Borsod County, 
in this former socialist mining region, with 
rich visual interiors, several amateur char-
acters, and a lot of close-ups. The deep 
observation of Ádám’s face and reactions 
through a hand-held camera would make 
up a significant part of the visuals. Natural-
istic, extreme close-up, lyric inserts would 
also have a role: as Ádám cuts his gums; as 
he taps his phone; Noémi’s hands as she 
cooks; the cutting of the drug into lines; 
the ribbed quality of the mask’s fabric; the 
gazes of the animals; etc.
SPIRIT OF THE AGE
The online talent contest launched as the 
marketing strategy of the multinational 
company is a motif of the crisis of postmod-
ern culture. At first, this seems the only way 
that Ádám can see to get ahead, but when 
he realizes that the show is only exploiting 
him in order to promote the Boost energy 
drink, he has one choice left: destroying 
Larry and the show – the final rebellion.

 CoMPANy ProfILe 
The name Focusfox sounds familiarly in 
local and as well as in international film 
business. It was founded in 1994 as the 
very first digital post production studio in 
Hungary. Since then we went through a re-
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Focusfox Studio
Budapest, Hungary
T: +36 309493507
andras.muhidr@gmail.com

GeNre 
Fiction

dIreCTor / wrITer 
Szilárd Bernáth

ProdUCer 
András Muhi

BUdGeT 
€ 620.000 (€ 350.000 in place)

CoMPANy 
Focusfox Studio

LookING for
Co-producers, Financing, 
Sales Agents, Festivals
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markable way that brought us to be present 
at every stage of filmmaking.
We offer complete, high-quality services 
for our partners be it commercial, anima-
tion, short, documentary or feature film 
(www.focusfox.hu). Beside our picture and 
sound post production activities we make 
our own complete film productions on our 
own investment with the collaboration help 
of Hungarian Film Fund. We can provide 
with professional camera equipments and 
full lighting and grip packages on the high-
est quality. In addition Focusfox is not only 
a full service company but also managing 
the 30% tax rebate and advances the VAT 
in order to help the productions’ cashflow.
We are very proud of our world standard 
Cinemix mixing studio which was awarded 
after completion with THX and Dolby certif-
icate. Since then we have made here final 
sound mixing of numerous Hungarian and 
American films. While we keep following 
the changes in digital technologies and in 
film trends we also keep alive the traditional 
film technologies. That is our mission.

 ProdUCer'S ProfILe
András Muhi graduated from the Eötvös 
Loránd University in 1980 as a lawyer. In 
2000 he established Inforg Studio. He made 
30 feature films, 120 short films, 80 docu-

The song is immensely successful on You-
Tube. Thousands of fans are crazy about 
his hyper-aggressive performance and re-
bellious lyrics. The young man must per-
form at the contest’s final round in Buda-
pest. But ÁDÁM realises that he is unable 
to rap continously in front of others, he gets 
embarrased and his aphasia will emerge 
again.
His tension slowly mounts when he be-
comes increasingly closer to his father ZOL-
TÁN’s new girlfriend. NOÉMI helps ÁDÁM 
prepare for the contest with maternal atten-
tion; he feels liberated in the woman’s pres-
ence and starts to rap even better. He falls 
in love with her, and on a heated night, he 
sleeps with her.
ZOLTÁN soon finds out about everything. 
He shows up at one of ÁDÁM’s concerts, 
where the boy goes completely mute when 
he sees his father in the audience. The fol-
lowing day, he is forced to finally stand up 
for himself. He shouts at his father, they 
have a fistfight, and then he leaves his 
home for good.
In Budapest, the cathartic, angry shout-
ing bursts from his lungs without a hitch 
for the first time in his life. But when he 
encounters the humiliating world of the tal-
ent contest industry, he makes a scene: he 
destroys the show’s set. He is thrown out by 
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mentary and 15 animations as a producer 
or co-producer. The studio became a very 
significant place of the contemporary Hun-
garian film making. Since 2015 he is also 
producing films in the biggest Hungarian 
film making studio, FocusFox Studio. Lot of 
films produced by him are participants and 
often winners of prestigious international 
film festivals. For example Bence Fliegauf’s 
“Just the Wind (2012)”, won the Silver Bear 
at the Berlinale and “Before Dawn (2005)” 
won the Best Short Film prize at the Euro-
pean Film Academy. In 2017 he was the 
producer of one of the most successful 
Hungarian feature films "On Body and Soul" 
which won the Golden Bear award and was 
also nominated for the Oscar. 

 dIreCTor BIoGrAPhy
Szilárd Bernáth graduated at Eötvös Loránd 
University in 2010 (Film Studies).
His previous short film, Pay Day had the in-
ternational premiere in Clermont-Ferrand, 
and it also won the Hungarian Film Critics' 
Award in 2017.
Now he is preparing for his first feature, 
‘Larry’ with the support of the Hungarian 
National Film Found. 

 dIreCTor fILMoGrAPhy
Filmography as a Director
2016 Larry – feature film (pre-production)
2019 Earworm – short film
2016 Pay Day – short film
2009 Bathing – short film
2008 Hide and seek – short film
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 LoGLINe 
A heartwarming story about a precautious, 
8-year-old girl growing up in an unconven-
tional family and exploring the world with 
her globetrotting father.

 SyNoPSIS 
Since her parents’ split, Lili has been shar-
ing her time between two homes. In spite of 
all the hardships, Lili’s parents are her safe 
place. Her mom, a calm and caring wom-
an, gives her the harmony and safety she 
needs. Meanwhile, her dad is full of ideas 
and very charismatic. His goal is to show 
the world to his bright daughter. Their fear-
less journeys are an opportunity to tighten 
their bond and try themselves in difficult 
situations. With a baby sister on the way, 
Lili’s life is about to get even more exciting.

 dIreCTor STATeMeNT
Documenting Lili and Tomek’s adventures 
compliment my work thus far. I spent the 
last year of my undergraduate studies on 
analyzing the nature of father-daughter rela-
tions, which led me to complete three short 
films on this subject matter. My last docu-
mentary short titled „Gift” is a reflection of 
my own relationship with my father. Another 
film I made, titled „Debut - Love” is a short 

believe that selected tools, such as calm 
and balanced work of a handheld camera, 
which often becomes a counterpoint to 
dynamic situations in the frame, will help 
in the philosophical reception of my film. 
Meanwhile, very wide shots will reflect the 
spirit of Scandinavia.

 CoMPANy ProfILe 
HAKA FILMS is a production company 
focused on artistic productions as well as 
commercial content (TV ads and shows). 
The company currently has 3 documenta-
ries in development: „Lili“ by Sylwia Rosak, 
„Boylesque“ by Bogna Kowalczyk and „I 
Want It All“ by Katarzyna Wisniowska.
Currently, HAKA FILMS holds an executive 
producer’s credit in one fiction film in pro-
duction - „Double Trouble 2“. It also has 4 
films in development, 3 of which are inter-
national coproductions.
Among the company’s commercial clients 
are brands like: Coca-Cola, Bakalland, 
Zdrovit and Bricomarche.

 ProdUCer'S ProfILe
Tomasz Morawski has been working as a 
producer, executive producer and produc-
tion manager for many years. He has made 
over 70 commercials and 50 music videos 
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story about love, told from the point of view 
of a 11-year-old boy. Finally, “Lethargy” is a 
road film that showcases just how curious a 
child can be when it is seeking answers to 
his or her most burning questions.
Having Lili in this project gives me the op-
portunity to show the world through the eyes 
of an amazing, open and curious child. I’m 
sure that the way she behaves and reacts is 
something unique. Something I would not 
be able to create in a fiction film. I mainly 
focus on the inner world that my characters 
build for themselves. I like to experiment 
with form, so I will do that in this movie by 
inserting elements of magical realism into 
my storytelling.
Searching for the tone of the film, I turned 
to Terry Gilliam's „Tideland“ or „Beasts of 
the Southern Wild“ by Benh Zeitlin, where 
daughters become the main protagonists 
and create a rich world of a child’s imagi-
nation. It is extremely important for me to 
show the unusual bond between father and 
child, which at times resembles a master 
- student relationship. I especially liked 
how it was depicted in Thierry Paladino’s 
documentary „La Machina“, Jess Bianchi’s 
„Given” and in „The Pursuit of Happiness“ 
directed by Gabriele Muccino.
I plan to draw from the above film inspi-
rations, but also remain open to reality. I 

for various artists, including Radiohead.
As an executive producer, he worked on 
„Little Crushes“ by Ola Gowin and Ireneusz 
Grzyb (2012), „Double Trouble“ by Marta 
Karwowska (2017) and a short fiction film 
titled „Jerry“ (2017). He served the role 
of production manager on big budget in-
ternational coproductions: „Who Will Write 
Our History“ by Roberta Grossman (2018), 
„The Mute“ by Bartosz Konopka (2018) 
and „Mr. Jones“ by Agnieszka Holland 
(2019). Since 2017, he has been running 
his own business: HAKA FILMS.

 dIreCTor BIoGrAPhy
A final year student of the M.A. program 
at the Directing Department (Krzysztof 
Kieslowski Faculty of Radio and Television, 
University of Silesia in Katowice). She has 
worked alongside c Oscar-nominated direc-
tors - Bartosz Konopka and Aneta Kopacz. 
She began her adventure at the Wrocław 
Film School, where she was introduced to 
filmmaking by working in all of the depart-
ments. "Lili” is her feature documentary 
debut and it was awarded by HBO during 
DOCS TO START pitch at 59th Krakow Film 
Festival.
In her work, she focuses most on the inner 
world her protagonists build within them-
selves. By dressing them in an interesting 

visual form, she creates auteur cinema. 
The short films she has made so far have 
successfully travelled around the world. At 
the same time, she is involved in the editing 
of her films, which she highly values. She 
also often works as a 1st AD.
She is the author of the stage drama "I Am 
About to Leave”, which she directed in the 
Druga Strefa Theatre in Warsaw. In addi-
tion to film directing, she writes and directs 
commercials and music videos. 

 dIreCTor fILMoGrAPhy
„Plan C” (2019) - short fiction
„All’s well” (2018) - short fiction
„Gift” (2017) - short fiction
„Lethargy” (2016) - short fiction

„Debut - Love” (2015) - short documentary
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 LoGLINe 
Orchestra Conductor Nina (42) interrupts 
the rehearsals of Mahler’s Fifth Symphony 
with the Berlin Philharmonics to devote her-
self to her son Lars (12). The island they re-
treat to is cut off by a winter storm; intended 
to be a safe haven it becomes a site of con-
flict. Mother and son struggle to find and to 
repair what is broken in their relationship, 
and to start to speak to one another again.

 SyNoPSIS 
Orchestra conductor Nina (42) is on the 
brink of a career-defining concert of ‘Mahl-
er's 5th Symphony’ with the Berlin Philhar-
monic, when rehearsals are suddenly inter-
rupted by the news of an incident in which 
her son Lars (12) has harmed himself. Put-
ting her professional success on the line 
she decides to devote herself entirely to her 
son.

She takes Lars to the island where they 
used to spend their summers, far away from 
the controlled environment of the city. But 
in winter,  the cold wind howls above the 
dark cliffs and the almost abandoned island 
is not the refuge Nina had hoped for. Con-
fined inside a house in a small bay, Nina 
fails to get closer to her son whose behavior 

the wellbeing of my children, I would not 
hesitate. Although I know that I cannot live 
without the profession which has shaped 
and defined me for over twenty years, I 
would choose the wellbeing of my children. 
My search beyond the confines of patri-
archal storytelling tradition brought me to 
Nina; single parent and successful orches-
tra conductor, Nina is a complex personal-
ity, not trying to be likable or nice, never 
questioning her right to be both a parent 
and a leading professional.
Mahler’s Fifth Symphony is a masterpiece 
of classical music, not due to structural 
perfection; the genius of this work are the 
extreme opposites colliding in an existen-
tial struggle. Unlike Mahler, I do not wish 
to completely give up the human voice; but 
neither do I rely on dialogue as the main 
instrument of storytelling. Beyond dialogue, 
I aim to create a vast space for the seman-
tics of the audio-visual film language; the 
drama of epic landscapes; the emotional 
intensity achieved by precise use of sound 
and music; and, most importantly, the use 
of psychological choreography in acting. In 
the narrow space between the protagonists, 
the words spoken are a disguise, covering 
the thoughts that crash into each other. We 
trace those thoughts in their faces, their 
bodies, the tone of the voice; in small, pre-

cise gestures, gazes, movements; in the 
moments of silence, lasting just a little too 
long. From this space beyond words will be 
born the suspense, the thrill of this film.
In my films, I like to move at the edge of the 
thriller genre – as was the case with my latest 
cinema feature Rudar // The Miner. When 
working with genre elements, the most im-
portant quality is precision – a balance of 
contrasting elements within a simple, el-
egant form. I also want to reach this goal for 
NOT A WORD, a story about violence and 
love, trust and fear; about a dream and a 
trauma; and about words and silence.

 CoMPANy ProfILe 
VOLTE is an independent production com-
pany based in Berlin, founded  in 2016 by 
producer Michel Balagué. We produces 
feature length films and moving image-
based art and is driven by the impulse to 
create inspiring work. 
We invest in films because a story is par-
ticularly well written and directed, because 
it makes us see the world differently, and 
because it challenges the language of film. 
In constant exchange with our partners – 
funders, distributors, broadcasters and co-
producers – we strive to find the best meth-
od for each film. We want to know exactly 
what our partners are looking for or need in 
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each stage, and make sure to deliver. 
VOLTE also offers postproduction services. 

 ProdUCer'S ProfILe
Michel Balagué produces and co-produces 
feature films, documentaries and artistic 
projects. He participated in EAVE Produc-
ers Workshop  2019, was selected for the 
Emerging Producers Program in Jihlava; 
the Studio  program of the New Horizons 
Festival in Wrocław and in the Berlinale Tal-
ents program. 
Selected filmography:
RUDAR // THE MINER (2017) Feature 
by Hanna Slak (Slovenia Oscar Entry - 21 
Awards in international Festivals) release in 
five Territories
IN THE LAST DAYS OF THE CITY (2016) 
First Feature by Tamer El Said, (among 
other awards: Calligary award in the 66th 
Berlinale, Best Director in Bafici, Best Film 
in Wroclaw and Les 3 Continents) released 
in nine territories
SIENIAWKA (2012) First Feature by Marcin 
Malaszczak (63rd Berlinale - first prize in 
FID Marseille), 
MY LOVE AWAITS ME BY THE SEA (2013) 
Documentary by Mais Darwazah (TIFF & 
CPH:DOC)
FACE B (2015) Short by Leila Albayaty 
(65th Berlinale)

she finds increasingly troubling. Concern 
turns to fear when suspicions start growing 
about his possible involvement in the death 
of a schoolmate girl. As a winter storm cuts 
off the island from the mainland, her para-
noia culminates in a fierce confrontation 
that results in a series of dangerous misun-
derstandings. Constantly close to the abyss, 
we fear for their lives on every step towards 
a gripping climax. Finally Lars’ innocence 
is proved and Nina decides to risk her pro-
fessional reputation and stays longer on the 
island. She helps Lars repair a broken boat; 
connected by the mutual effort, they start to 
speak to each other again. Nina feels hope-
ful, inspired by the feral wind, and ready for 
her great concert.

NOT A WORD is the 4th feature length film 
by Berlin based, award winning director 
Hanna Slak. Centred on the relationship 
of a single mother and her child the film 
explores the nature of trust and the con-
sequences of its loss. It expresses how im-
portant it is to change, communicate genu-
inely, and open to the other in order to build 
stronger relationships. 

 dIreCTor STATeMeNT
If I was put against a wall this very moment 
and given a choice between my career and 
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FALLING FOR FELIX (2019) Short by Marie 
Losier (72th Locarno).
Balagué actual Slate is:
QUANTUM CREOLE, Artist film by Filipa 
Cesar (Postproduction - Berlinale 2020)
MY FATHER'S NAME IS ABDUL, docu-
mentary by Leila Albayaty (Postproduction) 
THE SOUTH WIND BLOWS, shorts by Bar-
bara Wagner  & Benjamin de Burca (pre-
production)
KAFKA FOR KIDS by Roee Rosen (pre-
production)
FOULEDH, documentary by  Mehdi Hmili 
(development; La Fabrique 2019)
NOT A WORD, Hanna Slak's 4th feature 
film (development)

 dIreCTor BIoGrAPhy
Hanna Slak, Slovenian - German, born 
1975 in Warsaw, based in Berlin, is a 
film director, multimedia artist, and writer. 
In her work she glides between the visual 
and the textual and between several native 
languages. She has written and directed 
feature films for the big screen (Blind Spot, 
2001; Teah, 2007; Rudar, 2017), as well 
as documentary films and experimental 
shorts. Her films are screened at festivals 
such as Cannes, Berlinale, Rotterdam, Lo-
carno, and others. Her most recent feature 
film RUDAR // THE MINER has won 22 In-

ternational Festival Awards and was Slove-
nian entry for the 2018 Foreign Language 
Academy Awards. Among other awards 
for cinema feature films are Best Director 
at Sofia Film Festival, Best Actress (Man-
ca Dorrer) at the Thessaloniki Film Festi-
val and Don Quijote Prize at Cottbus Film 
Festival for her debut feature film BLIND 
SPOT which premiered at Locarno and 
was shown in Rotterdam, Chicago and at 
Cannes in a retrospective selection of best 
films of the region.

 dIreCTor fILMoGrAPhy
Director's Filmography of Feature Films
2017 // Rudar ( The Miner )
2009 // Some Other Stories – one episode 
of episode film
2007 // Tea ( Teah ) Childrens' Film
2002 // Slepa pega ( Blind Spot )
2001 // Desperado Tonic – one episode of 
episode film

RUDAR was the Slovenian Oscar Entry 
2018, and collected 21 Awards at Interna-
tional Festivals:
Young Jury Award // 29. Trieste Interna-
tional Film Festival
Best Director // 20.Festival of Slovenian 
Film,
Best Actor // 20.Festival of Slovenian Film,

Best Editor // 20.Festival of Slovenian Film,
Special Mention Best Film // 34. Warsaw 
International Film Festival
Special Mention Ecumenical Jury // 34. 
Warsaw International Film Festival
Film Conveying Message of Peace // 36. 
FAJJR International Film Festival, Teheran
Circle of Critics Award // 36. FAJJR Interna-
tional Film Festival, Teheran
Best Actor // 36. FAJJR International Film 
Festival, Teheran
Best Cinematographer // 13. SEE Fest, Los 
Angeles
Best Actor // 11. Orenburg IFF, Russia,
Best Film about the Alps // 24. Film Festival 
della Lessinia, Italy
Prize from the jury MicroCosmo of inmates 
of the Verona prison // 24. Film Festival 
della Lessinia, Italy
Audience Award // 24. Film Festival della 
Lessinia, Italy
Best Director 3rd Price // 11. IFF of Film 
Directing Leskovac, Serbia
Best Director // 34. Alexandria Film Festival
Best Film // 34. Alexandria Film Festival
Best Film // 7. Tuzla International Film Fes-
tival
Best Film // 5. Al Este International Film 
Festival
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 LoGLINe 
The lives of three different women intersect 
and irrevocably transform during one day, 
while their city is rocked by mysterious ex-
plosions.

 SyNoPSIS 
A series of strange explosions happening 
around a big city interrupt the average days 
of three women: Tereza, Silva, and Hana. 
Tereza's 13th birthday party sends Tereza's 
mother into an organizing frenzy, all to 
Tereza's despair. With hardly any friends, 
Tereza is expected to behave nicely and fix 
her reputation of a weirdo. The awkward 
party is interrupted by Tereza's pregnant 
cat, which goes into labor. Tereza tries to 
involve the only two girls who showed up 
but they leave disgusted. Tereza's parents 
are disappointed of their strange daughter. 
Hurt, Tereza runs away into the exploding 
city to fetch food for the newborn kittens.
Silva (33), on maternity leave, is crippled 
by insomnia and is cashless. Caught be-
tween fixing house chores, telling the land-
lord they can't pay the raised rent, and per-
forming a phone interview in front of the 
future employer, Silva breaks down. She 
abandons her toddler son in a mall. But the 
mall is suddenly rocked by an explosion. 

lowed was the part I still find strange. The 
event had brought many of us youngsters 
together. We were too shocked to under-
stand what had happened. But we all 
found it was a good moment to take out 
drinks, play cards or quietly hold hands 
with those we fancied. Simply be together, 
now, more than ever. A meeting with death 
brought us together. As inappropriate as 
it may appear, we took advantage of this 
moment, and there was nothing more we 
could do or say to explain this.
I feel similarly about the heroines of "Or-
dinary failures". Without consciously un-
derstanding what’s happening, they expe-
rience the explosions on a deeper level, 
hence their inquietude. Yet as scary as the 
explosions seem, they’re deeply attractive. 
The explosions start giving a meaning to an 
otherwise fragmented reality that Tereza, 
Silva and Hana experience. I imagine the 
film to be quiet, slightly slow paced, de-
veloping on two sides. On one side there 
is the character's world: clean, almost 
septic, with large airy spaces where every-
thing seems to be in order. On the other 
side are the events unfolding outside: big, 
loud, messy, leaving behind what looks like 
a scene from war. This shakes up the three 
women's lives from within, and change, like 
light through the cracks, finally creeps in.

 CoMPANy ProfILe 
Xova Film is a Prague-based production 
company with auteur-driven, eclectic pro-
file, united in focus on authentic creative 
vision. Xova Film’s current fiction slate 
includes “Eternal Peace”, the ecological 
dystopia Vojtech Strakatý, female driven 
apocalypse story “Ordinary Failures” 
by Cristina Grosan, drama “Erhart” by 
Jan Brezina, experimental noir detective 
story “Blue Box” by Petr Šprincl & Marie 
Hájková and Ondrej Šálek’s documentary, 
“Breaking Europe”. Xova Film’s minor-
ity co-productions include “Heads and 
Tails”, the sophomore feature of Nicolae 
Constantin Tanase (RO/CZ) or the short 
fiction project “A Prince Came Passing 
By” by Cristina Grosan (RO/CZ).

 ProdUCer'S ProfILe
Marek Novák (b. 1988) graduated law at 
Charles University in Prague, but didn't re-
ally feel like being a lawyer, so he later grad-
uated film production at Prague's FAMU 
and founded his own production company 
Xova Film back in 2014. He honed his 
skills in several workshops: EAVE Produc-
ers Workshop, Midpoint, Ex Oriente Film, 
dok.incubator, IFS International Producing, 
Berlinale Talents 2020. Marek is a member 
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of Czech Audiovisual Producers Associa-
tion and member of its Ethical Committee.

 dIreCTor BIoGrAPhy
Cristina Grosan (b. 1987) is a Hungarian-
Romanian filmmaker and visual artist. Since 
graduating from university, she has directed 
6 short films, among which award-winning 
short “Holiday at the Seaside” exploring a 
mother-daughter relationship screened at 
dozens of festivals worldwide (Clermont-
Ferrand IFF, Sarajevo IFF, London ISF, Hel-
sinki IFF, Zubroffka IFF, Tirana IFF, St. Pe-
tersburg, Thessaloniki IFF, etc), distributed 
in several territories and recently premiered 
online, amassing close to 1 million views. 
Currently, she is in post-production with her 
debut feature “Things Worth Weeping For” 
produced by Judit Stalter (Laokoon Film-
group, HU). She’s also finishing post-pro-
duction of a short fiction, “A Prince Came 
Passing By”, produced by Anamaria Antoci 
& Anda Ionescu (Tangaj Productions, RO) 
in co-production with Marek Novák (Xova 
Film, CZ). She is developing her second 
feature, “Ordinary Failures” together with 
Czech writer Klára Vlasáková. The film’s 
development is supported by a grant from 
the Czech Film Fund.

Silva returns but can't seem to find her son.
Hana (53) is worried about her robotic 
dog. She was reluctant at first, but is now 
attached to it. Hana's husband tries to fix 
it, while she has a farewell party at work. 
In spite of many plans and will to work, 
her position is being made redundant by 
younger bosses in the company. Over-
whelmed, Hana concentrates on saving the 
dog. But the fluctuating electricity caused 
by explosions irreversibly damage it. She is 
advised to replace it with a new one.
The explosions become bigger and people 
are seeking refuge and leaving the city. Un-
knowingly, the women cross paths in crucial 
moments, accidentally helping each other. 
Tereza fights to be loved for what she is, 
Silva accepts she doesn't need to have all 
the answers and Hana refuses to be made 
redundant. The unidentified phenomenon 
taking control of their city is both beauti-
ful and destructive. Whatever might come 
next, Silva, Tereza, and Hana are ready.

 dIreCTor STATeMeNT
When I turned 18, my family gifted me with 
a solo trip to a camp in France, where I 
made friends with many like-minded trave-
lers. But during one evening a man was 
stabbed in front of us. The perpetrator was 
caught, but sadly the victim died. What fol-
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 dIreCTor fILMoGrAPhy
THINGS WORTH WEEPING FOR (2020, 
debut feature in post-production, 84 min, 
HU, produced by Judit Stalter, Laokoon 
Filmgroup)

A PRINCE CAME PASSING BY (2020, short 
fiction film in post-production, 20min, RO/ 
CZ, produced by Anamaria Antoci, Tangaj 
Production and Marek Novák, Xova Film)

WHAT BINDS US (documentary in re-
search phase, HU, produced by Judit 
Stalter, Laokoon Filmgroup)

WORK IN PROGRESS (2017, 20min, fic-
tion, HU, produced by Dora Nedeczky, 
Mindwax)

HOLIDAY AT THE SEASIDE (2014, 16min, 
fiction, BiH/HR/RO, produced by Luka 
Venturin, Dora Nedeczky, Dragana Jo-
vanovic, Sarajevo City of Film) 

SPUTNIK (2010, 11 min, fiction, RO, pro-
duced by Babes Bolyai University, The 
Faculty of Theatre and Film) 
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 LoGLINe 
The return of the young man Slaven to his 
native village for the funeral of his father, 
and his reunion with Marko, his teenage 
love and the reason his father kicked him 
out of the house will change the routine of 
the village, threatened by the swollen rivers.

 SyNoPSIS 
Mid-September in a village threatened by 
the swollen rivers of Sava and Odra. Upon 
his return home for his father's funeral, 
SLAVEN (22) revives his love relationship 
with his childhood friend, a young sports-
man MARKO (17), because of which he 
was kicked out of the house when his fa-
ther found out about it. Marko's girlfriend 
PETRA (17) becomes suspicious, and 
both Slaven and Marko's families, each in 
its own way, put a pressure on the young 
men. It is rumoured that Slaven's father, 
a war veteran, has committed a suicide, 
and Slaven can’t shake the feeling that his 
mother blames him for that.
At the same time, Marko is doing his best to 
hide his relationship with Slaven from Petra, 
his rigid parents and unsuspecting friends. 
With inadvertent help of Marko's brother 
FILIP (10), a boy with Down syndrome, Pe-
tra soon finds out the true nature of the rela-

tionship between Slaven and Marko.
On the other hand, the swollen river is 
threatening with an imminent flooding; the 
villagers fear the rain. Right after his father's 
funeral, dejected Slaven clumsily tries to 
reassure frightened Marko, but Marko 
pushes him away. Marko then comes to 
blows with his best friend IVAN (17) and 
his father FRANJO (54), at a sports compe-
tition where he is the favourite. That same 
evening, at home, Marko realizes that his 
father was actually trying to protect him, 
knowing about his homosexuality for years.
Reassured, Marko looks for Slaven and 
finds out that Slaven is gone. Disappointed, 
he goes to the embankment where they 
used to spend time together, and finds 
Slaven there, reinforcing the embankment 
with a fireman. Slaven and Marko work in 
silence, when the rain starts to fall. 

 dIreCTor STATeMeNT
When I read Tomislav Zajec’s script for the 
first time, I had a unique experience: it felt 
like it was my own, as if I had written it. 
What I particularly like about this script are 
its characters – so vivid and three- dimen-
sional that they seem familiar from the very 
first reading. I understand their actions, 
their fears, their prejudices and beliefs. 
The author seems to understand and love 

all his characters in equal measure – teen-
agers and old people, women and men, 
and he follows them without judging them 
or rooting for them. That is what I would 
like to achieve on the screen – sympathy 
and understanding, without marking them 
as „black“ or „white“. I want full-blooded, 
complex, vivid characters the viewers will 
understand and find interesting, regardless 
of whether they are main protagonists or 
secondary characters.
Although this story is pregnant with atmos-
phere, and exteriors are an important part 
of it, I will focus on the protagonists, with the 
river, the village, the house and the garage 
treated in such a way to impart a sense of 
oppression on our protagonists, even when 
the landscapes may strike us as downright 
romantic. The river and its embankment, 
the sandbags, the fire trucks before the 
rain, the kitchen tiles which crack under 
the feet of our protagonists, the walls which 
are damp from former floods – this entire 
universe is full of challenging visual details 
that I hope to transfer to the screen.
The social background is strongly present 
in this film, but it is basically a story about 
an impossible love and a story about a tol-
erance. Being different, which in our story 
translates to being gay, is condemned with-
out trying to understand, acknowledge, or 

tolerate. This is why I find this subject very 
important and am convinced that a film 
that tells such a convincing and emotional 
story must reach and teach the hearts and 
minds of wider audiences. 

 CoMPANy ProfILe 
Kinorama is a production company special-
ized for production of feature films, found-
ed in Zagreb in 2003 by Ankica Juric Tilic, 
Hrvoje Pervan and Dragan Juric. Our per-
manent staff consists of six people, four of 
them producers. Kinorama has produced 
25 feature-length films, some of which co-
productions, 25 shorts and three TV series. 
Some films were top box office hits in cin-
emas, and all of them were screened at 
numerous festivals around the world, win-
ning over two hundred awards. Kinorama's 
artistic team is composed of established 
authors and debutants alike. Special at-
tention is given to the project development 
and projects are regularly presented at nu-
merous international production markets 
and developed at film workshops.

Filmography (selection):
2019 Posljednji Srbin u Hrvatskoj / The 
Last Serb in Croatia, directed by Predrag 
Licina, feature film
2018 Teret / The Load, directed by Ognjen 

Glavonic, feature film (minority co-producer)
2017 Uzbuna na Zelenom Vrhu / The Mys-
tery of Green Hill, directed by Cejen Cernic, 
feature film for children
2016 Ne gledaj mi u pijat / Quit Staring at 
My Plate, directed by Hana Jušic, feature film
2015 Zvizdan / The High Sun, directed by 
Dalibor Matanic, feature film
2010 Majka asfalta / Mother of Asphalt, di-
rected by Dalibor Matanic, feature film
2009 Crnci / The Blacks, directed by G. 
Devic and Z. Juric, feature film
2008 Kino Lika / Kino Lika, directed by 
Dalibor Matanic, feature film

 ProdUCer'S ProfILe
Ira Cecic has started her career as a theatre 
producer and cultural manager in 1994. She 
spent most of the next 13 years working in 
fields of a contemporary performance art and 
arts management. After her work as a pro-
duction coordinator on Chronicles of Narnia 
– Prince Caspian, and as a producer of TV 
commercials, she moved on to the post of the 
head of a film post-production studio, which 
brought a turn in her career path.
She joined Kinorama in 2014, where she 
works as a producer, post- production co-
ordinator and production manager on vari-
ous projects. She is currently working as a 
producer and a member of development 
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tteam on the feature films Illyricvm, Traces 
and Sandbag Dam.

filmography (as producer and production 
manager)

as producer
2021 Sandbag Dam, to be directed by Ce-
jen Cernic, feature film in development
2020 Traces, to be directed by Dubravka 
Turic, feature film in development
2020 Illyricvm, to be directed by Simon Bo-
gojevic Narath, feature film in development
2019 Dok je trajao Roland Garros / During 
Roland Garros, directed by Snjezana Tribu-
son, short fiction
2018 Izbrisana / Erased, directed by Miha 
Mazzini and Dusan Joksimovic, feature film 
– co-producer
2017 Comic Sans, directed by Nevio Mara-
sovic, feature film
2016 Srecno, Orlo! / Good Luck, Orlo!, 
directed by Sara Kern, short fiction – co-
producer

as production manager
2017 Zimna Woyna / Cold War, directed by 
Pawel Pawlikowski
2015 En Amont du Fleuve / Upstream, di-
rected by Marion Hansel

 dIreCTor BIoGrAPhy
Cejen Cernic has graduated in film and TV 
directing from the Academy of Dramatic 
Art in Zagreb. She has directed a number 
of short films, the most distinguished ones 
are short feature Followers and short docu-
mentaries The Circle, To Me Without Me 
and Il Postino. Since 2007, she has been 
working as an assistant director on feature 
films and series, documentaries and ani-
mated films and as a collaborator on dance 
performances. The Girl Who Loved Fairy-
Tales was her first short animated film for 
which she wrote a script.
Cejen wrote and directed animated intro to 
the feature film The Mysterious Boy which 
was awarded by critics award Oktavijan.
Over last eight years she has been work-
ing in Kinorama as writer, dramaturge and 
casting manager on feature films and TV 
series. She wrote screenplays for TV series 
for teenagers The Green Dog based on the 
novel by Nada Mihelcic and „Cookies“, TV 
show for children. In 2017 she has directed 
her debutant feature film The Mystery of 
Green Hill based on the novel written by 
Ivan Kušan. The film got excellent reviews 
and in the first week of distribution took 
first place on the box office list. Th film was 
seen by a total of 65.000 spectators.

 dIreCTor fILMoGrAPhy
2017 Uzbuna na Zelenom Vrhu / The Mys-
tery of Green Hill, feature film for children
- based on the book "The Mystery of Green 
Hill" by Ivan Kusan
- sales agent: MEDIA MOVE
- project developed with the support of 
Creative Europe Program – subprogram 
MEDIA
- 65.000 viewers in the cinema distribution 
in Croatia
- project participated at Cinekid Co-pro-
duction Market 2013

Awards:
Nikola Tanhofer Award for DOP (Danko Vu-
cinovic), 2018 Award Golden Studio for the 
best film in 2017, Croatia
Pula Film Festival 2017, Pula, Croatia - 
competition program, Breza Award for best 
debutant (Cejen Cernic)

2013 Cura koja je voljela bajke / The Girl 
Who Loved Fairy-Tales, short animation
Awards:
SEE - Festival des Cinemas du Sud Est 
Europeen 2014, Paris, France - best ani-
mated film

2008 Pratioci / Followers, short fiction film
2007 Krug / The Circle, short documentary 

film
2005 Meni bez mene / To Me Without Me, 
short documentary film
2000 Il Postino, documentary film
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 LoGLINe 
Ancient rituals, nationalism, migration 
and anarchy in one of the last European 
primeval forests. The legendary Strandzha 
mountains in the no man's land between 
Bulgaria and Turkey tells of borderline ex-
periences in one of the oldest border re-
gions of Europe.

 SyNoPSIS 
Not far from the Black Sea coast, between 
Bulgaria and Turkey, one of Europe's old-
est border regions expands through the 
sparsely populated Strandzha Mountains 
- a raw patch in what is currently the poor-
est country in the EU. During the Cold War, 
people here tried to flee from communism 
and socialism, from west to east. Today the 
area lies on one of the alternative Balkan 
routes from east to west. Flocks of birds 
follow the same route as humans, year in, 
year out, always following the warmth and 
the food. Already centuries ago the nature-
loving Thracians settled here at the gateway 
from Asia to Europe. In return to their an-
cestors, the locals still celebrate enigmatic 
archaic feasts, which are partly influenced 
by nationalistic and partly by psychedelic 
practices. The earth seems to contain 
transgenerational traumas, as well as sup-

posedly tangible healing powers, which one 
tries to revive in the spiritual celebrations.
In this area, which has been heavily mili-
tarised for decades to protect the border, 
access to the (value) community of Euro-
pean states is not regulated according to 
ethical and moral principles. Here the law 
of the strongest prevails, human rights vio-
lations are the order of the day. Bitterly poor 
soldiers, some of whom have been disillu-
sioned since Soviet times, do business with 
criminal smugglers or use force against 
even poorer refugees themselves. Others 
use this no man’s land to live themselves 
out in archaic rituals, pagan customs and 
their very own business practices.
Thus the film approaches this european 
wilderness of soldiers, refugees, deeply 
religious fire dancers, children, mentally 
ill women, nationalist Bulgarians and 
party-loving Roma. At a junction of tradi-
tions, generations, countries, languages 
and writings, a multi-faceted picture of 
the border and border experience unfolds 
before our eyes as a deeply human condi-
tion. A journey of discovery into a terra in-
cognita, where the European Union ends 
but Asia has not yet begun.

 dIreCTor STATeMeNT
My fascination for the fragile beauty of the 
east and my interest in social phenomena 
and cultural niches, in which archaic cus-
toms exist until today, leads me again and 
again to investigate this hidden, changing 
side of Europe.
During various photo shoots in the 
Strandzha nature reserve, I decided to 
document the completely unknown world 
there. But the medium of photography 
doesn’t seem sufficient to me in this case, 
because voices, noises and movements 
should convey the special character of the 
area in greater depth.
Borders in themselves have something 
open, weightless, which cannot be de-
scribed and defined - a form of canyon, 
a way out, an end, before something new 
comes. Borders are everywhere - they are 
not a question of topography, but of faith. 
What fascinates me about Strandzha is 
the presence of the most diverse border-
line experiences. Here the subject matter 
becomes multi-layered and fascinating. I 
meet villagers who benefit from the refu-
gees of recent years by robbing, beating 
or brokering them to traffickers. I meet re-
ligious people who form esoteric communi-
ties; old people who still carry out pagan 
traditions; nationalists and young people 
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who enthusiastically follow them. I accom-
pany foresters who work for mafia bosses 
who exploit the unique wildlife for business 
with rich hunting enthusiasts. I get to know 
researchers and fortune tellers who both 
alike claim that this place holds knowledge 
on an immeasurable level. I visit women 
who are abandoned by their families and 
live in homes for people with mental disor-
ders without being really sick. I talk to refu-
gees who have crossed the border.
My work experiments with different genres 
and the ambiguity of visual imagery. My aim 
as a filmmaker is to question reality. Thus, 
in STRANDZHA, I mediate between times 
and worlds, cultures and beliefs to explore 
how borders influence human coexistence 
and what life in this grey zone is like.

 CoMPANy ProfILe 
With its repertoire of artistic and unconven-
tional series, short films, feature films and 
documentaries Fünferfilm has established 
itself as a young company in Hamburg 
and Germany. Our first feature film DRIFT 
by Helena Wittmann, celebrated its world 
premiere at the Venice Film Festival in 
2017, our last feature length documentary 
OLANDA had its world premiere at the Fo-
rum of the Berlinale 2019. Karsten Krauses 
new film AT THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA will 

have its world premiere at Rotterdam Film 
Festival 2020.
Currently, we are developing Luise Don-
schen's first feature GREENHOUSE. He-
lena Wittmann's second feature HUMAN 
FLOWERS OF FLESH, Peter Ott's new fea-
ture KLASSENVERHÄLTNISSE and Willy 
Hans' debut feature UNTERM PFLASTER 
STRAND (AT) are in financing phase. We 
are in the process of editing Lilli Thalgott's 
feature film BLIND FLIEGEN and André 
Siegers' and Philipp Diettrich's documen-
tary IMMERSIVE DARK TOURISM. We are 
shooting the animated Kühlschrank- (WT) 
- web series.

FILMOGRAPHY
IN PRODUCTION
IMMERSIVE DARK TOURISM by André 
Siegers and Philipp Diettrich, Documentary
KÜHLSCHRANK by Henning Thomas & 
Kathrin Albers, Web-Series
HUMAN FLOWERS OF FLESH by Helena 
Wittmann, Fiction
KLASSENVERHÄLTNISSE by Peter Ott, 
Fiction
STRANDZHA by Pepa Hristova, Documentary

RELEASED (SELECTION)
2016 ARRANGEMENT OF SKIN by Karsten 
Krause, Shortfilm; 24 min.
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Premiere: Shortfilmfestival Oberhausen
2017 DRIFT by Helena Wittmann, Fiction; 
97 min. Premiere: Venice Film Festival
2018 SEC ROUGE by Kate Tessa Lee and 
Tom Schön, Shortfilm; 26 min., Premiere: 
Shortfilmfestival Hamburg
2019 OLANDA by Bernd Schoch, Docu-
mentary; 154 min., Premiere: Berlinale
2020 AT THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA
Karsten Krause, Documentary, 50 min.
Premiere: Rotterdam Film Festival

 ProdUCer'S ProfILe
Julia Cöllen has produced numerous inter-
nationally successful films in ten years as 
a producer for the renowned production 
company Filmtank. Among her films are 
the cinema documentary BAUHAUS SPIR-
IT by Thomas Tielsch and Niels Bolbrinker, 
SOUVENIR by André Siegers and CESARS 
GRILL by Dario Aguirre.
In 2019 she joined the Hamburg based 
production company FÜNFERFILM as a 
producer.

 dIreCTor BIoGrAPhy
Pepa Hristova is a Bulgarian-born, re-
nowned photographer who has lived in Ger-
many for 23 years. A border crosser herself 
between cultures, between east and west, 
urban and rural life. Born in 1977 in the 

Bulgarian Balkan Mountains, she studied 
art history and communication design with 
a focus on photography at the University of 
Applied Sciences Hamburg/Germany. Since 
2006, she has worked as a freelance pho-
tographer for various major magazines and 
on her own projects, exhibitions and pub-
lications. Her book "Sworn Virgins" was 
published by Kehrer Verlag in 2013. For ten 
years she was a member of the renowned 
photography agency OSTKREUZ in Berlin. 
From 2012 to 2014 she held professorships 
in communication design and photogra-
phy at the University of Applied Sciences 
in Hamburg and the OSTKREUZ School in 
Berlin. Hristova has worked on several se-
ries on Eastern Europe. She addresses the 
alienation of Muslims in orthodox Bulgaria, 
looks behind the otherwise closed doors of 
Bulgarian homes for children, documents 
the "Sworn Virgins" - women in northern 
Albania who live in a male identity due to 
an ancient custom, or the bridal markets in 
Bulgaria. Hristova has received numerous 
scholarships and awards, including the C/O 
Berlin Talents Prize, the Otto Steinert Prize 
for Subjective Photography, the Akademie 
der Künste Berlin scholarship for film and 
media art in Berlin, the Robert Bosch Stif-
tung Grenzgänger scholarship for documen-
tary film, and the N-Ost Reportage Prize.

 dIreCTor fILMoGrAPhy
debut film
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 LoGLINe 
Every year, thousands of people travel 
across Europe in search of their most basic 
human rights in terms of life and death. We 
accompany four of them on their emotional 
and often absurd journey.

 SyNoPSIS 
If you live in Malta and get pregnant, but 
you don’t feel ready to become a mother, 
you will have to travel all the way to Italy 
to get an abortion. If you live in Italy and 
want to become a mother, but you’re not 
in an official heterosexual relationship, you 
will have to travel to Greece to get in vitro 
fertilization. If you live in Greece and you 
want to be cremated after you die, it will 
have to be done in Bulgaria. And if you live 
in Bulgaria, you are terminally ill and you 
want to end your life, you will have to travel 
to Switzerland to get a euthanasia.
From Malta to Italy, from Italy to Greece, 
from Greece to Bulgaria and from Bulgaria 
to Switzerland, the main characters of this 
documentary cross their nations’ borders 
and travel across Europe, evading the ab-
surdly restrictive laws of their countries in 
order to access basic human rights. Like 
Stray Bodies, they travel by boat, car, air-
plane and train, dizzily crossing borders, 

tervention. Conclusions will be drawn from 
the stories themselves and not my own 
visual commentary. Filming will mostly be 
observational, but I also intend to carry out 
brief on-the-spot interviews with my char-
acters (following Errol Morris’ example), 
in order to share background information, 
clarify their feelings and beliefs and high-
light specific moments on their journey. 
The main element that defines most of the 
scenes is humor. An underlying sense of 
comedy that’s not immediately obvious to 
the naked eye. Finally, I believe that hav-
ing multiple characters in each storyline 
will help demonstrate the level of complex-
ity, as well as the steep contrasts within 
each issue, showcasing the absurdity that 
plagues our existence, the European Un-
ion and the times we live in. Stray Bodies 
is not an activist documentary but through 
the existential and emotional exploration of 
the characters, it will raise awareness and 
mobilize audiences. 

 CoMPANy ProfILe 
Contrast Film was founded in 2009. The 
Swiss film production company with offices 
in Zurich and Berne is run by Ivan Madeo, 
Stefan Eichenberger and Urs Frey. The 
three partners produce socially relevant 
movies with audience appeal. Their goal is 

to make films that contrast and challenge 
different opinions, provoke conversation, 
and provide a new view on everyday is-
sues. Their films got selected for over 300 
festivals around the world, including major 
festivals like Berlinale, Locarno und San 
Sebastian, won over 70 awards and were 
twice in the running for an Oscar and once 
for a Golden Globe.

 ProdUCer'S ProfILe
Ivan Madeo was born in Bern in 1976. 
After graduating as a film journalist and 
psychologist at the University of Fribourg, 
he has worked for some of the largest ad-
vertising agencies in Switzerland and Italy 
and then founded Contrast Film. He has 
been a jury member at several film festi-
vals (Biennale Venice, Molodist Kyiv, FICG 
Guadalajara, Filmfest Hamburg) and was 
Switzerland’s ‘Producer on the Move’ in 
Cannes. He is board member of the Swiss 
Filmproducers’ Association SFP as well as 
member of the European Film Academy, 
the Swiss Film Academy and the commis-
sion for documentaries of the Swiss Federal 
Office of Culture.

Antigoni Rota was born in Athens in 1984. 
She started from documentary production 
at Anemon non-profit organization. Since 
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December 2016, she is the main producer 
of Squared Square Films which produces 
selective breakthrough short films. Her 
body of work has been acknowledged with 
international awards and multiple distinc-
tions around the globe. Her latest two short 
films premiered in Venice Film Festival in 
2017 and in Semaine de la Critique Cannes 
in 2018.
 

 dIreCTor BIoGrAPhy
Born in Greece in 1977, Elina studied film-
making and sociology in Athens. She con-
tinued her studies in cultural history in Par-
is and participated in the 2007 Berlinale 
Talent Campus.
Her first feature, “The Eternal Return of 
Antonis Paraskevas”, won the Works in 
Progress Award at the Karlovy Vary IFF in 
2012, premiered at the Berlinale Forum in 
2013 and participated in more than 40 in-
ternational film festivals.
During that same year, trade publication 
Variety singled her out as one of the “10 
European Directors to Watch” and in 2014, 
she won the first-time director award from 
the Hellenic Film Academy.
Her second feature, “Son of Sofia”, was se-
lected to participate in the 2013 Berlinale 
Residency program, as well as the 2014 
Berlinale co-production market, won the 

highways, tolls, airports, harbors and train 
stations, on a harrowing yet surreal journey. 
They are all searching for answers to exis-
tential questions about - what else? - life 
and death…

 dIreCTor STATeMeNT
At a time when Europeans travel more than 
ever, free to wander from country to coun-
try, Stray Bodies is an extraordinary road 
movie across a continent threatened by cri-
sis and division. During this journey, we’ll 
discover that abolishing border controls 
within the European Union did not ease 
the legal, social and other artificial divides 
that continue to plague human decency 
and keep people apart. We will also docu-
ment the absurdity that lies beneath, often 
combining drama with comedy, and we will 
explore recent phenomena, like abortion, 
fertility, cremation and suicide tourism. 
Phenomena which in reality have nothing 
to do with actual tourism, but speak to the 
central theme of the film: life and death in 
contemporary Europe. As I have mostly 
directed fiction, the structure, storytelling 
and style of the documentary will be heav-
ily influence by my previous filmmaking 
experience. The camera will discretely fol-
low the characters on their travels until they 
achieve their final purpose, without any in-
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Works in Progress Award at the Les Arcs 
EFF in 2015, premiered in competition at 
the Tribeca FF in 2017 and won the Best 
International Narrative Feature Award. “Son 
of Sofia” also won 5 awards from the Hel-
lenic Film Academy, including the best fea-
ture film, best director and best screenplay.
Currently Elina is researching her first doc-
umentary, supported by Creative Europe 
and EAVE, and is writing her third feature.

 dIreCTor fILMoGrAPhy
The Eternal Return of Antonis Paraskevas | 
2013 | 88’ | Greece, Czech Republic

Son of Sofia | 2017 | 111’ | Greece, France, 
Bulgaria

Summer Holidays | 2006 | 18’ | Greece
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 LoGLINe 
The Last Misfits by the Golden River is a 
75-minute creative documentary film that 
follows the last years of the misfit gold min-
ers living in the midst of wilderness in the 
Finnish Lapland. Only an old television set 
as their messenger of the outside world, our 
protagonists try to make the most of the last 
moments of their way of living.

 SyNoPSIS 
An early morning in the wilderness of Inari, 
Northern Lapland. Everything is covered in 
thick fog and in the middle of it all we see 
a small wooden cabin - the gold miners' 
library. Inside the library there are shelves 
full of world literature classics from Dante's 
Inferno to T. S Eliot's poetry. In the corner 
we see an old TV set showing mostly static 
noise, but finally it catches an old program 
on the gold miners and after a brief moment 
we suddenly see a glimpse of Chaplin's The 
Gold Rush. Somewhere further away a gold 
dredge is trying to find the precious metal 
from the ground - in the woods there's a 
reindeer's body bleeding in the midst of the 
thick fog.
The gold lands have always been a geta-
way place for individuals who don't fit 
elsewhere. This film follows the gold min-

 dIreCTor STATeMeNT
I was drawn to the idea of making a film 
about the gold miners at Lemmenjoki, Lap-
land, when I read an article on their library 
existing in the middle of nowhere. The li-
brary is far away – over 50 kilometres from 
the nearest road – a surreal distance even 
when concidering the distances in Lapland. 
One has to go there by an ATV and it's im-
possibe to go there by car. When reading 
the article I became very fascinated by the 
eccentric few people who have chosen this 
harsh and strange way of living. The library, 
a breeze from the outside world, enables 
a lot of cinematic possibilities for the film. 
Also the fact that their way of life – which 
have been continuing for almost 150 years 
- is coming to an end increased my fascina-
tion to this subject.
The search for gold is a very classical topic 
(e.g. Chaplin's The Gold Rush) at its core. 
This creates a very interesting opportunity 
to make a film that's at the same time clas-
sical, cinematically ambitious, sociological 
and tells something interesting about our 
often confusing times. The milieu, topic 
and opportunities to stylize reality open 
doors for terrific and poetic film. I firmly 
believe that the uniqueness of Lapland and 
its strange residents will interest also audi-
ences abroad.

The Finnish Film Foundation granted us 
a development support for the first filming 
trip, which we made in august 2019. The 
support made it possible or us to film the 
miners' lives for over 3 weeks and cover 
the last mining season in the history. We 
will continue filming durin the winter 2019-
2020 and summer 2020.
The topic of the film is very current and I be-
lieve the film will cause discussons both in 
Finland and abroad. The same kind of de-
velopment is going on everywhere in Europe, 
where ways of living are vanishing, factories 
closing and people are forced to find new 
homes. The film shows how cultures – an-
cient as well as modern - are slowly vanish-
ing from the world and forming new ones in 
endless stream of life and death.

 CoMPANy ProfILe 
Isabella Karhu and Juho-Pekka Tanskanen 
founded the Helsinki based film produc-
tion company Danish Bear Productions in 
the summer of 2015. Founding their own 
production company was a natural way for 
them to keep continuing their filmmaking 
collaborations. Even before Danish Bear 
Productions, they've worked together for 
five years making films that have been 
shown in many film festivals around the 
world. Danish Bear Productions is currently 
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developing several projects, both short and 
feature length documentary and fiction 
films alike.

We at Danish Bear are always trying to think 
outside the box to create interesting meth-
ods in communicating and telling visual 
stories in new ways - we are passionate 
about cinema.

At WEMW we are especially interested in 
finding a German co-producer for the film 
among other financing opportunities.

SELECTED FILMOGRAPHY

Compulsion 2019 42 min documentary
notable screenings;
FICSAM International Mental Health Film 
Festival

Waiting for Barcelona 2018 85min docu-
mentary
Nominee for prestige Jussi award for best 
documentary feature 2019
notable screenings;
CPH:DOX
Maine International Film Festival
Helsinki International Film Festival
Beldocs
Crossing Europe

ing community's way of life and its last 
moments. The film starts when the miners 
- who have lived and worked in the wilder-
ness for decades - are given last permis-
sion to start their final mining season and 
the film ends as they have to move out from 
the area forever. Many have told that they'll 
burn their houses down when they leave 
their homes. After that our protagonists 
have to find new homes from a reality that 
they're not familiar with and at the end of 
the film we see them in crowded cities - the 
complete opposites to the wilderness - as 
strangers without homes.
The oldest one of the community will have 
hard time to adjust to the society after 
decades of loneliness in the wilderness – 
but how about the youngest protagonist, 
9-year-old Nils-Emil, how will his story con-
tinue outside the gold lands? Through these 
themes the film also deals with a big chal-
lenge in our times when people are forced 
to move – by war, poverty, or other reasons 
- away from their homes to unfamiliar en-
vironments. The film's story is told through 
the eyes of the youngest and oldest mem-
ber of the community and with them we 
laugh, cry and search for gold – the metal 
that human race has always had an obses-
sion for.
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Abkhazia 2017 52 min documentary
notable screenings
Helsinki International Film Festival
Vladimir Film Festival Croatia
Mimpi Film Fest Brazil

Sami's Film 2016 14 min documentary
notable screenings
Pärnu International Film Festival
Nordic Film Days Lübeck
Miami Short Film Festival 

 ProdUCer'S ProfILe
Isabella Karhu is an award-winning Finnish 
filmmaker who was born in '88. She has 
studied filmmaking at the Institute of De-
sign and Fine Arts in Lahti from where she 
graduated in 2014. She has worked active-
ly in the Finnish film industry even during 
her studies and after her graduation she 
co-established Danish Bear Productions 
Oy together with her fellow colleague Juho-
Pekka Tanskanen in the summer of 2015.
She is also an active member of the Finnish 
Documentary Guild which she has been a 
member of since 2014. In 2017 she joined 
the Guild's Board and she's currently act-
ing as the vice-chair in the Guild's Board 
with an aim to help provide educational and 
communal events and opportunities for the 
society of Finnish documentary filmmakers.

Currently she is working as a producer, di-
rector and scriptwriter with several up-and-
coming projects in the works both with new 
promising talents and well-seasoned veter-
ans alike. The latest feature length docu-
mentary film she produced, Waiting for 
Barcelona (2018) by director Juho-Pekka 
Tanskanen, premiered at CPH:DOX and 
was nominated for the Finnish National 
Jussi-Award for the Best Documentary Film 
of the year in 2019.
 

 dIreCTor BIoGrAPhy
Juho-Pekka Tanskanen was born in 1988 
in Helsinki, Finland and graduated from 
Lahti university of applied sciences' cinema 
studies in 2014. 
Tanskanen is a member of The Association 
of Finnish Film Directors and his first fea-
ture length film Waiting for Barcelona was 
nominated for the Finnish National Jussi 
award for best documentary feature. The 
film had its world premiere at CPH:DOX 
and it opened in cinemas in Finland with 
raving reviews from the main stream press. 
The critics said that Waiting for Barcelona 
leads the way in the Finnish cinema art. In 
addition to creative documentaries, Tans-
kanen is also working on fiction films and 
co-founded Danish Bear Productions with 
Isabella Karhu in 2015.

 dIreCTor fILMoGrAPhy
WAITING FOR BARCELONA (2018)
Documentary film 85 min.
Jussi nominee for best documentary fea-
ture 2019
Worldwide sales: Syndicado Film Sales
notable festivals:
CPH:DOX 2018 (nordic competition)
Beldocs 2019
Crossing Europe 2019
Maine International Film Festival 2018
Helsinki International Film Festivall 2018

SAMI'S FILM (2016)
Documentary film 15 min.
notable festivals:
Helsinki International Film Festival 2016
Nordic Film Days Lübeck 2016
Pärnu International Film Festival 2016
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 LoGLINe 
Angela, an asbestos widow, meets the man 
responsible for her husband’s death. De-
ciding to become his caregiver to punish 
him, she falls into the emotional labyrinth 
that separates revenge from forgiveness 
and lies from truth. A victim and an execu-
tioner on the same stage. A working class 
noir film.

 SyNoPSIS 
Angela is a 50 years old widow. Her hus-
band died due to lung cancer caused by 
the asbestos dust he breathed when he 
was a worker. Angela works as a cleaner 
in the hospital, where she finds out that 
Francesco, the former employer of her 
husband, was hospitalized because of a 
brain stroke. There she meets Francesco's 
son, who is impressed by Angela's pleas-
ant manners and, unaware of the link be-
tween the two, offers her to work as his 
father's caregiver once he's discharged. 
As Francesco avoided a conviction, Angela 
accepts the offer to punish him, but she 
realizes very soon that she's unable to hurt 
him. Angela doesn't give up. Swallowed by 
anger and obsession, she decides to pay-
back Francesco with the same coin she got 
from him: being condemned to loneliness. 

She tries to separate father and son, put-
ting at risk everything she has left: her best 
friend, her daughter, her dignity. Her plan 
seems working until Francesco's son dis-
covers why she's really there, ruining the 
castle of cards she built. When everything 
seems lost, Angela decides to face her en-
emy for the last time, to say her truth, to 
reveal the son who his father really is. In the 
deep darkness Angela fell, she finds out an 
unexpected truth. When the executioner 
becomes a victim of himself, revenge can 
turn in forgiveness and a new beginning 
can be possible.

 dIreCTor STATeMeNT
The script moves this social conflict into a 
family, personal and intimate one, where in 
a community that was poisoned by inside, 
the lack of justice drives the protagonist into 
a journey from revenge to forgiveness, explor-
ing the conflict between guilt and impunity.
The main goal of its visual style will be in-
creasing the suspense scene after scene, 
underlining the complexity of the emotions 
felt by the characters, which will remain 
unexpressed by words. By entering in the 
main film location, a big post-modern villa 
on the sea side, the protagonist Angela 
starts walking into an emotional labyrinth. 
The house will be framed by using its ge-

ometry, lines, shapes and spaces to give 
the audience this feeling. As her antagonist 
is trapped in his body because of a stroke, 
his sickness and aphasia will be used to in-
crease his enigmatic figure, by working on 
close-up shots of his face and parts of his 
body that slowly starts moving again. The 
frame composition will be rational and sym-
metric, to give space to the actors' bodies 
and emotions to fill the screen.
A physiotherapist will take part to both 
main actors' training to reach a complete 
credibility at the physical layer as the psy-
chological one. Dust, that will be in the air 
will create a visual link with the asbestos 
dust spread in the past. Contrasted im-
ages will shape Angela's inner conflict and 
all the environment will be treated like a 
pressure cooker that gets slowly filled by 
pressure and explodes at the end. Scenes 
with workers and factories will be realized 
by the use of iconic images, far from the 
documentary style to visualize the industri-
al/historical environment and create a new 
layer that will bind the interiors of the house 
with the external world as the past and the 
present of the characters.
The music will be performed by male, 
female and mixed choirs to bring up the 
voices of the forgotten workers and people 
that suffered for being poisoned.

 CoMPANy ProfILe 
Transmedia production is based in Gori-
zia, right on the border between Italy and 
Slovenia. This fostered an internationally 
oriented attitude since the very beginning 
of company's activity. Their most succes-
ful films are co-produced mostly with Slo-
venia, among them STORIES FROM THE 
CHESTNUT WOODS (2019), by Gregor 
Božic, co-production with Nosorogi (Slo), 
premiered at Toronto IFF 2019, MOTHER 
by Vlado Škafar, fiction, co-Production with 
Gustav Film (Slo), premiered in Rotterdam 
IFF 2016; DANCING WITH MARIA (2014), 
documentary by Ivan Gergolet, co-produc-
tion with Stargara (Slo), premiered at Ven-
ice IFF 2014, nominated to EFA 2015 as 
best documentary; ZORAN, MY NEPHEW 
THE IDIOT (2013), by Matteo Oleotto, co-
production with Staragara (Slo), Audience 
Award at Venice Critics Week 2013. The 
company also produced the short VR expe-
rience IN THE CAVE (Venice 2018).

Staragara was set up in 2003 by award-win-
ing film directors Jan Cvitkovic and Janez 
Burger with the aim of producing their films 
and supporting other younger directors. 
Staragara has produced several films such 
as GRAVEHOPPING (2005) and ARCHEO 
(2011) both by Jan Cvitkovic. SILENT SO-Th
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Transmedia production
Gorizia, Italy
T: +39 0481537218
igorprincic@transmediaproduction.it

GeNre 
Fiction

dIreCTor / wrITer 
Ivan Gergolet

ProdUCerS 
Igor Princic, Miha Cernec

BUdGeT 
€ 1.300.000 (€ 672.000 in place)

CoMPANIeS 
Transmedia production, Staragara

LookING for
Co-producers, Financing, 
Sales Agents
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NATA (original title "Circus Fantasticus") 
by Janez Burger was supported by Eurim-
ages. Staragara co-produced ZORAN, MY 
NEPHEW THE IDIOT (2013, Italy, Slovenia, 
Eurimages) by Matteo Oleotto, screened 
at Venice Critics Week, the EFA nominee 
DANCING WITH MARIA (2014, Italy, Slo-
venia) by Ivan Gergolet, and IVAN (2017, 
Slovenia, Croatia, Eurimages) by Janez 
Burger, premiered internationally in Talinn 
2017. Last film OROSLAN (co-production 
between Slovenia and Czech Republic), 
first feature film by Matjaž Ivanišin, was 
premiered in Locarno 2019.

Films co-produced by Transmedia produc-
tion and Staragara are:

- DANCING WITH MARIA (2014), docu-
mentary by Ivan Gergolet, premiered at 
Venice IFF 2014, Civitas Vitae Award, nom-
inated to EFA 2015 as best documentary;

- ZORAN, MY NEPHEW THE IDIOT (2013), 
by Matteo Oleotto premiered at Venice IFF 
2013, Audience Award at Venice Critics 
Week 2013;

- ARCHEO (2011), by Jan Cvitkovic, fiction, 
3 awards at FSF 2011, best international 
film at Innsbruck FF 2012
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 ProdUCer'S ProfILe
Igor Princic was born in Slovenia in 1961 
and lives in Italy. He started producing films 
in 2008, at the beginning mainly as copro-
ducer on international projects. His last 
released co-production is STORIES FROM 
THE CHESTNUT WOODS, premiered at 
Toronto 2019. His last production is NOT 
A DREAM, by Giovanni Cioni, premiered at 
Locarno 2019. Igor Princic is member of 
EFA, EDN and Cannes Producers Network.

Miha Cernec was born in 1975 in Ljublja-
na. He studied Slavic languages and litera-
ture at the faculty of arts of the University 
of Ljubljana. He stared working in the film 
industry in 2005. He's producer of fiction, 
documentary, and TV series at Staragara / 
Tramal Films. In 2014 he attended EAVE 
and and Ex-Oriente in 2015. In 2015 he 
was selected as a Producer on the Move. 
He is an EFA and ACE Producers’ member.
 

 dIreCTor BIoGrAPhy
Ivan Gergolet (Monfalcone 1977) started 
shooting short documentaries and short 
fiction films during the studies in cinema 
at the University of Bologna. He was one 
of the media-activists that in 2002 created 
OrfeoTV, the first street television in Italy.

Since 2007 he’s been a member of the 
Ljubljana actors’ studio, where he trains to 
develop his skills in directing actors with the 
Strasberg method. Since 2008 he’s a film-
making teacher in high schools and in the 
penitentiary of Trieste. By working in group 
they develop and shoot short films, docu-
mentaries, music and social videos to pro-
mote filmmaking as a tool for social aware-
ness and personal growth. Since 2015 he’s 
a member of the European Film Academy. 
Since 2018 he teaches editing and post-
production at the University of Udine in the 
cinema department.
His first feature documentary Dancing with 
Maria was the first documentary ever se-
lected in the International Film Critics Week 
program at the 71.Venice International Film 
Festival in 2014, awarded with the Civitas 
Vitae Prize and then nominated as Best 
European Documentary at the EFA 2015. 
It was distributed theatrically in Italy, Argen-
tina, Mexico, Chile, Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, 
Russia, Poland and many other countries. It 
was screened in more than 50 international 
festivals and it won 5 international awards.
Ivan took part in several training programs, 
such as Eurodoc, Re-Act, MFI fromscript-
2film, Biennale College Cinema VR, First 
Films First, Nipkow Programme.

 dIreCTor fILMoGrAPhy
• In The Cave – short interactive VR film – 
premiered at Venice Film Festival VR sec-
tion in 2018 - supported by Biennale Col-
lege Cinema VR
• Three Uses Of The Compass – short fic-
tion 16min - 2018
• Fixed Point – dance short film 3min - 
2016
• Dancing With Maria – documentary 
75min – 2014
• Making Archeo Films – documentary 
28min - 2011
• Ouverture – short fiction – 2009
• Medea’s Collection – short fiction –2009
• Dust – short fiction – 2009
• When Fire Burns Out – short fiction - 
2008
• Migranti – short documentary - 2009
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CoNTACT deTAILS
unafilm
Cologne, Germany
T: +49 1632122120
kreyenberg@unafilm.de

GeNre 
Fiction

dIreCTor / wrITer 
Ann-Kristin Reyels

ProdUCer 
Titus Kreyenberg

BUdGeT 
€ 1.800.000 (€ 30.000 in place)

CoMPANy 
unafilm

LookING for
Co-producers, Financing, 
Sales Agents
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 LoGLINe 
When her friend Anne disappears, young 
Mimi takes revenge on everything and eve-
ryone who stands in her way. 

 SyNoPSIS 
Mimi´s world falls apart when her friend 
Anne disappears. As rhythmic sports gym-
nast they have been practicing together 
every day since they were four years old. 
With her best friend by her side she had 
somehow been able to bear the hard train-
ing routine in one of the most best sports 
facilities of the country.
As soon as Anne vanishes, over night and 
with no reason given, Mimi begins to drift 
off into her own world of imagination soon 
leaving us unable to distinguish between 
her world and the reality around her. The 
layers of her story slowly melt into one an-
other and conjure up an idea of how Mimi 
perceives the world around her.
The training routine gets harsher and har-
scher, the the closer Mimi gets to the all 
decisive competition that will enable her to 
enter the elite sports academy. All the while 
Mimi is able to put up resistance against 
coaches, cousins, parents, peepers - all 
of whom have one thing in common: they 
abuse her on every possible level.

At the end of her journey she has become 
aware of her own unique powers that will 
destroy those who oppress her as well as 
the system they represent. She finds out 
that she is gifted in a very special way. If 
she concentrates and focuses hard enough 
strange things start to happen.
In the end she will leave the film burning 
down everything that ever hurt her in a very 
Carrie like fashion.

 dIreCTor STATeMeNT
My film is about growing up in a political 
system that superimposes a politically de-
termined norm on all human life, crushing 
all individual attempts of personal respon-
sibility and the devastating consequences 
this has on a child growing up inside such 
a system. I confess that I have lived that 
life of the protagonist. The story, however, is 
not fully autobiographical. Yes, I was born 
in the former GDR, I’ve been a rhythmic 
gymnast from the age of 4, I’ve been meas-
ured and weighed, I’ve endured hunger 
and thirst, I’ve been humiliated and abused 
in order to glorify a perverse political idea.
It has taken a long time to understand that 
this film shouldn't be confined to a place 
and time in history. This still repeats itself 
wherever there is a totalitarian system or set 
of believes that is considered to be above 

individual freedom of thought and speech.
It's the ability to freely express ones opinion 
that enables free and responsible actions. 
And this autonomy is what enables any kind 
of accountability. Wherever free thought is 
sanctioned horrible things happen.
History intervened in my biography: I could 
start all over and at the age of 12. I can 
look back now from the vantage point of a 
filmmaker and tell this story looking at the 
bigger picture.
The Film goes back and forth in time. The 
narrative being held together by the main 
character, Mimi, and the horror elements 
that are inspired by Carrie (DePalma). Add-
ing horror to this story has been a source 
of great satisfaction for obvious reasons. 
It seems logical that in a suppressive sys-
tem burning down everything is the only 
conclusion. It seems like a late revenge 
not allowing Mimi to end up as victim. In 
her own way, she is resisting abuse in all 
possible forms. She puts up a fight and in 
this sense the film will surely address is-
sues of abuse and oppression that are not 
confined to competitive sports in a totalitar-
ian society. The Monkey and the Girl will be 
heart wrenching and fun to fun to watch!

 CoMPANy ProfILe 
Titus Kreyenberg was an executive pro-
ducer for film and television for many years 
before he founded his own production 
company unafilm in 2004.

unafilm produces feature films. 
Straight forward and artistically challenging.
Fiction and documentary.
National and international.

The company’s films compete in interna-
tionally acknowledged film festivals around 
the world - Berlinale, Cannes, Toronto, San 
Sebastian and Karlovy Vary among them.
The German-Swiss coproduction COL-
OURS IN THE DARK with Bruno Ganz 
was a major success in German cinemas, 
the German-Turkish coproduction OUR 
GRAND DESPAIR by Seyfi Teoman pre-
miered in competition at the Berlinale 
2011. HELI by Amat Escalante was se-
lected to the official competition in Cannes 
2013 to win the award for Best Director.
In 2014 the company was present in 
Cannes’ Official Selection again with its 
coproduction BRIDGES OF SARARAJEVO. 
Last year, I AM NOT A WITCH premiered 
in Director’s Fortnight. This year’s Berlinale 
showed 4 films produced by unafilm.

The Cologne and Berlin–based company 
is an active member of ACE, EAVE, AG 
DOK, the German and the European Film 
Academy. 

 ProdUCer'S ProfILe
Titus Kreyenberg has been a producer for 
many years, starting his career as a pro-
ducer for television, before he founded his 
own production company, unafilm.
He has produces well over 30 theatrical fea-
ture films and feature documentaries. Lately 
he has started producing for TV again. Apart 
from producing he also enjoys teaching at 
EAVE and the Biennale Cinema colleges.
 

 dIreCTor BIoGrAPhy
Ann-Kristin Reyels was born in Leipzig and 
grew up in Leipzig and Nürnberg. She did 
several internships and worked as camera 
assistant, before she went to film school 
(Filmhochschule für Film und Fernsehen 
Konrad Wolf / Babelsberg) to study direct-
ing. Her first feature film: Jagdhunde / 
Hounds which premiered at the Berlinale 
and received many awards, the FIPRESICI 
Award among them. She has made four 
films to date and is working on several 
projects in various stages of development 
right now.
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She lives in Berlin and works as a freelance 
scriptwriter and director.

 dIreCTor fILMoGrAPhy
2018 We only played, feature film.
premiere: Filmfest Munich

2012 Formentera, feature film
world premiere: Berlinale 2012
cast: Thure Lindhardt, Sabine Timoteo, 
Vicky Krieps

2007 Jagdhunde/Hounds, feature film
world premiere: Berlinale 2007
cast: Luise Berndt, Josef Hader, Sven 
Lehmann, Judith Engel

2004 DIM, short
premiere: competition Venice Biennale 
2004,
Deutsche Kurzfilmrolle Cannes 2005

2002 Tatjana, short film

Films in development as writer and co-
wirter

The Odalisks, feature
With Nataly Savina

Adrian, feature

with Syllas Tzoumerkas.

The Monkey and the Girl, feature
Script funded by BKM / 2018

Ice Princess, feature

Olympic winners, feature
funded by Defastiftung

Flying, children’s film
script funded by „Der besondere Kinder-
film“

Heroin, feature
With Markus Busch

The Swimmer, feature
Adaption of The Swimmer by Zsuzsa Bank

Awards (selection) for Jagdhunde /Hounds

• Fipresci Award 57th Berlinale, Intl. Fo-
rum des jungen Films (2007)
• Fringe Report Awards, London, Great 
Britain (2008): Ann-Kristin Reyels wins the 
award for Best Director
• Palm Springs International Film Festival, 
USA (2008):
New Voices/New Visions Award
• Director Ann-Kristin Reyels receives the 

Young Scientists Award from the region of 
Berlin/Brandenburg
• 10th Festival of German Film, Nantes, 
France (2007): Prize for Best Movie
• 8th First Step Award Berlin, Germany 
(2007): Nominated for "Best Feature Film“
• 17th Filmkunstfest in
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 LoGLINe 
Marco is barely more than a kid when Rino, 
the owner of the luxury White Club near Tri-
este, asks him to drive to Serbia to smuggle 
two Albanian girls through the Balkans. 

 SyNoPSIS 
Marco is only nineteen and a heap of an-
guish and anger crushes his frail shoul-
ders. He lives with his older sister Sara in a 
small apartment on the outskirts of Trieste. 
Their parents passed away years ago, Rino 
takes care of them; they both work for him 
at the WHITE CLUB, a luxury resort lost in 
the nearby Slovenian hills. Sara becomes 
an exclusive escort girl and Marco accepts 
to travel to Serbia to ship some “docu-
ments” there and pick up two Kosovo-Al-
banian girls - and bring them to the White 
Club. Marco is given instructions, money 
and precise orders, the trip is planned in 
every detail. The transaction takes place 
as planned, in a suburb of Belgrade. Nina 
and Lejla are sisters, both minors. Marco 
expected girls, but those are kids! They 
think they are escaping poverty with the 
promise of reaching relatives in Italy. Nina, 
the older, is awake and wary, but she can-
not imagine what awaits them. They cross 
the Croatian border without troubles, Rino 

question those who have no other option 
than survival: people excluded from the 
system who are forced to follow imposed 
rules. Film as an instrument of investigation 
and translation of realism has the possibil-
ity to highlighting contradictions, physical 
and psychological violence, unequal situa-
tions, cultural stereotypes, abuses and dis-
criminations. It will give me the opportunity 
to state a complex world, to approach it 
through contradictory characters. In THE 
WHITE CLUB, addressing the themes of 
human trafficking and prostitution will con-
front myself to the vision of a world that is 
often stereotypical. I’m not afraid of using 
stereotypes, but I want to use them in or-
der to deconstruct them and crystallize the 
human essence. This means investigating 
and learning about the dynamic between 
victims and perpetrators in general (and 
the indissoluble bond that is often created), 
but also confronting the dynamics and feel-
ings of individuals in specific (“concrete”) 
relationships – which makes them the 
protagonists of my fiction. On the surface, 
they have nothing in common. Except the 
growing awareness of being thrown into the 
world, of being subjected to the same re-
fusal. Therefore, what means “liberal” indi-
vidual responsibility when they all face the 
same overwhelming wave of choices made 

by others? THE WHITE CLUB is a continu-
ation of my reflection about the present as 
a snapshot of Europe of paradoxes, the one 
we live in.

 CoMPANy ProfILe 
Beauvoir Films was founded in Geneva in 
2016, producers are Aline Schmid and 
Adrian Blaser, both members of the Eu-
ropean Film Academy EFA. They work 
with directors who have a distinct visual 
narrative approach and strive to push the 
boundaries of storytelling in compelling and 
creative ways. The film WALDEN by Daniel 
Zimmermann won 2018 the Special Jury 
Award at Karlovy Vary and CLOSING TIME 
by Nicole Vögele was awarded a Leopard 
(Cinéastes du présent) at Locarno 2018. In 
2020 we will release the fiction feature THE 
GIRL AND THE SPIDER by Ramon Zürch-
er. His debut feature DAS MERKWÜRDIGE 
KÄTZCHEN - THE STRANGE LITTLE CAT 
made a buzz at Berlinale 2013 and re-
ceived numerous awards.
www.beauvoirfilms.ch

Indyca is a production company estab-
lished in 2007 in Turin; Indyca produced 
creative documentaries and films such as 
“SmoKings” (Visions du Réel, Festival dei 
Popoli, Docs in Thessaloniki), “Becoming 
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Beauvoir Films
Lausanne, Switzerland
T: +41 763389920
adrian@beauvoirfilms.ch
aline@beauvoirfilms.ch

GeNre 
Fiction

dIreCTor 
Michele Pennetta

wrITerS
Michele Pennetta, Giulia Moriggi

ProdUCerS 
Adrian Blaser, Aline Schmid, 
Simone Catania

BUdGeT 
€ 2.500.000 (€ 40.000 in place)

CoMPANIeS 
Beauvoir Films, Indyca

LookING for
Co-producers, Financing
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Zlatan” (nominated at EFA), "Happy Win-
ter", documentary (premiered at Venezia 
74, IDFA, Hot Docs), "Butterfly" (Golden 
Globe winner in 2019, premiered at Mostra 
del Cinema di Roma, IDFA). The company 
is developing international coproductions 
(fiction and documentaries): "Samia" (Italy/
Germany), "The Store", (Sweden/Italy), "We 
are the Thousand"(Canada/Italy), "Cuban 
Dancer" (Chile/Italy/Canada, TFL Audience 
Design Prize). In 2019 Indyca distributed 
"Drive me Home", debut film by by S. Cata-
nia, and now developing his second film 
project, "Brianza".
www.indyca.it

 ProdUCer'S ProfILe
Having collaborated on numerous films 
by the founders of Bande à part Films in 
Lausanne (Ursula Meier, Lionel Baier, 
Jean-Stéphane Bron, Frédéric Mermoud), 
Adrian Blaser was their executive producer 
for many years (THE BLOCHER EXPERI-
ENCE, MOKA, THE PARIS OPERA etc.). 
He joins Beauvoir Films in 2017.

Aline Schmid has produced several crea-
tive documentaries and fiction features 
with international success, such as SONITA 
(Sundance / IDFA), BROKEN LAND (Lo-
carno / Rotterdam), CANTOS (Mostra Sao 

arranged everything. But then, on the Slo-
venian border, something goes wrong. The 
two sisters have to cross the border alone, 
passing through the woods, and Lejla is 
taken by the border patrol. Separated, Nina 
manages to escape and reaches Marco at 
the expected point. She begs him to help 
recovering her sister, but he can do nothing 
but obeying Rino's orders. He takes her to 
the White Club.
Sooner than expected, Nina seems to ac-
cept fatality; she has lost strength and 
hope. Sara takes her under her wing and 
she presently adapts to her new condi-
tion. They find themselves sharing the 
same golden cage. But then, Nina tries to 
escape, dragging Sara and Marco into a 
tragic maneuver.

 dIreCTor STATeMeNT
Hidden realities have always been the start-
ing point for building my cinematographic 
work. 'A IUCATA, my first documentary, was 
an immersion in the world of clandestine 
horse racing, while PESCATORI DI CORPI 
was the story of illegal fishing and a refu-
gee living on an abandoned boat. IL MIO 
CORPO (film I am about to complete) en-
acts two boys in a semi-documentary way. 
THE WHITE CLUB will be my first feature 
project. Like in my previous films, I want to 
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Paulo) and HORIZONTES (Karlovy Vary). 
She founds Beauvoir Films in 2016.

Graduated at the Academy of Fine Arts of 
Turin, Simone Catania established himself 
as a producer, artist creative and film-
maker. Throughout the years he worked 
for several production companies in Rome, 
Turin and London. In 2007 he co-founded 
Indyca in Turin. He's been producing in-
ternational feature documentaries such as 
BECOMING ZLATAN by Fredrik and Mag-
nus Gertten. Simone attended several in-
ternational pitching for films, international 
forum market such as Berlinale, Cannes, 
IDFA, HotDocs, Beijing IFF, master training 
like EURODOC in 2011 and EAVE in 2013.
 

 dIreCTor BIoGrAPhy
Born in Varese (Italy) in 1984, Michele 
Pennetta obtained a master in filmmak-
ing in the university of Art and Design of 
Geneva (HEAD) and of Lausanne (ECAL) 
in 2010. His diploma film I CANI ABBA-
IANO was selected in several international 
festivals. In 2013, he directed the medium-
lengh documentary ‘A IUCATA which won 
the Pardino d'Oro in Locarno Film Festival, 
the Best Film Award in Festival dei Popoli in 
Florence and was nominated as best swiss 
short film by the Swiss Film Academy. His 

interest for his homeland and for the con-
temporary events and problems made him 
write and direct his first length documen-
tary PESCATORI DI CORPI, in international 
competition in the 69th Locarno Film Fes-
tival (2016). Currently he has completed IL 
MIO CORPO, a semi-documentary film in 
coproduction with Rai Cinema. 

 dIreCTor fILMoGrAPhy
IL MIO CORPO (MY BODY), 2020
Semi-documentary by Michele Pennetta, 
80min
Screenplay of Michele Pennetta, produc-
tion Close Up Films, RSI
Kino Produzioni & Rai Cinema

PESCATORI DI CORPI (FISHING BODIES), 
2016
Documentary by Michele Pennetta, 65min
Screenplay of Michele Pennetta, produc-
tion Close Up Films and RSI

‘A IUCATA (the BET), 2013
Médium lengh documentary by Michele 
Pennetta, 38min
Screenplay of Michele Pennetta, produc-
tion Close Up Films and RSI
PRIX - Zürich, Swiss Film Award, Best Short 
Film 2014 (Nomination) / Firenze, Festival 
dei Popoli, Premio Miglior Mediometraggio 

2013 / Locarno, Festival del film Locarno, 
Pardino d'oro 2013

I CANNI ABBAIANO (the dogs are bark-
ing), 2010
Documentary short film by Michele Pen-
netta, 26 min
Screenplay of Michele Pennetta, produc-
tion MASTER HEAD/ECAL
PRIX - Torino, Best italian short film 2011 
(CN of short film in Turin) / Vallée d' Aoste, 
Best documentary film FrontDoc
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 LoGLINe 
Cycling is Eritrea’s national sport. Will a 
young Eritrean cyclist soon make it to one 
of the European stages? In THIS IS MY MO-
MENT, we see how Biniam grows into an 
(inter)national cycling hero in one of the 
world's most isolated countries.

 SyNoPSIS 
Eritrea, a small and unknown country in the 
Horn of Africa, is reigned by three religions: 
the Orthodox faith, Islam and cycling. Of 
those convictions, the latter is practised 
most fanatically. Slowly but surely, African 
cycling is catching up in this predominantly 
‘white’ sport, and the Eritreans are Africa’s 
best cyclists.
Every morning at 6 AM, BINIAM (18) 
wakes up to do his training in the Asmara 
mountains. Biniam is a promising Eritrean 
cyclist who dreams of becoming an inter-
national pro. Experts grant him a great 
future in international cycling. But for 
Eritrean cyclists competing in major Euro-
pean races, is talent enough to make it? 
With the support of his family, friends and 
teammates, Biniam fights against the so-
cial, physical and administrative obstacles 
he encounters along the way.
For years now, the country has been cut off 

This film is about Biniam and his dreams 
to become a professional cyclist in Europe 
and ride the Tour de France. African rid-
ers tend to have great difficulty obtaining 
a visa to come and ride in Europe. The 
problem isn't with Eritrea, but with the Eu-
ropean countries that refuse to issue visas 
to Africans. Europe's racist policies are an 
obstacle to Biniam's story, and that applies 
to Eritreans but also to people from other 
African countries.
I'm aware that Eritrea is a country under a 
totalitarian regime with little or no freedom 
of the press. I have lived in neighbouring 
Ethiopia for a long time and have followed 
the situation in Eritrea closely. In the mean-
time, I've also visited Eritrea on numerous 
occasions. There are hardly any stories to 
be found from or about Eritrea. The only 
story that has reached us is that of a dic-
tatorial regime. Because of my unique ac-
cess, I want to handle my findings in a bal-
anced way, without dishonouring the truth.
Through the eyes of Biniam, we get to 
know the country of Eritrea and, indirectly, 
its problems. Biniam does not openly pro-
test about freedom of the press or limita-
tion of movement. He's a young rider with 
a dream. This is his focus, and to succeed, 
he needs to keep that focus. 

 CoMPANy ProfILe 
Cassette for timescapes produces films and 
crossmedia projects that combine innova-
tive vision and social or political engage-
ment. Cassette for timescapes has success-
fully coproduced with the US, UK, France, 
Germany, the Netherlands and aims at dis-
tributing its films worldwide through a tailor-
made impact strategy for each project.

Films produced (selection)
- Mars, Oman by Vanessa del Campo (doc-
umentaire, 20’, 2019)
Selections for a.o. IDFA ’19, Vision du Réel 
‘19, Mooov ‘19, Krakow Film Fest ‘19
- Zie mij doen (Watch Me) by Klara Van Es 
(documentary, 85’, 2018):
Best Belgian Documentary at Docville FF 
2018. Broadcast on VRT and KRO-NCRV.
- Find Me in Kakuma by Lieven Corthouts 
& Fabienne Giezendanner (interactive web 
series, 2017): online and exhibited in Bel-
gian libraries.
- Barber Shop by Luc Vrydaghs (documen-
tary series, 6x26’, 2017)
Broadcast on VRT, ZDF/Arte, UR, Al Ja-
zeera, SRF, RSI. Sales: First Hand Films.
- The Invisible City [Kakuma] by Lieven Cor-
thouts (documentary, 74’, 2016)
More than 200 impact screenings world-
wide with the support of the Bertha Britdoc 
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Cassette for timescapes
Ghent, Belgium
T: +32 479023257
magalie@timescapes.be

GeNre 
Documentary

dIreCTor / wrITer  
Lieven Corthouts

ProdUCer 
Magalie Dierick 

BUdGeT 
€ 480.050 (€ 206.300 in place)

CoMPANy 
Cassette for timescapes

LookING for
Financing, Sales Agents
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Connect Fund.
- Problemski Hotel by Manu Riche (fiction, 
110’, 2015)
World premiere at IFFR 2015, grand prix 
Roche sur Yon, Cinequest FF, …
- No Man is an Island by Tim De Keersmae-
cker (documentary, 70’, 2015):
HotDocs main competition, One World 
opening film, …
- Double Take by Johan Grimonprez (docu-
mentary, 89’, 2009)
Berlinale, Sundance, Black pearl Award in 
Abu Dhabi and more.

 ProdUCer'S ProfILe
Magalie Dierick graduated in 2014 at 
RITCS in Brussels in the field of Audiovisual 
Arts – Documentary. She joined Cassette for 
timescapes in 2014 as production coordi-
nator on the feature film Problemski Hotel 
by Manu Riche. From 2015 onwards, she 
has been managing the production of the 
company’s documentary and fiction pro-
jects.
In 2018 she participated in the training pro-
gram Eurodoc with the documentary ALL-
IN by Volkan Üce (foreseen 2020).

from the outside world. An unelected presi-
dent has been running a totalitarian com-
munist regime for the last 25 years. 5000 
Eritreans flee the country every month due 
to unlimited military service and a lack of 
freedom of press. As a result, Europe is not 
in a hurry to grant Eritreans a visa, fearing 
they will not return to their country. It is an 
administrative battle that most European 
cycling teams do not want to start. Biniam 
has to fight this reality to get an internation-
al contract.
Over two years, we follow Biniam’s evolving 
performances during the African Cham-
pionship, the Tour of Eritrea and, as the 
cherry on top, the Tour de l’Avenir, where 
he catches the attention of major European 
teams. Will we soon see Biniam at the start 
of a major European race, or is talent simply 
not enough? 

 dIreCTor STATeMeNT
THIS IS MY MOMENT reflects the majority 
of African youth: those who are educated, 
choose a career and chase their dreams. 
Those who, much like all young people, 
have to overcome obstacles in order to 
achieve their goals. In doing so, I want to 
balance the African stories about violence, 
poverty, AIDS and oppression that typically 
reach Europe.
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 dIreCTor BIoGrAPhy
Lieven Corthouts is a self-taught film-
maker who travelled the world before living 
in Ethiopia for 10 years. There he made 2 
feature documentaries: ‘My Future’ and 
‘Little Heaven’. My Future (2009, 50’) won 
the prize Best Debut at Miradasdoc. Little 
Heaven (2011, 70’) premiered at IDFA, was 
sold by Taskovski and obtained the Bertha 
Britdoc Connect Fund. In 2016 he made the 
film The Invisible City [Kakuma] (2016, 70’), 
a coproduction with Canvas, that was se-
lected for the Good Pitch 2016 and aimed at 
humanising the migration debate. Inspired 
by the film, Lieven created Find Me in Ka-
kuma (2017), the first interactive web that 
is funded by the Flemish Audiovisual Fund 
(VAF). Lieven Corthouts’s films were broad-
cast by ARTE, RAI, TV3, VRT, TV5, ZDF, Li-
chtpunt, RSI, Israeli Channel, TVI24.

 dIreCTor fILMoGrAPhy
RESET (2018, 30’)
Documentary series selected for Docville 
2018

FIND ME IN KAKUMA (2017)
interactive web series: online and exhibited 
in Belgian libraries

THE INVISIBLE CITY KAKUMA (2016, 74')
More than 200 impact screenings world-
wide with the support of the Bertha Britdoc 
Connect Fund.

LITTLE HEAVEN (2011, 70’)
Script selected for Doc Station at the Ber-
linale.
Film selected for the Good Pitch2 in 2012 
and screened at IDFA (world premiere), 
Docville (Special mention), Movies that 
Matter,…

MY FUTURE (2009, 50’)
Prize best debut at Miradasdoc, Special 
mention film festival D’Abruzzen.
Official selection for New York Independent 
film festival (screenings in NY and LA), Ed-
inburgh, Docville, Belgrade FF, ...
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 LoGLINe 
A single mother is struggling to move away 
from her home village, as her former part-
ner, her young daughter’s sexual abuser 
comes out of jail, and moves back into the 
small, religious Transylvanian community.

 SyNoPSIS 
Too Close is a feature documentary set in 
rural Transylvania, Romania, in which An-
drea, a single mother, is struggling to re-
cover from the most traumatic experience 
of her life. Her 10-year-old daughter has 
been sexually abused by none other than 
Andrea’s partner, the stepfather of the girl. 
Moreover, when the abuse was happening, 
Andrea was pregnant with the man’s son. 
Their lives forever changed since the tragic 
events unfolded four years ago.
The aggressor had been locked up for his 
crime, however, he was released earlier 
from jail, and he moved back to the small 
village that Andrea and her children live in, 
only a few houses away. Despite him being 
unable to approach them because of the 
court’s restraining order, Andrea wants to 
escape from the village. His presence is not 
the only reason for her moving away: it is 
also the villagers that she considers the en-
emy. The enclosed rural community keeps 

a unique protagonist. I chose her inner 
journey as my main focus, because she is 
a complex character, fragile yet relentless, 
kind but unapologetic, a victim but also a 
fighter. My intention as a director is to bring 
her character and emotions so close to the 
audience, that they can identify with her, 
and through her emotions, they can be 
invested and present in her fight. Andrea 
inspires me to fight against the harsh cir-
cumstances of my life, and I am sure that 
she will also be able to inspire a large audi-
ence to do the same.
Too Close will be mostly an observational, 
direct cinema, strongly situational documen-
tary. It would be constructed as a feature 
film in which we get to know the character 
and the milieu, a former conflict exposed in 
therapy, and also, a present conflict. I would 
observe the development of the dynamism 
between the mother and the children, and 
the conflicts between them. How can one 
cope with these circumstances, what are the 
long-term effects of sexual abuse in a family 
dynamic? These are all important questions 
for me, and the situations among the family 
members often circle around them.
Another very important layer of the film is 
the ever-growing tension. Sensing the ten-
sion, depicting the struggles of a single 
mother of two constantly facing decisions, 

is just as important to me as her constant 
strife to leave her past behind. Will she 
be able to sell the house and escape the 
community? Will they cross paths with the 
sexual aggressor? What will the outcome of 
the custody trial be? All these questions and 
not knowing what their outcome will be re-
sult in an extra depth which I plan to piece 
together with thriller like elements and at-
mosphere.

 CoMPANy ProfILe 
Luna Film is a production company based 
in Bucharest, Romania, founded in 2013 
by the producer Irina Malcea.
Luna Film aims for making Films that Mat-
ter, focusing its approach on independent 
film projects, from features to short fiction 
and documentaries. The company's goal is 
to create artistic products that can actually 
make a difference, by exploring genres and 
co-production opportunities, while at the 
same time supporting emerging and tal-
ented filmmakers.
Filmography :
THE SON, feature film by Ines Tanovic - 
BiH /HR/RO/SL/MG, 2019
TEACH – documentary feature by Alex 
Brendea, 2019
IF WE SMARTEN UP - short fiction by Lari-
sa Faber, 2019
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Luna Film
Bucharest, Romania
T: +40 741942882
irina.malcea@lunafilm.ro

GeNre 
Documentary

dIreCTor / wrITer  
Botond Pusok

ProdUCer 
Irina Malcea, Melinda Boros

BUdGeT 
€ 168.335 (€ 34.335 in place)

CoMPANy 
Luna Film

LookING for
Co-producers, Financing, 
Sales Agents, Festivals
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THE LAST DAY – feature by Gabriel Achim 
– RO/FR, 2016
THE WEDDING RING – short by Gabriel 
Achim, 2015
RABBIT MEAT – short by Gabriel Achim , 
2015
THE NEVER BEFORE SEEN ADVENTURES 
OF THE INVISIBLE MAN, short series by 
Tudor Botezatu, 2017
THE CHALICE - documentary feature by 
Catalina Tesar (post-production)
CHAT WITH ALICE - documentary feature 
by Isabela Tent (production)
TOO CLOSE - documentary feature by Bot-
ond Pusok (production)
THE MIND PATROL – feature film by Tudor 
Botezatu (development)
MIGNON - feature film by Sofia Georgo-
vassili (development)

 ProdUCer'S ProfILe
With a background in Political Sciences, 
Irina Malcea starts working in cinema in 
2011. Two years later, she sets up the pro-
duction house Luna Film. She is the pro-
ducer of the documentary features TEACH 
by Alex Brendea (Best Central &Eastern 
European Documentary in Jihlava IDFF), I 
AM HERCULES by Marius Iacob, co-pro-
ducer of Ines Tanovic’s THE SON, execu-
tive producer on Andrei Cretulescu’s debut 

on taking the man’s side, because he is a 
member of a well-respected clerical family, 
while Andrea’s side is resented by many, 
because she works as an actress in the city.
The house and the territory are her only 
material belongings, so she will only be able 
to purchase an apartment in the city after 
she succeeds selling the house. Unfortu-
nately, no one wants to buy the decaying 
house. Furthermore, the aggressor is suing 
Andrea, he is demanding visitation rights 
and shared custody of their son, all this be-
ing actually possible in the Romanian juridi-
cal system.
The tension is a crucial layer of this film, 
just as the topics it dissects: child abuse, 
the bigotry of small communities, the fail-
ures of the justice system in protecting 
abuse survivors. The main focus, however, 
is the internal struggles of a single mother 
and her inspiring fight to get out from the 
darkest pits of her life. 

 dIreCTor STATeMeNT
For me as a director, the main focus of Too 
Close is Andrea’s, my main character’s in-
ternal struggles. Her fight against the ex-
treme obstacles put in her way; her falling 
apart; the journey which she has to take in 
order to accept her past and learn how to 
live with it – all these elements make her 
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CHARLESTON and from the Romanian 
side, on the Bulgarian co-production PAL-
ACE FOR THE PEOPLE.
Irina is an EAVE Producers Workshop and 
PUENTES graduate.

Filmography as Producer:
THE SON, feature film by Ines Tanovic - 
BiH /HR/RO/SL/MG, 2019
TEACH – documentary feature by Alex 
Brendea, 2019
IF WE SMARTEN UP - short fiction by Lari-
sa Faber, 2019
I AM HERCULES – documentary feature by 
Marius Iacob– RO/DE/HBO Europe,2016
THE LAST DAY – feature by Gabriel Achim 
– RO/FR, 2016
SPID – short by Bogdan Muresanu, 2016
THE WEDDING RING – short by Gabriel 
Achim, 2015
RABBIT MEAT – short by Gabriel Achim , 
2015
THE NEVER BEFORE SEEN ADVENTURES 
OF THE INVISIBLE MAN, short series by 
Tudor Botezatu, 2017
CHAT WITH ALICE - documentary feature 
by Isabela Tent (production)
TOO CLOSE - documentary feature by Bot-
ond Pusok (production)

 dIreCTor BIoGrAPhy
Romanian born Botond Püsök film direc-
tor’s short films and documentaries have 
been screened at several international 
film festivals. In 2016 he won best director 
award at the Astra International Film Festi-
val. Botond currently finished his master’s 
degree studies in documentary film direct-
ing at the University of Theatre and Film 
Arts, SZFE Budapest.

 dIreCTor fILMoGrAPhy
It’s Calm Here
2017, documentary, 12 minutes, © SZFE
Watersprite Awards, Cambridge UK, 2018 – 
best documentary
Angela
2015, documentary, 33 minutes, © Spot-
Film
Astra International Film Festival, 2016 – 
best direction award
Docuart Fest Romanian Documentary Film 
Festival, 2016 – best direction award
Mediawave International Film Festival, 
2016 – best film audience award
Filmtettfeszt competition, 2017 – best film
Verzio International Human Rights Docu-
mentary Film Festival, 2016

Filmography Luna Film
THE SON, feature film by Ines Tanovic - 
BiH /HR/RO/SL/MG, 2019
TEACH – documentary feature by Alex 
Brendea, 2019
IF WE SMARTEN UP – short fiction by Lar-
isa Faber, 2019
THE LAST DAY – feature by Gabriel Achim 
– RO/FR, 2016 – Ass. Producer
CHAT WITH ALICE - documentary feature 
by Isabela Tent (production)
TOO CLOSE - documentary feature by Bot-
ond Pusok (production)
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 LoGLINe 
Hana, a sweet sixteen, is about to have the 
best day of her life as Mario, boy she is se-
cretly in love with, invited her to an excur-
sion to shoot a video. But, that morning her 
father dies and Mario is raised watching the 
porn...

 SyNoPSIS 
Hana, a sweet sixteen, is in love with Mario, 
a schoolmate and half of popular Youtube 
duo Luka&Mario. Hana observes the shoot 
in which Luka accidentally hurts Mario. 
Hana helps Mario with the wound, and 
gets invited to go with them to shoot a solar 
eclipse tomorrow.
But, in the morning, Hana's father dies. Fa-
ther, a former pilot, had a chance to enter 
NASA program and when fell ill, he desired 
to be buried in an astronaut suit. Mother 
wants to cherish Father's will, but fears a 
condemnation of family, and orders the tra-
ditional funeral.
Mother's inability to confront the family and 
tradition cause a great conflict between 
Hana and Mother.
Frustrated, Hana runs out and comes right 
in time to go with Luka and Mario, without 
telling them about Father's death. Mario 
hides his emotions towards Hana in Luka's 

 dIreCTor STATeMeNT
When I first read the script “Valley of Monu-
ments” my initial thought was - finally. Fi-
nally to be able to read some ex-Yugoslav 
stuff that is in the spirit of our time, in our 
Zeitgeist, something that can be described 
without the adjectives usually related to a 
regional cinematography - war, post war, 
transitional.
The Valley of Monuments is a simple girl's 
coming of age story that talks about some-
thing far much bigger, far more important 
- about that invisible yet omnipresent feel: 
nothing will be as before, the rules of the 
game have changed, whole the game has 
changed. Our daughters will not be like our 
mothers. Our sons are not like fathers. Gen-
erational continuity is interrupted. We are in 
the age of making new rules, new games, 
new relations.
First and foremost - I want this film to be 
entertaining. It is a word I hear so rarely 
on coproduction markets and workshops - 
entertaining. I don't want to make another 
glum East European film. After all, Monte-
negro is Mediterranean country, a southern 
mentality apply. I want this to be fun, hip, 
full of sunshine film exactly because it talks 
about the serious issues. I want the cheer-
fulness and naivety of classic Italian movies 
of De Sica and Fellini.

But all of it done without postcard sweet-
ness as I see it done in Dardenne brothers 
style or even closer - Alexander Payne style, 
with a little touch of poetic cinema.
I want to strongly outline stark contrast be-
tween somber mood at home, where tradition 
and old rules dominate, and beautiful sunny 
landscapes, lakes, mountains where kids are 
on their own and create their own dynamics.
I hope we all can relate to the story of a 
young girl trying to outdo, to reinvent her-
self in the wake of traumatic and huge chal-
lenges of her life - the death of a father and 
being betrayed by the first love.
We all need to reinvent ourselves some-
times.

 CoMPANy ProfILe 
Artikulacija FIlm is the first independ-
ent production company in Montenegro, 
founded in 2001.
Since the beginning, it has been dedicated 
to innovative audiovisual production, inter-
national cooperation and implementation 
of high professional standards within Mon-
tenegrin audiovisual industry. During the 
many years of our activity, we have man-
aged to gather experienced producers from 
various fields of audiovisual industry, as well 
as young authors with authentic and inspir-
ing ideas.VA
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Artikulacija Film
Podgorica, Montenegro
T: +382 68240440
ivandjurovic@artikulacija.co.me

GeNre 
Fiction

dIreCTor 
Srdan Vuletic

wrITerS
Srdan Vuletic, Stefan Boskovic

ProdUCerS 
Ivan Djurovic, Marija Vlahovic, 
Srdan Vuletic, Nikolina Vucetic Zecevic

BUdGeT 
€ 703.000 (€ 110.000 in place)

CoMPANIeS 
Artikulacija Film, ABA Film, Refresh 
Production, Biberche Production 

LookING for
Co-producers, Financing, 
Sales Agents, Festivals

Credits:
THE ASCENT (MNE, SLO); d. Nemanja Be-
canovic 2011.
NEVERENDING PAST (MNE, SRB); d. An-
dro Martinovic 2018.
PELOID (MNE) d. Bojan Stijovic,2018.
THE HOURGLASS (HUN, SER, MNE); d. 
Sabolc Tolnai 2007.
LIFE IS A TRUMPET (CRO, BiH, SLO, SRB, 
MNE, GB); d. Antonio Nuic, 2015.
AFTER THE WINTER (MNE, SRB, CRO, 
MEDIA), d. Ivan Bakrac – in post-produc-
tion
THE BIG TRAM ROBBERY (SRB, MNE, 
CRO), d. Slobodan Šijan – in post-produc-
tion
AJVAR (SRB, MNE); d. Ana Marija Rossi , 
2019.
HOLIDAYS IN THE SUN (MNE, SRB); d. 
Srdan Dragojevic, 2014.

 ProdUCer'S ProfILe
Ivan Djurovic (born 1974, Podgorica, Mon-
tenegro). He graduated Production at Fac-
ulty of Dramatic Arts – Cetinje, Montenegro. 
Since 2001, he has been working as pro-
ducer and CEO in the production company 
"Artikulacija Film", which he also founded. 
Producer or co-producer of 17 various films 
of different formats. He participated in pro-
duction of many high-budget commercials 

presence. Luka plays with Mario's feelings, 
paying too much attention to Hana, who ac-
cepts this game. Mario, young and impul-
sive, can't stand it and breaks away from 
them.
Hana and Luka come to a lake, and while 
waiting for the eclipse, undress and swim. 
When Mario rejoins, he finds them sun-
bathing. In Mario's possessive head, the 
misconception of Hana is born, and he 
takes Hana to the side while Luka records 
all with his mobile. When Mario tries to rape 
Hana, Luka steps in and stops it by giving 
Mario a few slaps.
They decide to finish the shooting. Jealous, 
betrayed, Mario pushes Luka off a cliff and 
breaks his legs. Hana is asked to go and 
seek help, and in panic, she gets Luka's 
cell phone.
However, Hana does not seek help at all. 
She simply goes home determined to get 
her Father the burial he wanted. At the 
mourning session, she gets drunk, creates 
chaos around the house, making Mother to 
change her mind and family to step back.
Next day, Hana gives the phone back to 
Luka, and sets showdown with Mario at the 
schoolyard - forces him to express his true 
emotions to her in front of the other kids 
who stream it live. 
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for famous world brands and in many for-
eign TV projects which are broadcasted on 
the most prestigious TV channels.
He specialized in TV production at the Fac-
ulty of Dramatic Arts - Cetinje. Founder of 
Montenegro Film Forum and first president 
of PDM (Producers and directors of Monte-
negro). One of the few people that started 
new Montenegrin cinematography, and ac-
tively participates in its development. Mem-
ber of European Film Academy, Producer’s 
on the move. He is enlisted in BBC Profes-
sional Guide in regards to Montenegro. 

 dIreCTor BIoGrAPhy
Directed and scripted award winning feature 
and short films: Summer in the Golden Val-
ley ( Rotterdam Film Festival - Tiger Award 
, world premiere Toronto Film Festival), It's 
Hard to Be Nice (Sarajevo Film Festival - 
Best Actor Award, Mont Blanc Scriptwriting 
Prize Hamburg Film Festival) Hop, Skip & 
Jump - (Berlin Film Festival - Best Short 
Film Panorama Award), 10 Minutes ( script 
- European Film Academy - Best short film)

Member of the European Film Academy.

 dIreCTor fILMoGrAPhy
Directed and scripted award winning fea-
ture and short films (selected):
I burnt legs / Palio Sam noge (1993), Euro-
pean Film Academy, Felix for documentary 
film "Sa-life“, a compilation of docs from 
siege of Sarajevo
Hop, skip & jump (2000) - Best Short, Pan-
orama, 50. Berlin Film Festival / Hamptons 
International Film Festival, Conflict & Reso-
lution - Best Film / St. Petersburg Message 
to Man - Special Jury Prize
10 minutes / 10 minuta (script) (2002) Eu-
ropean Film Academy, Felix - Best Short 
Film
Summer in the Golden Valley / Ljeto u zlat-
noj dolini (2003) - VPRO Tiger Award and 
Moviezone Award, Rotterdam Film Festival 
/ Sofia Film Festival - Fipresci, Jury Prize 
/ Toronto Film Festival - Discovery Section
It's hard to be nice / Teško je biti fin (2007) - 
Montblanc Scriptwriting Award – Hamburg 
Film Festival 2008 / 25 Intl Miami Film Fes-
tival – Special Mention/ Best Actor – Sara-
jevo film festival
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 LoGLINe 
In a society where "gender" is an unfamiliar 
word, a family full of women opposes the 
notions of mother and women.

 SyNoPSIS 
Three sisters and three nieces - one of 
them a little baby, form this all-female en-
semble piece centered around their father 
who supports them financially. There is a 
strong pressure on him emotionally as they 
have witnessed his aggression towards their 
mother in the past. She has passed away 
many years ago leaving her daughters with 
the difficult task to match her image and 
likeness.
As a lesbian and women’s rights activist, 
Yoana is furious that her twin sister Veron-
ica has to spend her life caring for a baby 
and washing her husband’s socks.
Anna, the older sister loves her daughters 
unequally and feels as a failed mother. She 
bears the childhood trauma of witnessing 
violence at home.
Sonja, Anna's daughter wrecks the family 
circle with the news that she’s HIV posi-
tive. From that point on the sisters pick 
themselves together and thanks to a mys-
tical journey they manage to reconcile with 
their father.

makes you conceal things and only a dras-
tic occurrence can take them out. I am at 
this stage, prepared to share this with the 
world. To be a woman, victim of domestic 
violence is pretty normal in Bulgaria. Late-
ly, homophobic tendencies rose and they 
haven’t been native to Bulgaria even under 
Communism. They go hand in hand with 
patriotic bravado and rejection of European 
values. The Istanbul convention, a Euro-
pean law aimed against domestic violence 
and gender-based violence was rejected as 
result of a ridiculous and ugly public de-
bate. Orthodox church leaders, who have 
historically always kept quiet, as servants 
of the Communist party, started to moral-
ize about the supposed destruction of the 
family unit. The family unit was fairly strong 
in totalitarian times, as divorce was not en-
couraged. This created a fake sense of mo-
rality, which now is a strong weapon in the 
hands of facebook trolls, protest organisers 
and warriors of the cold cyber war.
Based on true events.

 CoMPANy ProfILe 
Strongly present internationally Activist38 is 
attracted to socially and politically charged 
projects. Two documentaries created a 
national scandal and have only been dis-
tributed abroad. “The Beast is still alive” 

broadcast on ARTE, after official selections 
at IDFA, Warsaw IFF, Sarajevo IFF, Gote-
borg and having scooped awards. Equally, 
internationally awarded "Uncle Tony, Three 
Fools and the Secret Service" provoked 
a scandal in the film industry and is still 
banned from screening in Bulgaria. Variety 
covered that case and the film was part of 
AFI’s showcase “The best of European cin-
ema” in Washington in 2014.
Fiction “Cat in the wall” supported by Crea-
tive Europe’s MEDIA and Ile de France pre-
miered at Locarno’s International Competi-
tion in 2019 and received FIPRESCI Award 
at the 35st Warsaw Film Festival and Award 
for Best Debut at Golden Rose. It has wide 
coverage on Screen International, including 
featuring as number 1 in their list of best 
films from summer festivals.
Activist38 produces successful shorts and 
animation too.

 ProdUCer'S ProfILe
In the last decade Mina Mileva and Vesela 
Kazakova have been active documentar-
ians for better or worse as their work has in-
spired a major controversy in Bulgaria and 
it gained them the nickname “The Demonic 
Duo”.
Their documentaries have had strong se-
lections and awards, and international ac-
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Activist38
Sofia, Bulgaria
T: +359 887856383
vesela@activist38.com
mina@activist38.com

GeNre 
Fiction

dIreCTorS / wrITerS 
Mina Mileva, Vesela Kazakova

ProdUCerS 
Mina Mileva, Vesela Kazakova

BUdGeT 
€ 406.259 (€ 211.258 in place)

CoMPANy 
Activist38

LookING for
Co-producers, Financing, 
Sales Agents
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claim at IDFA, Goteborg, Warsaw IFF, Sa-
rajevo IFF and others, as well as 2014 AFI 
showcase “The Best of European Cinema”.
Their first fiction film “Cat in the Wall” 
received pitch awards at CineLink and 
Connecting Cottbus and it secured Ile de 
France’s funding as result of the collabora-
tion with Christophe Bruncher at Ici et La, 
Paris. Fundamental help for the low budget 
film was the support of Creative Europe ME-
DIA and the in kind support of British pro-
duction company Glasshead limited. The 
Bulgarian/UK/French coproduction world 
premiered in Locarno 2019 at Concorso In-
ternazionale and it received awards and the 
acclaim of Screen International.
Mina and Vesela have taken part in EAVE 
and Emerging Producers and are members 
of the EDN. They have produced success-
ful shorts and have a string of coproduction 
projects with special animation focus.

 dIreCTor BIoGrAPhy
Mina Mileva graduated animated film di-
recting in “LA CAMBRE” Brussels and 
Sofia’s Film Academy. After directing sev-
eral internationally recognised animated 
short films Mina Mileva entered the British 
animation industry for more than a decade 
working as animation director, animator and 
line producer. Her work includes “Christ-

This feature will encompass what being a 
woman means in the backdrop of funny 
and absurd contradictions in current Bul-
garian society. Based on a true story.

 dIreCTor STATeMeNT
I, Vesela Kazakova, grew up in a family full 
of women.
We are three sisters and two of us have 
daughters - same as the heroines in the 
film. I choose not to have a child and, as 
you can imagine, I witnessed and consoled 
my sisters in their invisible female battles 
from postnatal depression to having an ill 
child. I have always been inspired by wom-
en and their world. Even as a child I knew 
that I’m attracted by women. And I was be-
sotted with my mother who suffered from 
my father’s aggressive behaviour.
This film will dig deep into the female psy-
che in an entertaining way, involving our be-
loved children and animals. It will be set up 
in a country that doesn’t officially recognize 
the word “gender”, despite having a correct 
translation for it. A country torn by cyber 
wars, poverty and isolation that can’t be 
helped even by a European membership.
When you have a strong mother and a 
father who had raised a hand to her it’s 
difficult to express your own feelings. Be-
ing brought up in aggressive atmosphere 
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mas Carol the movie”, “Bob the Builder”, 
Disney’s “Tiger Movie” and “Jungle Book”, 
BBC and Chanel 4 and BBC BAFTA nomi-
nated children’s series.
Vesela Kazakova – a numerous award-
winning actress, graduated both acting 
and producing respectively in the National 
Academy for Theatre and Film Arts and 
University of Economics in Sofia, Bulgaria. 
Her main roles in the cinema brought her 
prestigious prizes for best female actress in 
Bulgaria and abroad, Silver George Award 
in Moscow Film festival in 2005, and Berli-
nale Shooting Stars Award in 2006 amongst 
them. Vesela Kazakova is EAVE 2013 grad-
uate, and part of Emerging Producers’13.
In recent years together with Vesela Kaza-
kova they produced and directed political 
documentaries that stirred national contro-
versy and gained them the nickname “The 
Demonic Duo”. “Cat in the wall” is their 
first fiction film opening at Locarno’s inter-
national competition in 2019 and listed as 
number one among 11 breakthrough films 
from summer festivals by Screen Interna-
tional, and awarded with FIPRESCI award 
at Warsaw Film Festival.

 dIreCTor fILMoGrAPhy
• 2019 - “Cat in the wall” - 92 min fiction 
film, dir. by Mina Mileva and Vesela
Kazakova, co-produc-tion with Glasshead
Limited (UK), Ici et Là Productions (FR)
and the Bulgarian National Television,
supported by CE’s MEDIA
• 2016 - “The Beast is still alive” – 90 min
documentary, dir. by Mina Mileva and Ves-
ela
Kazakova, supported by CE’s MEDIA and 
Bulgarian NFC
• 2014 - “Uncle Tony, Three Fools and the
Secret Service” – 86 min documentary, dir.
by Mina Mileva and Vesela Kazakova
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 AMAZoN, A New MINAMATA?98
in partnership with DOCSP
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 LoGLINe 
This investigative documentary will reveal 
how the shadow of Minamata Disease now 
looms over the Amazon, threatening the 
lives of all those living in the largest fresh-
water reserve on the planet. 

 SyNoPSIS 
The film accompanies medical teams and 
researchers responding to the call of the 
Munduruku people to investigate how mer-
cury has affected various indigenous, river-
side dwellers and urban populations in dif-
ferent parts of the Amazon.
Following doctors, such as neurologist Er-
ick Jennings, and researchers from leading 
institutions such as FIOCRUZ, the film re-
veals that the presence of this heavy metal, 
traditionally associated with gold mining 
activity, has broader origins and is directly 
linked to forest devastation.
To better understand the dangers of this 
contamination, the documentary retells the 
story of Minamata, Japan, whose popula-
tion suffered severe sequels in the central 
nervous system, leading many to the death 
and generation of children being born with 
congenital malformation.
to a generation of children being born with 
congenital malformations. 

The cause of mercury contamination is not 
limited to mining activities, one of the more 
evident points of this iceberg, as slash and 
burn farming techniques and deforestation 
also play an important role in the process.
Placer gold mining creates the routes used 
in smuggling mercury in and later gold out 
to the world market, leaving behind enor-
mous scars in the forest, silting up and con-
taminating rivers, as well as promoting the 
unbridled colonization of the forests.
We are today aware that the Amazon Forest 
sequesters tons of mercury particles from 
the air every year as forest fires devastate 
the forest mantle and wind up depositing 
this mercury back into the atmosphere 
which later is once again deposited in the 
soil by rainfall, increasing even more the re-
gion’s contamination.
The documentary film AMAZON, A NEW 
MINAMATA? will unveil this situation as 
seen through the eyes of scientists but giv-
ing a voice to Indigenous, riverside dwell-
ers, miners and other members of the Ama-
zonian community as well. 

 CoMPANy ProfILe 
OCEAN FILMS is a film and TV production 
house founded in 2000, with offices in Rio 
de  Janeiro, Florianópolis and São Paulo. 
The company initially began by provid-

ing production services to the international 
market, and is today one of the most influ-
ential production houses in South America. 
In 2008 Ocean Films created a content de-
partment to develop its own projects.

Feature Films: Ocean Film’s first feature fic-
tion film, Little Secret, by David Schurmann, 
was released in 2016, and was the Brazil-
ian selection for the 89th Academy Awards 
- Best Foreign Language Film nomination. 
In 2017, the documentary Self-defense 
won Best Picture at “Mujeres En  Foco” 
Festival in Argentina.

TV Series: The company has produced fic-
tion and documentary series for various 
channels, such as Globo Network, ESPN, 
Futura, TV Cultura, HBO, CurtaTV, Cine 
Brasil TV, Box Brazil, BandNewsTV and 
Turner Broadcasting. 
Currently, Ocean is producing the docu-
mentary series Transamazonica – a Road to 
the Past, exclusively for HBO.
More information: www.oceanfilms.com.br 

ASSOCIATE PRODUCTION COMPANY - 
VIDEOFILMES
Founded in 1986 by the brothers Walter 
Salles and João Moreira Salles, VideoFilm-
es is an independent production company 
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Ocean Films
São Paulo, Brasil
T: +5521998042525
nuno@oceanfilms.com.br

TrAILer
https://vimeo.com/370495005 
(pass: minamata)

GeNre 
Documentary

dIreCTor 
Jorge Bodanzky

wrITer
Tiago Carvalho

ProdUCer 
Nuno Godolphim

BUdGeT 
€ 450.000 (€ 250.000 in place)

CoUNTrIeS
Brazil

CoMPANy 
Ocean Films

LookING for
Co-producers, Financing, 
Sales Agents, Festivals
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with over 30 years of experience in the au-
diovisual market. Considered a benchmark 
for the artistic value of its films, the com-
pany has produced over 100 projects, in-
cluding fiction, documentaries, miniseries, 
and TV shows—both in domestic and in 
international co-productions. Amongst its 
creations are Walter Salles’s Central Station 
and Linha de Passe, João Moreira Salles’s 
Santiago and In the Intense Now, as well as 
films by renowned directors such as Karim 
Ainouz, Sérgio Machado, and Eryk Rocha. 

Additionally, VideoFilmes produced the 
last seven documentaries of the celebrated 
director Eduardo Coutinho — including 
Edifício Master,  Playing and Last Conver-
sations—as well as documentaries by up 
and coming directors such as  A Night in 
67 by Renato Terra and Ricardo Calil. Vide-
oFilmes also co-produced documentaries 
from the great master of Cinema Novo, 
Nelson Pereira dos Santos; among them 
are Raízes do Brasil and The Masters and 
the Slaves.  The company is currently pro-
ducing Algerian by Accident, the new docu-
mentary by Karim Ainouz.

Its productions are presently being distrib-
uted in several countries. VideoFilmes’s tra-
jectory is marked by over 400 national and 

Finally, the film highlights the struggle of the 
Amazonian people to combat the sources 
of this contamination, ensure the health of 
their children and preserve the forest. 

 dIreCTor STATeMeNT
The film focuses on the crossroads in 
which Amazonia stands today. Miners, cat-
tle farmers and lumber companies are on 
the warpath to guarantee the dangerous 
model of territorial occupation supported 
by an irresponsible regime. On the other 
hand, indigenous peoples have united to try 
and prevent miners and lumber companies 
from trespassing on their lands.
And, in the middle of all this, a group scien-
tist tries to understand why the number of 
people with neurological problems is grow-
ing and why those living on the banks of the 
rivers have mercury contamination rates 
much higher than that considered accept-
able by the WHO.
Studies on the mercury content found in 
Amazonia today emphasize how the model 
of the region’s occupation, with its predatory 
deforestation process, is reaching a point of 
no return with perverse consequences be-
coming increasingly more evident. Mercury 
threatens the food security of those living 
in the forest and the psychomotor develop-
ment of their children.
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international awards, amongst them the 
Golden Globe, the BAFTA, the Berlinale’s 
Golden and Silver Bear, and the Cannes’s 
Palme D’Or. It has also received eight Os-
car® nominations for its productions and 
co-productions. 

 dIreCTor BIoGrAPhy
One of the most important documen-
tary filmmakers in Brazil, Jorge Bodanzky 
(1942) is a film director, screenwriter, and 
photographer working out of São Paulo, 
Brazil. He is a graduate of the Ulm School 
of Design in Germany. His first feature film 
was the award winning, Iracema – uma 
Transa Amazônica (1976), a landmark in 
documentary films. It revolves around the 
devastation of the Amazon forest and re-
veals to the world the disastrous results of 
forest fires caused by slash-and-burn farm-
ing techniques. The film also poetically, al-
beit bluntly, criticizes the perverse model of 
occupying the largest forest on the planet. 
Iracema is considered to be one of the most 
important movies of the twentieth century.

Since then, Bodanzky has dedicated his 
time and efforts shooting dozens of feature 
films and documentaries on the subject for 
Brazilian, German, French, and Italian TV, 
and has worked for film companies as a 
director, a photographer, and a producer.

He has garnered awards throughout his 
career and won the GRIMME PREISS (an 
important German TV award) twice, first for 
Iracema – uma Transa Amazônica (1976), 
and later for O Terceiro Milênio (1982), both 
co-produced by ZDF. His movie O Terceiro 
Milênio also won Best Film at Cinema du 
Réel, France. He released the telefilm Ruiv-
aldo – the Man who Saved the Earth in 
2019, based on the crises and transforma-
tions of the Brazilian Pantanal region.
Among other projects, he is currently finish-
ing the Transamazônica – Highway to the 
Past, a series for HBO, which is scheduled 
to be released in 2020—the highway’s 
60th anniversary.

 dIreCTor fILMoGrAPhy
DIRECTOR'S MASTERPIECE
Iracema Uma transamazônica - Cannes - 
official Selection for Semaine de la critique 
1976
Prix Georges Sadoul 1976 and   Grimme 
Preiss 1976
https://youtu.be/qpbn6LSc5y8

RECENT FILM WORK
Ruivaldo – The man who saved the earth. 
(2019) 
https://vimeo.com/367860451
password: indio_ruivaldo

Within the river among the trees
5º Festival Internacional de Cine y Medio 
Ambiente de México 
- Best international documentary (2012)
https://youtu.be/kCbGz-qP6l0

RECENT TV WORK
O click único de Assis Horta
https://youtu.be/R0aEgVTdz2Q

TV DOCUMENTARY ABOUT JORGE 
BODANZKY’S LIFE
Retratos
https://youtu.be/U9oGpGGoW9s

RECENT RETROSPECTIVE ABOUT JORGE 
BODANSKY´S WORK
Exhibition on MIS (Image and Sound Mu-
seum) São Paulo/Brazil
https://youtu.be/c_eRmu0zFoA
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hoLdING UP A MIrror To oUr TIMeS

The 6th edition of LAST SToP TrIeSTe puts 
five compelling and relevant projects in 
the limelight that impressed the selection 
committee with strong, very personal, 
artistic views, while at the same time 
engaging us in global issues such as 
environment catastrophes, parenthood 
or the notion of freedom. These creative 
projects, soon to be finished films, hold 
up a mirror to our society and offer us a 
surprising window to the world. 

We are very proud to introduce several new 
names, film makers who are about to finish 
their feature-length debuts and are looking 
for a suitable festival to have world premiere. 

Between Two wars is a remarkable, 
cinematically profound documentary by 
Alina Gorlova, coproduced by Ukraine, 
Latvia, Germany and Qatar. The story 
revolves around a Kurdish family from 
Syria seen through the perspective of their 
youngest son who unexpectedly landed in 
Ukraine. Fleeing from a devastated country 

he understands very well the horrors of 
the war machine and finds his life purpose 
in helping people in need in his new 
homeland. Another politically engaging 
and relevant film is Soviet man, directed 
by the multi-media artist and awarded 
Latvian director Ivo Briedis, coproduced by 
Latvia, Lithuania and the Czech Republic. 
He explores and deconstructs the notion of 
“Homo Sovieticus” through the experiences 
and points of view of the last Soviet – and 
the first post-Soviet generation. 

I’ll stand by you by Virginija Vareikyte and 
Maximilien Dejoie, a Lithuanian-Italian 
coproduction, has a starting point in the 
tragic statistics of an epidemic of suicides 
in Lithuania which is especially hitting the 
young generation. The film observes how 
well established human connections could 
bring about life changing experiences and 
how the small gesture of stretching out a 
hand towards each other could open up 
new points of view.

Selecting five out of two dozen received 
projects, the selection committee seriously 
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and at length weighed the pros en cons of 
taking two projects from the same country. 
At the end, we decided to go for two very 
strong, compelling and cinematically 
exciting projects from Romania in which 
the filmmakers skilfully engage us in their 
own, rather intimate life stories. Directors 
found a suitable narrative format that is 
meticulously structured and edited. holy 
father, the third film of the multi-awarded 
documentary maker Andrei Dascalescu, 
starts from the directors prospect of 
becoming father, a fact that urges him to 
investigate the motives of his own father, 
who traded his family for faith many 
years ago. This self-reflective, movingly 
honest quest of a young man succeeds 
to transpose the personal to the universal. 
everything will not be fine is another private 
drama of two young directors: Romanian 
Adrian Pirvu who started his journey alone 
and during the filming found a partner in life 
and in film making. He and his girlfriend, 
Ukrainian cancer patient Helena Maxyom, 
are both credited as co-director of this 
moving cinéma verité doc. They are both 
victims of the Chernobyl catastrophe and 
are trying to find sense in their continuous 
health struggle. Both Romanian films have 
strong and well-experienced producers: the 
former is under guidance of Anda Ionescu 
and the latter by Ada and Alecu Solomon.

The film teams will present 30 minutes 
of their fine cuts to an exclusive panel 
of approximately 40 international sales 
agents, festival programmers and TV 
commissioning editors with the aim to 
enhance their potential of being selected at 
top festivals or suitable TV-slots and open 
up possibilities for distribution. However, 
the most important for our film teams is to 
get the constructive, valuable feedback , as 
well as getting valuable feedback. 

An international jury composed by 
Pierre-Alexis Chevit (MARCHÉ DU FILM 
- FESTIVAL DE CANNES), Jutta Krug 
(WDR) and Alex Szalat (DOCS UP FUND) 
will deliver cash awards granted by Film 
Center Serbia and HBO Europe as well as 
an award in service given by courtesy of 
the Flow Digital Cinema and promotion & 
distribution consultancy thanks to the brand 
new First Hand Fabulous Award. These 
5 documentary projects have previously 
been developed or presented in one of 
our partner’s platforms: Ex-Oriente Film 
Workshop, BDC Discoveries, Docu Rough 
Cut Boutique, Baltic Sea Docs, ZagrebDox 
PRO, When East Meets West. 

We wish them all very good luck in Trieste! 

rada Sesic
Head of the Last Stop Trieste
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 SyNoPSIS 
Story of one big Kurdish family from Syria, 
spread by the world because of war, shown 
through the perspective of its young son. 
Living in Ukraine, Iraq and Germany, they 
try to find their place and save the contact 
between each other, fighting this huge black 
and white war machine in each own way. 

 dIreCTor’S NoTeS of INTeNTIoN 
Using our main protagonist as a conductor, 
we want to create black and white war-torn 
world with different spaces and characters. 
Andriy Suleyman is trying to help people 
who live near contact line in warzone in 
Ukraine and refugee camps in Iraq. Indi-
rectly, we compare shots with military in-
dustry, factories that produce tanks and 
weapon, but at the same time big storages 
with humanitarian aid and missions of Red 
Cross. All these people and situations cre-
ate this black and white machinery of war, 
where our main protagonist is trying to find 
his connections with his homeland and 
relatives, who was spread around the world.Be
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Tabor Production
36 Olegivska str. , of 410, 04070
Kyiv, Ukraine
T: +380934244919
contact@taborproduction.com
www.taborproduction.com

GeNre 
Creative documentary

dIreCTor 
Alina Gorlova

wrITerS
Alina Gorlova, Maksym Nakonechnyi

ProdUCerS 
Maksym Nakonechnyi, Ilona 
Bicevska, Patrick Hamm

BUdGeT 
€ 180.537

CoUNTrIeS
Ukraine, Latvia, Germany, Qatar

CoMPANy 
Tabor Production
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 SyNoPSIS 
Adrian was born in the year of the Chernobyl 
accident and his mother always believed 
that his glaucoma and partial blindness 
were caused by her visit to Ukraine while 
she was six months pregnant.
After his mother reveals the story of Adrian’s 
birth, he decides to go to Ukraine to make 
a film about Chernobyl survivors and to do 
something with his life before turning 30.
He arrives in Kyiv with not much of a plan 
and meets Helena. She survived cancer 
and lives with chronic pain.
They become friends and partners in mak-
ing the film.
They go to several countries to find 
protagonists, but as they learn more about 
Chernobyl’s consequences, their health 
problems catch up with them.
They discover the scale of Chernobyl’s 
impact on a generation of people and while 
pursuing this story they try to find out if they 
can be together. 
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CoNTACT deTAILS
HiFilm Production
23A Gramont St., 040182
Bucharest, Romania
T: +4021 252 48 67
office@hifilm.ro
alecusolomon@gmail.com
www.hifilm.ro
www.facebook.com/everythingwill-
notbefine

GeNre 
Documentary

dIreCTorS / wrITerS 
Adrian Pîrvu, Helena Maksyom

ProdUCerS 
Alexandru Solomon, Ada Solomon

CoUNTrIeS
Romania, Ukraine

CoMPANy 
HiFilm Production
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 dIreCTor’S NoTeS of INTeNTIoN 
The film starts like a road movie and develops 
into a love story.
We as filmmaker-protagonists encounter 
people who are dealing with Chernobyl’s 
consequences while also documenting our 
personal lives and the problems that arise 
from our health issues and managing our 
long-distance relationship. 
Our journey from friends to a couple and 
its outcome forms the main structure of 
this story.
We shot in 1:33 aspect ratio, filmed mostly 
handheld and chose a rough editing style. 
Together with the predominance of close-
ups, this style represents, to some degree, 
the way Adrian sees the world as well as 
his and Helena’s experience as first time 
directors. 
For us, the Chernobyl zone is a place 
of the past whose lingering effects are 
found elsewhere. We chose to show its 
present day legacy through the characters, 
ourselves included, and the experiences we 
had while making this documentary.
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 SyNoPSIS 
The filmmaker and his girlfriend face the 
news of becoming parents. While the fu-
ture mother is struggling with no wor-
thy models in her own broken home, the 
soon-to-be-father must come to terms with 
his own, long-lost father, now a monk on 
Mount Athos. The visits to Athos become 
a way to discover the unsolved mystery of 
his father’s departure - a key, he feels, to 
learn how to become the father he never 
had. As the nine months go by, the quest 
for answers and reconciliation, full of anxi-
ety and anger, seem to be making way for 
something much more meaningful: the ar-
rival of a beautiful baby girl. ho
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CoNTACT deTAILS
FILMLAB
40 Argentina Street, 011754 
Bucharest, Romania
T: +40 757 058 548
anda.iulia.ionescu@gmail.com

GeNre 
Documentary

dIreCTor / wrITer 
Andrei Dascalescu

ProdUCer 
Anda Ionescu

CoUNTry
Romania

CoMPANy 
FILMLAB

 dIreCTor’S NoTeS of INTeNTIoN 
When I was 6, my father left our family to 
become a monk. Now, when I become a 
father myself, I need to know how I can be 
a good father for my little girl. This is why 
most of the film reflects on the encounters 
with my father, while I try to understand 
and accept his decision to leave us, and 
all worldly things, for God. I would have 
probably been more comfortable if he set 
up another family, but as such, I always 
felt like I’m competing with “the invisible 
almighty”. Through film, I wanted to reach 
my father and understand both of us bet-
ter. Challenges and doubts came with put-
ting up walls, which are hard to take down. 
But I wouldn’t want to break an important 
promise to my little girl, that of really trying 
my best to become a good father.
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 SyNoPSIS 
Valija, a psychologist, lives and works in a 
small rural town considered an epicentre 
of suicides in Lithuania. In the absence of 
authorities resolving the issue of pandemic 
suicide numbers, Valija forms a volunteer 
based prevention program, which is joined 
by Gintare, a young police officer. To-
gether they use unconventional methods 
to lessen the suicide risk and the stigma 
it carries by providing emotional support 
to lonely people living in isolated areas. 
The two women dedicate themselves fully 
to save every life, however, after loosing 
another villager, they begin doubting their 
own possibilities. Unable to relieve the ten-
sion on their own, they turn to each other 
and their professional relationship grows 
into a resourceful friendship. After gath-
ering strength from their bond, Valija and 
Gintare keep up the resilient work until the 
two women exceed their expectations and 
bring the suicide rate to the lowest point in 
their hometown’s history. 
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CoNTACT deTAILS
M&N
Via Petrarca 17, 10024
Moncalieri (TO) Italy
T: +39-3398607014
maxi@medianautica.tv

GeNre 
Documentary

dIreCTorS 
Virginija Vareikye, Maximilien Dejoie

wrITer
Virginija Vareikyte

ProdUCerS 
Lukas Trimonis, Maximilien Dejoie, 
Mark Olexa

BUdGeT 
€ 195.000

CoUNTry
Lithuania, Italy

CoMPANy 
M&N

 dIreCTor’S NoTeS of INTeNTIoN 
The documentary “I’ll Stand by You” cre-
ates sensitive and profound portraits of 
courageous and determined female per-
sonalities that are dedicating their lives 
to tackle a problem in Lithuania (the first 
country in Europe in suicide rates) that no 
one had the courage and stamina to over-
come before. Through the dynamic rou-
tine of their lives, unfolding in the visually 
capturing surroundings of the Lithuanian 
province, this film tells the story about 
the strong and comforting bond between 
the characters and the special capacity to 
transmit the life-saving energy to people 
around them. Despite the topic that might 
seem discouraging, the creators of this film 
strongly believe that the positive message 
carried by these two women can build a 
more hopeful attitude towards the perspec-
tive of fighting suicides globally.
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 SyNoPSIS 
In 1991 the Central Television in Moscow 
brought together youngsters from the fifteen 
Soviet Republics to ask how they see their 
future in Soviet Union. Some of participants 
of the show called for the dismantling of the 
awful USSR. After 28  years we see not only 
the regalia and  rhetoric of the totalitarian 
era making a comeback, but also some 
ugly traits of Homo Sovieticus in people’s 
minds and attitudes. With the help of the 
protagonists -  participants of that TV show, 
film’s director is mapping the symptoms of 
a totalitarian mind and analyzing traits of 
Homo Sovieticus around us and within. So
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Mistrus Media
Blaumana str. 11/13 - 13, LV - 1011
Riga, Latvia
T: + 371 29387666
elina.gedina@mistrusmedia.lv
www.mistrusmedia.lv

GeNre 
Documentary

dIreCTor 
Ivo Briedis

wrITerS
Rita Ruduša, Ivo Briedis

ProdUCerS 
Elina Gedina Ducena, 
Inese Boka Grube

CoUNTrIeS
Latvia, Lithuania, Czech Republic

CoMPANy 
Mistrus Media
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 dIreCTor’S NoTeS of INTeNTIoN 
Me and protagonists are the same genera-
tion and as for them, also for me it is a quest 
to understand how my thinking and actions 
are affected by Soviet in me. I think that by 
summarizing the features considered those 
of a Soviet man, a portrait of a totalitarian 
mind can be drawn.
It is obvious that freedom is a problem in 
many societies and persons. It is mine too 
and therefore film will be my journey to un-
derstand can a Soviet be cured . What fears 
me is that we see the same symptoms of a 
totalitarian mind in the countries of western 
democracy. The film will serve as a mirror, 
a possibility to look at ourselves and around 
us and come to some conclusions.
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After the successful past edition, When 
East Meets West and Trieste Film Festival 
renew the partnership with Milano Film 
Network for the section exclusively dedi-
cated to long feature fiction films and hy-
brid works produced or co-produced by 
Italian producers. 

This is IT will present 9 films ready for 
festival premiere/international distribution 
and a jury composed by Cosima Fink-
beiner (BETA CINEMA), Olivier Pelisson 
(SEMAINE DE LA CRITIQUE), Alexia De 
Vito (MIA) will deliver the prestigious Laser 
Film Award. 
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 SyNoPSIS 
Allegra, a passionate climber, survived 
a terrorist attack that killed three of her 
friends. Crushed and consumed by guilt 
and hatred, she is no longer herself. Her 
loved ones are helpless when confronted 
with her suffering. To regain  confidence 
and love, she must embark on a chal-
lenging journey and question herself. She 
meets Arad, a young refugee from the Mid-
dle East, which leads her to an encoun-
ter-confrontation with the Other. Can one 
return to love after experiencing hate? An 
emotional and spiritual journey eventually 
enables Allegra to start trusting the world 
she lives in once more. 
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Imago film
Viale Cassarate 4
6900, Lugano
T: +41 91 922 68 31
michela@cinedokke.ch 
info@imagofilm.ch
www.imagofilm.ch

GeNre 
Drama

dIreCTor 
Niccolò Castelli

wrITerS
Niccolò Castelli, Stefano Pasetto

ProdUCerS 
Villi Hermann, Michela Pini 

BUdGeT 
€ 2.700.000

CoUNTrIeS
Switzerland, Belgium, Italy

CoMPANy 
Imago film
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 dIreCTor’S NoTeS of INTeNTIoN 
How do you communicate the grief? How 
can you go back to a normal life when you 
don’t know what normal is anymore? How 
do you relate to “diversity” when you have 
become “diverse” in the eyes of others? 
ATLAS is a movie about our deep relation-
ship with our own nature, vindictive when 
asking for help and needful for love in the 
moments of profound loneliness. Allegra 
encounters this nature in the outside world, 
it forces us to face death and consequently 
life; a nature that is able to regenerate itself 
and be reborn in its harshness. A film about 
deafening silences and a rumble that forces 
you to listen to the deepness of your soul. 
Is a high elevation climb. During the ascent 
you feel like you might fall, but once you’re 
on the top you find the inebriating feeling of 
being deeply alive and part of a great.
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 SyNoPSIS 
All my life I was convinced that nothing ex-
traordinary can happen to me, but when 
my partner nearly passed away of cancer 
I realised that life itself is an extraordinary 
experience. After undertaking a bone mar-
row transplant and therefore surviving leu-
kaemia, Blaž goes on a road-bike trip over 
the famous Giro d'Italia's climbs to claim 
back his health. I join him with my camera 
to convey our experience through the art 
of film making. On our journey, however, 
what we imagined will be a fairy tale hits 
us as raw reality. We find ourselves in an 
aftermath of the disease whilst travelling 
through one of the most picturesque scen-
eries in the world. Can we recover from the 
traumatic experience and thrive under the 
extreme pressure without acting in harm-
ful ways? This journey is thus a trial of our 
resilience. 
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Cvinger Film
Dunajska cesta 156, 1000
Ljubljana, Slovenia
T: +386 51 358 339
info@cvinger-film.si 
www.cvinger-film.si 

GeNre 
Drama

dIreCTor 
Maja Prelog

wrITerS
Maja Prelog, Blaž Murn

ProdUCer 
Rok Bicek

Co-ProdUCer
Alessandro Leone, Massimo Casula

BUdGeT 
€ 250.000

CoUNTrIeS
Slovenia, Poland, Italy, Austria

CoMPANy 
Cvinger Film
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 dIreCTor’S NoTeS of INTeNTIoN 
Cent'anni is my journey to understanding 
how an inspiring story of surviving leukae-
mia could turn out into debris of happi-
ness. Facing death personally felt like an 
emotional rollercoaster with feelings of 
grief, love, fear, anger and hope all col-
liding at once. Eventually, the story about 
bravery can’t contain the pressure boiling 
inside each of us. We stop being fake. 
Stop trying to “be brave”. We wear our 
inside on the outside. For Blaž, moving 
on after a deadly disease crates a divide 
– it’s easier to escape death rather than 
“to live”. For me, accepting my helpless-
ness is much more painful process than 
I ever imagined it. I can’t fully pinpoint 
where this film came from. Some came 
from Blaž’s courage of overcoming heavy 
chemo treatments, some came from my 
idea of life as a paradox, some came from 
living through the blackout of leukeamia, 
but all of it came from my heart and my 
gut.
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 SyNoPSIS 
After a few years of imprisonment, a for-
tune teller "magician", once made famous 
by local Sicilian TVs, tries to return to the 
life he led before.  His willingness to rein-
tegrate, however, clashes with his health 
problems and above all with a now totally 
transformed civil society.  If getting lost is 
finding yourself, a path of abandonment, 
physical and mental, will then take you 
from the edge of the city to the most hid-
den nature of Sicily, to the heart of Etna.  
A contemporary history reinterpreted in the 
light of the reflections of a Greek philoso-
pher who lived more than two thousand 
years ago. 
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Qoomoon
Via Regione Siciliana 5, 92100
Agrigento, Italy
T: +39 3394119029
info@qoomoon.com
luca@qoomoon.com

GeNre 
Documentary, Experimental

dIreCTor / wrITer 
Leandro Picarella

ProdUCerS 
Luca Scarabelli, Luciano Barisone, 
Serge Lalou

BUdGeT 
€ 160.000

CoUNTrIeS
Italia, Francia

CoMPANy 
Qoomoon
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 dIreCTor’S NoTeS of INTeNTIoN 
Achille Sidoti, aka Atanus.  An imposing 
body and eyes that express at the same 
time a mixture of pride and regret.  I imme-
diately thought that through him and with 
him I could tell my story.
I have been working at Divinations for 
about three years. Originally, I was looking 
for a story that would allow me to tell a new 
point of view on the sacred magic in south-
ern Italy today.  But to tell it I needed to 
start from the past, as if I wanted to trace a 
circle that connected the ancient world to 
our contemporary times, Magna Graecia to 
today's Sicily.
I also wanted the core of the story to unfold 
in the city, to find out how the remains of 
ancestral knowledge had dispersed over 
time.  And what better "environment" than 
that of local TV stations and its magicians, 
fortune tellers and numerologists to talk 
about this dispersion?
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 SyNoPSIS 
An old man lives in a crooked building 
in Trieste, eliminating all contact with the 
outside world until an eviction order ar-
rives. Determined not to leave, the man 
builds himself a hiding place in the apart-
ment's long hallway. When a desperate 
young mother moves into the house with 
her almost-blind daughter, he stays hid-
den, spying on them, trying to maintain 
his detachment as their voices and habits 
grow increasingly familiar. He slowly lowers 
his guard until the child senses his pres-
ence: "I know you're there and I know who 
you are: you're the angel in the wall", she 
whispers. His instinct to protect her pre-
vails and secretly the two create a zone 
of mutual trust and understanding. Until, 
one day, the old man and the mother come 
face to face – and she starts screaming. 
The man now sees a long-repressed truth 
inexorably return.
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Tucker Film
Via Villata 24, 33100
Udine, Italy
T: +39 0432 299545
tucker@tuckerfilm.com
www.tuckerfilm.com

GeNre 
Drama, Thriller

dIreCTor 
Lorenzo Bianchini

wrITerS
Lorenzo Bianchini, 
Michela Bianchini, Fabrizio Bozzetti

ProdUCerS 
Sabrina Baracetti, Thomas 
Bertacche, Samantha Faccio

BUdGeT 
€ 1.000.000

CoUNTry
Italy

CoMPANy 
Tucker Film
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 dIreCTor’S NoTeS of INTeNTIoN 
This film is inspired by memories of my 
childhood, when I imagined carving out a 
hidden corner for myself in my own home. 
At the same time, it also represents the 
culmination of a personal artistic process 
where the minimalism of narrative and dia-
logues is taken to extremes. 
I want to create a symbiosis with my pro-
tagonist, Pietro, by taking the audience on 
a visual journey which gives them the sen-
sation of becoming trapped in that decrepit 
apartment, the setting for the whole film 
and for Pietro's entire life. The photography 
will reflect Pietro's emotional state while 
the sound will be fundamental to record 
the silence of the character's loneliness, a 
silence that reveals the myriad noises sur-
rounding him. I imagine the other charac-
ters as distant silhouettes, deformed by the 
cracks through which Pietro spies upon 
them, their outlines becoming increasingly 
distinct just as his resurfacing memories 
grow more and more vivid until the tragic 
truth is eventually revealed.
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 SyNoPSIS 
Bianca is a transsexual. She's a 39 years 
old prostitute who lives in the working-
class neighbourhood of Quarto Oggiaro, in 
Milan. Bianca spends most of his time at 
home waiting her clients, surfing the web, 
answering her clients’s calls and thinking 
of Natasha, her Japanese transsexual girl-
friend, who lives in Brazil and is about to 
come to Milan. The house is the only fixed 
certainty of her life. 
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Effendemfilm
Via Pellegrino Matteucci 27
00154, Roma
T: +39 3496363543
federico.minetti@effendemfilm.com
www.effendemfilm.com

GeNre 
Documentary

dIreCTor / wrITer 
Luca Ferri

ProdUCerS 
Federico Minetti, Andrea Zanoli, 
Pietro De Tilla

BUdGeT 
€ 90.000

CoUNTry
Italy

CoMPANy 
Effendemfilm

 dIreCTor’S NoTeS of INTeNTIoN 
The film mainly tells of Bianca's waiting 
time, of her hours at home alone while she 
waits for Natasha's call or while she lis-
tens again to some conversation she had 
with her partner through her phone. Her 
energetic life force and her melancholy in 
waiting for this reunion are two sides of the 
same coin.
Photographically balanced and rigorously 
composed in the shots with few, calculated 
movements, we enter into the life of Bianca 
slowly, without haste, recording her life and 
her home. 
For Bianca, day and night are relative, 
while the chronological aspect of the film 
develops in a weekly arc where, in a single 
plot, the aspect of narrative continuity is 
dissolved in a single fresco. 
It is not relevant to investigate Bianca's past 
or even to deepen themes and psychologi-
cal solutions of the character. The film aims 
to restore Bianca's microcosm within her 
domestic habitat.
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 SyNoPSIS 
Elisa Menon, a 37-year old theatre director 
and actress lives in Gorizia, a small town 
in northern Italy. Having worked for years 
locally, she is invited to join a theatre com-
pany in Berlin. She is just about to leave for 
Germany, when Hassan Zeidi, a Pakistani 
cultural mediator, contacts her and asks 
her to organize a theatrical workshop for 
some friends of his, asylum-seeking boys 
who frequent the Jungle, part of the wood-
lands bordering the banks of the Isonzo, 
the river running through the city. Elisa ac-
cepts, mentally reserving the option to leave 
if called to work in Berlin. The workshop in-
duces her to reflect on the intrinsic mean-
ing of departure while it also provides the 
young migrants, hovering on the margins of 
city life, with the chance to confront them-
selves with the local residents by means of 
a theatrical performance staged in the Jun-
gle itself.
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Tesla production
Piazza Nicolò Tommaseo, 5, 34170
Gorizia, Italy
T: +39 3472832081
chiara@teslaproduction.it

GeNre 
Documentary

dIreCTor 
Cristian Natoli

wrITerS
Enrique Carcione, Cristian Natoli

ProdUCerS 
Chiara Toffolo, Anita Juka

BUdGeT 
68.000

CoUNTry
Italy

CoMPANy 
Tesla production

 dIreCTor’S NoTeS of INTeNTIoN 
The Jungle is a documentary that address-
es the quest for personal dignity and the 
encounter between different cultures. The 
story of Elisa, a director of social theatre, 
provides the opportunity to foreground the 
topic of the need to leave one’s native town 
and compare it to the needs of others who, 
like Hassan and the boys who inhabit the 
Jungle, have travelled thousands of kilom-
eters just to be in that very place. All the 
stories of departure are profoundly differ-
ent when it comes to personal needs, but 
they all share the need each narrator feels 
to assert his own identity. The documentary 
focuses considerably on the social-theatre 
pathway Elisa traces with these young im-
migrants and which leads to a final perfor-
mance staged by them all together.
This pathway permitted us to compare and 
contrast two worlds in order to see and live 
out the sensations and emotions the par-
ticipants experienced. The intention was to 
make a documentary that did not treat the 
issue of migration in dramatic or accusatory 
tones but reflected more on the human and 
emotional aspects of the story.
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 SyNoPSIS 
Pasquale is an Italian criminal in his seven-
ties who lost everything through gambling. 
He is also my father. Not long ago he told 
me he was organizing his last heist: the 
armed robbery of a money transport car-
rying 12 million euros. It occurred to me 
the idea to exploit his plan for my own pur-
poses and furtively film the preparations of 
the heist. But then his plan fell through: the 
gang he had contracted for help attempted 
the robbery without him and failed. I de-
cided to stage the heist as he had originally 
planned it, with him and his long-standing 
accomplices, the Wolves, who were in 
prison at the time. The film will show what 
could have happened if my father had gone 
through with his plan, if the Wolves would 
have been available and if I had gone ahead 
filming everything with hidden cameras as I 
originally intended to.
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Jolefilm
Via Quarto 16, 35138 
Padova, Italy
T: +39 049 8718175
info@jolefilm.it
www.jolefilm.com

GeNre 
Fiction Movie

dIreCTor 
Alberto De Michele

wrITerS
Alberto De Michele, Simone De Rita

ProdUCer 
Francesco Bonsembiante

BUdGeT 
€ 900.000

CoUNTrIeS
Holland, Italy

CoMPANIeS 
Halal, Jolefilm
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 dIreCTor’S NoTeS of INTeNTIoN 
The plan is to follow my father, Pasquale, 
and his accomplices, the Wolves, with hid-
den cameras during the hypothetical prep-
arations of the heist. We will be filming also 
the conversations that my father and I will 
be having during the making of the film, as I 
drive him around or when we are in his hotel 
room. All this within a fictive framework in 
which my father and the Wolves don’t know 
that they are being filmed. The idea is not 
to write out complete dialogues in advance 
for them, but mainly to describe the mise 
en scène and indicate what they should 
talk about and in what direction it should 
go. Moreover, by letting my father and the 
Wolves take control over certain situations, 
giving them a free hand to decide things as 
they seem fit, interesting opportunities will 
arise to furtively film them before and after 
‘regular’ shoots.
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 SyNoPSIS 
An absurd promise made by Giuseppe to 
his son marks the beginning for the two of a 
long and hard journey which will transform 
them profoundly.

 dIreCTor’S NoTeS of INTeNTIoN 
Spaccapietre is about paternal love, and it 
embodies the themes and hues of melodra-
ma. We placed it in an invisible and hardly 
addressed reality.
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CoNTACT deTAILS
La Sarraz Pictures
Piazza Guido Gozzano 15, 10132
Torino, Italy
T: +39 011 5534260
lasarrazpictures@gmail.com
www.lasarraz.com

GeNre 
Drama

dIreCTorS / wrITerS 
Gianluca De Serio,
Massimiliano De Serio

ProdUCerS 
Alessandro Borrelli

BUdGeT 
€ 1.700.000

CoUNTry
Italy, France

CoMPANy 
La Sarraz Pictures
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 SyNoPSIS 
Salvo leads a solitary life on the island of 
Lampedusa tormented by a tragic past. 
When the sea he returns a body, that of an 
unnamed emigrant, Salvo decides to leave 
the limbo in which he has enclosed himself, 
and take the body to its widow himself, in 
order to give it back its identity and a digni-
fied burial. Crossing land and sea, the path 
will not be easy: his unconscious will fight 
against him, bringing back the ghosts of the 
past which Salvo will have to face up to. 
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Eurofilm
Via Portuense 201, 00149
Rome, Italy
T: +39 334 5075501
eurofilm@neomedia.it

GeNre 
Drama, Road movie

dIreCTor 
Marco Amenta

wrITerS
Marco Amenta, Ugo Chiti, Roberto 
Scarpetti, Niccolò Stazzi

ProdUCerS 
Simonetta Amenta, 
Cristina Pinto Marques

BUdGeT 
€ 1.000.00

CoUNTry
Italy

CoMPANIeS 
Eurofilm, Oberon Media
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 dIreCTor’S NoTeS of INTeNTIoN 
Salvo leads a solitary life tormented by a 
tragic past. When the sea gives him back 
a body of a nameless migrant,  the "mis-
sion" forces him to slowly regain a reason 
for living, which becomes the path to deal-
ing with his loss. 
Salvo crosses land and sea in a voyage 
both real and emotional, in which his un-
conscious will fight against him and bring 
back the ghosts of the past. Thus, the pro-
tagonist's journey soon turns into a never-
ending route, an internal odyssey. But as 
his journey progresses, getting away from 
the memories of the past will become ever 
more difficult. A past which seems to be-
come more cumbersome and present.
The encounter with his wife, her simultane-
ous presence and absence, will penetrate 
his emotional armour and make him face up 
to the psychological path of grief that sooner 
or later must make him resume his life. 
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First Cut+ is a new program created for 
boosting the competitiveness and mar-
ketability of feature films that previously 
participated in First Cut Lab. The program 
will be launched in 2020 through a close 
cooperation with two dynamic & well-es-
tablished film industry platforms: Trieste’s 
when east Meets west and karlovy Vary 
Iff’s eastern Promises Industry days. Films 
developed through partner programs MID-
POINT Feature Launch and LIM – Less is 
More are also eligible to participate. First 
Cut+ is the only new action that received 
financial support from the Access to Mar-
kets scheme of Creative Europe’s MEDIA 
program this year.

First Cut+ consists in the promotion of a 
portfolio of 16 fiction feature films at the 
stage of post-production, predominantly 
from countries with a low production ca-
pacity (at least 75% of the films) and with 
a focus on Central & eastern europe. The 
range of films will be large: from both de-
but & experienced directors, small and 
larger budgets.

8 films – half of the portfolio – are promoted 
during the winter session at Trieste’s When 
East Meets West (January 2020), and an-
other half during the summer session, at 
Karlovy Vary IFF’s Eastern Promises Indus-
try Days (early July 2020), enabling to wel-
come most eligible projects, no matter the 
timeline of their production. Participating 
projects will have 3 days of consultations 
on promotion followed by a works-in-pro-
gress session. 

First Cut+ also aims at giving industry 
awards to one out of the participating films 
offered by sponsors orka films for color 
grading services, a Polish production and 
post-production company cooperating with 
the greatest Polish and international com-
mercial and feature-film projects, and by 
Sub-Ti for subtitles services and Subti ac-
cess for Access Services.

The First Cut+ jury members are Yohann 
Comte (CHARADES), Izabela Igel (ORKA 
FILM) and Thierry Jobin (FRIBOURG 
INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL).
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CoNTACT deTAILS
FA Filma
T: +371 26995300
madara@fafilma.lv
www.fafilma.lv

CoNTACT deTAILS
T: +380979875720
chepiga@gmail.com
simon.mozgovoy@gmail.com
www.mnstrm.com

CoNTACT deTAILS
Libra Film Productions
T: +4-0733-735909
bogdan.craciun@librafilm.net
www.librafilm.net

CoNTACT deTAILS
Pinball London
T: +44 (0) 845 273 3893
paula@pinballonline.co.uk
www.pinballonline.co.uk

LATVIA 

dIreCTor
Juris Poskus

ProdUCer 
Madara Melberga - FA Filma

Participated in First Cut Lab Trieste 2019

A self-made businessman, Martin has reached his dream 
– high comfort and nice family, but when his 40th birthday 
comes up, he starts to question himself – is that really all?

UkrAINe 

dIreCTor
Simon Mozgovyi

ProdUCerS 
Alex Chepiga, Taras Bosak, Artem Koliubaiev

Participated in First Cut Lab Ukraine 2019

This is a film about a young Girl Doctor who treats an Old 
Woman, mysteriously survived after a sudden nuclear 
explosion on September 23 on Chrysanthemum Day.

roMANIA 

dIreCTor
Tudor Cristian Jurgiu

ProdUCer 
Bogdan Craciun - Libra Film Productions

 Participated in First Cut Lab Karlovy Vary 2019

Tired of waiting for love to happen to her Clara (33) 
decides to make it happen. Passive and kind, Vlad (31) 
is the perfect partner. Her project? To live the perfect love.

PorTUGAL, UNITed kINGdoM 

dIreCTor
Ana Rocha de Sousa

ProdUCer 
Paula Vaccaro - Pinball London

Participated in First Cut Lab On Demand

Photo: Alex Cornes © Pinball London – Bando a Parte

A Portuguese couple working in London have their kids 
taken away by social services.
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CoNTACT deTAILS
TFP
T: 609 101 690
akulakowska@t-f-p.pl
www.t-f-p.pl

CoNTACT deTAILS
Before My Eyes
T: + 48 604 488 054
magda@beforemyeyes.pl
www.beforemyeyes.pl

CoNTACT deTAILS
It’s Alive Films
T: +358505829495
jani@itsalive.fi

CoNTACT deTAILS
Kinorama
T: +385 1 231 6787
ankica@kinorama.hr
www.kinorama.hr

PoLANd 

dIreCTor
Mateusz Rakowicz

ProdUCerS 
Andrzej Papis, Maciej Sowinski, Aleksandra Kułakowska (TFP), 
Agnieszka Odorowicz (Cyfrowy Polsat), Beata Barcz (Telewizja 
Polsat) and Ewa M. Pawłowska (line producer, TFP)

Participated in First Cut Lab Poland 2019

THE GETAWAY KING  [NAYMRO] is an action comedy about of 
Zdzisław Najmrodzki - the famous master of thieves and escapes 
from the 80's in Poland.

PoLANd 

dIreCTor
Grzegorz Zariczny

ProdUCer 
Magdalena Sztorc, Przemysław Miekinia – Before My Eyes

Participated in First Cut Lab Poland 2019

One day, Błazej’s uncle appears in his life, forcing him to 
confront his past anew.

fINLANd, GerMANy, SwedeN 

dIreCTor
Teemu Nikki

ProdUCer 
Jani Pösö – It’s Alive Films

Participated in First Cut Lab Finland 2019

Mervi, a 19-year-old Finn travels to her hometown with her 
German-Iranian girlfriend Kata. Mervi is very nervous – 
how will mom and dad take the gay news?

CroATIA 

dIreCTor
Sonja Tarokic

ProdUCer 
Ankica Juric Tilic – Kinorama

Participated in First Cut Lab RE-ACT 2019

Newly arrived school counsellor Anamaria struggles 
between fitting in or doing the right thing.
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In series, a “cold open” is a narrative tech-
nique of going straight into a scene or sto-
ry at the beginning of an episode, before 
the opening credits or the title sequence 
are shown. 

Similarly, the program designed by When 
East Meets West in collaboration with MID-
POINT, is training the participating produc-
ers at the “cold open” of their series career, 
familiarizing them with the creative and 
production processes on their transition 
from feature films to series. 

The one-off event is set up within the di-
verse industry program of When East 
Meets West, and consists of lectures, group 
sessions and individual consultations ad-
dressing the current television and platform 
landscapes, genre and slot preferences 
within different territories as well as sup-
plies hands-on skills connected to creating 
and financing of drama content. 

The program targets 10 independent pro-
ducers, with a background in feature film 
producing, aspiring to shift to high quality 
television content and offers a diverse se-
lection of participating countries. 
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BerG hAMMer 

fILM
 

CoLor of MAy
 

defILM

 
BoN VoyAGe 

fILMS
 

dISPàrTe

Berg Hammer Film ltd. was founded in No-
vember 2018 and focuses on the develop-
ment and production of artistically sophisti-
cated and socially relevant documentary and 
feature films for the cinema and television, as 
well as TV-series for an international audience.

COLOR OF MAY produces/co-produces na-
tionally/internationally documentaries/fiction 
films, life stories with a particular point of view, 
able to enlighten strangeness and seize famili-
arity in a new light.
2013 founded by Elmar Imanov and Eva Blon-
diau after graduating from film school with the 
short film ""The Swing of the Coffin Maker“ 
(Student Oscar®, 41 other awards). COM 
produced „TORN“ („Directors` Fortnight“, 
Cannes), “Three Steps” by Ioseb “Soso” Bli-
adze (IFF Rotterdam 2017), “Arrhythmia” by 
Boris Khlebnikov (Kalovy Vary Film Festival, 
Toronto Film Festival (TIFF), Co-Producer-
Award), the documentary “Long Echo” by 
Veronika Glasunowa and Lukasz Lakomy (Vi-
sion du Réel, Nyon), the feature film „End of 
Season“ by Elmar Imanov (WIP main Award, 
FF Cologne), the documentary „Kabul, City in 
the Wind“ by Aboozar Amini (opening film of 
IDFA in Amsterdam, Jury Prize).
Eva Blondiau was listed as “Future Leader” – 
top 40 producers worldwide (Screen Interna-
tional) and is EAVE graduate of 2016.

deFilm was conceived as an independent pro-
duction company in 2009, gathering a group 
of young filmmakers that share common pas-
sions and values. The core team consists of 2 
senior producers and one development pro-
ducer, two production managers and one pro-
duction coordinator. We engage in all types of 
cinematic productions with diverse approach-
es and styles. Films such as“Ramona“ by An-
drei Cretulescu, “Horizon“ by Paul Negoescu, 
“Black Clothes“ by Octav Chelaru, “The World 
is Mine“ by Nicolae Constantin Tanase, or 
“Marita“ by Cristi Iftime, were presented and 
awarded in prestigious international film fes-
tivals: Cannes, Locarno, Karlovy Vary, AFI, 
Busan, Chicago, , Transilvania IFF and many 
more. We are currently in pre-production with 
two feature films, “To The North” - writer/di-
rector Mihai Mincan, and Balaur” – writer/di-
rector Octav Chelaru,, and in different stages 
of production with two minority co-produc-
tions, four documentaries and two animations.

Bon Voyage Films was founded in 2015 
by Amir Hamz and Christian Springer, and 
can already look back on several successful 
film productions, such as „Der Nachtmahr“ 
(2015) and “Paradise“ (2015). Joining forces 
with actor Fahri Yardim and England’s lead-
ing independent production and distribution 
company All3Media in early 2017, Bon Voy-
age remains committed to working with vi-
sionary writers and filmmakers to tell stories 
that inspire, challenge and deeply move the 
audience. The company’s focus is on feature 
films and serial formats, as well as large-scale 
cinema documentaries. Currently, the team is 
working on new projects in cooperation with 
national and international partners and direc-
tors, such as Johannes Naber, with whom Bon 
Voyage is currently working on the feature 
film “Curveball”, which is in the final stages of 
postproduction. At the same time, the team is 
producing “Diary of an Uber Driver”, a six-part 
series for the new streaming platform Joyn.

Founded in 2015 by producers Alessan-
dro Amato and Luigi Chimienti, dispàrte is a 
Rome-based production company focused on 
arthouse films and international co-produc-
tions. Our mission is to give voice and image 
to emerging talents and to develop strong, 
character-driven stories.
dispàrte projects have been developed 
through international workshops such as TFL, 
EAVE and MAIA and presented at the ma-
jor international pitching and co-production 
meetings, forums and markets. Maternal, our 
third feature by Maura Delpero in co-produc-
tion with Argentina, premiered at the 72. Lo-
carno Film Festival – Concorso Internazionale 
where it won four awards. We are developing 
the feature Margini directed by Niccolò Falset-
ti, Adventure Hunters by Krzysztof Komander 
in co-production with Poland and the Chilean 
coproduction Il Cileno.
We also produced short films selected and 
awarded worldwide, among which Monologue 
by Lorenzo Landi and Michelangelo Mellony, 
premeiered at the Venice Critics Week 2019.

Contact details: karin@berghammerfilm.at 
www.berghammerfilm.at

Contact details: blondiau@colorofmay.com 
www.colorofmay.com

Contact details: radu@defilm.ro
www.defilm.ro

Contact details: johannes@bonvoyage.film 
www.bonvoyage.film

Contact details: luigi@disparte.com 
www.disparte.com
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NATALIA LIBeT

Natalia Libet has gained solid experience in 
co-production, investment and finance while 
working for international companies primar-
ily of the U.S. and German origin. Now, she 
works as a film producer in Kyiv, Ukraine.
She was a jury member of the shorts compe-
tition at Febiofest in Bratislava in Mar 2019; 
engaged First Cut Lab and EAVE in Demand to 
hold their workshops in Kyiv in Mar 2019 and 
Oct 2017 respectfully. 
Natalia has had annual audits with Big 4; ob-
tained an MBA with GPA: 4.00/4.00 in the 
U.S. in 2002; is a winner of 2000 Edmund 
Muskie/Freedom Support Act Graduate Fel-
lowship Award, and a member of Ukrainian 
Film Academy. 
Selected films: 
- 2019: ANNA, 15’ dir. Dekel Berenson 
Ukraine-UK-Israel, w. premiere - Shorts Com-
petition at the 72th Cannes IFF (executive pro-
ducer), BIFA Best Short Award 2019;
- 2019: PARTHENON, 119’ dir. Mantas Kv-
edaravicius Lithuania-Ukraine-France, w. pre-
miere - the 34th Critics’ Week at the 76th Venice 
IFF (co-producer).

Contact details: natalibet@hotmail.com
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NeferTITI fILM

 
kINderfILM/

GrowN UP fILMS

 
NoN-ALIGNed 

fLMS
 

PLAyS2PLACe

Nefertiti Film is an independent production 
company, located in the north-east of Italy, 
which operates at both national and interna-
tional level. It creates research projects with 
a strong authorial orientation for film, but not 
only, all based on an ‘artisan’ philosophy.

Since 2000, Kinderfilm produces high quality 
program for children and teenagers. Fascinat-
ed by the fine artist Paula Modersohn-Becker 
Ingelore König (CEO/Producer) established the 
Label Grown Up Films in 2012. PAULA was 
the first movie produced by this new Label, in 
coproduction with Pandora Film (Germany) 
and Alcatraz Films (France), celebrating its 
world premiere at Locarno. ENDZEIT was the 
second arthouse film in 2018. The apocalyptic 
female buddy movie had its world premiere at 
the Toronto International Film Festival 2018, 
performed at more than 20 festivals worldwide 
and has been released theatrically in Vietnam, 
Mexico, the US, Peru, Germany and Japan.

Non-Aligned Films is a film production com-
pany based in Belgrade, Serbia, founded in 
2012 by directors Ognjen Glavonic, Stefan 
Ivancic and producer Dragana Jovovic. The 
company is founded with the idea to function 
as a platform for producing films of an up-
coming generation of filmmakers from Serbia. 
Its recent productions include documentary 
Depth Two (2016, Berlinale) and feature fic-
tion The Load (2018, Cannes, Director’s Fort-
night) by Ognjen Glavonic and coproduction 
You Have The Night (2018, Venice, Settimana 
Internazionale Della Critica Di Venezia) feature 
fiction by Ivan Salatic.

PLAYS2PLACE is a Greek production com-
pany specializing in the development and 
production of films, TV series, cross-media 
projects and theatre performances.
The company’s vision is to deliver original and 
compelling concepts and stories by taking 
creative risks and nurturing upcoming talents. 
The company’s award-winning film depart-
ment has a special focus on discovering new 
aspiring filmmakers and developing their first 
and second features. Its filmography includes 
the arthouse festival hit Miss Violence (Silver 
Lion for Best Director and Coppa Volpi for 
Best Actor in Venice FF 2013). In 2016, PLAY-
S2PLACE launched its TV series slate  with the 
aim to deliver high-end, cinematic stories for 
the Greek and international audience.

Contact details: info@nefertitifilm.it 
www.nefertitifilm.it

Contact details: schroeter@grownupfilms.de 
www.grownupfilms.de

Contact details: 
dragana.jovovic@nonalignedfilms.com 
www.nonalignedfilms.com

Contact details: vasilis@plays2place.gr 
www.plays2place.com
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for the first time a showcase of 4 
short films selected by MIdPoINT 
and developed during an intensive 
script and project development 
workshop.
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 SyNoPSIS 
Mirjam (14) is a bold and curious girl living 
in a small quiet town in rural Estonia, who is 
fascinated in the over-sexualized Instagram 
stars in her phone. One summer evening 
she accidentally encounters two city boys 
Chris (15) and Taavi (16) at her favourite 
hang-out spot by the sea. The boys have 
just met in a sports camp.
The three strangers manage to turn an in-
nocent flirt into a provocative power game 
to hide their own insecurities. The dare 
or not to dare game gets out of hand and 
none of them is brave enough to stop the 
downward spiral. Offended Taavi forces se-
ductive Mirjam to go until the end with a 
sexual challenge on naive Chris.
The unexpected violence leaves all three of 
them with hidden scars forever.

 SyNoPSIS 
Yannis (15) and his mother are moving in 
to her boyfriend’s apartment. While dealing 
with his mother’s indifference towards him, 
he stealthily starts hanging out with Olga, 
a socially secluded punk woman who lives 
in the basement of his apartment build-
ing, has blue hair, wears colourful dresses, 
black leather jackets full of spikes, and 
steals from the super market to cook well 
prepared meals for herself. Simultane-
ously, Yannis associates with a group of 
teenagers, the leader of which bullies him 
systematically, as well as he does with Olga 
whenever he sees her in the streets. Yan-
nis struggles to find balance between his 
need for acceptance by his peers and his 
“secret” relationship with Olga, until he has 
to choose sides. And he decides boldly to 
go with Olga’s side.
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Kopli Kinokompanii
Gonsiori 27, 10147
Tallin, Estonia
T: +372 55 622051
www.kinokompanii.ee

CoNTACT deTAILS
Blackbird
Athens, Greece
Digeni Akrita 3, 1147
T: +306946127354
eleni.kossyfidou@gmail.com

GeNre 
Drama

dIreCTor 
Madli Laane

wrITerS
Madli Laane, Andra Teede

ProdUCer 
Anneli Ahven

BUdGeT 
€ 85.000

CoUNTry
Estonia

CoMPANy 
Kopli Kinokompanii

GeNre 
Drama, coming of age

dIreCTor / wrITer 
Nikos Tseberopoulos

ProdUCer 
Eleni Kossyfidou

BUdGeT 
€ 62.000

CoUNTry
Greece

CoMPANy 
Blackbird

 ProdUCTIoN CoMPANy ProfILe
Kopli Kinokompanii was established at 
the end of 2006 by two film producers: 
Anneli Ahven and Kaspar Kaljas, with the 
aim of establishing a creative environment 
for various documentary and feature film 
projects. Since then, more than 15 films 
have been completed and brought to the 
audiences in cinema and television. Today 
Kopli Kinokompanii produces feature and 
documentary films and provides profes-
sional production services for promotional, 
feature films and TV productions in Esto-
nia. We have a solid record of successful 
international productions with companies 
from Scandinavia, Central Europe, Aus-
tralia and North America.

 ProdUCTIoN CoMPANy ProfILe
Blackbird is an Athens based production 
company founded in 2000 by Eleni Kossy-
fidou. Its focus is to produce director-driven 
films of strong stories and TV series docs. 
It has produced and co-produced features 
films, docs and shorts which have been 
participated at festivals around the world. 
This May, the short The distance between 
us and the sky by Vasilis Kekatos won the 
Queer Palme and the Palm d’ Or in Cannes 
FF. Upcoming projects Dodo by Panos H. 
Koutras in financing, the debut features 
The River (Haris Raftogiannis) – First Film 
First 2018-2019, Vortex (Chrisanthos Mar-
gonis) – CNC Award/Crossroads Thessa-
loniki 2018, both in development-financ-
ing, The Unknown – working title (Vasilis 
Kekatos) in script development and Soul 
Food (Nikos Tseberopoulos)in financing.
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 SyNoPSIS 
The dog days are over! Not only did Ada 
spend a great night with Kuba, her high 
school sweetheart, but was also offered her 
dream job!
Things take an unexpected turn during 
Ada’s first day in the office, which happens 
to also be Kuba’s birthday. Ada learns that 
romantic relationships are against the com-
pany’s conduct rules.
Ada disregards them and confesses her 
crush for Kuba in a surprise birthday video 
that is recorded in the office. Eventually, 
under huge pressure from her outraged 
team, Ada loses confidence in this idea 
and records proper wishes instead.
During the party Ada wants to communi-
cate with Kuba, but it is difficult since he 
came with his wife and is avoiding her. Con-
fused and betrayed, Ada takes revenge. 
Once she realizes that it could cost her the 
job, she struggles to repair the damage. 
While doing it, Ada accidentally discovers 
the team’s dirty secret.

 SyNoPSIS 
Twenty four kids, of the same class, have 
created some kind of prostitution activities 
between themself, as it is revealed during 
the parents meeting. Parents face the ugly 
truth with difficulties, but decide to hide it 
from the outside world, by outvoting.
After the meeting, Petar heads home 
crestfallen, to prepare Milica’s twelfth 
birthday party. While trying to convey the 
news to his wife Jovana, he finds out that 
she has already been aware of everything, 
for some time.
At the party’s high peak, in wrath of an-
ger, Petar starts destroying birthday cake, 
and attacks Milica, who’s trying to defend 
it. While Jovana is separating them, Petar 
get’s hit by Milica’s friend, who runs away, 
followed by Milica, shouting his name.Te
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Kosmonaut
ul. Irysowa 12 B
Warsaw, Poland
T: +48 788 720 437
ludka@kosmonaut.watch
www.kosmonaut.watch

CoNTACT deTAILS
Cinnamon Films
Serbia
T: +381648588574
nevena@cinnamonfilm.com 
info@graytreefilm.com

GeNre 
Dramedy

dIreCTor / wrITer 
Mateusz Pacewicz

ProdUCer 
Ludka Kierczak

BUdGeT 
€ 60.000

CoUNTry
Poland, Czech Republic

CoMPANy 
Kosmonaut

GeNre 
Family Drama, Social Drama

dIreCTor / wrITer 
Svetislav Dragomirovic

ProdUCer 
Nevena Savic

BUdGeT 
€ 63.570

CoUNTry
Serbia

CoMPANy 
Cinnamon Films

 ProdUCTIoN CoMPANy ProfILe
Kosmonaut is a new production company 
based in Warsaw and set up by Bionaut and 
Jan Komasa to develop and produce high-
quality content for Polish and international 
audiences. Jan Komasa is one of the most 
respected and talented Polish directors to-
day. His latest, well-received film “Corpus 
Christi” premiered during 76th Venice Film 
Festival. The film that was produced by 
Aurum Film has been put forward as the 
Polish entry for The Oscars. The scriptwrit-
er for “Corpus Christi” Mateusz Pacewicz 
has been working with Jan since then, and 
their cooperation led to further projects for 
Kosmonaut.
Bionaut is an award-winning film and TV 
production company established in 1999 
and based in Prague, Czech Republic, 
where it ranks among the top three pro-
duction companies. It has extensive expe-
rience of producing TV series and films for 
broadcasters in the Czech Republic and 
Slovakia.

 ProdUCTIoN CoMPANy ProfILe
Cinnamon Films (f.2016)is award- win-
ning company based in Belgrade,Serbia 
founded by Nevena Savic.The focus of the 
Cinnamon Films is production of feature 
films and documentaries with international 
potential and distinctive approach to the 
stories. Our policy is to give opportunity to 
young filmmakers to produce their projects 
providing full professional and technical 
support. Over the years we built long-term 
relationships with domestic and internation-
al partners. In coordination with our part-
ners we aim at the close collaboration on 
creative exchange, financing, international 
presentation of the project,negotiations 
with potential distributors and strong pro-
duction support. By carefully forming 
strong and experienced production team 
and film development department, Cin-
namon grew into one of the leading pro-
duction companies in Serbia. Some of the 
titles include:Horizons, premiered at Cairo 
FF, Humidity premiered at Berlinale,The 
Ocean premiered at Jihlava FF.
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MIdPoINT Spotlight will bring back 
at weMw all MIdPoINT feature 
Launch alumni producers from the 
2019 edition and will offer them 
the chance to meet their potential 
artistic and financing partners.
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 SyNoPSIS 
Elias (12) and his family are coming home 
to settle down after years of a nomadic life-
style. Instead of an idyllic return, they find 
their mother’s father dying in his dirty flat. 
Mother collapses from exhaustion and fa-
ther takes her to the hospital. The old man 
dies overnight and, when father returns, 
the police are already taking Elias and his 
brother away. The wild odyssey of the fa-
ther, Elias, and his little brother, all three 
in female disguise, begins here. On their 
way, they meet locals and become involved 
accidently in their dark life stories. Elias 
doesn't speak and copes with his overall 
cynicism through his imagination, but he 
slowly realizes that his father has lost his 
ideals long ago. In an effort to wake the 
sensitive man in his father, Elias defies him 
and by doing so gives him a new chance to 
win his son back and complete the journey 
to reunite the family.

 SyNoPSIS 
1994, Georgia. Amidst the apathy of a 
post-war city, a teenage boy Goga (15) 
spends his days in the streets imitating 
criminals and bullying others. Goga seems 
to be destined to join the violent gangland 
culture his classmates aspire to when sud-
denly a far relative appears in his life. Gia 
(23), a former mobster and a musician in 
training returns to the city. He sees Goga’s 
fascination for street-life and offers him a 
different view of the future by introducing 
Goga to his new artistic friends. Meanwhile, 
Gia’s former gang turns up making claims 
about some unfinished business involv-
ing guns. Gia refuses to cooperate and is 
beaten badly. The next day Gia takes Goga 
to a water canal where he gets rid of a bag 
full of guns, explaining to Goga that he has 
now burned all the bridges connecting him 
to his past. On their way back, Gia is killed. A 
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CoNTACT deTAILS
MasterFilm
Šumavská 13, 12000
Prague, Czech Republic
T: +420 602 630 466
tomas@masterfilm.cz
www.masterfilm.cz

CoNTACT deTAILS
Parachute Films
10a Chonkadze St., 0105
Tbilisi, Georgia
T: +995595911603
parashutki@gmail.com
www.parachutefilms.ge

GeNre 
Drama

dIreCTor 
Tomáš Klein

wrITer
Tomáš Klein, Katerina Traburová

ProdUCer 
Tomáš Michálek

BUdGeT 
€ 783.100

CoUNTry
Czech Republic, Slovakia

CoMPANy 
MasterFilm

GeNre 
Coming of Age Drama

dIreCTorS / wrITerS 
Konstantine Kalandadze, 
Ekaterine Chelidze

ProdUCer 
Elene Margvelashvili 

BUdGeT 
€ 420.000

CoUNTry
Georgia

CoMPANy 
Parachute Films

 ProdUCTIoN CoMPANy ProfILe
MasterFilm is an independent production 
company based in Prague and founded 
in 2011. We focus on auteur audiovisual 
art with high ambitions and the potential 
of international overlap and European co-
production. We are interested in projects 
that search for new approaches towards 
audiovisual art – our goal is to provide these 
projects with production conditions that 
do not lead to any creative compromises. 
Today, we rank among the top young-gen-
eration Czech production companies. We 
focus on both young and emerging talents 
and experienced authors with an innova-
tive approach towards film whose talent 
we believe in and trust. This allows us to 
make all possible efforts to fulfil the ambi-
tions of a complex film. We’ve helped make 
films such as Wolf From Royal Vineyard 
Street (J. Nemec), Totally Talking and Bear 
with Us (T. Pavlícek), Reconstruction (O. 
Novák, J. Havlícek) or Fruits of Clouds (K. 
Karhánková).

 ProdUCTIoN CoMPANy ProfILe
Parachute Films is an independent film 
production company based in Tbilisi, Geor-
gia. The company was founded in 2014 
by a producer-director duo Elene Margve-
lashvili and Konstantine Kalandadze. Para-
chute Films works with emerging talent and 
seeks to develop, produce and co-produce 
exciting films with contemporary themes 
aimed at international audiences. The play-
ground of Parachute Films is a combina-
tion of author-driven and character-driven 
stories with a strong vibe for music. As of 
2020, the company is producing 3 feature 
fiction films, 1 feature documentary and 1 
short documentary. 
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 SyNoPSIS 
Horia, a 17-year-old with his head in the 
clouds, was born and raised in a Romanian 
village by his libertine father, Petrică. After 
graduating high school, his heart is broken 
by the girl he loves madly. On an impulse, 
he secretly borrows his father’s old motor-
cycle to ride it illegally across the country to 
her. The journey doesn’t go as he imagines, 
as many obstacles appear along the way. 
He meets new people, from his father’s 
ex-lover to a travelling circus band, and 
accidentally ends up accompanied for a 
while by Stela. She’s a spunky 13-year-old, 
street-smart girl from an underprivileged 
family, and a strong brother-sister bond de-
velops between them. By the end of this 
adventure, Horia gains a different perspec-
tive on life, as he learns to let go of what 
cannot be changed and to enjoy the mo-
ment to the fullest. 

 SyNoPSIS 
Anna, a 35-year-old paramedic, lives 
a modest Kyiv life with her 10-year old 
daughter Katia. One morning Anna re-
ceives a call: Katia has been hit by a car. 
Behind the wheel is Marina - the daughter 
of an influential politician. Katia ends up in 
a coma and dies within a month.
Marina’s mother has the right connections, 
and so quickly and efficiently she attempts 
to sweep the situation under the rug. The 
grief-stricken Anna decides to fight back 
and starts a war against this injustice. While 
everyone around Anna thinks it’s hopeless, 
she continues the battle with the courts, 
police and the journalists. Bit by bit Anna 
keeps losing and her quest for justice grad-
ually turns into a quest for revenge. 
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CoNTACT deTAILS
microFILM
23A Gramont St., 040182
Bucharest, Romania
T: + 4021 252 48 67
carlafotea@gmail.com

CoNTACT deTAILS
Evos Film
Peremohy Av. 44, 03057 
Dovzhenko National Film Studio, 
Kyiv, Ukraine
T: +380 (67) 501 11 87
omatat@evos.kiev.ua
www.evos.kiev.ua

GeNre 
Road Movie

dIreCTor / wrITer 
Ana-Maria Comanescu

ProdUCerS 
Carla Fotea, Ada Solomon

BUdGeT 
€ 703.000

CoUNTry
Romania

CoMPANy 
microFILM

GeNre 
Drama

dIreCTor 
Christina Tynkevych

wrITerS
Serhiy Kastornykh, Christina 
Tynkevych, Julia Gonchar

ProdUCerS 
Olha Matat, Veronika Stepanchuk 

BUdGeT 
€ 450.000

CoUNTry
Ukraine

CoMPANy 
Evos Film

 ProdUCTIoN CoMPANy ProfILe
Set up in 2012 in Romania by Ada and Al-
exandru Solomon, microFILM is working on 
local films, international co-productions & 
distribution for features, documentaries & 
short films. It produces works by some of 
the key names of Romanian Cinema such 
as Radu Jude, Alexandru Solomon, Ivana 
Mladenovic and newcomers such as Ana-
Maria Comanescu, Sebastian Mihailescu 
and Stefan Constantinescu & is involved in 
co-productions of acclaimed directors such 
as Thomas Wasilewski and Slobodan Sijan. 
The most successful productions include 
Radu Jude’s It Can Pass Through the Wall 
(Special Mention, Quinzaine des Realisa-
teurs 2014), Ivana the Terrible directed by 
Ivana Mladenovic (Special Jury Prize, Lo-
carno 2019) and the minority co-produc-
tion Simple Women, by Chiara Malta, lead 
produced by Vivo Film Italy (Toronto 2019).

 ProdUCTIoN CoMPANy ProfILe
Evos Film is a Kyiv-based production com-
pany with more than 15 years of experi-
ence in film, television and the advertising 
market. The company’s main focus is split 
between creating quality genre productions 
for local audiences while also handpicking 
the most ambitious and passionate direc-
tor talents within the new generation of 
Ukrainian auteur filmmakers. At the mo-
ment, Evos’s film slate is comprised of four 
projects, both local and international, in 
different stages of development.
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 SyNoPSIS 
Nadja and Boris, former activist couple, 
have changed their lives completely. Nadja 
works as an assistant in a big corporation 
that is planning to buy a weapons factory 
and turn it into agricultural land. Boris is 
striving to lead the presidential campaign 
for a big tycoon. After Nadja is raped by 
a colleague, her and Boris world begin to 
merge. They try to regain their love, bal-
ancing between what they are afraid of and 
what they want. After finding documents 
that can overturn course of the presidential 
campaign and the future of the old weap-
ons factory, Nadja tries to save Boris from 
falling into a trap. Aware of all the lies, she 
is ready to bring the truth to light. But he 
isn't. Personal, corporate and state inter-
ests are confronted with love and moral 
values. The future of the whole society de-
pends on their individual decisions. Things 
start to spiral out of control.

 SyNoPSIS 
Alkistis (17) - an obsessed with the past 
teenage girl – is refusing to move on with 
her life after her mother decides to sell their 
family home on the Athens Riviera. They 
have been running it together as a hostel 
since the untimely death of the father 8 
years ago. During these last summer holi-
days, before her exam results are out, she 
finds refuge in an impasse relationship with 
an older local tourist, math teacher Makis 
(32), which spirals into a dangerous obses-
sion only to reach a new point of total soli-
tude. She realises that nobody can escape 
the “Riviera” and that palm trees don’t ac-
tually live forever. In the end, daughter and 
mother overcome an idealized past that is 
no longer possible.  rA
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Biberche Productions
Brace Jerkovic 80, 1100
Belgrade, Serbia
T: +381652250431
office@biberche.com
www.biberche.com

CoNTACT deTAILS
StudioBauhaus
28 Zaimi Street, 10683
Greece
T: +30 213 0322117
kvassilaros@studiobauhaus.gr
www.studiobauhaus.gr

GeNre 
Drama, Political thriller

dIreCTor 
Nikola Ljuca

wrITerS
Vuk Boškovic, Nikola Ljuca, 
Staša Bajac

ProdUCerS 
Nikolina Vucetic-Zecevic, Maja Ilic

BUdGeT 
€ 950.000

CoUNTrIeS
Serbia, Croatia, France, East 
European countries or Scandinavia, 
Germany

CoMPANIeS 
Biberche Productions
Co-Producers: MaXima Film, ASAP

GeNre 
Girlhood Tragicomedy

dIreCTor / wrITer 
Orfeas Peretzis

ProdUCerS 
Konstantinos Vassilaros, 
Alexandre Gavras  

BUdGeT 
€ 887.000

CoUNTry
Greece, France

CoMPANIeS 
StudioBauhaus, KG Productions

 ProdUCTIoN CoMPANy ProfILe 
Biberche Productions is an independent 
production company established 2007 in 
Belgrade by a couple of film profession-
als with more than twenty years of expe-
rience, producer Nikolina Vucetic Zecevic 
and director Dejan Zecevic. The company 
is committed to work with established di-
rectors and emerging talent on a national 
and international level. Company credits 
include the co-productions IN THE DUSK 
directed by Sharunas Bartas in post-pro-
duction and THE VOICE by Ognjen Svilicic 
(Busan IFF 2019), AFTER THE WINTER 
by Ivan Bakrac. Recently completed were 
the debut films AJVAR by Ana Maria Rossi 
and SECOND CHANCE by Marija Dzidzeva 
(opening film at Skopje FF 2019). Further 
award-winning films are THESE ARE THE 
RULES by Ognjen Svilicic (Best Director at 
Warsaw IFF and Best Actor at Venice FF 
2014) and OFFENDERS by Dejan Zecevic 
(Chicago IFF 2017, FIPRESCI and FED-
EORA Jury Awards at FEST Belgrade IFF 
2018, Serbia's official entry for the Acad-
emy Awards 2018).

 ProdUCTIoN CoMPANy ProfILe
StudioBauhaus, based in Athens and 
founded in 2014, quickly established itself 
as an emerging production company that 
aims to tell stories with a solid narrative for 
international audiences, while working with 
young, promising and established direc-
tors. Vardis Marinakis’ recently completed 
sophomore feature Zizotek (2019) pre-
miered at this year’s Karlovy Vary IFF Com-
petition. Araceli Lemos’ debut Holy Emy 
(CineLink 2017 winner, EAVE & Ties That 
Bind project) has already secured funding 
from Greece and France and is currently 
in production. Elina Psykou’s (Son of Sofia, 
2017) 3rd project Patrimonial Fears & Other 
Symptoms, in development in association 
with Homemade Films, was presented at 
Berlin FF’s Co-Pro Market. StudioBauhaus 
also ran the Athens painting-animation stu-
dio for the Oscar-nominated Loving Vincent 
(2017). Riviera is in financing stage, has al-
ready secured production finding through 
the French-Greek mini treaty. It has taken 
part at MFI workshops & MIDPOINT Fea-
ture Launch, and recently in Crossroads.
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 SyNoPSIS 
Aging, lonesome Bela (78) is moved to a 
nursing home against his will by his son, 
where he must spend his days with an im-
pulsive girl Zoe (17) who is sentenced to do 
social work. They both struggle with their 
families: Béla wants to prove to his son that 
he is capable of living independently. Zoe’s 
fear of becoming like her deeply unhappy 
mother is so strong, that she keeps reject-
ing the boy she likes. When Bela decides 
to get out of the home, Zoe embarks on 
a journey with him through the bureau-
cracy of the Hungarian healthcare system 
to prove that he is self-sufficient. The time 
they share and the experiences they en-
counter turns them into allies, enabling 
them to confine in each other. Although 
Bela fails his goal, the trust and warmth 
they gain from this friendship enables them 
both to accept reality. 

 SyNoPSIS 
After the death of her father, Ana (41), a 
single woman with vitiligo disease, sudden-
ly faces a series of strange synchronicities. 
Her anthropological research of ancient 
tombstone symbols mysteriously interlaces 
with her life. The pattern of symbols ran-
domly appears around her, in everyday 
objects or city graffiti. Ana's anxiety grows. 
As the last member of a once-large family, 
she fights with an identity crisis. After sell-
ing the family apartment, Ana heads to her 
father's native village. The last remaining 
villager Jozo (49) takes her up the moun-
tain to the land she has inherited. On their 
way, Ana sees mystical stone marks and 
learns that they are signposts indicating a 
passage. Suddenly she perceives all signs 
as communication with her ancestors and 
the symbols of the right path. Ana regains 
her confidence, moves on with her life and 
finally stops hiding her vitiligo marks, the 
traces of past traumas.
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CoNTACT deTAILS
Filmfabriq
Veres Palne st. 33., 1054
Budapest, Hungary
T: +3670 235 4023
dreissiger@filmfabriq.hu
www.filmfabriq.hu

CoNTACT deTAILS
Kinorama
Šulekova 29, 10000
Zagreb, Croatia
T: + 385 1 231 67 87
ira@kinorama.hr
www.kinorama.hr

GeNre 
Drama, Comedy

dIreCTor 
Daniel Hever

wrITerS
Zsanett Kertesz, Daniel Hever

ProdUCer 
Laszlo Dreissiger

BUdGeT 
€ 450.000

CoUNTry
Hungary

CoMPANy 
Filmfabriq

GeNre 
Drama with mystical elements

dIreCTor / wrITer 
Dubravka Turic

ProdUCerS 
Ankica Juric Tilic, Ira Cecic 

BUdGeT 
€ 1.000.000

CoUNTrIeS
Croatia, Romania, Lithuania, Italy

CoMPANy 
Kinorama

 ProdUCTIoN CoMPANy ProfILe
Filmfabriq Ltd. was founded, in 2012, pro-
ducing partner Laszlo Dreissiger joined in 
the beginning of 2016.
In 2018 the company took two big steps: 
produced its first feature film and TV movie 
at the same time: the upcoming TV-film for 
Academy Award winner Kristof Deak titled 
Captives and first feature titled Impromptu, 
directed by Zoltan Nagy, with funding from 
the Hungarian National Film Fund Incuba-
tor Programme. Both films were released in 
November-December, 2019.
Other notable recent productions of Film-
fabriq include The Three Kurtags (in co-
production with France) and the second 
short of Kristof Deak, titled Best Game Ever 
(screened in Short Shorts Tokyo, Brest and 
Interfilm).
About further current projects: Nagyka-
racsony directed by Daniel Tiszeker can 
proceed to pre-production, feature docu-
mentary One Boy by Alexa Bakony is in 
production. A slate of new exciting projects 
are in development: besides Some Birds a 
historical TV series and a youth TV movie.

 ProdUCTIoN CoMPANy ProfILe
Kinorama is a film production company 
founded by Ankica Juric Tilic, Hrvoje 
Pervan and Dragan Juric in Zagreb in 
2003. So far, Kinorama has produced 25 
feature-length films, including co-produc-
tions, 25 shorts and three TV series. Some 
of the films were top box-office hits in cin-
emas and all of them were screened at fes-
tivals around the world, winning over 300 
awards. Kinorama's filmmakers comprise 
established authors and debutants alike. 
Special attention is given to the develop-
ment thus Kinorama’s projects are regu-
larly presented at production markets and 
developed at film workshops. 
Kinorama's latest titles include Quit Staring 
at My Plate by Hana Jusic (FEDEORA Award 
for Best European Film - Venice Days 2016, 
33 international and national awards, Croa-
tian candidate for the AA) and The High Sun 
by Dalibor Matanic (Jury Prize - Un Certain 
Regard, Cannes 2015, LUX Prize nomina-
tion, 30 international and national awards, 
Croatian candidate for the AA).
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First Cut Lab is a programme designed 
for long feature fiction films in editing 
phase. Selected producer/director 
teams receive tailor-made advice from 
a consulting editor and expert feed-
back from top international film pro-
fessionals. The main goal is to foster 
the artistic potential of the selected 
rough cuts and, at the same time, to 
increase the sales, festival and circula-
tion potential of the completed films.
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Angelo D'Agostino Penny Lane Film Austria 122
Claudia Wohlgenannt Plan C Filmproduktion Austria 191
Daniela Praher Praherfilm Austria 191
Filip Malinowski Soleil Film Austria 191
Lieven Corthouts Cassette for timescapes Belgium 80
Magalie Dierick Cassette for timescapes Belgium 80
Vassilis Economou Cineuropa Belgium 192
Ben Vandendaele Radiator Ip Sales Belgium 192
Isabelle Christiaens RTBF Belgium 192
Thierry Detaille Visible Film Belgium 193
Lejla Dedic Al Jazeera Balkans Bosnia and Herzegovina 193
Zoran Galic CED BH (Vizart) Bosnia and Herzegovina 193
Rada Sesic Sarajevo Film Festival Bosnia and Herzegovina 194
Masha Marcovic Sarajevo Film Festival Bosnia and Herzegovina 194
Nuno Godolphim Ocean Films Brazil 98
Vesela Kazakova Activist38 Bulgaria 92
Mina  Mileva Activist38 Bulgaria 92
Kamen Balkanski Creative Europe MEDIA desk Bulgaria 195
Rudy Buttignol Knowledge Network Canada 195
Aleksandar Govedarica Syndicado Canada 195
Danijel Pek Antitalent d.o.o. Croatia 196
Martina Petrovic CED Croatia Croatia 196
Jadranka Hrga Croatian Audiovisual Centre Croatia 196
Christopher Peter Marcich Croatian Audiovisual Centre Croatia 196
Matko Buric Hrvatski filmski savez Croatia 197
Ira Cecic Kinorama Croatia 52
Cejen Cernic Kinorama Croatia 52
Ankica Juric Tilic Kinorama Croatia 197
Sinisa Juricic Nukleus film Croatia 197
Tibor Keser Restart Croatia 198
Luka Venturin Sekvenca / TLV Croatia 198
Marina Andree Skop Studio Dim Croatia 198
Matea Milic World Festival of Animated Film - Animafest Zagreb Croatia 199
Nenad Puhovski Zagrebdox Croatia 199
Danae Stylianou Dot.on.the.map Industry Days | Cyprus Film Days IFF Cyprus 199
Marketa Santrochova Czech Film Fund Czech Republic 200
Zuzana Kucerová Czech Television Czech Republic 200
Zdenek Blaha Institute of Documentary Film Czech Republic 200
Nikolaj Nikitin International Film Festival Prague/Febiofest Czech Republic 201
Jarmila Outratová Ji.hlava International Documentary Film Festival Czech Republic 201
Lorenzo Esposito Karlovy Vary IFF Czech Republic 201
Hugo Rosak Karlovy Vary IFF Czech Republic 201

INdex
PArTICIPANTS

Eduart Makri Albanian Center of Cinematography Albania 184
Melikset Karapetyan Gaiff Pro Armenia 184
Mery Aghakhanyan Hoshkee Film Armenia 34
Victoria Aleksanyan Hoshkee Film Armenia 34
Werner Zappe Austrian Film Institute Austria 185
Iris Zappe-heller Austrian Film Institute Austria 185
Martina Droandi Autlook Filmsales Austria 185
Karin Berghammer berg hammer film Austria 148
Paul Harather Breitwandfilm Austria 185
Lola Basara-hengl Capra Film Austria 186
Andrea Leitner Carinthia Film Commission Austria 186
Esther Krausz CED Austria AT Austria 186
Angelika Pagitz Cine Tirol Film Commission Austria 187
Enrico Jakob Cinestyria Filmcommission & Fonds Austria 187
Sasha Wieser EastWest Filmdistribution GmbH Austria 187
Elly Senger-Weiss Ellly Films  Austria 188
Peter Fahrngruber FilmAtelier Fahrngruber e.U. Austria 188
Nina-Anica Keidies FISA / Location Austria - Austrian Business Agency Austria 188
Christiane Lienhart FISA-Film Industry Support Austria Austria 188
Sabine Gruber FlairFilm Austria 189
Barbara Caspar fragile features Austria 189
Arash T. Riahi Golden Girls Filmproduktion Austria 30
Inna Shevchenko Golden Girls Filmproduktion Austria 30
Livia Graf Graf Filmproduktion GmbH Austria 189
Wolfgang Haberl hablo Austria 190
Markus Mörth Markus Moerth Film- und Medienproduktion GmbH Austria 190
Lukas Valenta Rinner Nabis Filmgroup Austria 190
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Martin Horyna Karlovy Vary IFF Czech Republic 201
Tomáš Michálek MasterFilm Czech republic 202
Katarina Tomkova MIDPOINT Institute Czech Republic 202
Sona Morgenthalova MIDPOINT Institute Czech Republic 202
Barbora Struss MIDPOINT Institute Czech Republic 202
Cristina Grosan Xova Film Czech Republic 48
Marek Novák Xova Film Czech Republic 48
Riina Sildos Amrion Estonia 202
Edvinas Puksta Black Nights Film Festival Estonia 203
Edith Sepp Estonian Film Institute Estonia 203
Marge Liiske Industry@Tallinn&Baltic Event Estonia 203
Isabella Karhu Danish Bear Productions Finland 64
Juho-Pekka Tanskanen Danish Bear Productions Finland 64
Mia Vainikainen Espoo Ciné IFF Finland 204
Johanna Karppinen Friday Capital Finland 204
Jani Poso It's alive films oy Finland 144
Jenny Westergard Yle Finnish Broadcasting Co Finland 204
Jean-Baptiste Bailly-maitre Alpha Violet France 205
Francesco Giai Via Annecy Cinéma Italien Italy 205
Guillaume De Seille Arizona Productions France 205
Rémi Burah ARTE France Cinéma France 206
Yasmine Talli ARTE France Cinéma France 206
Laurent Filliung ARTE G.E.I.E. France 206
Cedomir Kolar Asap Films France 206
Katia Khazak Aurora Films France 207
Alexis Hofmann Bac Films France 207
Catherine Le Clef Cat&Docs France 207
Yohann Comte Charades France 208
Pierre Dallois Ciclic Centre-Val de Loire France 208
Georges Goldenstern Cinefondation France 208
Alex Szalat Docs up Fund France 209
Christine Reisen Eurasf France 209
Roberto Olla Eurimages France 209
Susan Newman Baudais Eurimages France 209
Maria Bonsanti Eurodoc France 210
Alessia Sonaglioni EWA Network France 210
Simona Nobile EWA Network France 210
Olivier Chantriaux Filmo2 France 210
Inès Daïen Dasi Films du Poisson France 211
Maartje Alders First Cut Lab France 211
Matthieu Darras First Cut Lab France 211
Wim Vanacker First Cut Lab France 211

Ilaria Gomarasca First Cut+ France 211
Karim Aitouna Haut les Mains productions France 212
Christophe Bruncher Ici et Là Productions France 212
Anna Ciennik Les Arcs European Film Festival France 212
Laurent Danielou Loco Films France 213
Fiorella Moretti Luxbox France 213
Marc Nicolaieff Maneki Films  France 213
Pierre-Alexis Chevit Marché du Film - Festival de Cannes France 214
Sophie Faudel Mélisande films France 214
Hélène Mitjavile Melocoton Films France 214
Olivier Barbier mk2 France 215
Benjamin Mirguet Momerade France 215
Naomie Lagadec MPM Film / MPM Premium France 215
David Meadeb Pulsar Content France 216
Paolo Bertolin Quinzaine des Realisateurs France 216
Olivier Pelisson Semaine de la Critique France 216
Pierre Menahem Still Moving France 217
Nathan Fischer Stray dogs France 217
Patrizia Mancini Sunny Side of the Doc France 217
Boris Pugnet Tiramisu France 218
Elsa Payen Totem Films France 218
Aleksandra Czyz Under The Milky Way France 218
Muriel Joly Under the Milky Way France 218
Marco Urizzi Wide France 219
Marie-Pierre Valle Wild Bunch France 219
Heidi Fleisher  France 219
Elene Margvelashvili Parachute Films Georgia 161
Claudia Hoffmann 42film Germany 220
Käte Schaeffer Arsenal Filmverleih Germany 220
Lorenzo Esposito Berlinale Germany 221
Vincenzo Bugno Berlinale World Cinema Fund Germany 221
Cosima Finkbeiner Beta Cinema  Germany 221
Johannes Jancke Bon Voyage Films Germany 148
Martina Haubrich CALA FIlmproduktion GmbH Germany 222
Christine Kiauk COIN FILM Germany 222
Eva Blondiau COLOR OF MAY Germany 148
Marjorie Bendeck Connecting Cottbus Germany 222
Daniela Dieterich CORSO Film Germany 223
Christiane Siemen Creative Europe Desk Hamburg Germany 223
Heike Meyer-Döring Creative Europe Desk NRW Germany 223
Heino Deckert Deckert Distribution Germany 223
Liselot Verbrugge Deckert Distribution Germany 223
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Dirk Manthey dirk manthey film / LMB Germany 224
Kim Busch DOK Leipzig Germany 224
Tanja Georgieva-Waldhauer Elemag Pictures Germany 224
Anne Gaschutz FILMFEST DRESDEN - International Short Film Festival Germany 225
Bernd Buder FilmFestival Cottbus Germany 225
Helge Albers Filmfoerderung Hamburg Schleswig-Holstein Germany 225
Malika Rabahallah Filmfoerderung Hamburg Schleswig-Holstein Germany 225
Bérénice Honold Filmförderungsanstalt (FFA) Germany 226
Julia Cöllen Fünferfilm Germany 56
Kirsten Herfel Fünferfilm Germany 56
Simone Baumann German Films Service + Marketing GmbH Germany 226
Andrea Wink goEast-Festival / EAST-WEST TALENT LAB Germany 226
SIBYLLE GRUNZE Hoppenhaus & Grunze Medien Germany 227
Sarah Dombrink Interfilm Berlin Management Germany 227
Claudia Schroeter Kinderfilm GmbH/Grown Up Films Germany 150
Katja Wildermuth MDR Germany 227
Brigitta Manthey Medienboard Berlin-Brandenburg GmbH Germany 228
Kirsten Niehuus Medienboard Berlin-Brandenburg GmbH Germany 228
Meinolf Zurhorst Meinolf Zurhorst Consulting Germany 228
Claas Danielsen Mitteldeutsche Medienfoerderung GmbH Germany 228
Martin Rohé Neue Bioskop Film Germany 229
Frauke Kolbmüller Oma Inge Film Germany 229
Guido Schwab ostlicht filmproduktion Germany 229
Hannes Lang Petrolio Film Germany 230
Rickard Olsson Picture Tree International Germany 230
Daniela Cölle Pluto Film Germany 230
Andreas Stein pool production GmbH Germany 231
Dagmar Mielke RBB/ARTE Germany 231
Martin Blaney Screen International Germany 231
Silvana Santamaria Soilfilms Media Germany 232
Dirk Decker Tamtam Film Germany 232
Wendla Nölle Tamtam Film Germany 232
Andrea SchÜtte Tamtam Film Germany 232
Heidrun Schweitzer Tamtam Film Germany 232
Tobias Pausinger The Match Factory Germany 232
Valentin Thurn ThurnFilm GmbH Germany 233
Titus Kreyenberg unafilm Germany 72
Ann-Kristin Reyels unafilm Germany 72
Michel Balagué Volte Germany 44
Hanna Slak Volte Germany 44
Jutta Krug WDR Germany 233
Yvonne Wellie Weydemann bros Germany 233

Michael Arnon WOLF Consultants Germany 234
Laurin Dietrich WOLF Consultants Germany 234
Ioanna Stais Heretic Greece 234
Chrysanthopoulos Vasilis Plays2Place Greece 151
Antigoni Rota Squared Square Greece 60
Konstantinos Vassilaros StudioBauhaus Greece 165
Angeliki Vergou Thessaloniki IFF Greece 235
Adam Paszternak Creative Europe Desk Hungary Hungary 235
Julianna Ugrin Éclipse Film Hungary 236
Agnes Horvath-Szabo ELF Pictures Hungary 236
Laszlo Dreissiger Filmfabriq Cinemart Hungary 166
András Muhi Focusfox Studio Hungary 38
Szilárd Bernáth Focusfox Studio  Hungary 38
Peter Fulop FP Films Hungary 237
Patricia D'Intino Good Kids Hungary 237
Orsolya Komlósi Good Pitch // Palantír Film Foundation Hungary 237
Anna Zavorszky HBO hungary Hungary 238
Csaba Bereczki Hungarian National Film Fund Hungary 238
Gábor Krigler Joyrider LLC Hungary 238
Noemi Veronika Szakonyi Match Frame Productions Ltd Hungary 239
Andrea Taschler Mirage Film - Andromeda Films Hungary 239
Jozsef Berger Mythberg Films Kft. Hungary 239
Károly Fehér Popfilm Kft. Hungary 240
Julia Berkes Proton Cinema Hungary 240
Vanda Gorácz Proton Cinema Hungary 240
Hajni Kis Proton Cinema Hungary 240
Balazs Zachar Proton Cinema Hungary 240
Tamás Buvári SzeretFilm Stúdió Hungary 240
Debora Desio A_Lab Italy 241
Francesco Morosini A_Lab Italy 241
Anna Di Toma Agherose Italy 241
Dorino Minigutti Agherose Italy 241
Roberto Cavallini Albolina Film Italy 241
Remigio Guadagnini Altreforme Italy 242
Federico Savonitto Altreforme Italy 242
Andrea Trincardi Altreforme Italy 242
Raffaella Delvecchio Apulia FIlm Commission Foundation Italy 242
Elisabetta Minen Artemedia Italy 242
Ivan Olgiati Articolture Italy 243
Andrea Brusa Articolture Italy 243
Chiara Galloni Articolture Italy 243
Marco Scotuzzi Articolture Italy 243
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Massimo Garlatti-Costa Belka Media Soc. Coop. Italy 243
Leena Pasanen Biografilm Festival Italy 243
Stefania Casini Bizef Produzione srl Italy 244
Giordano Bianchi Border Studio S.C. Italy 244
Martina Marafatto Border Studio S.C. Italy 244
Paola Sponda Border Studio S.C. Italy 244
Marco Ferrari Candy Glass Italy 244
Marco Fantacuzzi Cinema Key Italy 245
Davor Marinkovic Cinema Key Italy 245
Carolina Mancini Cinema&Video International Italy 245
Olivia Musini Cinemaundici Italy 245
Giovanna Nicolai Cinemaundici Italy 245
Cesare Barbieri Circolo Linea d'Ombra Italy 246
Sergio Canneto Circolo Linea d'Ombra Italy 246
Francesca Breccia CoccinelleFilmPlacement Italy 246
Raffaella Pontarelli CoccinelleFilmPlacement Italy 246
Arianna Quagliotto Combo Italy 246
Marco Cainero Crazy horse pictures Srl Italy 247
Silvia Sandrone CED Italy Italy 247
Edoardo Vojvoda Cromo Studio Italy 247
Elisa  Grando David di Donatello Awards Italy 248
Massimo  Mascolo David di Donatello Awards Italy 248
Enrico Bergamasco DEVAFILM Italy 248
Chiara Fortuna DG Cinema MiBAC  248
Iole Maria Giannattasio DG Cinema MiBAC Italy 248
Maria Giuseppina Troccoli DG Cinema MiBAC  248
Ivan D'ambrosio Dinamo Film Italy 249
Luigi Giuseppe Chimienti DISPARTE  Italy 149
Alessandro Amato DISPARTE  Italy 249
Alessandra  Pincipini Doclab Italy 249
Danilo Monte Don Quixote Italy 250
Andrea Randazzo Dude Italy 250
Viola Vicentini Dude Italy 250
Marco Alessi Dugong Films Italy 250
luca ferri Effendemfilm Italy 128
Andrea Zanoli  Italy 128
Federico Minetti Effendemfilm Italy 128
Alessandro Carroli EiE film Italy 251
Maurizio Santarelli eur film srl Italy 251
Marco Amenta Eurofilm Italy 136
Simonetta Amenta Eurofilm Italy 136

Graziella Bildesheim European Film Academy Italy 252
Raffaella Di Giulio Fandango Italy 252
Gianluca Pignataro Fandango Italy 252
Agnese Pietrobon Fanheart3 Italy 252
Alessandro Stellino Festival dei Popoli Italy 253
Francesco Bizzarri Festival Visioni dal Mondo, immagini dalla realtà Italy 253
Paolo Manera FILM COMMISSION TORINO PIEMONTE Italy 253
Simone Gandolfo Film Commission Vallè d’Aoste Italy 254
Alessandra Miletto Film Commission Vallè d’Aoste Italy 254
Elisa Bordon Fondo AudiovisivoFVG Italy 254
Alessandro Gropplero Fondo AudiovisivoFVG Italy 254
Paolo Vidali Fondo AudiovisivoFVG Italy 254
Gianluca Novel FVG Film Commission Italy 254
Guido Cassano FVG FilmCommission Italy 254
Federico Poillucci FVG FilmCommission Italy 254
Monika Bulaj Ghirigori Italy 255
Beppe Leonetti Ghirigori Italy 255
Erika Rossi GHIRIGORI Italy 255
Gaia Furrer Giornate degli Autori/Venice Days Italy 255
Enrica Capra GraffitiDoc Italy 255
Moritz Bonatti Helios Sustainable Films Italy 256
Georg Zeller helios sustainable films srl Italy 256
Valentina Paggiarin Hive Division Italy 256
Giacomo Talamini Hive Division Italy 256
Linda Beath Ideal Filmworks Italia Italy 256
Birgit Obenhofler IDM Südtirol - Alto Adige Italy 257
Renate Ranzi IDM Südtirol Alto Adige Italy 257
Magdalena Zöschg IDM Südtirol - Alto Adige Italy 257
Simone Catania Indyca Italy 76
Gianpaolo Smiraglia Indyca Italy 257
Giuliano Fratini Infinitas Film Italy 257
Walter Bencini INSEKTFILM Italy 258
Marco Valerio Fusco Intramovies Italy 258
Jacopo Chessa Italian Short Film Center / Torino Short Film Market Italy 258
Francesco Bonsembiante Jolefilm Italy 132
Alberto De Michele Jolefilm Italy 132
Sebastiano Luca Insinga Jump Cut Italy 259
Giovanni Pompili Kino produzioni Italy 259
Enrico Vannucci La Biennale di Venezia - Venice Film Festival Italy 259
Angela Prudenzi La Biennale di Venezia - Venice Film Festival Italy 259
Dario Rizzo La Fábrica de Cosas Bonitas S.L. Italy 260
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Gianluca De Serio La Sarraz Pictures Italy 134
Gaia Gunetti La Sarraz Pictures Italy 134
Alessandro Borrelli LA SARRAZ PICTURES S.R.L. Italy 260
Viviana Carlet Lago Film Fest Italy 260
Micol Roubini L'Altauro Italy 261
Giancarlo Chetta laser s film Italy 261
Cinzia Masotina Lo Scrittoio Italy 261
Claudio Puglisi Lo Scrittoio Italy 261
Maximilien Dejoie M&N Italy 112
Massimo Righetti Mariposa Cinematografica Italy 262
Alexia De Vito MIA Italy 262
Pepi Romagnoli Michelangelo film Italy 263
Francesca Moino Minerva Pictures Group Italy 263
Giorgio Bianchi Nacne Italy 18
Federico Schiavi Nacne Italy 18
Nadia Trevisan Nefertiti Film Italy 150
Ines Vasiljevic Nightswim Italy 263
Daniele Mazzocca Notorious Pictures Spa Italy 264
Luciana Faino Oh my doc! Italy 264
Jorge Muchut Oh my doc! Italy 264
Andrea Stucovitz Partner Media Investment Italy 264
Andrea Magnani Pilgrim Italy 265
Domenico De Orsi Purple Neon Lights Italy 265
Luca Scarabelli Qoomoon Italy 124
Fabiana Balsamo Quasar Multimedia Italy 265
Marta Zaccaron Quasar Multimedia Italy 265
Federico Pedroni Rai Cinema Italy 266
Fabio Mancini RAI radiotelevisione italiana Italy 266
Flora Fiume Riverstudio Italy 266
Maurizio Fiume Riverstudio Italy 266
Alessandra Limentani Rosamont Italy 267
Marica Stocchi ROSAMONT Italy 267
Gemma Lynch SARDEGNA FILM COMMISSION Italy 267
Maria Nevina Satta SARDEGNA FILM COMMISSION Italy 267
Leonardo Baraldi Schicchera Production Italy 267
Beatrice Fiorentino SIC Venezia Italy 268
Roberto Pisoni Sky - Sky Arte  Italy 268
Manuela Buono Slingshot Films Italy 268
Alba Zari Slingshot Films Italy 268
Emanuele Nespeca solaria film Italy 269
Elena Filippini Stefilm International  Italy 269

Edoardo Fracchia Stefilm International  Italy 269
Stefano Tealdi Stefilm International  Italy 269
Gianluca De Angelis Tekla Films Italy 269
Enrique Jose Carcione Tesla Production Italy 130
Cristian Natoli Tesla Production Italy 130
Chiara Toffolo Tesla Production  Italy 130
Giuseppe Gori Savellini Tico Film Company Italy 270
Sarah Pennacchi Tico Film Company Italy 270
Mercedes Gloria Fernandez Alonso TorinoFilmLab Italy 270
Raffaella Conti Toscana Film Comm. Italy 271
Stefania Ippoliti Toscana Film Comm. Italy 271
David Cej Transmedia Production Italy 68
Ivan Gergolet Transmedia production Italy 68
Alberto Battocchi Trentino Film Fund and Commission Italy 271
Luca Evangelisti Trieste Science+Fiction Festival Italy 272
Massimiliano Maltoni Trieste Science+Fiction Festival Italy 272
Francesca Tiberi True Colours Italy 272
Sabrina Baracetti Tucker Film Italy 126
Thomas Bertacche Tucker Film Italy 126
Lorenzo Bianchini Tucker Film Italy 126
Samantha Faccio Tucker Film Italy 272
Billy Montacchini Tvco Italy 273
Carlo Michele Schirinzi untertoste film - produktionen autarkiken Italy 273
Stefano Giacomuzzi Uponadream Studios Italy 273
Alessio Bozzer Videoest Italy 274
Giampaolo Penco Videoest Italy 274
Serena Alfieri Vivo Film Italy 274
Anna Bressanini Will o Wisp Italy 274
Martin Alan Tranquillini Will o Wisp Italy 274
Thomas Righetti ZeLIG / ESoDoc Italy 275
Lorenzo Bacci  Italy 275
Giovanni Cioni  Italy 275
Luca Ciut  Italy 276
Marco Germini  Italy 276
Dino Maggioni  Italy 276
Aurora Ovan  Italy 277
Walter Ronzani  Italy 277
Gabriella Ziraldo  Italy 277
Zane Balcus Baltic Sea Forum for Documentaries Latvia 278
Madara Melberga FA Filma Latvia 142
Juris Poskus FA Filma Latvia 142
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Dita Rietuma National film Centre Latvia 278
Ivo Briedis Mistrus media Latvia 114
Elina Gedina - Ducena Mistrus media Latvia 114
Ruslan Perezhilo Ruslan Perezhilo Music Latvia 279
Saulius Baradinskas Baradinskas Films Lithuania 279
Rasa Miskinyte Era Film Lithuania 279
Virginija Vareikyte JUST A MOMENT Lithuania 280
Dovile Butnoriute Lithuanian Film Centre Lithuania 280
Rolandas Kvietkauskas Lithuanian Film Centre Lithuania 280
Laura Tamošiunaite MB Oktava LT Lithuania 280
Alessandra Pastore Meeting Point – Vilnius Lithuania 281
Ela Wtulich CinEast Central and Eastern European Film Festival Luxembourg 281
Lise Lense-mØller EAVE Luxembourg 281
Tanika Sajatovic EAVE Luxembourg 281
Tina Trapp EAVE Luxembourg 281
Ion Gnatiuc Niste Filme Moldova 26
Razmerita Raisa Niste Filme Moldova 26
Sergiu Cumatrenco YOUBESC Moldova 282
Stefan Boskovic Artikulacija FIlm Montenegro 88
Ivan Djurovic Artikulacija Film Montenegro 88
Srdan Vuletic Artikulacija Film Montenegro 88
Gorjan Tozija North Macedonia Film Agency North Macedonia 283
Jacobine Van Der Vloed ACE Producers Netherlands 283
Jenni Tuovinen IDFA Netherlands 283
Evgeny Gusyatinskiy IFFR Netherlands 284
Sander Verdonk New Amsterdam Film Company Netherlands 284
Nelleke Driessen Nine Film Netherlands 284
Kamila Polit Autograf Poland 285
Marta Szymanowska Centrala Film Poland 285
Johanna Kakitek Cinematographer Poland 285
Małgorzata Janczak Connect the Dots Film Agency Poland 286
Feliks Pastusiak Film it Poland 286
Tomasz Morawski Haka Films Poland 42
Sylwia Rosak Haka Films Poland 42
Natalia Grzegorzek Koskino Poland 286
Joanna Banach Kosmos Production Poland 287
Marta Nowakowska Mowi Serwis Poland 287
Marcin Luczaj New Europe Film Sales Poland 287
Weronika Czolnowska New Horizons Int. FF Poland 288
Magdalena Sztorc New Horizons Int. FF Poland 288
Izabela Igel Orka Film Poland 288

Magdalena Zimecka Orka Film Poland 288
Maria Gradowska-tomow Polish Film Institute Poland 288
Joanna Szymanska Shipsboy Poland 289
Anna Ferens Telewizja Polska Poland 289
Aleksandra Kulakowska Tfp sp Poland 144
Mateusz Rakowicz Tfp sp Poland 144
Iulia Blaga The Film New Europe Association Poland 289
Lukasz Bluszcz Vision House Productions Poland 290
Nick Kepler  Poland 290
Susana Costa Pereira Creative Europe Desk Portugal Portugal 290
Andrei Dascalescu Filmlab Romania 110
Anda Ionescu Filmlab Romania 110
Radu Stancu deFilm Romania 149
Helena Maksyom HiFilm Production Romania 108
Adrian Pirvu HiFilm Production Romania 108
Ada Solomon HiFilm Production Romania 108
Alexandru Solomon HiFilm Production Romania 108
Florentina Ciuverca Libra Film Romania 291
Irina Andreea Malcea Luna Film Romania 84
Botond Pusok Luna Film Romania 84
Diana Caravia microFILM Romania 291
Carla Fotea microFILM Romania 162
Andrei Epure microFILM Romania 22
Sebastian Mihailescu microFILM Romania 22
Diana Paroiu microFILM Romania 22
Alex Traila Romanian Film Centre Romania 291
Anamaria Antoci Tangaj Production Romania 292
Mirko Bojovic BaBoon Production Serbia 292
Mladen Vušurovic Beldocs IDFF Serbia 292
Maja Ilic Biberche Serbia 164
Nevena Negojevic CED MEDIA Office Serbia Serbia 293
Andjelija Andric Film Center Serbia Serbia 293
Una Domazetoski Film Center Serbia Serbia 293
Gordan Matic Film Center Serbia Serbia 293
Jelena Mitrovic Film House Bas Celik Serbia 294
Dragana Jovovic Non-Aligned Flms Serbia 150
Darko Lungulov Papa Films Serbia 10
Jelena Radenkovic Papa Films Serbia 10
Marija Stojanovic Sense Production Serbia 294
Monja Jovic Terirem Production Serbia 294
Ana Marjanovic Terirem production Serbia 294
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Biljana Tutorov Wake Up Films Serbia 295
Marko Škop Artileria Slovakia 295
Matej Minac Trigon Production Slovakia 295
Peter Kerekes Peter Kerekes ltd Slovakia 296
Branislav Srdic A Atalanta Slovenia 296
Igor Prassel Animateka International Animated Film Festival Slovenia 296
Jurij Gruden AVI film Slovenia 297
Tanja Gruden AVI film Slovenia 297
Ida Weiss Bela film Slovenia 297
Zoran Dzeverdanovic BLADE PRODUCTION Slovenia 297
igor pedicek CASABLANCA Slovenia 298
Ana  Lampret CEE Animation Workshop Slovenia 298
Jozko Rutar CEE Animation Workshop Slovenia 298
Sabina Karlic Briški Creative Europe Desk Slovenia Slovenia 298
Rok Bicek Cvinger film Slovenia 299
Massimo Casula  Slovenia 122
Maja Prelog Cvinger Film Slovenia 122
Vlado Bulajic December Slovenia 299
Radovan Mišic Fabula Slovenia 299
Eva Rohrman FORUM LJUBLJANA Slovenia 300
Bojan Mastilovic Iridium Film Slovenia 300
Tanja Hladnik Kino Otok - Isola Cinema International Film Festival Slovenia 300
Rok Secen Mono o Slovenia 301
Gregor Božic NOSOROGI Slovenia 301
Petra Seliskar Petra Pan Film Slovenia 301
Jani Sever Sever&Sever Slovenia 302
Natasa Bucar SLOVENIAN FILM CENTRE Slovenia 302
Nerina Kocjancic SLOVENIAN FILM CENTRE Slovenia 302
Jozko Rutar Spok Films Slovenia 302
Miha Cernec Staragara Slovenia 303
Bostjan Virc Studio Virc d.o.o. Slovenia 303
Ana Lampret The Slovenian Federation of Filmmakers’ Guilds / CEE Animation Slovenia 303
Viva Videnovic URGH! Slovenia 304
Danijel Hocevar Vertigo Slovenia 304
Lea Cok  Slovenia 304
Pedro Resende  Slovenia 305
Seri Park Busan International Film Festival South Korea 305
Pablo Briseño Galván Feelsales Spain 306
Angelo Orlando Grismedio Spain 14
Efthymia Zymvragaki Grismedio Spain 14
Angela Bosch Rius Pauxa Films Spain 306

Celia Fumanal The Film Agency Spain 306
Sarah Calderon The Film Agency Spain 306
Gabriella de Gara Bucciarelli Amka Films Productions Switzerland 307
Adrian BLASER Beauvoir Films Switzerland 76
Michele Pennetta Beauvoir Films Switzerland 76
Aline Schmid Beauvoir Films Switzerland 76
Michela Pini Cinédokké Switzerland 307
Ivan Madeo Contrast Film Switzerland 60
Matthias Bürcher Federal Office of Culture FOC Switzerland 307
Esther Van Messel First Hand Films Switzerland 308
Thierry Jobin Fribourg International Film Festival (FIFF) Switzerland 308
Niccolò Castelli Imago film Switzerland 120
Daniela Persico Locarno Festival Switzerland 308
Corinna Marschall MEDIA Desk Suisse Switzerland 309
Xavier Grin P.S. Productions Switzerland 309
Bojana Maric Sweet Spot Docs Switzerland 309
Arne Kohlweyer  Switzerland 310
Kanat Dogramaci Asteros Film Turkey 310
Gülin Ustun Istanbul FF MoB Turkey 310
Roman   Lyubii Babylon'13 Ukraine 311
Anna Zobnina  Babylon'13 Ukraine 311
Veronika Stepanchuk Evos Film Ukraine 163
Simon Mozgovyi Mainstream Pictures Ukraine 311
Alina Gorlova Tabor Production Ukraine 106
Maksym Nakonechnyi Tabor Production Ukraine 106
Alexander Chepiga  Ukraine 142
Natalia Libet  Ukraine 149
Federico Spoletti FRED / Emerald Clear Ltd United Kingdom 312
Steve Matthews HBO Europe United Kingdom 312
Paula Vaccaro Pinball London Ltd United Kingdom 312
Agnès Wildenstein Sheffield Doc Fest United Kingdom 313
Tijana Djukic Taskovski Films United Kingdom 313
Christophe Mercier  United Kingdom 313
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The Austrian Film In-
stitute - established in 
1981 and based on 
the Film Funding Act 
- is the biggest public 
funding institution of 
Austria and focuses on 

the support of feature-length films (cinema). 
It offers a broad range of funding schemes 
covering script and project development, the 
production and the distribution of movies (fes-
tival activities included) as well as professional 
training activities and institutional funding (i.e. 
AFC, Diagonale, Crossing Europe etc.).
Annual budget 20 mio. and 14 employees.
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The Albanian National Center of Cinematog-
raphy (ANCC) was created in 1997 and is the 
only governmental national institution that fi-
nances, encourages and promotes Albania's 
film production.From 1997 till today (21 
years) ANCC has financed 319 films.
Only in the last 4 years (2015-2018) have 
been financed 135 films
Since its creation 1997 till today (21 years) 
have been financed 90 feature movies
Only in the last 4 years (2015-2018) have 
been financed 56 feature movies
1997 – 2014 (17 years) have been financed 
34 feature movies
2015 – 2018 (4 years) have been financed 56 
feature movies

The ANCC actively encourages Albanian film-
makers in developing international co-pro-
ductions in order to enhance cooperation and 
distribution.

 
ALBANIAN 

CeNTer of 
CINeMAToGrAPhy

Contact details: 
eduart.makri@nationalfilmcenter.gov.al
www.nationalfilmcenter.gov.al
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AUSTrIAN fILM 

INSTITUTe

Contact details: werner.zappe@filminstitut.at
iris.zappe-heller@filminstitut.at
www.filminstitut.at
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GAIff Pro

GAIFF launches an innovative one-of-a-kind 
industry platform for local, regional, and in-
ternational film professionals in Yerevan, Ar-
menia. We are establishing the Cross-Border 
Regional Co-Production (C2C) Feature Film 
Project and Work-In-Progress Markets for 
filmmakers from the Lesser Caucasus Region, 
including Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Tur-
key and Iran, to finance and co-produce their 
films. Together with our partners, we are bring-
ing the expertise of award-winning profession-
als to participating filmmakers, and providing 
year-round master classes and pitching and 
film/script development workshops.

Contact details: program@gaiff.am 
www.gaiff.am
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AUTLook 

fILMSALeS

Autlook Filmsales is one of the leading sales 
agents for feature documentaries and doc se-
ries. Since its inception in 2006, Autlook has 
been building a strong and varied network of 
partners including digital platforms, theatrical 
distributors, broadcasters and festivals.
Autlook offers a full spectrum of distribution, 
in-house, customized sales and festival strat-
egies that help maximize revenues, audience 
engagement that fosters filmmakers’ careers, 
and an endless passion for the art of docu-
mentaries.

Contact details: martina@autlookfilms.com 
www.autlookfilms.com
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BreITwANdfILM

Breitwand, founded in 2006, is a company de-
voted to financing, developing and producing 
international productions and co-productions 
in film, TV and online crossmedia, depend-
ently and independently.

Contact details: paul@breitwand.at 
www.breitwand.at
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AMoUr foU

Founded in Luxembourg in 1995 and in Vi-
enna in 2001, AMOUR FOU Luxembourg 
and AMOUR FOU Vienna, realise artistically 
exceptional feature, documentary and short 
films for the international market with inter-
national and, most frequently, European part-
ners. Throughout the process AMOUR FOU 
stands for vision and pushing the envelope, 
whether in regard to aesthetics, production 
or distribution strategies. The focus is on Eu-
ropean independent auteur cinema and the 
distinctive “handwriting” of the directors who 
work with AMOUR FOU.The associate part-
ners of AMOUR FOU Vienna and AMOUR 
FOU Luxembourg are Bady Minck and Alex-
ander Dumreicher-Ivanceanu.

Contact details: 
luxembourg@amourfoufilm.com 
www.amourfoufilm.com
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Creative Europe-MEDIA is the programme 
of the European Commission to support 
the European audiovisual industry. Funding 
schemes encourage players to operate across 
Europe, to reach new audiences, and to de-
velop the skills required in the digital age. By 
helping European cultural and audiovisual 
works reach audiences, the programme con-
tributes to safeguarding cultural and linguistic 
diversity. Political representation in Austria is 
under the competence of the film department 
in the Austrian Federal Chancellery.
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Capra Film is a young film production com-
pany based in Vienna committed to creating 
high quality genre feature films with a distinc-
tive Austrian sensibility and national and inter-
national target audience.

 
CAPrA fILM

Contact details: l.basara@caprafilm.com
www.caprafilm.com
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Ced AUSTrIA

Contact details: 
esther.krausz@mediadeskaustria.eu 
www.creativeeurope.at
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CArINThIA fILM 

CoMMISSIoN

Our Services: 

Help and support in the search for suitable 
filming locations in Carinthia 
• Provision of information about film profes-
sionals resident in Carinthia and of providers 
of services and goods on the basis of a sector 
database
• Supplying information on the procedure for 
obtaining permission for filming 
• Advice on the film funding regulated in these 
Guidelines
• Acceptance of funding applications in ac-
cordance with these Guidelines

Contact details: office@filmcommission.at 
www.carinthia-filmcommission.at
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CINe TIroL fILM 

CoMMISSIoN

The Cine Tirol Film Commission is the first 
contact for the realisation of feature films, 
documentaries, commercials, music videos 
as well as photo shootings in Tirol. Cine Tirol 
offers all filmmakers an absolutely profes-
sional location service to find the perfect film 
locations in Tirol. Selected film projects can 
also receive support through a Production 
Incentive.

Contact details: angelika.pagitz@cine.tirol 
www.cine.tirol
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eASTweST 

fILMdISTrIBUTIoN

EastWest Filmdistribution GmbH is a feature 
film sales company which specialises in the 
promotion and sale of quality European and 
Independent feature films. EastWest was 
founded in November 2004 by Sasha Wieser 
and Steve Walsh who each have over thirty 
years experience across all aspects of inter-
national film production and distribution. We 
start to work on our films from all stages (de-
veloping, financing, production or finished 
film). With a strong global network of experi-
enced film professionals EastWest has a pas-
sion for world cinema and a firm belief that 
the films we represent deserve and will find a 
worldwide audience.

Contact details: 
sasha@eastwest-distribution.com 
www.eastwest-distribution.com
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fILMCoMMISSIoN 
& foNdS

CINESTYRIA Film Commission and Fonds of-
fers a one stop address for all filming and TV 
projects launched in Styria, with special em-
phasis on their possible exploitation interna-
tionally and the tourism value of the submitted 
projects.

Contact details: office@cinestyria.com 
www.cinestyria.com
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FISA – Film Industry 
Support Austria is a 
subsidy programme by 
the Austrian Federal 
Ministry for Digital and 
Economic Affairs de-
signed to support the 

production of cinema films. Funding is pos-
sible for national productions, Austrian-foreign 
co-productions as well as service productions.
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We are an independent motion picture pro-
duction and distribution company, based in 
Vienna, with a worldwide network. Together 
with an international team of young filmmak-
ers, we are developing and producing inde-
pendent productions, employer branding 
spots, and corporate image films.We are keen 
on working in German, English, French, Italian 
and Spanish.

 
eLLLy fILMS 

Contact details: office@ellly-films.com
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fISA-fILM INdUSTry 

SUPPorT AUSTrIA

Contact details: n.keidies@aba.gv.at
c.lienhart@aws.at
www.filmindustrysupportaustria.com
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fILMATeLIer 

fAhrNGrUBer

The FilmAtelier was founded in the year 1997, 
starting as an subsidiary from the Cut&Copy 
Filmproduktion GesmbH in Vienna and from 
2000 an independent Filmproduction Com-
pany in Innsbruck. The Main Focus is the 
Production of industrial films for well-known 
companies as Sandoz, OEBB, Strabag, Haim-
Swarovski or Stihl. Since 2000 FilmAtelier 
works frequently as a co-producer for docu-
mentaries together with the Producer and Di-
rector Erich Hoertnagl.

Contact details: peter@filmatelier.at 
www.filmatelier.at
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fLAIrfILM

FlairFilm was founded in March 2017 in 
Vienna with the aim to create, develop and 
produce politically, ecologically and socially 
committed fictional, documentary and anima-
tion feature films with a certain flair. FlairFilm 
combines long-term international experience 
in development, production and distribution 
with flair and fairness, which form the basis 
for FlairFilm's work and contribute to the 
special style of its productions: providing the 
mutual respect, attention, time and means to 
create films that move and matter.

Contact details: office@flairfilm.at 
www.flairfilm.at
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GrAf 

fILMProdUkTIoN

Klaus Graf founded Graf Filmproduktion 
GmbH (Klagenfurt, Austria) in 2001 and Graf 
Film GmbH (Munich, Germany) in 2002. Both 
are private, independent companies under his 
sole ownership.
We specialize in fictional TV productions (as 
"Zürich-Krimi", "Tatort", ORF-Stadtkomödien 
etc.) that have received numerous awards, 
including international awards (such as the 
"International Emmy Award" and the "Bavarian 
Television Award" for "Das Wunder von Kärn-
ten" or "Bambi" and "Romy" for "Der Mann mit 
dem Fagott").
Recently, we have also proven ourselves in 
other genres and have made films for cinema 
("Ich war noch niemals in New York") as well 
as documentaries ("Zeichnen gegen das Ver-
gessen", "Universum History: Kärnten"). 
Developing a common vision, making it trans-
parent for clients and sponsors and supporting 
our creative partners in its realisation with all 
means - this is the path we have been following 
for years and which makes the appreciative co-
operation with our partners so successful.

Contact details: livia@graffilm.com 
www.graffilm.com
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frAGILe feATUreS

Fragile Features is a production company 
based in Graz and Vienna. We are dedicated 
to producing extraordinary creative projects 
between film and art.

Contact details: barbara@fragilefeatures.com
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Nabis Filmgroup is a production company 
dedicated to the production of cutting edge 
films of directors with a unique voice. Together 
with our filmmakers we follow the creative 
process of each film from its birth until its 
international release. With branches in Aus-
tria and Argentina we support our partners in 
Europe, Latin America and beyond. Our films 
have screened in festivals like IFFR, Locarno, 
Berlinale and Cannes and won numerous in-
ternational awards.
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The hablo company primarily positions itself 
in the areas of "science film" and "intercultural 
film". Our aim is to prepare scientific content 
for non-scientists in an understandable way 
through high-quality pedagogical and scien-
tific competence. We try to produce attractive 
documentaries without falsifying the scientific 
content.

 
hABLo

Contact details: wolfgang@hablo.at 
www.hablo.at
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NABIS fILMGroUP

Contact details: lukas@nabisfilm.com 
www.nabisfilm.com
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MArkUS MoerTh 

fILM- UNd 
MedIeNProdUkTIoN

The production company was registered in 
2010 and is since then working in the fields 
of documentary features (cinema and tv) and 
fiction films. It’s focus is on actual and human 
topics which are carefully developed with ex-
perienced playwrights. Currently the company 
develops the doc DIE GRAZER GRUPPE and 
several fiction projects. Since the feature „Sib-
lings“ (2016) there is also focus on interna-
tional coproduction.

Contact details: office@markusmoerth.com 
www.markusmoerth.com
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fILMProdUkTIoN

Film is our great passion. We develop and 
produce cinematic and television films. Films 
with heart that are sociopolitically relevant. For 
this purpose Plan C looks for and encourages 
young talent, individuals with creative ideas 
and interesting perspectives, and most impor-
tantly who take stands.
Plan C was founded by Claudia Wohlgenannt 
in early 2012.
Before that she has worked in the film industry 
since 1997, starting as a set manager for dif-
ferent national and international productions.
Claudia Wohlgenannt participated in EAVE 
2011 (European Audiovisual Entrepreneurs).

Contact details: office@plancfilm.com 
www.plancfilm.com
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Founded in 2008, Soleil Film is an Austrian 
film production company specialising in so-
cially- and politically-committed documen-
taries. In the last ten years Soleil Film has 
produced over ten feature films. They had 
over 500 festival participations in total, among 
others at prestigious festivals like IDFA Am-
sterdam, Viennale, DOK Leipzig, Max Öphuls 
film festival, Raindance, Krakow Film Festival 
or CPH:Dox and have won numerous awards. 
Cooperation with (inter-) national funding insti-
tutions or TV stations such as BR, ORF, 3sat 
are routine, as is working with cinema distribu-
tors in Germany and Austria.

Contact details: office@soleilfilm.at 
www.soleilfilm.at
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PrAherfILM

Daniela Praher studied journalism, film sci-
ences and audio-visual media design at Uni-
versity of Vienna & University of Applied Arts 
Vienna. She has previously worked for produc-
tion companies in the production and distribu-
tion sector. 2011 she founded PRAHERFILM. 
The company produces documentaries and 
fiction on an international level.

Contact details: office@praherfilm.at 
www.praherfilm.at
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Cineuropa is the first European portal dedi-
cated to cinema and audiovisual in 4 languag-
es. With daily news, interviews, data bases, 
in-depth investigations into the audiovisual 
industry, Cineuropa aims at promoting the 
European film industry throughout the world.

 
CINeUroPA

Contact details: economou@cineuropa.org 
www.cineuropa.org
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rTBf

RADIATOR Intellectual Property Sales gets 
your film to festivals and audiences. We cov-
er all aspects regarding festival- and social 
media-strategies, marketing, submissions, 
screeners, sales, distribution up to creation of 
DCPs and deliverables. 

RTBF is the Belgian public french speaking 
Television. We coproduce about 60 documen-
taries per year with belgian and international 
producers. Ours slots are mainly : society, in-
vestigation, history, geo-politics and culture. 
We have also a slot for creative documentaries 
by belgian authors.

Contact details: ben@radiatorsales.eu 
www.radiatorsales.eu

Contact details: ich@rtbf.be
www.rtbf.be
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VISIBLe fILM

Visible film gap-finances 6 to 10 projects and 
releases around 10 new completed films a 
year and focuses on one-off, feature length 
with TV reversion, contemporary society, hu-
man interest, geopolitics, current affairs, and 
history mini-series. Co-founder of EduDoc with 
Docs Online, Visible Film reaches European 
educational rights users. Though its participa-
tion to Agent Double prodco, Visible film ena-
bles tax shelter funding for post-production.
Ventes-CBAWIP-Sales, sales unit of Wallonie 
Image Production, and Centre de l’Audiovisuel 
à Bruxelles, two associations dedicated to pro-
moting creativity while conveying accessibility 
to TV, providing belgian docs with promotion 
and distribution.

Contact details: thierry.detaille@visiblefilm.com 
www.visiblefilm.com
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AL JAZeerA 

BALkANS
 

Ced Bh (VIZArT)

Al Jazeera Balkans started broadcasting in 
November 2011 and our main studio is in Sa-
rajevo, located in BBI center, as the team lead 
by General Director Tarik Đodic.
Al Jazeera Balkans is offering a new and ex-
citing perspective in the regional media land-
scape. 
Program is broadcast in High Definition (HD), 
in XDCAM HD on 50Mbit/s. Al Jazeera Bal-
kans is fully integrated in Al Jazeera Network, 
and that is allowing distribution of materials 
and documentary programs within the net-
work. Al Jazeera Balkans will “give voice to 
untold stories, promote debate, and challenge 
established perceptions.” Al Jazeera Balkans 
is following Al Jazeera network Ethical code 
and report EVERY ANGLE / EVERY SIDE.

Vizart Film was founded in 2003 in Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, a country that had only a 
decade earlier exited a brutal war. The coun-
try was economically devastated, but left rich 
in compelling stories just waiting to be told. 
It was our belief that, even though it did not 
seem financially prudent, independent film 
could flourish on such a potent source and it 
would be a powerful outlet for both artists and 
audiences. Therefore, we began networking 
among the film community, establishing co-
productions and most importantly nurturing 
young and talented directors. Impoverished 
countries usually do not have large budgets for 
culture and BH is not an exception. However, 
rich and diverse cultural heritage along with 
strong contemporary tendencies always find a 
way to bring their stories on screen and we 
are proud to be part of that process. We have 
produced four feature length films, numerous 
documentaries and short fiction films which 
have won awards at national and international 
festivals.
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Contact details: lejla.dedic@aljazeera.net 
www.balkans.aljazeera.net Contact details: vizart@vizartfilms.com
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Syndicado Film Sales is a Toronto based world 
sales and production company established in 
2016 that specializes in all rights sales.

OCEAN FILMS is a production company with 
almost two decades of experience and offices 
in Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo and Florianópo-
lis. In 2008, OCEAN created its Department of 
Cinema and TV, which focuses on producing 
and developing its own projects and copro-
ducing with other companies.
The company has already collaborated with 
many channels, including: HBO, ESPN Brasil, 
Globo TV, Turner Broadcasting, RTP Portugal, 
Futura, Canal Brasil, Cultura TV, BoxBrazil, 
CineBrasil TV, Curta TV!, among others.
In 2016, it released the feature film “Little 
Secret”, based on a true story, which was the 
official Brazilian nominee for the 2017 Oscars, 
running for the Academy Award for Best For-
eign Language Film.
OCEAN has currently a number of projects 
for TV, web and cinema, in different stages of 
development. Some of them are on the way 
of being co-produced with countries such as 
Canada, Germany, Spain, Argentina, Chile, 
USA and Uruguay.

Activist38 is attracted 
to artistic projects car-
rying out strong political 
and social messages. 
Their late documentary 
“Uncle Tony”, author’s 
film of Mina Mileva and 
Vesela Kazakova, had 

caused a massive controversy in Bulgaria and 
abroad and the authors received the support 
of EDN, EAVE, Cineuropa and 20 Century Fox 
Europe as well as an extensive Variety film 
review. The film was part of AFI’14 selection 
“The Best of European Cinema” and it re-
ceived several awards in the States, Canada 
and Europe. Their animated documentary 
“The Beast is still alive” is currently in comple-
tion. It is awarded with IDFA FORUM AWARD 
2015 and it’s part of the work-in-progress fo-
rum LAST STOP TRIESTE. The film is financed 
by Creative Europe Programme – MEDIA, the 
Bulgarian National Film Centre and it’s a co-
production with the Bulgarian National Tel-
evision. Animated short “Because of Mum”, 
recipient of 10 international awards, was sold 
to ARTE G.E.I.E. Animated doc “River Tales”, 
developed at BDC and Ex-Ori

Contact details: aleksandar@syndicado.com
Contact details: nuno@oceanfilms.com.br 
www.oceanfilms.com.br

Contact details: office@activist38.com 
www.activist38.com
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Creative Europe is the EU program to support 
European cinema and the cultural and crea-
tive sectors, enabling them to increase their 
contribution to jobs and growth. With a budget 
of EUR 1.46 billion for 2014-2020, it will sup-
port tens of thousands of artists, cultural and 
audiovisual professionals and organisations in 
the performing arts, fine arts, publishing, film, 
TV, music, interdisciplinary arts, heritage, and 
the video games industry. The funding will al-
low them to operate across Europe, to reach 
new audiences and to develop the skills need-
ed in the digital age. 
The Creative Europe MEDIA desk in Bulgaria is 
promoting the program, facilitating the profes-
sionals with information and guidance and is 
actively working with all other desks in Europe.

British Columbia's Knowledge Network is 
a commercial-free, multi-platform public 
broadcaster. Through television and the web, 
Knowledge Network broadcasts a mix of arts 
and culture programs that explore the world 
from local, national and global perspectives.

 
CreATIVe eUroPe 

MedIA deSk 
BULGArIA

 
kNowLedGe 

NeTwork

Contact details: kbalkanski@mediadesk.bg 
www.creativeeurope.bg

Contact details: rudyb@knowledge.ca 
www.knowledge.ca
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SArAJeVo fILM 

feSTIVAL

The Sarajevo Film Fes-
tival is an international 
film festival focusing on 
the region of Southeast 
Europe. High quality 
programming, a strong 
industry segment, an ed-
ucational and network-

ing platform for young filmmakers, generates 
presence of the film industry professionals and 
media representatives alongside an audience 
of over 100,000 people. The main programme 
of the Sarajevo Film Festival, the Competition 
Programme, has become the most important 
meeting point of the East European Film repre-
sentatives. The Sarajevo Film Festival competi-
tion highlights regional production. Next to the 
screenings of creative documentaries, SFF and 
BDC have opened a new platform for projects in 
a rough cut stage - Docu Rough Cut Boutique. 
5 project teams work extensively with 5 + 2 tu-
tors during 4 days, focusing on the quality of the 
material, trying to bring the project forward in its 
finishing creative process. Next edition SFF: 11-
18 August 2017.  see for more at www.sff.ba

Contact details: masa.markovic@sff.ba 
info@radasesic.nl, www.sff.ba
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Kinorama is a film 
production company 
founded by Ankica Juric 
Tilic, Hrvoje Pervan and 
Dragan Juric in Zagreb in 
2003. So far, Kinorama 
has produced 25 fea-
ture-length films, includ-

ing co-productions, 25 shorts and three TV se-
ries. Some of the films were top box-office hits in 
cinemas and all of them were screened at festi-
vals around the world, winning over 300 awards. 
Kinorama's filmmakers comprise established 
authors and debutants alike. Special attention is 
given to the development thus Kinorama’s pro-
jects are regularly presented at production mar-
kets and developed at film workshops.
Some of Kinorama's latest titles include QUIT 
STARING AT MY PLATE by Hana Jušic (FED-
EORA Award for Best European Film at Ven-
ice Days 2016, 33 international and national 
awards, Croatian candidate for the Academy 
Awards) and THE HIGH SUN by Dalibor Ma-
tanic (Jury Prize - Un Certain Regard, Cannes 
2015, LUX Prize nomination, 30 international 
and national awards, Croatian candidate for 
the Academy Awards).
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ANTITALeNT 

Antitalent is Croatian production company 
focused on film, TV and online content. We 
are telling stories in a unique way and devel-
oping creative relationship with writers and 
directors in order to produce content that will 
move boundaries and create cultural impact 
on domestic territory and abroad. Filmogra-
phy: Vis-A-Vis by Nevio Marasovic (among 
top 5 films in 2013 by Cineuropa), Goran by 
Nevio Marasovic (premiered on Fantasia Film 
Festival), The Last Well by Filip Filkovic (short 
film, co-production with France, more than 70 
festivals) and two co-productions with Italy:  
likemeback  (Locarno F. F.) by Leonardo Guer-
ra Seragnoli and Sembra mio figlio (Locarno 
F. F.) by Constanza Quatriglio. We have two 
films in post-production: Murina by Antoneta 
A.Kusijanovic and Storkman by Tomislav Jelin-
cic. Currently we are shooting docuementary 
film Nuovo Cinema Buie by Alessio Bozzer , 
preparing short film Chaos by Hani Domazet 
and preparing feature film Dark Mother Earth 
by Rok Bicek.

Contact details: info@antitalent.hr 
www.antitalent.hr

 
Ced CroATIA

The Creative Europe Desk - Media Office is a 
promotion and information office for the Euro-
pean Commission’s sub-programme MEDIA, 
within the Creative Europe Programme, which 
offers a wide variety of funding for film and 
television, from training through development 
and distribution to markets, events and festi-
vals. The Creative Europe Desk - MEDIA Of-
fice (ex MEDIA desk Croatia) is hosted by the 
Croatian Audiovisual Centre since September 
2008. It offers advice and answers enquiries 
from Croatian film and TV professionals, ex-
plaining various funding strands and eligibil-
ity criteria, organizing various presentations/
workshops, info days and lectures.

Contact details: martina.petrovic@mediadesk.hr 
www.mediadesk.hr
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The Croatian Audiovisu-
al Centre (HAVC) is the 
Government-backed 
national agency respon-
sible for supporting film 
production in Croatia. 
As a main audiovisual 
agency in Croatia, we 

have the overall responsibility for the growth of 
the domestic industry. 
HAVC was founded in 2008 as a result of the 
Law on Audiovisual Activities unanimously 
passed by the Croatian Parliament in 2007. It 
is funded by the grant-in-aid from the Govern-
ment, and through contributions of all those 
exploiting audiovisual works, such as: broad-
casters, digital, cable and satellite operators, 
internet providers, telecoms, etc.
Our remit ranges from supporting develop-
ment, production, distribution, exhibition, 
marketing and promotion, to professional 
training and supporting national film archive 
through the system of public subsidies.

Croatian Film Association is an association of 
non-professional film and video groups oper-
ating in Croatia since 1928. Founded in 1963 
as the Croatian Cinema Association (and the 
Centre for Croatian amateur cinema before 
that), the Association works today as part of 
the Croatian Technical Culture Union.
Croatian Film Association assembles cinema 
and video clubs, film groups and individu-
als from primary school to adult members, 
encourages their work (providing financing, 
managing and expert help), contributes to 
education of mentors and members of film 
groups, organizes presentations and evalu-
ation of film and video works by children 
and adult authors, at home and abroad, and 
works on preservation of best film and video 
works of non-professional cinema. Since 
1992, the Association has been a member of 
the international organization of non-profes-
sional cinema (UNICA).
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ASSoCIATIoN

Contact details: jadranka.hrga@havc.hr 
info@havc.hr, www.havc.hr

Contact details: matko.buric@hfs.hr 
www.hfs.hr
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kINorAMA

Contact details: ira@kinorama.hr
ankica@kinorama.hr, www.kinorama.hr 
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NUkLeUS fILM 

In the past 17 years, Nukleus has become 
a regional production company whose films 
crossed the regional borders, and were shown 
at important festivals such as Cannes, Berlin 
and Sundance and TV stations such as ARTE, 
WDR and HBO. 
Nukleus is a member/participant of the Euro-
pean Film Academy, ACE Producers Network, 
Inside Pictures, EAVE (European Audiovisual 
Entrepreneurs), as well as a regular attendant 
of the coproduction and pitching forums. We 
attended training programs such as EAVE, 
EAVE+, Producers on the Move, ACE Produc-
ers Network, Producers Lab Toronto and To-
rino FilmLab.

Contact details: info@nukleus-film.hr
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reSTArT

Restart is a multifaceted organization focused 
on documentary film. We act as a talent hub 
for Southeast Europe by bringing under one 
roof production, education, distribution and 
exhibition of creative documentaries. Founded 
in 2007 by a group of established filmmakers, 
Restart is nowadays run by younger film and 
media experts. As of 2014, we started devel-
oping and producing fiction films and recently 
hybrid films. The mission of the company is 
to keep its position as a regional hub for new 
talent and socially relevant and artistically en-
gaged cinematographic works. Our awarded 
films were screened at the biggest and best 
knows venues in the world, from Hot Docs and 
IDFA to Rotterdam and Leipzig.

Contact details: tibor@restarted.hr 
www.restarted.hr
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worLd feSTIVAL of 

ANIMATed fILM - 
ANIMAfeST ZAGreB

 
doT.oN.The.MAP 
INdUSTry dAyS | 

CyPrUS fILM dAyS 
Iff

 
ZAGreBdox

Sekvenca is an award-winning production 
company based in Zagreb, Croatia. The fo-
cus of the company is to produce projects by 
upcoming authors with distinctive vision, and 
then put them on the international map. 
Our goal is to connect with fellow filmmakers 
around the world and establish a wide network 
of collaborators so that we can mutually help 
each other create engaging and thought-pro-
voking cinema.

Studio Dim is creative production company 
from Croatia, specialized in development, 
production and co-production of high quality 
original audiovisual content. It has been es-
tablished in 2004 by creative producers Darija 
Kulenovic Gudan and Marina Andree Škop. It 
is continuously cooperating and co-producing 
with successful European production com-
panies, as well as with complete spectrum of 
creative and technical associates.

World Festival of Animated Film – Animafest 
Zagreb, established in 1972, is the second 
oldest film festival in the world completely 
dedicated to animation. Launched thanks to 
the global reputation of the authors sprung 
from the famous Zagreb School of Animation, 
Animafest Zagreb is proud to be a festival by 
the filmmakers for the filmmakers and a plat-
form for promotion of artistic animation. Held 
every year in June in Croatia´s capital city Za-
greb, the festival brings the best of short and 
feature animation from all over the world.

Dot.on.the.map Industry Days (9-11 April 
2020),  is a co-production, training and net-
working platform that brings producers, 
directors and scriptwriters from countries 
surrounding the Mediterranean of the three 
neighbouring continents of Cyprus (Europe, 
Asia, Africa), together with international film 
professionals on the small island of Cyprus. 
It provides an opportunity to filmmakers from 
these countries to present their new feature 
film projects and network with international 
industry professionals. Following group works 
and individual meetings, the filmmakers take 
steps towards future collaborations between 
other filmmakers, international producers, fi-
nanciers, sales agents, broadcasters, distribu-
tors, festival and film fund representatives.
The 1st edition of the Dot.on.the.map Industry 
Days (9-11/4/2020), organised by the Cyprus 
Film Days IFF, Cyprus Ministry of Education & 
Culture & Rialto Theatre, will be held during 
the 18th Cyprus Film Days International Festi-
val (3-11/4/2020)

ZagrebDox is an international documentary 
film festival taking place in Zagreb every year, 
in late February / early March. Launched in 
2005, the festival is intended to provide au-
diences and experts insight into recent docu-
mentary films, stimulate national documentary 
production and boost international and region-
al cooperation in co-productions. ZagrebDox 
is a specialized festival that presents the best 
creative documentary films whose imaginative 
form and choice of topics make it unique in 
Croatia and Europe.

Contact details: luka.venturin@gmail.com
www.sekvenca.hr

Contact details: marina@dim.hr
www.dim.hr

Contact details: info@animafest.hr
matea@animafest.hr, www.animafest.hr/en

Contact details: danaestylianou.cy@gmail.com 
www.cyprusfilmdays.com

Contact details: info@zagrebdox.net
www.zagrebdox.net
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CZeCh TeLeVISIoN

 
INSTITUTe of 

doCUMeNTAry fILM

 
INTerNATIoNAL fILM 

feSTIVAL PrAGUe/
feBIofeST

 
JI.hLAVA 

INTerNATIoNAL 
doCUMeNTAry fILM 

feSTIVAL

Czech Television is the public service broad-
caster in the Czech Republic. Currently the 
Czech Television has been broadcasting 6 pro-
grams on 5 Channels. CT 1 - broadly targeted 
channel with drama, entertainment, news, 
current affairs and lifestyle programming; CT 
2 - knowledge and entertainment channel, 
with factual, documentaries and acquisition 
drama; CTart -  arts channel focusing on cul-
ture, music, theatre, art films, docs about art. 
CT :D children´s channel, CT 24 news channel 
and CT sport channel.

Institute of Documentary Film (IDF) has been 
supporting creative documentary films from 
Central and Eastern Europe since 2001. IDF 
provides both emerging and experienced film-
makers with training, financing, networking 
and pitching opportunities, helps them get 
international attention and co-productions, 
rewards the exceptional projects with Awards 
and further opportunities and improves their 
orientation on the international market. The 
promotional and practical service of IDF in-
cludes a wide range of online and offline 
catalogues being created annually, updating 
a thorough database of CEE documentaries 
and professionals and a calendar of important 
deadlines for producers, and bringing news 
from the world of documentary film in general 
via dokweb.net and social media. To the au-
dience of documentary enthusiasts, IDF also 
brings a rich programme of lectures, presenta-
tions and screenings in their home regions or 
during IDF’s industry events.

Festival was founded in 1993 by FEBIO, an 
independent film and TV company. Starting 
as an enthusiastically organized, basically 
no-budget event for a couple of friends and 
film buffs, Febiofest has grown during the past 
years into one of the largest film festivals in the 
Czech Republic.

The Ji.hlava International Documentary Film 
Festival is the largest festival of creative docu-
mentary films in Central and Eastern Europe.
It draws attention to documentaries notable 
for their innovative visual style and a deeper 
social reflection and confrontation. 
Ji.hlava IDFF has also a rich Industry section, 
which includes the successful Emerging Pro-
ducers programme focusing on the upcoming 
generation of talented European documentary 
film producers. The festival is famous for its in-
formal atmosphere, discussion character and 
full screening venues – over 40,000 viewers 
visited the festival last year’s film screenings. 
Jarmila Outratová has been Head of Industry 
Office at Ji.hlava International Documentary 
Film Festival since 2013.

Contact details: 
zuzana.kucerova@ceskatelevize.cz 
www.ceskatelevize.cz

Contact details: zdenek@dokweb.net 
www.dokweb.net

Contact details: nikitin@febiofest.cz 
www.febiofest.cz

Contact details: jarmila@outrata.com 
www.ji-hlava.com
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The Czech Film Fund supports all stages of 
film production, as well as promotion, distri-
bution and other film-related areas. The Fund 
also administers production incentives for 
audio-visual projects made in the Czech Re-
public. Out of an annual operating budget of 
approximately 47 million euro, 31.3 million go 
to production incentives and 14.5 million to 
selective support.
The Czech Film Center as a division of the 
Czech Film Fund  promotes and markets Czech 
films and the local film industry worldwide.
It collaborates with major international film 
festivals and co-production platforms and 
utilizes a global network of partners, seeking 
opportunities for creative exchange between 
Czech filmmakers and their international 
counterparts.

 
CZeCh fILM fUNd

Contact details: marketa@filmcenter.cz
www.filmcenter.cz
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The Karlovy Vary Inter-
national Film Festival is 
the largest film festival 
in the Czech Republic 
and the most prestig-
ious such festival in 
Central and Eastern Eu-
rope. It is one of the old-
est A-list film festivals 
(i.e., non-specialized 
festivals with a compe-
tition for feature-length 
fiction films), a category 
it shares with the festi-
vals in Cannes, Berlin, 

Venice, San Sebastian, Moscow, Montreal, 
Shanghai, and Tokyo.

 
kArLoVy VAry 
INTerNATIoNAL 
fILM feSTIVAL
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Contact details: lor.esp@gmail.com
horyna@kviff.com, rosak@kviff.com
www.kviff.com
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MASTer fILM

 
MIdPoINT
INSTITUTe

MasterFilm is a Prague based independent 
production company. We focus on ambitious 
audiovisual art with the potential of European 
coproduction and international outreach. We 
are interested in projects that explore new ap-
proaches to audiovisual art and our goal is to 
provide these with production conditions that 
do not force our authors into any creative com-
promises.

MIDPOINT's main mis-
sion is to support writers, 
directors and producers 
from Central and East-
ern Europe. Thanks to 
strong partnerships with 
international co-produc-
tion markets, film and 
series festivals, training 
programs, national film 
funds and further audio-
visual decision makers, 
MIDPOINT represents 
a front-gate to Euro-
pean film and television 

industry. With its earnest focus on emerging 
filmmakers from the CEE region, MIDPOINT 
prides itself as an efficient talent incubator. Pro-
jects developed within MIDPOINT Institute are 
presented at the most established professional 
industry platforms, accepted to the leading in-
ternational festivals, commissioned and devel-
oped by significant European broadcasters and 
financiers and its graduates have proven to be-
come an important element in both their local 
and the international audiovisual ecosystem.

Contact details: tomas@masterfilm.cz 
www.masterfilm.cz

Contact details: sona.morgenthalova@amu.cz
barbora.struss@amu.cz
katarina.tomkova@amu.cz, www.midpoint-center.eu
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AMrIoN

AMRION was established in 2003 by Riina 
Sildos, the former head of the Estonian Film 
Foundation, national representative of EAVE 
and member of ACE and EFA. 
Among Amrion’s productions, ”The Class” 
(2007) is one of the most successful films ever 
to come out of Estonia, having won 25 awards 
from more than 70 festivals, sold to over 90 
countries, and evolving into award-winning  
TV series. The youth drama ""I Was Here"" 
(Estonia-Finland, 2008) was a box office hit.  
Successful co-productions have followed: 
“The Poll Diaries” (Germany-Austria-Estonia, 
2010), “Hella W” (Finland-Estonia, 2011) 
and features by Ilmar Raag “Une Estonienne 
a Paris” (Estonia-France-Belgium 2012, Lo-
carno FF), “Kertu. Love is Blind“ (2013, EFA 
shortlist 2014) and “I Won’t Come Back“ 
(2014, Tribeca IFF). Recent productions in-
clude ”Pretenders” (2016, San Sebastian FF), 
”The Little Comrade” (2018, Busan IFF Audi-
ence Choice Award, Nordic Film Days Lübeck, 
Best Feature Debut) and ”Mihkel” (Iceland-
Norway-Estonia, 2018).

Contact details: info@amrion.ee, www.amrion.ee
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INdUSTry@

TALLINN&BALTIC 
eVeNT

One of the fastest growing business platforms 
in the winter season, Industry@Tallinn & Bal-
tic Event takes place in November during the 
Tallinn Black Nights Film Festival. The annual 
event attracts some 600+ leaders and execu-
tives from more than 50 countries with the 
majority of delegates from the Baltics, Scandi-
navia, and Western Europe, but also US, Asia, 
and other parts of the world.
The platform offers a series of conference and 
panel programmes on TV drama and film fi-
nancing, marketing and distribution, works in 
progress sessions, talent development labs, 
project presentations, music showcase, Euro-
pean Film Forum Tallinn Conference as well 
as the fully fledged co-production market with 
tailor made programs for participating produc-
ers and co-production partners.

Contact details: marge.liiske@poff.ee 
be.poff.ee

European film financing has concentrated on 
the national institutions since 1970s-1980s, 
when the state film funds became customary. 
Consequently - in 1997, the film foundation 
was established by the Estonian Ministry of 
Culture, with the task to share and distribute 
the national film budget.
As the film industry morphs and develops very 
rapidly due to the technological advancement 
and the ever-changing financing system, Esto-
nian Film Institute (EFI) came to be as its suc-
cessor, embracing a much wider spectre of 
activities in the film industry. EFI’s professional 
sphere now reaches the whole field of film.
Legally, the Estonian Film Institute is a national 
foundation, financed mainly by the Ministry 
of Culture. The institute is broadly divided in 
three departments: development and market-
ing, production and heritage. A subcompany 
called Tallinnfilm belongs in the EFI family, 
managing an arthouse cinema. Another cut 
member is Creative Europe MEDIA desk, me-
diating the financing and educ

Started in 1997, BLACK NIGHTS Film Festi-
val is one of the largest and most distinctive 
film events in Northern Europe and belongs 
to the 15 leading film festivals of the world 
with the FIAPF accreditation. PÖFF (in na-
tive Estonian) has an umbrella structure with 
two sub-festivals (PÖFF Shorts and youth and 
Children's Film Festival JUST FILM taking 
place concurrently with the main festival) and 
a fully-fledged platform Baltic Event & Indus-
try@Tallinn, hosts more than 1400 guests and 
industry delegates from 70 countries and over 
140 journalists from 22 countries. In 2019 
PÖFF selected films were watched by more 
than 90 000 spectators. The potential media 
audience rose from 1.5 billion to 2,3 billion 
people.

 
eSToNIAN fILM 

INSTITUTe

 
BLACk NIGhTS 
fILM feSTIVAL

Contact details: edith@filmi.ee, www.filmi.ee
Contact details: edvinas.puksta@poff.ee 
www.poff.ee/en
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frIdAy CAPITAL

 
yLe fINNISh 

BroAdCASTING

Friday Capital is a boutique financing and 
consulting company which focuses on collat-
eral lending, mainly cash flowing and bridge 
financing feature films and serialized content. 
We tailor loans to every productions' specific 
needs, and aim at a quick and agile service. 
Cashflowing incentives, production support or 
commissions by channels  are our sweet spots. 
Recent credits: Nimby, Animals, Iron Sky 
- The Coming Race, The Eternal Road, The 
Unknown Soldier.

Yle, is the national public service broadcasting 
company in Finland with duties laid down by 
law. Yle operates 3 national television chan-
nels, 6 national radio channels and an exten-
sive online service. Yle ranks first in television 
viewing in the country. Yle is the main purveyor 
and producer of domestic program, and 48% 
of its television programs are made in Finland. 
Yle is owned by the Finnish people and fund-
ed by a special Yle tax from January 2013. Yle 
is a media company free from commercial and 
political affiliations, and its programs carry no 
advertising. Yle was established in 1926 and 
joined EBU, the European Broadcasting Un-
ion at the very beginning in 1950.

Contact details: johanna@fridaycapital.fi
Contact details: jenny.westergard@yle.fi 
www.yle.fi
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ALPhA VIoLeT

Alpha Violet is an independent sales company
based in Paris. We wish to offer transparency to 
our filmmakers and producers walking together 
towards their career worldwide. We adapt our 
sales strategies according to the specificities of 
the films to meet expectations of the production 
companies we work with.

Contact details: jbbm@alphaviolet.com
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ITALIeN

 
ArIZoNA 

ProdUCTIoNS

The Annecy Italian Film Festival (French: Fes-
tival du Cinéma Italien d'Annecy), founded in 
1983 and since then, each year shows the 
best of contemporary Italian cinema.

Paris-based Arizona Productions is led by 
Guillaume de Seille to produce and copro-
duce art-house feature films mainly directed 
by non-French emerging talents; Bénédicte 
Thomas is handling domestic theatrical distri-
bution for most of the films.

Contact details: francescogiaivia@gmail.com 
www.annecycinemaitalien.com

Contact details: guillaume@arizonafilms.net 
www.arizonafilms.net
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eSPoo CINé Iff

In last 30 years Espoo Ciné International Film 
Festival has established itself as a showcase 
of modern European cinema in Finland. The 
festival is dedicated to screen films that dem-
onstrate the variety of European filmmaking 
with an emphasis on new talent, discovery and 
artistic quality. 
Espoo Ciné International Film Festival's goal 
is to create a unique experience and an in-
spiring meeting place for distinct audiences, 
film professionals and media as well as to pro-
mote films otherwise unavailable on Finnish 
screens. 
31st Espoo Ciné IFF 4th  - 10th of May 2020 in 
Espoo, Finland.
Submissions open until 1st of March 2020.

Contact details: office@espoocine.fi 
www.espoocine.fi 
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ArTe G.e.I.e. 

Known as the “European culture channel”, the 
French-German TV Network ARTE presents an 
essentially artistic, cultural and international 
programming. It is composed of three separate 
companies: ARTE G.E.I.E. in Strasbourg plus 
two member companies, ARTE France (Paris) 
and ARTE Deutschland (Baden-Baden) which 
coordinates the work of the German colleagues 
of the ZDF and the ARD working for ARTE. 
Both ARTE France and ARTE Deutschland are 
responsible for programme production and 
delivery up to 80 percent of the total. ARTE 
G.E.I.E. is responsible for the remaining 20 
percent. All programmes have to be approved 
by the Programme Committee at the Stras-
bourg headquarters and are subsequently 
broadcast by the headquarters. ARTE’s policy 
is to broadcast high-quality national and inter-
national co-productions and acquisitions in 
documentaries, cinema and drama as well as 
news, live and performing arts.

Contact details: laurent.filliung@arte.tv
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ASAP fILMS

 
AUrorA fILMS

Independent production company interested 
primarily in feature films of authors from all 
over the world. 

Over the past few years, Aurora Films, based 
in Paris, France, has specialized in French 
and international co productions. Recent 
films produced include ""Diamond Island"" by 
Davy Chou, which was awarded the Prix SACD 
2016 at the Director’s Week in Cannes 2016, 
""Heaven sent"" (""Tombé du ciel"") by Wissam 
Charaf selected by ACID in Cannes 2016 as 
well as ""Exotica, Erotica, Etc."" by Evangelia 
Kranioti, which premiered in the Forum Sec-
tion of Berlin Film Festival 2015. 
Among earlier important works are “The 
wound” (“La blessure”) by Nicolas Klotz, se-
lected at Director’s Fortnight in Cannes 2004, 
“Domaine” by Patric Chiha, featuring Beatrice 
Dalle and selected at the Mostra of Venice in 
2009, “Iris in Bloom” (“En Ville”) by Valérie 
Mréjen and Bertrand Schefer, selected at Di-
rector’s Fortnight in Cannes 2011, and “On 
the edge” (“Sur la planche”) by Leila Kilani, 
also selected at Director’s Fortnight in Cannes 
2011 and winner of more than 10 awards 
worldwide.

Contact details: ckolar@noos.fr Contact details: katia@aurorafilms.fr
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BAC fILMS

For over 30 years, BAC FILMS has been 
amongst France top independent distribu-
tors and has distributed over 500 films (9 of 
which have won the "Palme d'Or" in Cannes) 
BAC FILMS is active in : theatrical distribution,  
VOD and TV sales, international co-produc-
tion, international sales.

Contact details:a.hofmann@bacfilms.fr
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CAT&doCS

CAT&Docs is a Paris based sales agent com-
pany set up by Catherine Le Clef. CAT&Docs 
is looking for pertinent and impertinent docs 
at any stage on topical questions and timeless 
subjects; docs that are carefully researched; 
docs that rigorously explore the subject mat-
ter, that are audacious, open to the diversity 
of the world and that have their place on the 
international scene; docs that question the 
world and propose new ways of looking at it. 
Docs that keep us from closing our eyes. 
Award winning documentaries such as: 
Transnistra, Overseas, Gods of Molenbeek, 
Buddha in Africa, Tony Driver, Cameraperson, 
Citizenfour,  Communion, to name a few.

Contact details: cat@catndocs.com 
www.catndocs.com
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ArTe frANCe 

CINeMA

Since its founding, Arte 
France Cinema has 
been involved in more 
than 600 films and 
has worked together 
with over 300 different 
directors representing 
more than 50 different 

nationalities. The subsidiary policy focuses on 
talent renewal, efforts to boost European and 
world cinema, and steps to revitalize French 
cinema. Roughly speaking, co-production 
may be broken down into three categories: 
one-third first features, one-third French films, 
and one-third international joint ventures.

Contact details:  y-talli@artefrance.fr, 
www.pro.arte.tv/professionnels-de-laudiovisuel/
programmes/cinema-copro-lm
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CICLIC CeNTre

VAL de LoIre

Ciclic Centre-Val de Loire is a french regional 
fund. The agency offers professionnals dif-
ferent type of funding scheme, network and 
mentoring. 
Seeking to promote international coproduction 
and the developpment of its regional industry, 
Ciclic offers different type of international ori-
ented schemes without any regional expend 
obligation:
- Early developpment scheme for feature film;
- International codeveloppment scheme for 
feature film

Contact details: pierre.dallois@ciclic.fr 
www.ciclic.fr
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doCS UP fUNd

Docs up fund is allocated to European and 
International documentary film projects dedi-
cated to Human rights.
Helping documentary producers and Authors 
at key moments of development and produc-
tion of their films.( editing teasers and rough 
cuts)

Contact details: alexsza@mac.com
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CINefoNdATIoN 

Cinefondation lends it support to the new gen-
erations of filmmakers through: la Sélection, la 
Résidence and l’Atelier.

Contact details: ggoldenstern@festival-cannes.fr 
www.cinefondation.com
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eUrASf

Christine, former senior commissionner at 
ARTE France, is currently consultant, tutor, 
curator and expert for international produc-
ers and organisations. She is vice-chair of 
EURASF, the European Academy of Science 
Film. EURASF is a growing European non-
profit network of science film festivals, sci-
entists, producers, filmmakers, distributors, 
web platforms, science communicators.. The 
academy is an interest group trying to go be-
yond the existing working and financing rela-
tions in the science film industry, lobbying for 
quality production in the field, looking for new 
forms and new talents, circulation of finished 
films and enhancing the visibility of European 
initiatives and capacities. It elects and gives 
an award for the Best European Science Film, 
sets up a facility for showcasing films at the 
margin of the TV distribution system, SF_Aid 
and collaborates in terms of best practices, 
creative input, dynamic incubator actions and 
financing systems.

Contact details: christine.reisen@gmail.com 
www.eurasf.com
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Eurimages is the cul-
tural support fund of the 
Council of Europe. Es-
tablished in 1989, the 
fund currently numbers 
40 European member 
states.
Eurimages promotes di-

versity in film by providing financial support to 
full-length fiction, animation and documentary 
works made as co-productions between com-
panies established in its member states.
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eUrIMAGeS

Contact details: susan.newman@coe.int 
roberto.olla@coe.int
www.coe.int/en/web/eurimages
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ChArAdeS

A dynamic sales and co-production company 
based in Paris but with a global reach, Cha-
rades offers a fresh perspective and wealth of 
experience in international sales, packaging 
and distribution to films.  Track record include 
Revenge, Leto, Mirai, Invisibles,  Diamantino, 
On a magical night, I lost my body, Shooting 
the mafia, Queen's Corgi, Maternal.

Contact details: sales@charades.eu
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The European Women’s 
Audiovisual Network 
supports women work-
ing in the European 
film industry. Through 
networking opportuni-
ties, career boosting 
programs, research and 
advocacy, and further 

member benefits, we encourage the profes-
sional development of women in the audiovis-
ual sector. Through our Blog, we promote the 
visibility of female-driven audiovisual content 
in general and of EWA Network members in 
particular.

 
ewA NeTwork

Contact details: alessia@ewawomen.com
simona.nobile1@gmail.com
www.ewawomen.com
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fILMS dU PoISSoN

Les Films du Poisson has displayed for almost 
25 years a strong commitment to an exacting 
kind of cinema which has earned both popu-
lar and critical acclaim and won a string of 
international awards, as well as selections all 
around the world and at the Academy Awards. 
The company has also received many cinema 
and TV production awards such as the Cesar 
Award for Best Producers and Personalities 
of the year Trophy in 2011, TV Duo 2014 by 
Le Film Français or the IFCIC Prize in 2008. 
Amongst their most recognizable features: 
Voyages (Emmanuel Finkiel, 1999 Cesar of 
best first feature, Cesar best editing, Prix Louis 
Delluc... ), Since Otar Left (Julie Bertucelli, 
2004, Cesar of best feature, Cannes’s best 
critic’s week etc), Jellyfish (Etgar Keret, Shira 
Geffen, 2007, Caméra d’Or in Cannes), On 
Tour (Mathieu Amalric, 2010, Best director in 
Cannes),The Gatekeepers (Dror Moreh, 2013, 
nominated to the Academy Awards for best 
documentary feature).

Contact details: ines@filmsdupoisson.com 
www.filmsdupoisson.com
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fILMo2

FILMO2 is a brand new film production com-
pany created in December 2016 by Luca 
Cabriolu (also producer and C.E.O of Medi-
terranea film in France and Ombre Rosse 
Film Production in Italy), Olivier Chantriaux 
(former producer and C.E.O. of Filmo in 
France) and Philippe Bosse, former produc-
er at Filmo.Luca, Olivier and Philippe joined 
forces to create a company focused on young 
french talents as much as young new film 
directors from around the world, selected 
with care at the best film festivals and co-
production and script development markets 
and help them with their first or second film 
and possibly more. Although pretty young, 
the company is already very active with some 
projects already finalized and in different 
stages of development.

Contact details: oc@filmo2.com 
www.filmo2.com
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fIrST CUT LAB

 
fIrST CUT +

First Cut Lab is a pro-
gramme designed for 
long feature fiction 
films in editing phase. 
Launched in 2015 at 
When East Meets West, 
it has so far supported 
39 projects through the 
program, from a range 
of different countries 
such as Lithuania, Po-
land, Slovenia, Ukraine 
and Russia. Many of the 
projects have gone on 
to premiere in A-list fes-
tivals such as Berlinale, 

Cannes and Toronto. First Cut Lab is organised 
in international and national formats, with very 
similar approach. We are aiming to expand the 
scope of the workshop to include more coun-
tries in the coming years.

First Cut+ is a new pro-
gram created for boost-
ing the competitiveness 
and marketability of fea-
ture films that previously 
participated in First Cut 
Lab. The program will 
be launched in 2020 

through a close cooperation with two dynamic 
& well-established film industry platforms: Tri-
este’s When East Meets West and Karlovy Vary 
IFF’s Eastern Promises Industry Days.

Contact details: maartje.alders@firstcutlab.eu
matthieu.darras@firstcutlab.eu
wim.vanacker@firstcutlab.eu
www.firstcutlab.eu

Contact details: matthieu.darras@firstcutlab.eu
ilaria.gomarasca@firstcutlab.eu
www.firstcutlab.eu
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eUrodoC

EURODOC is a training program designed 
for documentary film producers who want to 
enhance the development stage of their pro-
jects on the international level, as well as for 
commissioning editors from the documentary 
departments of television stations and funding 
institutions.
EURODOC fosters the development of docu-
mentary film projects in a highly demanding 
and creative way.

Contact details: mbonsanti@eurodoc-net.com 
www.eurodoc-net.com
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ICI eT Là 

ProdUCTIoNS

Here and there geographically as much as 
editorially, it develops, finances, produces and 
co- produces an eclectic line-up of original 
feature films for the international market, from 
experimental to larger audience driven films. 
Last released titles were PARIS PRESTIGE by 
Hamé & Ekoué (debut film from the hip hop 
band La Rumeur) and MR STEIN GOES ON-
LINE by Stéphane Robelin. CAT IN THE WALL, 
co-produced with Bulgaria and UK, premiered 
in the international competition of Locarno 
2019 (FIPRESCI Award in Warsaw,).
The company is lastly diversifying in the de-
velopment of drama series and animation 
feature.

Contact details: icietlaproductions@gmail.com 
www.icietlaproductions@gmail.com
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eUroPeAN fILM 
feSTIVAL

European Film festival based in les Arcs, Bourg 
Saint Maurice, France.

Contact details: aciennik@lesarc-filmfest.com
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LoCo fILMS

LOCO is a Paris-based world sales and pro-
duction company created in 2015 by Laurent 
Danielou and Enrique Gonzalez Kuhn, cinema 
lovers and veterans in the European film indus-
try who are joining forces in order to find and 
reveal the finest of independent filmmaking.

Contact details: 
laurent.danielou@loco-films.com 
www.loco-films.com
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LUxBox

A Paris-based company, Luxbox is dedicated 
to international sales and co-production of se-
lect projects. With a complementary industry 
knowledge built on experience in production, 
distribution, acquisitions, sales and festival 
programming, Fiorella Moretti and Hedi Zardi, 
start with a solid film catalogue and a passion-
ate pool of world cinema directors.

Contact details: fiorella@luxboxfilms.com 
www.luxboxfilms.com
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MANekI fILMS

MANEKI FILMS is a French company founded 
by Didar Domehri, recipient of the 2017 IFCIC 
award. Its films include Eva Husson’s GIRLS 
OF THE SUN (Competition Cannes 2018) & 
BANG GANG (A MODERN LOVE STORY) 
(Competition Toronto 2015); DÉGRADÉ by 
Arab & Tarzan Nasser (Cannes Critic’s Week 
2015); RETURN TO ITACA by Laurent Cantet 
(Grand Prix Venice Days 2014) & 7 DAYS IN 
HAVANA by L.Cantet, B.del Toro, J.Medem, 
G.Noé, E.Suleiman, P.Trapero, J.C.Tabio (Un 
Certain Regard 2012).

Contact details: marc@maneki-films.com
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hAUT LeS MAINS 

ProdUCTIoNS

HAUT LES MAINS is a production company 
based in Lyon (France). The company pro-
duce both documentary and fiction films for 
cinema and television with a special interest 
on international coproduction.
We have produced Anna Roussillon’s docu-
mentary I AM THE PEOPLE selected at ACID 
Cannes, Rotterdam IFF and awarded at Jihla-
va IFDD, Berlfort Entrevues and Hong-Kong 
IFF ; David Yon’s first feature THE NIGHT AND 
THE KID selected at the 65th Berlinale, SANS 
BRUIT by MML Collective presented at FID 
Marseille and Doc Fortnight at the MOMA; and 
lately POISONOUS ROSES by Ahmed Fawzi 
Saleh premiered at Rotterdam IFF."

Contact details: 
karim@hautlesmainsproductions.fr
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MéLISANde fILMS

Mélisande films is an independant film pro-
duction company documentary created in 
2009 by Sophie Faudel in Paris (France).
We are focused on documentaries and story 
telling  that approach historical, society and 
cultural issues from a challenging and yet 
creative point of view. Our aim : to question 
demanding features of our contemporary soci-
ety and bring them to the public eye.
Confirmed film makers such as Jérôme Prieur 
(Vivement le cinéma, Le mur de l’Atlantique, 
Hélène Berr…) Véronique Lagoarde Ségot 
(Shoah, les oubliés de l’histoire) or Samuel 
Lajus (Les Roms, des citoyens comme les au-
tres ?) have joined us, together with emergent 
talent currently working on their on going first 
feature documentaries or web series.
Our films have been broadcast through ARTE 
and public television channels, mostly, and 
they are sold internationally.

Contact details: info@melisandefilms.fr 
www.melisandefilms
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MeLoCoToN fILMS

Melocoton Films is a boutique production com-
pany focusing on arthouse international copro-
ductions and new media content, founded in 
2011 by film producer Hélène Mitjavile and TV 
producer Théo Laboulandine.
We produced a dozen short fictions, among 
which coproductions with Hungary, Croatia, 
Czech Republic, the UK, the US, Brazil, Swe-
den, Finland. Our films have screened at fes-
tivals such as Toronto, Palm Springs, Clermont 
Ferrand, Angers Premiers Plans, Warsaw, Za-
greb, London SFF, Encounters Bristol etc and 
we have worked with buyers such as Arte and 
France Télévisions. Hélène also invests her time 
as an expert in various commissions (the Ile-de-
France regional fund, "Jules et Jim"'s Moulin 
d'Andé, Cannes Focus Copro, Euro-Connec-
tion, etc), takes part in markets and workshops 
(she was story editor at Less is More by Groupe 
Ouest) and in political initiatives such as the In-
dependent Producer’s Union where she is an 
elected member of the Bureau.

Contact details: helene@melocotonfilms.com 
www.melocotonfilms.com
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Mk2

Every year, mk2 Films sells and distributes a 
dozen new films by established or promising 
directors such as Jia Zhang-Ke, Xavier Dolan, 
Pawel Pawlikowski, Céline Sciamma, and Mati 
Diop.
mk2 Films also distributes a unique library of 
more than 600 films in France and around 
the world, including some of the major films 
of the history of cinema and a large number 
of classic films restored in 2K and 4K: Charles 
Chaplin, François Truffaut, David Lynch, Ag-
nès Varda, Jacques Demy, Abbas Kiarostami, 
Krzysztof Kieslowski, Buster Keaton, Claude 
Chabrol, Michael Haneke, Stan Laurel and the 
RKO collection to name but a few…

Contact details: olivier.barbier@mk2.com 
www.mk2films.com
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MôMerAde

Mômerade is a Paris-based film company 
founded by Lucie Kalmar, producer and con-
sultant, in 2005.
We care for cinematic works, long and short, 
meant for festivals and theatres, galleries or 
the world wide web. We dedicate ourselves 
to the films we love and help them to be fi-
nanced, shot, edited, heard, sold, shown and 
seen (not necessarily in this order).

Contact details: benjamin@momerade.fr
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MPM fILM / MPM 

PreMIUM

MPM Film has produced and coproduced 
internationally awarded films by established 
directors as: The Turin Horse by Béla Tarr, Xe-
nia by Panos H. Koutras, Ejercicios de Memo-
ria by Paz Encina, Zama by Lucrecia Martel; 
and worked with young directors such as the 
Romanian Adrian Sitaru, the Brazilian Julia 
Murat and the Georgian Teona Mghvdeladze 
among others.
MPM Premium was created in 2018 by the 
merging of MPM Film and Premium Films 
sales departments. Combining deep know-
how and a large network in the industry, they 
are even stronger to keep supporting unique, 
daring and engaging movies such as Rafiki by 
Wanuri Kahiu, Complicity by Kei Chikaura and 
Look at me by Nejib Belkadhi.

Contact details: naomie@mpmfilm.com
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feSTIVAL de 
CANNeS - 

CANNeS doCS

Join our community of documentary film pro-
fessionals!
Cannes Docs is the dedicated venue and tai-
lored program of events for all feature docu-
mentary filmmakers and decision-makers. 
Throughout the Marché du Film, Cannes Docs 
offers multiple opportunities to all profession-
als working with creative docs, particularly 
specialized sales agents and top international 
festival programmers.
The program also includes Doc Day, a full-day 
event composed of keynotes, panel discus-
sions and masterclasses, featuring inspiring 
doc filmmakers in selection at Cannes and 
high level industry executives.
To all documentary film professionals or en-
thusiasts, please add Cannes Docs to your 
agenda and join us at the Croisette’s one-stop-
shop for all things documentary inside the 
Marché du Film.

Contact details: pachevit@festival-cannes.fr 
www.marchedufilm.com/programs/cannes-docs
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PULSAr CoNTeNT

 
QUINZAINe deS 
reALISATeUrS

 
SeMAINe de LA 

CrITIQUe
 

STILL MoVING

Launched in late 2019, PULSAR CONTENT is 
a boutique sales company dedicated to the in-
ternational market. With a generalists selected 
line up, the company focus on English speak-
ing genre films and arthouse films.

The Directors' Fortnight (French: Quinzaine 
des Réalisateurs) is an independent section 
held in parallel to the Cannes Film Festival. It 
was started in 1969 by the French Directors 
Guild.
The Directors' Fortnight showcases a pro-
gramme of shorts and feature films and docu-
mentaries worldwide.

Created in 1962 by the French Union of Film 
Critics as a parallel section of the Cannes Film 
Festival, La Semaine de la Critique focuses 
on discovering new talents, revealing first and 
second feature films. Such directors as Ber-
nardo Bertolucci, Jacques Audiard, Alejandro 
González Iñarritu, Ken Loach, Leos Carax, 
Wong Kar Wai, François Ozon, Guillermo del 
Toro, Andrea Arnold, or in more recent years 
César Augusto Acevedo, Julia Ducournau, Da-
vid R. Mitchell, Santiago Mitre, Jeff Nichols, 
Jonas Carpignano, César Diaz or Rebecca 
Zlotowski were discovered by La Semaine de 
la Critique.
Its objectives : to highlight first and second 
features directed by filmmakers from all 
around the world, to enable French critics to 
fight for and explore young film creation the 
best they can, to support today’s revelations 
in order to have them become tomorrow’s tal-
ents, and to pay great attention to short and 
medium length films, first steps in the career 
of a director.

Still Moving is a Paris based international 
production and sales company founded by 
Juliette Lepoutre and Pierre Menahem. We 
co-produce and/or sell an average of 2 to 3 
films every year.

Contact details: 
dmeadeb@pulsarcontent.com

Contact details: 
pbertolin@quinzaine-realisateurs.com 
quinzaine-realisateurs.com

Contact details: 
h.auclaire@semainedelacritique.com

Contact details: pmenahem@stillmoving.fr 
www.stillmoving.fr
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STrAy doGS

Launched in 2015, Stray Dogs is a sales 
agency dedicated to bringing edgy, interna-
tional, director driven films with cult potential 
to worldwide audiences. We aim to provide 
our distributors and programmers friends with 
fresh, interesting, special content, which will 
appeal to younger audiences and gain value 
over time. In 2018, we expanded our activities 
by opening a French distribution department.

Contact details: sales@stray-dogs.com
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SUNNy SIde of 

The doC

Sunny Side of the Doc is a co-production and 
sales market for documentary and specialist 
factual content across all platforms. Each year, 
the 4-day event brings together broadcasters, 
decision makers, financing bodies, distribu-
tors, content creators and producers from 
around the world to sell or buy projects and 
programmes, and to find coproduction part-
ners.  Sunny Side of the Doc  creates unique 
opportunities for all +2,000 professionals 
from 50 countries, to follow the latest industry 
trends, present 700 untold stories, make new 
connections and embrace interactive forms of 
storytelling including virtual reality, through a 
variety of high-level pitching sessions, panel 
discussions, networking activities and the 
added value of an exhibition space.

Contact details: 
international@sunnysideofthedoc.com
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ToTeM fILMS

TOTEM FILMS is a Paris-based international 
sales company.
We seek out talents that question our world 
through sensorial emotion.
We nurture stories that inspire and thrill au-
diences across multiple platforms. We want 
films to travel and people to travel in film.
TOTEM FILMS acquires feature films, animat-
ed features and documentaries to sell world-
wide. TOTEM FILMS has a co-development 
structure, TOTEM ATELIER, which finances 
early-stage formats (fiction, mini or web se-
ries...) exploring issues of gender and identity.

Contact details: hello@totem-films.com 
www.totem-films.com
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UNder The 
MILky wAy

Founded by Loïc Magneron, WIDE is a leading 
independent sales company currently repre-
senting more than 20 new feature films a year 
and a library of more than 500 fiction titles 
and 300 documentaries represented by the 
branch WIDE HOUSE.
In 2011, Eye On Films (EOF) was created, 
which is a label focused on promoting first 
feature films and highlights emerging authors 
through its unique global network of film pro-
fessionals.

Created in 2002, Wild Bunch is a leading in-
dependent film distribution company. 
A major player in international sales, Wild 
Bunch is also active in France on theatrical 
distribution (Wild Bunch Distribution) and in 
video distribution (Wild Side Video). The com-
pany has developed a pan-European distribu-
tion network with direct distribution arms in 
Italy (BIM Distribuzione), in Germany (Wild 
Bunch Germany) and in Spain (Vertigo).
Wild Bunch has also positioned itself in the 
market of electronic distribution through its 
French VOD/SVOD platform FilmoTV.

Under The Milky Way’s 
main activities consist of 
International rights ag-
gregation and distribu-
tion on global VoD plat-
forms, the development 
of software solutions for 
online and social media 

marketing, and also, the coordination of a Eu-
ropean professional network addressing topics 
related to cross-border digital distribution. 
Under The Milky Way works with a large 
number of VoD Platforms and was awarded 
the global iTunes preferred aggregator status 
in 2011. The company is fully operational on 
more than 100 territories and serves all kinds 
of rights-holders (producers, distributors, 
sales agents) out of 13 regional offices in Eu-
rope, North America and Asia.

Contact details: mu@eyeonfilms.org 
www.widemanagement.com Contact details: mpvalle@wildbunch.eu

Contact details: 
aleksandra.czyz@underthemilkyway.eu
muriel.joly@underthemilkyway.eu
https://galaxy.underthemilkyway.com/about
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TIrAMISU

Consultant in marketing. Trailer editor.

Contact details: 
borispugnet@hotmail.com
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heIdI fLeISher

Heidi Fleisher is an American producer and 
consultant who lives in Paris. Most recently 
she handled international acquisitions for 
France 2’s creative documentary strand 25 
Shades of Docs from their launch in 2017 
through 2019. She previously worked as a 
Development Executive for LA-based Synthe-
sis Films, as Head of International Sales and 
Acquisitions for ARTE Sales, and as Head of 
Producer Training Initiatives for Sunny Side 
of the Doc. Today she works as a freelance 
producer and consultant, providing creative, 
editorial and strategic consulting to produc-
ers and filmmakers. Production credits in-
clude the feature documentaries “Wake up on 
Mars” by Dea Gjinovci and “Don’t Breathe” by 
Nino Kirtadze, as well as a collection of short 
docs called ELEMENTAL she is currently co-
producing. She is a Hot Docs Blue Ice mentor, 
a member of American Film Showcase and 
participates frequently in filmmaker labs and 
international training initiatives.

Contact details: heidifleisher@gmail.com
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ArSeNAL 

fILMVerLeIh

Arsenal Filmverleih, founded in 1974, is one 
of the oldest independent distribution compa-
nies in Germany. Buying theatrical, TV, Video-
DVD and VOD rights worldwide with focus on 
European cinema, Arsenal Filmverleih has a 
wide-spread interest in style and size of release 
ranging from 25 prints (Debout) to 100 prints or 
more (Just to be sure).

Contact details: k.schaeffer@arsenalfilm.de 
www.arsenalfilm.de
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BeTA CINeMA 

World sales and co-financing company Beta 
Cinema has established itself as a "boutique-
operation" for quality feature films that com-
bine commercial viability with artistic integrity. 
Prime examples are Oscar winners and world-
wide B.O. hits like THE LIVES OF OTHERS, IL 
DIVO, MONGOL and DOWNFALL.
Current highlights include the Emma Watson, 
Daniel Brühl, Michael Nyqvist thriller COLO-
NIA, Sundance Grand Jury Prize winner SAND 
STORM and and 2017 Oscars contender THE 
KING'S CHOICE. The slate of upcoming titles is 
spearheaded by THE HAPPY PRINCE, written 
and directed by Rupert Everett with Rupert Ev-
erett, Colin Firth and Emily Watson, as well as 
WERK OHNE AUTOR, the new film by Oscar-
winner Florian Henckel von Donnersmarck.

Contact details: 
cosima.finkbeiner@betacinema.com
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42film GmbH was founded in 2004. Based in 
Halle, Germany, the production company is 
led by Christoph Kukula and Eike Goreczka. 
42film develops feature films, drama series 
and documentaries giving special attention 
to international co-productions. Among other 
movies, 42film has produced and coproduced 
works such as PIGGIES (Robert Glinski, 
2009), FAMILY FILM (Olmo Omerzu, 2015), 
NATIONAL STREET (Stepan Altrichter 2019) 
and CORN ISLAND (George Ovashvili, 2014). 
The latter won the Crystal Globe at the 2014 
Karlovy Vary International Film Festival and 
was shortlisted for Best Foreign Language 
Film at the 2015 Academy Awards. Two recent 
productions premiered at the 2018 Berlinale 
Festival: LEMONADE (Ioana Uricaru, 2018) 
at the Panorama section and NANOUK (aka 
ÁGA, Milko Lazarov, 2018) Out of Competi-
tion. Both were among other prizes honoured 
with the Golden Heart for the Best director 
and, respectively for the Best Film at the Sara-
jevo International Film Festival 2018.
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Contact details: hoffmann@42film.de 
www.42film.de
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BerLINALe

 
BerLINALe worLd 

CINeMA fUNd

Founded in 2004, the WCF was initiated by 
the German Federal Cultural Foundation and 
the Berlin International Film Festival. It quickly 
established itself as one of the leading insti-
tutions in the field of international film fund-
ing for artistic and innovative productions. 
The WCF concentrates on backing the pro-
duction and distribution of films from Africa, 
Latin America and the Caribbean, the Middle 
East, Central and Southeast Asia, as well as 
Bangladesh, Nepal, Pakistan, Mongolia and 
Sri Lanka. German/European  co-producers 
are the first recipients of the funds, but with-
out exception, WCF funds have to be spent in 
WCF funding regions and countries to help 
the realization of films which otherwise could 
not be produced, i.e feature films and creative 
feature-length documentaries.
The goal is to promote high-quality filmmaking 
in regions with a weak infrastructure for film, 
while fostering cultural diversity in German 
cinemas aswell as supporting collaboration 
between German producers.

Founded in 2004, the WCF was initiated by 
the German Federal Cultural Foundation and 
the Berlin International Film Festival. It quickly 
established itself as one of the leading insti-
tutions in the field of international film fund-
ing for artistic and innovative productions. 
The WCF concentrates on backing the pro-
duction and distribution of films from Africa, 
Latin America and the Caribbean, the Middle 
East, Central and Southeast Asia, as well as 
Bangladesh, Nepal, Pakistan, Mongolia and 
Sri Lanka. German/European co-producers 
are the first recipients of the funds, but with-
out exception, WCF funds have to be spent in 
WCF funding regions and countries to help 
the realization of films which otherwise could 
not be produced, i.e feature films and creative 
feature-length documentaries.
The goal is to promote high-quality filmmaking 
in regions with a weak infrastructure for film, 
while fostering cultural diversity in German 
cinemas aswell as supporting collaboration 
between German producers.

Contact details: www.berlinale.de 
Contact details: worldcinemafund@berlinale.de 
www.berlinale-worldcinemafund.de 
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PArAChUTe fILMS

Parachute Films is an independent film pro-
duction company based in Tbilisi, Georgia 
since 2014. The company works with emerg-
ing talent and seeks to develop, produce and 
co-produce exciting films with contemporary 
themes aimed at international audiences. 
The playground of Parachute Films is a 
combination of author-driven and character-
driven stories with a strong vibe for music. As 
of 2020, the company is producing 3 feature 
fiction films, 1 feature documentary (all sup-
ported by the Georgian National Film Center) 
and 1 short documentary.

Contact details: parashutki@gmail.com 
www.parachutefilms.ge
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CorSo fILM

CORSO Film is a production company in Co-
logne and Stuttgart/Germany, specializing in 
creative documentaries for the national and 
international market. The company considers 
close cooperation with the filmmakers and in-
tensive plot development most important. The 
films of the company are running regularly on 
important festivals like Berlinale, Sundance, 
IDFA oder Locarno and have been awarded 
many times, for example with the Prize of the 
Semaine de la Critique Locarno, the German 
critic´s award or the FIPRESCI Prize at DOK 
Leipzig and have received a nomination for the 
European Film Awards.

Contact details: dd@corsofilm.de
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dISTrIBUTIoN

Deckert Distribution 
is a world sales com-
pany for documen-
taries and stands for 
excellent, director-led, 
award-winning films, 
such as the Sundance-
winner HONEYLAND by 

Ljubomir Stefanov & Tamara Kotevska as well 
as HEIMAT IS A SPACE IN TIME by Thomas 
Heise, MOTHER by Kristof Bilsen and PU-
TIN'S WITNESSES by Vitaly Mansky.
The company was established by managing 
director Heino Deckert in 2003 and is based 
in Leipzig.

Contact details: 
info@deckert-distribution.com 
liselot@deckert-distribution.com
www.deckert-distribution.com
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Connecting Cottbus (coco) is an East West co-
production market and a networking platform 
focusing on Eastern European cinema during 
the FilmFestival Cottbus.
We select thirteen feature film projects in de-
velopment and six works in progress / post-
production. These are presented to a profes-
sional audience of experienced producers, 
buyers, commissioning editors, world sales 
and financiers. Projects must have a connec-
tion to Eastern Europe in subject or production 
context.
The 22nd edition of coco will take place on 
November 4th-6th, 2020 in Cottbus, Germany.
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Contact details: 
m.bendeck@connecting-cottbus.de 
www.connecting-cottbus.de
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CreATIVe eUroPe 
deSk hAMBUrG /

CreATIVe eUroPe 
deSk Nrw

The MEDIA sub-pro-
gramme of Creative 
Europe  (formerly The 
MEDIA Programme of 
the European Union) is 
designed to support the 
European film and au-
diovisual industries. It 

provides support for the development, promo-
tion and distribution of European works within 
Europe and beyond.

The Creative Europe Desk NRW (North Rhine-
Westphalia) is one of five German information 
offices promoting and informing about the EU 
funding programme, Creative Europe MEDIA. 
As a Department of the Film- und Medienstif-
tung NRW, the Desk is based in Düsseldorf 
and provides advice about all MEDIA related 
funding opportunities, training and interna-
tional markets. Alongside individual consult-
ing, the Creative Europe Desk NRW also or-
ganises events on Creative Europe and related 
industry issues.

Contact details: siemen@ced-hamburg.eu 
www.creative-europe-desk.de/media.php
info@ced-nrw.eu,www.creative-europe-desk.de

 
CoIN fILM

COIN FILM has been developing and produc-
ing feature films and high-end documenta-
ries for cinema and television since 1993. All 
of its films are characterized by the filmmak-
er’s individualist approach and artistic profile 
with the main goal being the combination of 
artistic films with ambitious entertainment. 
We are also continually working together 
with new talents. Of the more than 40 films 
produced to date, many have been award-
winning international co-productions.

Contact details: c.kiauk@coin-film.de 
www.coin-film.de
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CALA 

fILMProdUkTIoN 

CALA Filmproduktion Berlin was established 
in 2016 and produces fiction and documen-
tary films for cinema and series for the inter-
national market.
Set up by producer and managing partner 
Martina Haubrich she is supported by her ex-
perienced partners from different fields of the 
industry: Alexandre Geisselmann and Reno 
Koppe as distributors, writers and directors 
Angelina Maccarone and Barbara Albert as 
well as Austrian producer Michael Kitzberger.

Contact details: haubrich@calafilm.de 
www.calafilm.de
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eLeMAG 

PICTUreS

ELEMAG PICTURES is a Leipzig/ Germany 
based film production company focussing on 
developing, co-producing & producing high-
quality international films with a strong ap-
peal to large audiences worldwide. ELEMAG 
PICTURE`s trademark are a very high-artistic 
quality and remarkable human stories of origi-
nality.. The latest production, ANOTHER RE-
ALITY by Noel Dernesch and Olli Waldhauer, 
won at his German national premiere the Au-
dience Award of DOKFest Munich 2019 and 
celebrated its International Premiere at La Se-
maine de la Critique of Locarno International 
Filmfestival. VOLCANO, the fiction debut by 
Roman Bodarchuk, premiered at Karlovy Vary 
International Filmfestival and Filmfest Munich 
2018, has travelled to more than 45 Interna-
tional Filmfestivals and was awarded with 10 
Awards up to now. The ELEMAG PICTURES` 
associates are recognized and multi-awarded 
at numerous Filmfestivals, members and pu-
pils of EPC, ACE and EAVE.

Contact details: tanja@elemagpictures.com
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fILMfeSTIVAL 

CoTTBUS

The FilmFestival Cottbus, founded 30 years 
ago, explores the trends of current feature 
and short filmmaking in Central and Eastern 
Europe. It gives special attention to how film-
makers from this region reflect the changings 
in their societies, by showing a variety of styles 
from arthouse to blockbusters. Thus, it be-
came an audience event and one of the most 
important international showcases for Eastern 
European cinema at the same time, tailored 
for an audience of all age groups. In four com-
petition sections and several special section, 
a total of approx. 200 films are shown, while 
awards in the value of more than 75.000 Euro 
will be given. Sidebar sections are dedicated 
to children's film, Eastern European block-
busters, youth film and regional filmmaking 
while special sections explore relevant social 
and historical isssues. The festival takes place 
3rd to 8th Nov, 2020.

Contact details: 
b.buder@filmfestivalcottbus.de
www.filmfestivalcottbus.de
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DOK Leipzig is one of the leading festivals for 
documentary and animated film. The festival, 
being the first in the world to combine these 
two genres, is built on more than 60 years of 
history and tradition. The festival is a celebra-
tion of films with the highest artistic and inno-
vative approaches to storytelling, embodying 
our values of peace, tolerance, human dignity 
and freedom of expression.
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Contact details: busch@dok-leipzig.de 
www.dok-leipzig.de
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fILMfeST dreSdeN 

- INTerNATIoNAL 
ShorT fILM 

feSTIVAL

FILMFEST DRESDEN is counted among the 
most renowned and best endowed short film 
festivals in Europe and brings short film pro-
ductions from Germany, Europe and the world 
to the cinema screens each year and attracts 
up until 20,000 visitors, including more than 
500 accredited industry professionals.
Prize money totalling over €67,000 is awarded 
in the National and International Competitions 
for animated and fiction films, including spe-
cial prizes such as the ARTE Short Fiction Film 
Prize and the Saxon State Ministry for Science 
and the Fine Arts Promotion Prize, which is 
endowed with €20,000.
Since 2012, the festival’s "etc. - events.train-
ings.connections" section has also organised 
panel discussions, talks, workshops, exhibi-
tions and receptions for media professionals 
attending the festival as an addition to the film 
programmes.
The 32 FILMFEST DRESDEN is being held 
from 21 to 26 April 2020.

Contact details: gaschuetz@filmfest-dresden.de 
www.filmfest-dresden.de

 
dIrk MANThey fILM 

/ LMB

Dirk Manthey Film ug is founded in 2000 in 
Hamburg. Since then DMF has produced a 
large number of films, both feature films and 
documentaries.
The portfolio of our films includes both films 
that allow us to tell their stories through image 
and sound/music as well as films that specifi-
cally address social grievances and thus make 
them visible and tangible.
Since its foundation DMF have been focused 
on international co-productions. In Europe 
as well as in Latin America.  Over the years, 
we‘ve built up good networks in many of the 
countries which with we produce and have 
acquired an understanding of many cultural 
and also film-industry specific idiosyncrasies.
Apart from the activities as a production com-
pany „Dirk Manthey Film / Dirk Manthey“ has 
taken charge of line producing, executive pro-
ducing and post production supervising for 
high budget fiction and docu-fiction films in 
the last years.

Contact details: mail@dirkmanthey.de 
www.dirkmantheyfilm.de
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fILMförderUNG 

hAMBUrG 
SChLeSwIG-

hoLSTeIN

Filmförderung Ham-
burg Schleswig-Hol-
stein supports cinema 
films and exceptional 
TV productions of all 
genres and lengths.  
Scripts, project develop-
ment, production and 

sales are supported in the form of condition-
ally repayable loans, treatments in the form 
of unconditional grants. Screening and film 
presentation support is provided to cinemas 
in Hamburg for high quality film presentations 
and innovative marketing actions.

Contact details: albers@ffhsh.de
rabahallah@ffhsh.de, www.ffhsh.de
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GoeAST-feSTIVAL / 

eAST-weST 
TALeNT LAB

EAST-WEST TALENT LAB: The talent pro-
grams have been particularly important to 
goEast since the very beginning. During the 
20th goEast Film Festival (May, 2-11.2020, 
Wiesbaden) thirty filmmakers from Central 
and Eastern Europe will once again have the 
opportunity to develop their projects and net-
work. Workshops and trainings offer insights 
into topics like filming on location, film fi-
nancing as well as distribution and marketing 
strategies. Every year a master class is held, 
in which renowned filmmakers share their ex-
perience and are available for questions. 
Young filmmakers are accompanied individu-
ally during the goEast festival week and con-
tinue to work on their projects. During the 
public pitch an expert jury will decide in about 
the winners of the EWTL awards: the goEast 
Development Award is endowed with 3,500 
euros. Documentary film projects with a fo-
cus on human rights can also hope  for the 
research grant which comes with a cash prize 
of 3,500 euros as well.

Contact details: andrea.wink@t-online.de 
www.filmfestival-goeast.de
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INTerfILM BerLIN 

MANAGeMeNT 
(ShorT fILM 

feSTIVAL, AGeNCy, 
dISTrIBUTIoN & 

SALeS)

Interfilm Berlin. Short Film Festival. Sales. Dis-
tribution. Agency.
interfilm Berlin's internationally operating 
short film sales and distribution has been es-
tablished in 1999, offering an ever-expanding 
catalogue of internationally successful and 
outstanding short films to cinemas as shorts 
before features and in monthly short film pro-
grams and to TV, internet, educational, closed-
circuit and other media.
interfilm Berlin also hosts the Academy 
Award© qualifying interfilm International Short 
Film Festival Berlin since 1982 as well as the 
KUKI International Short Film Festival for 
Children and Youth Berlin since 2008. Each 
November both festivals bring around 600 
international short films to Berlin, where an 
enthusiastic audience of 23.000 from Kinder-
garten children and teenagers to adults and 
international film professionals celebrates the 
world of short films.

Contact details: acquisition@interfilm.de 
www.interfilm.de/en/sales
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German Films Service + Marketing GmbH is 
the national information and advisory center 
for the promotion of German films worldwide. 
It was established in 1954 under the name 
Export-Union of German Cinema as the um-
brella association for the Association of Ger-
man Feature Film Producers, the Association 
of New German Feature Film Producers and 
the Association of German Film Exporters, and 
operates today in the legal form of a limited 
company. In 2004, the company was reorgan-
ized and now operates under the name: Ger-
man Films Service + Marketing GmbH.

 
GerMAN fILMS 
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Contact details: baumann@german-films.de 
www.german-films.de
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hoPPeNhAUS & 
GrUNZe MedIeN

Hoppenhaus & Grunze Medien is a produc-
tion company for film and audiovisual media 
with a focus on science based in Berlin, Ger-
many. We enjoy producing in a wide variety of 
lengths and formats such as documentaries, 
animation, interview formats and cross media 
web platforms.

Contact details: grunze@hgmedien.com 
www.hgmedien.com

 
fILMförderUNGS-

ANSTALT (ffA)

The FFA is a federal public institution financed 
by a levy on theatres, video and TV provider. 
The support covers all steps of filmmaking 
from writing to distribution and exhibition. It 
also funds film heritage, the promotion of Ger-
man films abroad and film literacy. 
In addition to its own funding, the FFA ad-
ministers the Federal Government Commis-
sioner’s (BKM) funding schemes, in particular 
DFFF and GMPF. 
As a central service-provider for the German 
film industry, the FFA regularly collates, analy-
ses and publishes the most important market 
data of the film, exhibition and video industries 
in Germany.
On an international level, the FFA collaborates 
with its partners from Europe and beyond to 
support development of cross-border projects 
and co-productions.

Contact details: honold@ffa.de
www.ffa.de
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Mdr

MDR is a public service channel of the ARD 
Network, based in Leipzig. It runs a 24/7 chan-
nel being broadcast by cable, satellite, terres-
trial network and internet. The station also 
delivers program to the national ARD network 
as well as to ARTE and 3sat. This department 
is responsible for the Factual program History, 
Science, Wildlife, Arts and Religion producing 
documentaries, features, magazines and live 
broadcast of cultural events. 

Contact details: www.mdr.de
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MITTeLdeUTSChe 

MedIeNfoerderUNG

Mitteldeutsche Medienförderung GmbH 
(MDM) is a regional film and media fund in 
Germany which awards funding to promis-
ing theatrical films, high-end TV programmes 
and new media projects shot and/or post-
produced in Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt and 
Thuringia. Funding is available for all phases 
of creation, from script development through 
production to distribution. In order to be eli-
gible, production companies must spend at 
least the amount of the funds awarded in the 
region. The funding has to be repaid from the 
revenues of the project. MDM supports all 
genres such as feature films, documentaries, 
animated films, interactive projects, games 
and innovative VR or AR content with a spe-
cial focus on children films and media. Due 
to the international network of the producers 
based in its region, MDM has a long tradition 
in funding international co-productions with a 
special focus on central and eastern Europe. 
MDM is a partner of the German-Polish- and 
the Dutch-German-Co-Film Fund.

Contact details: info@mdm-online.de 
www.mdm-online.de
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oMA INGe fILM

Oma Inge Film was founded in 2015 by 
Frauke Kolbmüller in Hamburg, Germany. 
Working on both, independent and commer-
cial films, focusing on national and interna-
tional feature films, series and documentaries. 
The latest film is Nora Fingscheidt’s debut 
drama SYSTEM CRASHER, that among others 
won the silver bear Alfred-Bauer-Prize at the 
69th Berlinale and was the German entry for 
International Film Oscar® 2020. Other films 
are the tragic comedy debut MAYBE, BABY! 
by Julia Becker, that aired in cinemas in 2018 
and international award winning documentary 
A SERENADE FOR FANNY by Monique Mar-
modée. Oma Inge Film stands for infinite and 
profound stories and a home where filmmak-
ers can live their creativity.

Contact details: frauke@omaingefilm.de
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After being the Head of Fiction at ZDF/arte, 
now independent as tutor, consultant and pro-
ducer with a focus on director driven cinema 
and limited series.
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Contact details: info@meinolfzurhorst.com
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NeUe BIoSkoP fILM

The Bioskop brand is closely connected to 
German film history. Bioskop Film was found-
ed in 1973 and produced important works of 
New German Cinema such as DIE BLECH-
TROMMEL, which won the Palme d’Or of the 
Cannes Film Festival, the German Film Award 
and an Oscar; or HOMO FABER, which also 
received a German Film Award as well as the 
Producers' Prize of the Bavarian Film Prize. 
In 2001, the operational business was trans-
ferred to the Neue Bioskop Film, with Dietmar 
Güntsche as managing director. Since then, 
films such as ANGST, EIGHT MILES HIGH, 
WHERE IS FRED, JACK or THE OPERATIVE 
have been produced. In spring of 2008, the 
Neue Bioskop Television GmbH was founded 
in order to produce films for the TV market as 
well. At the end of 2017, we started our sec-
ond branch in Leipzig. With this new location 
we want to combine our experience of many 
years with the fresh ideas of a young team.

Contact details: rohe@bioskop.de 
www.bioskop.de

 
oSTLIChT 

fILMProdUkTIoN

Ostlicht filmproduction GmbH is located in 
Weimar, Germany. ostlicht is owned and man-
aged by Marcel Lenz und Guido Schwab. ost-
licht focusses on development and production 
of feature films and series for national and in-
ternational audience. 
The range spans from family entertainment to 
drama and genre films.

Contact details: guido.schwab@ostlicht.de 
ostlicht.de
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The MEDIENBOARD 
BERLIN-BRANDEN-
BURG GmbH is the 
central institution for film 
funding and media-relat-
ed issues in Germany’s 
capital region. As a pub-
lic fund MEDIENBOARD 

supports national and international film projects 
in all categories and other activities.  Addition-
ally, MEDIENBOARD offers special programs for 
funding geared to projects in co-production with 
Poland and Turkey. The film fund is increased 
through co-operative partnerships with major 
German broadcasters.
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MedIeNBoArd 

BerLIN-
BrANdeNBUrG

Contact details: b.manthey@medienboard.de
k.niehuusoffice@medienboard.de
www.medienboard.de
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PLUTo fILM

Pluto Film is a world sales company special-
ized in distribution of exceptional feature films 
from around the globe and devoted to bringing 
feature films to the international market and 
worldwide audiences.
We promote high-quality fiction films from 
around the globe with a focus on arthouse and 
cross-over films as well as debut features by 
emerging talents.

Contact details: daniela@plutofilm.de 
www.plutofilm.de
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rBB/ArTe

As public broadcaster for Germany's capital 
Berlin and the state of Brandenburg, RBB is 
part of the ARD and ARTE networks.

Contact details: www.rbb-online.de
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Picture Tree International GmbH is a world-
sales & production company with headquar-
ters in Berlin. The core business of the com-
pany is worldwide licensing of film rights and 
the coproduction of international feature films 
in an integrated business model.
Picture Tree International GmbH was founded 
in December 2012 and currently represents 
up to 12 theatrical feature films per year, rang-
ing from mainstream to arthouse cross-over 
productions.
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Contact details: 
rickard@picturetree-international.com
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PooL ProdUCTIoN 

The pool production GmbH is the organizer 
of FilmFestival Cottbus - Festival of East Euro-
pean Cinema as well as of the East-West co-
production market connecting cottbus since 
2001.

Contact details: info@filmfestival-cottbus.de 
www.filmfestivalcottbus.de 
www.connecting-cottbus.de

 
SCreeN 

INTerNATIoNAL

Martin Blaney studied German and Russian 
before completing a PhD on German cinema 
and television in 1987. He has been living in 
Germany since 1988, working both as a jour-
nalist and a moderator for numerous pitch-
ing fora and film industry events throughout 
Europe.

Contact details: mblaney@web.de
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Established in 2012, PETROLIO is a filmmakers' 
production cooperative founded by the auteurs 
Hannes Lang, Carmen Losmann, and Mareike 
Wegener. Lang's „I WANT TO SEE THE MANAG-
ER“, a German-Italian co-production that pre-
miered in competition at CPH:DOX in November 
2015 is Petrolio's production firstling. 2019 the 
short „RIAFN“ by Hannes Lang premiered at Vi-
sions du Réel in Nyon, winning awards at festi-
vals like Oberhausen Short Film Festival, Trento 
Film Festival and Flickers’ Rhode Island Film 
Festival. Currently Mareike Wegener’s short „X“ 
is in postproduction and „ECHO“ is in prepara-
tion. Soon, Carmen Losmann’s „OECONOMIA“ 
will premiere.

 
PeTroLIo fILM

Contact details: office@petroliofilm.de 
www.petroliofilm.de
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The MATCh 

fACTory

World sales company The Match Factory is 
dedicated to bringing the finest in arthouse 
cinema to the international market. Since our 
founding in 2006, our passion has been to 
work with films of signature and vision from 
around the globe. The Match Factory has built 
strong relationships with acclaimed directors 
and producers, while working simultaneously 
to discover promising new filmmakers with a 
powerful original style.

Contact details: 
tobias.pausinger@matchfactory.de 
www.the-match-factory.com
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wdr

WDR is a public channel based in Cologne 
with a long tradition in creative documentaries.

Contact details: jutta.krug@wdr.de 
www.wdr.de
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Tamtam Film was 
founded by producers 
Andrea Schütte and 
Dirk Decker in 2012. 
Whether established 
film professional or 
emerging filmmaker, it 
is the breeding ground 
for exceptional films 
about unconventional 
characters, with both 
artistic and commercial 
appeal for national and 
international markets 
alike. An EAVE alumni 
and member of the Eu-

ropean Film Academy, Tamtam Film is par-
ticularly committed to mindful, sustainable 
and fair film production and, as a member of 
the German Film Producers Association, the 
AG Dok and the initiative "Hamburg lebt Kino" 
to developments and improvements relevant 
to the industry and Hamburg as a produc-
tion location. No matter platform or format, 
our award-winning portfolio is entertaining, 
demanding and as diversified and versatile as 
the stories we want to tell.
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Contact details: dd@tamtamfilm.com 
www.tamtamfilm.com
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ThUrNfILM 

THURN FILM is producing documentaries 
both for TV and cinema, including interna-
tional coproductions. TASTE THE WASTE with 
more than 130,000 viewers and 10 BILLIONS 
with over 56,000 viewers were the most suc-
cessful documentaries in German cinemas in 
2011/12 and 2015.
We are experienced in impact campaigns and 
developing innovative online or cross-media 
projects.
THURN FILM has been cooperating with 
broadcasters like ARTE, WDR, NDR, cinema 
distributors like PROKINO and world sales 
like AUTLOOK for a long time. The films have 
been shown on international markets such as 
the IDFA or the BERLINALE and at renowned 
international festivals such as the CPH:DOX. 
They were broadcasted in more than 40 coun-
tries around the world and won important 
awards such as the Justice Prize of the Santa 
Barbara International Filmfestival (USA).

Contact details: produktion@thurnfilm.de 
www.thurnfilm.de

 
weydeMANN BroS

Weydemann Bros. produces films and series 
for the German and international market. We 
are guided by the vision of an equally politi-
cal and entertaining filmic story-telling. For 
us, film is always a critical observation of the 
times and the world in which we live. Our 
goal is to make many people laugh and cry 
with our films and to make them reflect. We 
develop projects together with authors and 
directors and build long-term creative part-
nerships.

Contact details: 
www.weydemannbros.com
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Soilfilms was founded in 2013 by four female 
filmmakers. The mission of the creative team is 
to carry out projects with a sociocultural, diverse, 
female and artistic relevance. 
Soilfilms has directed and produced award-
winning feature films and documentaries which 
were released at International (A) - Film Festi-
vals. The founders produce and direct films in 
co-production with ARTE, 3SAT, SWR, BR and 
ZDF and works with the support of German re-
gional and state funds.

 
SoILfILMS MedIA

Contact details: silvana@soilfilms.com 
www.soilfilms.com
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SQUAred 
SQUAre

Squared Square, is an urban nonprofit or-
ganization based in Piraeus. It is consisted 
of a group of young filmmakers who wish to 
be active in the political cinema and respond 
with direct shootings to the historical events 
taking place. Since 2009 we have produced 
plenty of awarded international short films 
and cultural spots (National Greek theater, 
Athens Biennale).  Especially the Athens Bi-
enalle spot was censorshiped  from Greek Na-
tional TV, prompting widespread support and 
heightened interest from the press and social 
media in Greece and abroad (ARTE). We aim 
to promote political art and active culture by 
creating modern audiovisual projects focus-
ing on modern social matters. Most of our 
productions have participated in national and 
international festivals and have been awarded 
prestigious prices and have been broadcasted 
by many TV stations around the world (ARTE, 
CNC, SBS, ERT, NIBC etc..) Especially the 
short film Casus Belli, Out of Frame, Washing-
tonia, Yellow Fieber.

Contact details: antigonirota@gmail.com
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TheSSALoNIkI Iff

The Thessaloniki IFF is the top film festival of 
South Eastern Europe, the presentation plat-
form for the year's Greek productions, and the 
primary and oldest festival in the Balkans for 
the creations of emerging film makers from all 
over the world. Agora, Thessaloniki’s Market, 
has established a productive and unique form 
of helping and introducing professionals from 
South-Eastern Europe and the Mediterranean 
region to the invited industry professionals, 
consultants, tutors and potential collaborators. 
Its activities include Crossroads Co-production 
Forum (deadline: 15.7.2020),  Agora Works in 
Progress (deadline: 4.9.2020) and Film Mar-
ket (deadline: 25.9.2020). The organization 
also hosts the Documentary Festival (March 
6-15.3.2020),  Docs in Progress deadline: 
24.1.2020, Doc Market deadline: 30.1.2020.

Contact details: vergou@filmfestival.gr 
www.filmfestival.gr
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Heretic Outreach operates as the international 
festivals and sales arm of the company. It is 
the first agent of its kind made by the region 
for the region and aims at becoming the re-
gion’s key partner for solid strategies in festi-
vals, sales and alternative distribution models. 
Initially focusing on films that have been pro-
duced or co-produced by South Eastern Eu-
ropean countries, Heretic Outreach has since 
expanded its territory to the rest of Europe 
and the world. Heretic Outreach’s main activ-
ity concentrates on the circulation of its films 
through festivals, increasing by extension their 
exposure to other distribution circuits, such as 
theatrical distribution, TV sales and VoD.
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Contact details: www.heretic.gr
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STUdIoBAUhAUS 

StudioBauhaus, based in Athens and found-
ed in 2014, quickly established itself as an 
emerging production company that aims to 
tell stories with a solid narrative for interna-
tional audiences, while working with young, 
promising and established directors. Vardis 
Marinakis’ recently completed sophomore 
feature "Zizotek" (2019) premiered at Karlovy 
Vary IFF Competition in 2019. Araceli Lemos’ 
debut Holy Emy (CineLink 2017 winner, EAVE 
& TTB project) has already secured fund-
ing from Greece and France and is currently 
in production. Elina Psykou’s (Son of Sofia, 
2017) 3rd project "Patrimonial Fears & Other 
Symptoms", in development in association 
with Homemade Films, was presented at Ber-
lin FF’s Co-Pro Market. StudioBauhaus also 
ran the Athens painting-animation studio for 
the Oscar-nominated Loving Vincent (2017). 
"Riviera" by Orfeas Peretzis (Crossroads 2019) 
is in financing stage, has already secured 
production finding through the French-Greek 
mini treaty.

Contact details: kvassilaros@studiobauhaus.gr 
www.studiobauhaus.gr

 
CreATIVe eUroPe 

deSk hUNGAry

Creative Europe Desk Hungary is part of a 
European network of contact points for pro-
fessionals working in the audiovisual, cultural 
and creative industries offering consultancy 
related to the Creative Europe Programme in 
Hungary. 
Creative Europe Desk Hungary is responsible 
for informing and advising the professionals in 
the cultural and creative sector about the poli-
cies and programmes of the European Union. 
We guide professionals to funding opportu-
nities, training programmes and networking 
possibilities in the framework of the Creative 
Europe programme.
Creative Europe Desk Hungary is an infor-
mation office for the European Union’s Crea-
tive Europe funding programme. The MEDIA 
strand of Creative Europe Desk provides ad-
vice, support and information on Creative 
Europe funding support for the audiovisual 
industry.

Contact details: 
adam.paszternak@kreativeuropa.hu 
media.kreativeuropa.hu
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Launched in early 2010, 
WOLF is a Berlin based 
boutique PR and Mar-
keting firm specialized 
in helping filmmakers 
effectively communicate 
and achieve their vision. 
WOLF's approach en-

compasses the entire production cycle: from 
overcoming initial obstacles to getting a new 
project noticed to preparing completed films 
for launch at major international film festivals. 
Starting at the Berlin International Film Festival 
in 2010, WOLF has handled international press 
for more than a hundred films selected in ma-
jor international film festivals including Berlin, 
Cannes, Venice, Toronto, Rotterdam and San 
Sebastián. WOLF also functions as a full service 
creative agency conceiving, designing and pro-
ducing attractive and effective marketing mate-
rials for our clients. WOLF collaborates in vari-
ous capacities with clients including Memento 
Films International, XYZ Films, Wild Bunch, The 
Match Factory, New Europe Film Sales, West-
End Films, Celluloid Dreams or Films Boutique.
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woLf 

CoNSULTANTS

Contact details: hello@wolf-con.com 
www.wolf-con.com
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fILMfABrIQ 
CINeMArT

Filmfabriq Ltd. was founded, in 2012, produc-
ing partner László Dreissiger joined in the be-
ginning of 2016.
In 2018 the company took two big steps: pro-
duced its first feature film and TV movie at the 
same time: the upcoming TV-film for Academy 
Award winner Kristóf Deák titled ‘Captives’ and 
first feature titled ‘Impromptu’, directed by 
Zoltán Nagy, with funding from the Hungar-
ian National Film Fund Incubator Programme. 
Both films were released in November-De-
cember, 2019.
Other notable recent productions of Filmfabriq 
include ‘The Three Kurtágs’ (in co-production 
with France) and the second short of Kristóf 
Deák, titled ‘Best Game Ever’ (screened in 
Short Shorts Tokyo, Brest and Interfilm).
About further current projects: ‘Nagykarác-
sony’ directed by Daniel Tiszeker can proceed 
to pre-production, feature documentary ‘One 
Boy’ by Alexa Bakony is in production. A slate 
of new exciting projects are in development: 
besides Some birds a historical TV series and 
a youth TV movie.

Contact details: dreissigerl@yahoo.com
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Good kIdS

Good Kids is a Budapest-based boutique pro-
duction company founded by Patricia D’Intino  
focusing on upcoming directors and creative 
development as well as offering service pro-
duction for international projects.

Contact details: patricia@goodkids.tv 
www.goodkids.tv
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ELF PICTURES was founded in 2016 by for-
mer freelance producers András Pires Muhi 
and Ágnes Horváth-Szabó. In 2018 Viki Réka 
Kiss joined the team. Before they joined forc-
es, the three producers have worked in films 
such as GRANNY PROJECT, ON BODY AND 
SOUL, A WOMAN CAPTURED, JUST THE 
WIND, LILY LANE, SON OF SAUL, IT’S NOT 
THE TIME OF MY LIFE and many more. 
ELF gives voice to the next generation of film-
makers, tackling a wide spectrum of topics, 
renewing the recognition of “documentary 
genre” within the Hungarian society. The pro-
duced the diploma films of the documentary 
class at the Hungarian University of Film and 
Arts in 2019. From 2020, ELF develops fiction 
projects as well.
ELF Pictures debuted with the Sarajevo Jury 
Special Prize winner NINE MONTH WAR 
(2018), co-produced OCCUPATION 1968 and 
THE BARON RETURNS the same year. Their 
supporters include the Doha Film Institute, 
HBO Europe, Creative Europe, private inves-
tors and the National Film Institute Hungary.
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Contact details: agnes@elfpictures.hu 
http://elfpictures.hu
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fP fILMS

FP Films is a private company funded by pro-
ducer Péter Fülöp. FP produced 3 feature 
films in the last two years. "Deva" (the com-
pany's first feature) was supported by the Ven-
ice Biennale Cinema College and premiered at 
the 75th International Film Festival in Venice.

Contact details: peter@fpfilms.hu

 
Good PITCh / 

PALANTír fILM 
foUNdATIoN

The Foundation aims to increase the utiliza-
tion of the documentary in the society. Our 
organization is dedicated to the preservation 
of cultural diversity and interest. Our projects 
with the documentary use are promoting so-
cial awareness, the need and responsibility 
of forming an opinion. To achieve this: the 
development and realization of alternative 
film distribution strategies, organizing pro-
fessional events, workshops, publishing film 
making publications, database management 
and providing information, archiving, educa-
tion, fostering young talent, film making. The 
Foundation has also the profile to organize 
documentary film festivals and make film 
collections about the actual social questions 
and recently to take part in the organization 
of GOOD PITCH Berlin.

Contact details: 
komlosi.orsolya@palantirfilm.hu 
http://palantirfilm.hu
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Éclipse Film is a Budapest-based independent 
film production company, founded by Julianna 
Ugrin in 2011. The company concentrates on 
high-quality productions with relevant, par-
ticular or artistic content. It develops and pro-
duces mainly documentaries, but also author 
fiction films, commercials and corporate films 
on an international level.  Since its foundation, 
Éclipse Film has managed to connect young, tal-
ented Hungarian filmmakers with experienced 
members of the industry. Our films, distributed 
worldwide, have participated at festivals like 
Sundance, IDFA,  Sarajevo IFF, to name but a 
few. “A Woman Captured” was nominated for 
the European Film Award in 2018.

 
éCLIPSe fILM

Contact details: julianna.ugrin@eclipsefilm.hu 
www.eclipsefilm.hu
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JoyrIder

Born in Central-Eastern Europe, Joyrider is 
a creative network with a mission to develop 
premium serialized visual narratives for mul-
tiple platforms.
 Our primary focus is on high-concept, genre-
based shows built around a strong, deeply 
resonant thematic core. Our projects have an 
international appeal: Central European sensi-
bilities and storytelling traditions meet Western 
narrative structures and standards resulting in 
unique, innovative and compelling series, ca-
pable of making the grade worldwide

Contact details: gabor.krigler@joyridertv.com 
www.joyridertv.com
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MIrAGe fILM - 

ANdroMedA fILMS

MIRAGE FILM is a Budapest-based film pro-
duction company, was launched in 2010, and 
led by producer ANDREA TASCHLER, a grad-
uate of the University of Theatre and Film Arts, 
a member of the European Film Academy, a 
graduate of producer training EAVE 2012 a 
participant of Producers on Move 2013.  
We aim to produce narrative fiction and 
documentary projects to the highest possible 
standard with creating a supportive and inspir-
ing environment for filmmakers who possess 
original and distinctive or even radical cine-
matic vision, to produce cutting edge, valiant, 
and innovative projects, which have the power 
to strengthen the diversity of cinema.
After a decade of participating in various Eu-
ropean co-productions, we opened a new 
branch in Casablanca (Morocco) ECLIPSE 
FILMS, led by director-producer YASSINE 
MARCO MARROCCU, with the clear intention 
of focusing on projects from the MENA region.

Contact details: taschler@miragefilm.hu 
www.miragefilm.hu
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The Hungarian National Film Fund provides 
financial and professional support for the fol-
lowing types of applications for full-length fea-
ture films, documentaries and animations:
-Script development
-Project development
-Production
-Support for special projects
-Marketing and distribution
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Contact details: www.mnf.hu
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MATCh frAMe 
ProdUCTIoNS 

Match Frame Productions is a Budapest and 
New York based film production company, 
focusing on documentaries and short films 
that deal with social issues. Noémi Veronika 
Szakonyi and Máté Artúr Vincze founded the 
company in 2015 in order to give support and 
background to young documentary filmmak-
ers. Noemi and Mate’s class were the first 
documentary directing MA course graduates 
in Hungary. Match Frame became a melting 
pot for these filmmakers where ideas can be 
exchanged and it also serves as a brainstorm-
ing workshop. Noemi and Mate participated 
with their projects at EAVE, EsoDoc, Ex Ori-
ente, WEMW, Sundance Industry Meetings 
where they established a wide network. The 
first feature projects of Match Frame are sup-
ported by Sundance Institute, HBO Europe, 
the Hungarian National Film Fund and Crea-
tive Europe MEDIA.

Contact details: info@matchframe.hu

 
MyThBerG fILMS

Mythberg Films is a feature and television 
film-production company based in Budapest, 
Hungary.
During its 20 years of operation, Mythberg 
Films has produced or co-produced numer-
ous successful feature and television films 
and has worked with renowned directors 
(e.g. Jerzy Skolimowski, Miklos Jancso), but 
is very much focusing on younger talents too. 
Beyond its self-developed majority films, the 
company is intensely focusing on internation-
al co-productions and has collaborated with 
many international countries like UK, Ger-
many, Austria, Poland, Norway, The Nether-
lands, Romania, Belgium, etc.

Contact details: jberger@mythbergfilms.hu 
http://mythbergfilms.hu
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HBO Europe currently provides basic and pre-
mium channels to fifteen countries: Hungary, 
the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, Ro-
mania, Bulgaria, Moldova, Slovenia, Croatia, 
Serbia, Kosovo, Montenegro, Macedonia and 
Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Netherlands. 
HBO Europe offers five high quality movie 
channels (HBO, HBO2, HBO Comedy, Cin-
emax and Cinemax2); HBO Europe also offers 
the latest on demand services with HBO On 
Demand, the subscription video-on-demand 
service, and HBO GO, the broadband sub-
scription service that gives the subscriber un-
paralleled flexibility and program choice. 

 
hBo hUNGAry

Contact details: info@hbo.eu
www.hbo.hu
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SZereTfILM 

STúdIó

The Szeretfilm Studio provides opportunities 
for filmmakers living in Center and West Eu-
rope, thinkers of community film projects, and 
assistance in implementing their film plans. 
The works can be documentaries, short films, 
animation and commercials, feature films or 
other film-video projects. We organize extrem 
special location services in the area Lake Bala-
ton - like in the air and on the water film shoot-
ing. We provide dramaturgical, tender, and 
production support for these, and we want to 
take care of the finished artwork from a mar-
keting and sales standpoint. Our film studio 
attaches great importance to serving local 
businesses with commercials, making com-
mercials and promotional films in a modern, 
marketable spirit.

Contact details: studio@szeretfilm.hu 
www.szeretfilm.hu

After several years of 
practicing in the legal 
field and public sec-
tor  of the film industry 
I have started my pro-
ducer career in 2017.  
The focus of my activ-
ity is setting up projects 

with a solid coproduction structure, seeking 
stories with a strong social and human dimen-
sion, that are marketable in the international 
scene.
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Contact details: balazs.zachar@gmail.com
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ALBoLINA fILM

Albolina Film srl, based in Bolzano (South 
Tyrol, Italy), is a film production and service 
company with a local as well as an interna-
tional outlook. We produce and co-produce 
documentaries and films for theatrical re-
lease and TV broadcasting. We have gath-
ered ample experience as co-producers and, 
being a subsidiary company of Edition Raetia 
GmbH, a publishing firm, we own the rights 
to numerous books, providing rich material 
for film scripts, and are constantly on the 
lookout for co-production partners.

Contact details: roberto@albolina.org 
www.albolina.org
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The company was set up by Károly Fehér in 
2003. Initially it produced commercials for na-
tional and international clients, later the activity 
has grown to a short, animation and feature film 
production company. The success of the two 
theatrically released feature films (The Wednes-
day Child by Lili Horváth and The Citizen, by 
Roland Vranik) confirmed that the company is 
on the right track as an independent and award-
winning film production company.

 
PoPfILM

Contact details: karcsi@popfilm.hu 
www.popfilm.hu
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A_LAB Srl is a audiovis-
ual production company, 
located in Trieste.
It was founded in Janu-
ary 2017 and it is a natu-
ral evolution of the first lit-
tle company, when there 
was only one partner.

In January 2017, the two partner growing up in 
big audiovisual company, with two head office: in 
Trieste for Cinema and Tv and in Milan for ADV.
Two partner, two soul: audio and video. One part-
ner is Debora Desio – producer, the other Franc-
esco Morosini - sound designer.
A_LAB manage pre-production and production 
(still to research fund to report final costs, in-
cluded the production), sound mixer and boom 
operator, sound design (dolby atmos 5.1 and 7.1 
// he 7.1.4), color grading.

Agherose is an audio-
visual production com-
pany founded in 2010 in 
Udine by some experts 
in the cinematographic 
and television field. We 
make documentaries 
and corporate videos and 

we collaborate with foreign partners to develop 
and produce projects mainly for the television 
market. Our main interest is the development of 
historical and contemporary documentaries by 
focusing on individual and collective memory 
and reusing the archival audiovisual material.
Among the tv production we can mention: "In-
canto" by Marco D’Agostini (2019), "Int/Art", 3 
series of 5 short monographic documentaries 
each (2016-2018), "Parole Povere" by Franc-
esca Archibugi (2013), "Over the line" by Dorino 
Minigutti (2011). We are currently working on 
the documentary "Atlas of Memory" by Dorino 
Minigutti (in post-production) and on the de-
velopment of the short films "Astronaut to UFO" 
by Debora Vrizzi (fiction/experimental) and "The 
Dark Vein" by Luca Bertossi (fiction/horror).
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A_LAB

 
AGheroSe

Contact details: info@a-lab.eu 
debora@a-lab.eu, www.a-lab.eu

Contact details: anna.ditoma@agherose.com
dorino.minigutti@agherose.com
www.agherose.com
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APULIA fILM 

CoMMISSIoN 
foUNdATIoN

 
ArTeMedIA

Established by Regional Law, the Apulia Film 
Commission Foundation was founded in 
2007, in order to draw both domestic and in-
ternational audiovisual productions to Puglia, 
by creating an industrial production chain of 
audiovisual media, developing professional 
expertise and competences throughout the 
region, encouraging the creation and devel-
opment of companies operating in the field, 
carrying out audience development activities, 
coordinating the entire regional sector and 
promoting film culture in Puglia.
Since 2007, Apulia Film Commission has re-
ceived more than 500 audiovisual works, fund-
ing more than 300 - in cooperation with the 
Puglia Region - with over 20 million Euros and 
an economic impact of more than 80 million 
Euros. The financial effects, along with the eco-
nomic impact generated within the territories, 
amounts to over 100 million Euros. Some of 
the authors who have been in Puglia in recent 
years are: Ermanno Olmi, Paul Haggis, Ter-
rence Malick, Matteo Garrone, Bruno Dumont.

Artemedia is an independent production com-
pany based in Udine, Friuli Venezia Giulia.
Artemedia has been engaged with different 
formats (documentaries, video clips, shorts), 
each of them braved with technical care and 
creativity.
In this edition of the WEMW, Elisabetta is fo-
cused on the promotion of her first multi-award-
winning feature film “Three the Movie”, and 
she is looking for international television sales.
An extract from one of the many enthusiastic 
reviews:
Cinema at its purest makes its way through the 
beautiful breath of images opening a movie 
that celebrates human beings. It celebrates 
them on the very stage of their lives, it paints 
their concrete, real and painful existence, 
theater of such secret and subtle events, as 
proclaimed through a vibrant ode to the spec-
tacle of a timeless and placeless Comèdie Hu-
maine. - Dario Carta, Cinemalia.biz
https://vimeo.com/147738871 (trailer)

Contact details: 
raffaella.delvecchio@apuliafilmcommission.it
www.apuliafilmcommission.it

Contact details: elisabetta@artemedia.ud.it
www.artemedia.ud.it
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BIoGrAfILM 

feSTIVAL
 

BeLkA MedIA

Biografilm Festival is a young and dynamic 
film festival for long fiction and documentary 
films. It is a 10-day long festival taking place 
in Bologna, Italy in June. The festival has over 
120.000 visitors participating the screen-
ings and various activities and screens ap-
proximately 100 films every year. The focus is 
strongly on new, European fiction and docu-
mentary films, which are biopics or character 
driven audiovisual works, showcasing current 
social and political changes in the European 
society.

Belka Media is a multimedia production com-
pany that deals with all aspects of audiovisual 
production: documentaries, advertising, fic-
tion, educational and cross-media.
Belka Media was founded by producers Elisa-
betta Ursella and Massimo Garlatti-Costa, a 
graduate of European Media Courses such as 
Pixel Lab, Eave, Ties That Bind and Eurodoc.
Belka Media and its sister company Raja 
Films – www.rajafilms.com - have produced 
documentaries that have been distributed, 
awarded and screened by Festivals and Cin-
emas worldwide.
Amongst the others: Missus the last battle, 
Isonzofront, UZC Border Zone Office, When 
the Earth Calls, New Italians, Earthen Men, Elio 
Bartolini, The Other Side of Rock, the docu-
mentaries series SunsAtor and Int in Curt and 
the latest documentary: Predis a nation denied.
Belka Media is currently co-producing Lin-
gua Mater, a documentary that embraces the 
world of minority languages and the feature 
film The Quest For The Lost IP, with British 
company Perfectmotion.

Contact details: pasanen@biografilm.it 
www.biografilm.it

Contact details: info@belkamedia.com 
www.belkamedia.com
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ALTreforMe

Altreforme is an arts 
company that organizes 
and produces cultural 
events. Over the past 
few years it has become 
involved in the produc-
tion of artistic, historical 
and social documenta-
ries. These documen-
taries are characterized 
by a stylistic approach 
that integrates a range 
of disciplines, most 
particularly the visual 
arts. Latest works: In un 

futuro aprile (In a future April) by Francesco 
Costabile and Federico Savonitto, “Cinema 
Grattacielo” by Marco Bertozzi, “La linea sot-
tile” (The thin line) by Paola Sangiovanni and 
Nina Mimica, “Il nemico su tutti i fronti” by 
Remigio Guadagnini and Paolo Comuzzi.

Contact details: mail@altreforme.net
federico.savonitto@gmail.com
mail@altreforme.net
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Articolture is an independ-
ent production company 
Italy-based, dedicated to 
the development and crea-
tion of films and audiovis-
ual projects. Since 2009, 
Articolture has worked with 
young writers and directors 
from the area. The Com-
pany manages the movie 
production encouraging 
the engagement of local 
communities and stake-
holders according to each 
project’s issues, in order to 
maximize the film-making 
social impact. In 2016 
Articolture started feature 
films production with “The 
Asteroids”, by G. Mac-
cioni, premiered at 70° 

Locarno Film Festival; followed by “Zen in the ice 
rift”, by Margherita Ferri, the Italian project sup-
ported by Biennale College Cinema 2017/2018 
and L’Agnello, by Mario Piredda, premiered in 
Alice nella Città – official selection 2019.

 
ArTICoLTUre

Contact details: an.brusa@gmail.com
chiara.galloni@articolture.it
ivan.olgiati@articolture.it
marcoscotuzzi@gmail.com, www.articolture.it
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CANdy GLASS

Candy Glass is a production company that 
develops and produces documentaries, TV 
formats and branded content. 
At the moment, it is in production with "NEV-
ER WHISTLE ALONE", a documentary about 
whistleblowing and corruption, and "ISLAND", 
a documentary about the cadets' life at the 
Naval Military School in Venice. 
In collaboration with the Italian association 
CONAI, it has recently produced THE INFI-
NITE PLAN, a documentary about recycling, 
for the G7 Environment.
It is in development with the documentary 
THE OBSERVERS about the research activities 
at the Biorobotics Institute in Pisa. 
The release of the crime documentary NEVER 
WHISTLE ALONE is estimated for early 2019.

Contact details: marco@candy-glass.com 
www.candy-glass.com
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BIZef ProdUZIoNe 

Bizef Produzione is based on the experience 
and creative vision of Stefania Casini and Gi-
ancarlo Soldi, both long-time multimedia pro-
fessionals, who have been working in docu-
mentaries, multimedia projects, and corporate 
films since 2005. Thanks to the two partners’ 
different but complementary approaches to 
the creative documentary, the company de-
velops and produces docs on social issues as 
well as on art and artist biopics and Vr. Re-
cent titles: Nessuno siamo perfetti, awarded 
with the prestigious Nastro d’Argento, A blow 
to the Mafia, Palermo's secret waters, Made 
in Albania, Five wor(L)ds, presented at Rome 
Film Festival and nominated for a Golden 
Globe and a Nastro d’Argento, Searching for 
Valentina.The world of Guido Crepax selected 
for Venice Film Festival, Lost memories, a Vr 
experience officially selected for WVRF.
Recent Vr Mare Nostrum.The nightmare se-
lected for Thessaloniki filmfestival, 360 Satis 
Paris.

Contact details: bizefproduzione@mac.com
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Border Studio is an in-
dependent film studio, 
located in Friuli Ven-
ezia Giulia, Italy. It was 
awarded in a start-ups 
to social innovation. It 
was born in 2014 as the 
natural combination of 
the professional abili-
ties of the three found-
ing members. Giordano 
Bianchi, author, direc-
tor and DOP, gathered 
a decennial experience 

in the audio-visual and documentary sector, 
always accompanied by his colleague Martina 
Marafatto, author, director and editor. Paola 
Sponda, with a long experience in the private 
cultural sector as administrator and producer, 
joined them on a second instance. Border Stu-
dio produces and co-produces mainly docu-
mentary films supported by national funds. 
They produce documentaries purchased by 
international broadcasters. They also cooper-
ates with film festivals, international cultural 
events, training agencies and schools.

 
Border STUdIo

Contact details: info@borderstudio.it 
www.borderstudio.it
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Cinema Key is an inde-
pendent film production 
project based in the 
Venice area, special-
izing in documentary, 
short and experimental 
films, and also devel-
oping multimedia com-

munication projects. Shaping images and 
sounds, Cinema Key builds stories using film 
as medium.
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CINeMA key

Contact details: info@cinemakey.it 
marinkov.davor@gmail.com
www.cinemakey.it
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CINeMA&VIdeo 
INTerNATIoNAL

 
CINeMAUNdICI

Trade magazine about cinema and audiovisual 
industry, distributed in international markets 
and festivals

Cinemaundici is one of 
the leading Italian pro-
duction companies. In 
the Nineties, the com-
pany co-produced films 
by Jacques Rivette, 
Otar Ioselliani’s and Er-
manno Olmi. In 2011 

Olivia Musini joined the company producing 
“Black Souls” by Francesco Munzi, winner of 
9 David di Donatello Awards in 2014. 
Cinemaundici soon engages in witty comedies 
such as “Assolo” by Laura Morante, “Terapia 
di coppia per amanti” and “Uno di famiglia” 
by Alessio Maria Federici.
In 2018 Cinemaundici produces “On My Skin” 
together with Lucky Red, starring Alessandro 
Borghi and directed by Alessio Cremonini. The 
film was launched worldwide as Netflix Original 
and released day-and-date in Italian theatres. 
The film was also selected as the opening fea-
ture of Orizzonti at the 75th Venice Film Festi-
val, and it collected 9 Nominations at the David 
di Donatello Awards, winning four, including 
Best Leading Actor and Best Producer.

Contact details: info@cinemaevideo.it 
www.cinemaevideo.it

Contact details: 
giovanna.nicolai@cinemaundici.it 
www.cinemaundici.it
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CoCCINeLLe fILM 

PLACeMeNT
 

CoMBo

 
CrAZy horSe 

PICTUreS

Coccinelle Film is an 
international network 
of professionals in the 
film industry that has 
launched a revolution-
ary business model. A 
new concept of interna-
tional distribution with-

out binding your film to distribution contracts 
for years and without financial risk for you.

Combo is a service and production company 
that works in the field of cinema, audiovisual 
and cultural activities.
Thanks to the various services we provide and 
our network of knowledge and workers, we 
follow the projects from the creative phase of 
conception to realization: pre-production, pro-
duction, logistics, choice of set components 
and necessary equipment.

Crazy horse pictures is a production company 
founded in 2011 focused on the developing 
and producing of original,high quality content 
for film and television.

Contact details: fbreccia@coccinellefilm.com 
rpontarelli@coccinellefilm.com
www.coccinellefilm.com

Contact details: 
arianna.quagliotto@gmail.com

Contact details: marcocainerochp@gmail.com 
www.crazyhorsepictures.it
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CIrCoLo LINeA 

d'oMBrA

Circolo Linea d'Ombra 
contributes to the pro-
duction and realisation 
of cinematic works and 
screens art films out-
side major mainstream 
circuits.
Experimentalism and 

search for cinematographic language are fun-
damental and relevant.

Contact details: cesa.barbieri@gmail.com
sergiocanneto@gmail.com
marcello.montu@gmail.com
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CreATIVe eUroPe 
deSk MedIA ITALy

 
CroMo STUdIo

The Creative Europe Desk MEDIA Italy is the 
national information and promotion office of 
the MEDIA Sub-programme, which supports 
the European audiovisual industry. CED ME-
DIA Italy consists of three offices (Rome, Turin 
and Bari) operating within Istituto Luce and 
Mibac. Our offices offer free advice and help 
filmmakers and all audiovisual industry profes-
sionals to apply to MEDIA's funding schemes 
and benefit from the support system. Besides 
offering information on the various MEDIA 
funding, training and networking opportuni-
ties, our offices host and attends event across 
Italy to promote the Programme.

Cromo Studio is a production company spe-
cialized in commercial videos for brands, with 
a focus on the automotive industry.

Contact details: 
s.sandrone@europacreativa-media.it 
www.europacreativa-media.it

Contact details: edoardo@cromostudio.it 
www.cromostudio.it
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Independent film production company estab-
lished in 2011 with offices in Bari and Roma, it 
creates, develops and produces feature films 
and AV products for the international market.
Dinamo Film aims to put under the spotlight 
unique, unconventional stories, individual 
events that tell universal concepts looking at 
the future and, most of all, representing the 
so-called “exception to the rule”.
The society’s human capital is based on its 
three founders’ experience, each of whom has 
worked in administration and production for a 
long time, both in Apulia and in Lazio.
Dinamo Film also produced the series Non 
cresce l’erba (“Grass Doesn’t Grow”) for MTV 
Italy, the short film Child K, selected for the 
2014 Academy Awards, and the documentary 
A wonderful season of failure, receiving an 
award at the 11mm Festival of Berlin as Best 
European Football Film.
The documentary, distributed independently 
in 14 cinemas, grossed €100.000 in total. It's 
going to release the feature film "Abbi Fede".

 
dG CINeMA MIBACT

The Italian Directorate 
General for Cinema 
of the Italian Ministry 
of Cultural Heritage, 
Activities and Tourism 
is in charge of public 
functions and duties 
related to the Film In-
dustry, its mandate en-
tails the promotion, the 
development, the pro-
duction, the protection 
and the dissemination 
of Italian Cinema.This 
mission is deeply con-
nected to the nature 

of one of the most innovative forms of Italian 
cultural expression – motion picture – based 
on the need of consolidating the paramount 
role of.

Heading toward its 65th 
edition, the David di 
Donatello Awards for 
excellence in cinema 
are going through a 
crucial phase of tran-
sition and reform. In 
2018, for the first time, 

a woman was elected President and Artistic 
Director: Piera Detassis, a prominent Italian 
film critic and journalist. In the last two years, 
serving as President of the Academy of Italian 
Cinema, Detassis has worked with her team 
and the directorial board to reform the awards. 
A renewed membership and voting system, set-
ting new standards and goals for more diversity, 
gender and age balance. Massimo Mascolo, a 
special advisor to President Detassis for reform 
and innovation, will introduce the key points of 
the ongoing and future set of reforms concern-
ing the major Italian film award.

Contact details: chiara.fortuna@beniculturali.it
iolemaria.giannattasio@beniculturali.it 
www.cinema.beniculturali.it
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dISPArTe

 
doCLAB

Trieste (Italy): Emira, an Albanian girl, arrives 
in Italy to look for her missing sister Anìla, who 
believes prostitute in the Italian city.
During her research she meets Eva, a young 
journalist in Trieste. A Lesbian love story born 
between Eva and Emira, after a short and 
fleeting passion with his colleague Stefano, 
(by him she will also suffer a violence), for Eva 
it will be strange, fall in love with a woman, 
but this love will welcome for her as a libera-
tion. Trieste it’s a protagonist as a borderland, 
perfect background to this story.

Founded in 2015 by producers Alessan-
dro Amato and Luigi Chimienti, dispàrte is a 
Rome-based production company focused on 
arthouse films and international co-produc-
tions. Our mission is to give voice and image 
to emerging talents and to develop strong, 
character-driven stories.
dispàrte projects have been developed 
through international workshops such as TFL, 
EAVE and MAIA and presented at the ma-
jor international pitching and co-production 
meetings, forums and markets. Maternal, our 
third feature by Maura Delpero in co-produc-
tion with Argentina, premiered at the 72° Lo-
carno Film Festival - Concorso Internazionale 
where it won four awards. We are developing 
the feature Margini directed by Niccolò Falset-
ti, Adventure Hunters by Krzysztof Komander 
a co-production with Poland and a Chilean co-
production Il Cileno.
We also produced short films selected and 
awarded worldwide, among which Monologue 
premiered at the Venice Critics Week 2019.

DocLab is one of the leading Italian production 
company for cinema and television, special-
ized in national and international coproduction 
of high quality documentaries.

Contact details: adelaarfilm@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/AdelaarfilmContact details: www.daviddidonatello.it

Contact details: ivan@dinamofilm.com 
www.dinamofilm.com

Contact details: alessandro@disparte.com 
www.disparte.com

Contact details: 
alessandra.principini@doclab.it
www.doclab.it
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dUde

Dude is together com-
munication for brands 
and original unbrand-
ed contents. DUDE is 
and advertising agency 
and a production com-
pany based in Milan 
and London.

Contact details: ar@dude.it, vv@dude.it
www.dude.it
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Founded in Turin in 2001, Don Quixote is in-
tended as an incubator for stories and analysis 
on current events, society and travelling. The 
production approach of Don Quixote is focused 
on documentaries which deal with current is-
sues with an ever respectful look on the reality 
described. For example, Almost married by 
Fatma Bucak and Sergio Fergnachino (IDFA 
2010, First Appearance Competition) is about 
a contrasted love due to religious differences, 
and Bath People (Festival de Cine y Derechos 
Humanos Donostia/San Sebastian) by Ste-
fania Bona and Francesca Scalisi (2015), is a 
choral film set in the public toilets of Turin that 
deals with the problem of new poverty.
Don Quixote has produces all of Danilo Monte’s 
latest films: Ottopunti (2013), an uncommon 
point of view on the Genova G8 in 2001, Mem-
orie, in viaggio verso Auschwitz (Torino Film 
Festival, 2014), a journey of the director with 
his brother in search of a lost relationship, and 
Vita Nova (2016), Danilo and his wife’s, Laura 
D’Amore, experience with in vitro fertilization.

Dugong’s specific strategy of finding talent, 
innovative projects and working in an inter-
national framework has proved extremely 
successful. Its productions have harvested a 
number of hits including: Stefano Savona’s 
feature documentary ‘Tahrir – Liberation 
Square’, won the David di Donatello as best 
feature documentary; the Venice Film Festival 
Orizzonti Award with ‘In Attesa dell’Avvento’ a 
short film by Lavorato & D’Agostino. ‘A Short 
History of Abandoned Scenes’, short directed 
by the renowned artist Ra di Martino, is pre-
sented at Rotterdam FF, Tate Modern in Lon-
don, Lima Museum of contemporary arts. The 
short film ‘Recuiem’ by Valentina Carnelutti, 
winner of Turin Film Festival. The short film 
‘Stella Maris’ by Giacomo Abbruzzese, winner 
of Canal Plus Award, in 2015 Clermont Fer-
rand competition and winner of the Golden 
Egg at the Kustendorf FF  directed by Emir 
Kusturica. ‘The Challenge’ a documentary fea-
ture by Yuri Ancarani, winner of Jury Prize at 
Locarno Film Festiva.

Effendemfilm is an independent production 
company ruled by Federico Minetti, selected 
in 2014 to represent Italy at Emerging Pro-
ducers in Jihlava. In these years it has been 
produced several works such as:“Standing 
Army"", ""Chasing the wind "" by F. Ticozzi - se-
lected at Visions du Reel and at Full Frame - , 
""Moo ya "" by the F.Ticozzi, Special Jury prize 
at Torino Film Festival and awarded as best 
doc. at the 27th Festival Cinema Africano, 
Johnny, selected at Premio Migrarti at Mostra 
del cinemadi Venezia.
About fiction in 2014,  his  short film, “Vis-
tamare” was selected at Giffoni film fest.

EiE film is an independent production compa-
ny oriented towards the international market.
The company’s activity is divided into two ar-
eas: on one hand, the great one-off documen-
tary, both for theatrical and TV distribution. On 
the other hand, the documentary series and 
the factual content for TV.
From the major political events to the local 
micro-stories, from the alternative economic 
models to the brilliant entertainment, our pro-
ductions aim to tell stories of bright and sur-
prising people, urgent and universal.

Film and advertising film production estab-
lished in 2002. We produce and co-produce 
projects mainly with Far and Meddle East and 
Europe.

Contact details: info@danilomonte.com 
www.danilomonte.com

Contact details: info@dugong.it
www.dugong.it

Contact details:
federico.minetti@effendemfilm.com 
www.effendemfilm.com Contact details: alessandro@eiefilm.com

Contact details: maurizio@eurfilm.com 
www.eurfilm.com
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fANdANGo

Domenico Procacci’s 
Fandango was found-
ed in 1989. Since then 
Fandango produced 
more than 100 films, 
Italian and Internation-
al, participating to all 
international film fes-

tivals and winning numerous awards among 
whom two Grand Prix in Cannes with GO-
MORRA and REALITY both directed by Matteo 
Garrone.Nanni Moretti, Paolo Sorrentino, Mi-
chelangelo Antonioni, Emir Kusturica, Rolf De 
Heer, Milcho Mancevski, Emanuele Crialese,  
Richard Lowenstein, Gabriele Muccino, Dan-
iele Vicari, Luciano Ligabue, Ferzan Ozpetek 
are only some of the directors Fandango has 
worked with. With Fandango Tv, Procacci cre-
ates the shows “Parla Con Me","The Show 
Must Go Off" both starring Serena Dandini  
and "Gazebo" with Diego Bianchi. More, pro-
duces and develops Tv series and Tv Movies 
such as “The Brillian Friend” based on the 
novels by Elena Ferrante, “Gomorra”, ”Limbo” 
and “L’Oriana”.

Contact details: sales@fandango.it 
gianluca.pignataro@fandango.it 
www.fandango.it
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fILM CoMMISSIoN 
TorINo PIeMoNTe

The European Film Academy (EFA) unites 
more than 3,600 European film professionals 
with the common aim of promoting European 
film culture. Throughout the year, the EFA ini-
tiates and participates in a series of activities 
dealing with film politics as well as economic, 
artistic, and training aspects. The programme 
includes conferences, seminars and work-
shops, and a common goal is to build a bridge 
between creativity and the industry. These ac-
tivities culminate in the annual presentation of 
the European Film Awards.

In the past decades, fan culture has brought a 
profound change to the concept of audience. 
From a passive entity, the audience has come 
to be recognized for its active influences on 
media production (from movies to television, 
and beyond), due to fans’ artistic and intellec-
tual reworking of the source material. The cul-
tural association Fanheart3, founded in 2017 
in Padua (Italy), operates in fandom studies to 
spread the knowledge of fan culture and par-
ticipatory dynamics. 
Among the most recent activities: ""ficsIT"", 
the first Italian convention entirely dedicated 
to the phenomenon of fanfictions, and ""fan-
heart3 awards"", official collateral award at the 
Venice Film Festival. 
With special events, reports from festivals and 
conventions, and articles about fan communi-
ties’ productions, fanheart3 offers fans a place 
to explore their passions and where it is nor-
mal to be different.

Festival dei Popoli is the oldest documentary 
festival around the world, founded in Flor-
ence in 1959 by a group of scholars of human 
sciences, anthropologists, sociologists, eth-
nologists and mass-media scientists. Over 60 
years, Festival dei Popoli has screened films 
by documentary filmmakers such as Jean 
Rouch, Vittorio De Seta, D.A. Pennebaker, 
Richard Leacock, Lindsay Anderson, Abbas 
Kiarostami, Cecilia Mangini, Frederick Wise-
man, Artavazd Pelechian and many others. 
Retrospectives have been dedicated to Jean 
Renoir, Jean-Luc Godard, John Cassavetes, 
Ken Loach, Nagisa Oshima, Aleksandr 
Sokurov, Jørgen Leth, Claire Simon, Thomas 
Heise, Peter Mettler, Isaki Lacuesta, Jos De 
Putter, Danielle Arbid, Roberto Minervini and 
Sergei Loznitsa.

The “Visioni al Mondo, Immagini dalla realtà” 
international Documentary festival, that takes 
place in Milan,  is one of the most regarded 
italian festivals in feature documentary. It is 
open to the public and it also organizes an In-
dustry Forum and a market with meetings be-
tween directors, producers and commission-
ing editors and distributors. The Festival has 
awarded important directors such as Hugh 
Hudson, Gianni Amelio, Pietro Marcello, Eric 
Gandini, Leonardo Di Costanzo, and had the 
honor of having as godmother Martina Colom-
bari, Cristiana Capotondi and Fatima Bhutto.
The “Visioni dal Mondo, Immagini dalla realtà” 
International Documentary festival  was found-
ed in 2015 and produced since then by Franc-
esco Bizzarri’s company(FRANKIESHOWBIZ 
co.), with the mission of enhancing and pro-
moting the production, distribution, knowl-
edge of Italian and international documentary 
cinema with a special focus on intercultural 
dialogue.

Film Commission Torino Piemonte (FCTP) is 
a non-profit Foundation, established and fi-
nancially supported by Regione Piemonte and 
Torino city council. Operating since September 
2000, Film Commission Torino Piemonte has 
set as its main goal the promotion of Piemonte 
region and its capital city, Torino, as an excel-
lence film location and working place for film, 
television and audiovisual productions, attract-
ing to the area Italian and foreign productions 
and supporting the local film and television in-
dustry, creating therefore new working oppor-
tunities for professionals involved in this sector.
Film Commission Torino Piemonte’s main ac-
tivity is to support all film and television pro-
duction companies which choose Piedmont 
and its area to produce their works.

Contact details: graziella@maiaworkshops.org 
www.europeanfilmacademy.org

Contact details: agnese@fanheart3.com 
www.fanheart3.com

Contact details:
a.stellino@festivaldeipopoli.org
www.festivaldeipopoli.org

Contact details: 
direttoregenerale@visionidalmondo.it 
www.visionidalmondo.it

Contact details: manera@fctp.it
www.fctp.it 
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fVG fILM 

CoMMISSIoN

The FVG Film Commis-
sion gives technical sup-
port to the production 
industries that choose 
to shoot in Friuli-Venezia 
Giulia. It manages also 
the FVG FILM FUND that 
provides grants of up to 
200.000 euros to audio-
visual productions filming 
in Friuli Venezia Giulia. 
Assistance to production 
companies Friuli Venezia 
Giulia Film Commission 
offers its collaboration, 
and provides the follow-

ing free services to movie, TV, advertising and 
multimedia companies:
- welcome and lodgings
- direct liaison with local Public Officers
- introductory information about technical, lo-
gistical and bureaucratic matters
- assistance with bureaucratic proceedings
- general information about production resources
- visits to the locations detected by the pro-
duction
- location scouting regarding other possible 
shooting sets
- liaison with resident professionals offering 
production services

Contact details: info@fvgfilmcommission.com
www.fvgfilmcommission.com
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fUNd
 

GhIrIGorI

First experience in the 
Italian panorama, the 
aim of the Friuli Ven-
ezia Giulia Audiovisual 
Fund is to support the 
development of local 
film companies and 
promote the regional 
audiovisual works in 
national and interna-
tional markets. The 
Fund operates in three 
main sectors: train-
ing, development and 
distribution. Along with 

the ordinary management of the fund, it has 
organized several events (When East Meets 
West, Ties that Bind, RE-ACT) aimed at cre-
ating platforms for cinema professionals from 
all around the world and developing the local 
audiovisual industry. The main purpose is to 
offer new training possibilities and set up new 
market places, where professionals can meet 
up, share experiences and start to collaborate.

Ghirigori is an inde-
pendent production 
company specialized in 
creative documentaries, 
with particular interest 
for stories with social 
relevance and a strong 
authorial imprint, capa-
ble of interpreting reality 
from original and inno-
vative points of view.

Contact details: info@audiovisivofvg.it
www.audiovisivofvg.it

Contact details: m.bulaj@gmail.com
beppe@ghiri-gori.com, www.monikabulaj.com
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fILM CoMMISSIoN 

VALLè d’AoSTe

The Film Commission 
Vallée d’Aoste sup-
ports and develops the 
movie and audiovisual 
industry to promote the 
culture and the land-
scape of the Aosta Val-
ley by supporting and 

assisting production companies interested in 
shooting in this unique Northern Italian region 
at the foothill of Mont Blanc. The objectives of 
the Film Commission Vallée d’Aoste addition-
ally include the promotion and delevopment of  
the professional, technical and artistic talents 
of the region, training, coordinating exhibi-
tions in the movie domain and protecting and 
promoting the local audiovisual assets and 
patronage.

Contact details: simonegandolfo@gmail.com
direttore@filmcommission.vda.it
www.filmcommission.vda.it
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GrAffITIdoC

GDA is the independent section of the Venice 
Film Festival, promoted by the Italian Film-
makers' Associations Anac and 100Autori, in 
agreement with La Biennale, with the support 
of the Ministry of Culture. Selection is open to 
all Countries. " GDA Director's Award" grants 
20.000 Euros. European films are eligible for 
the Label Europa Cinemas prize, exclusively 
awarded to GDA films. First feature films are 
eligible for the Lion of the Future.

Founded in 2004 in Torino, Graffiti Doc is a 
production company that since its origin has 
committed itself to the production of audiovis-
ual works with an international scope. Among 
its recent releases, ‘One More Jump’ by Manu 
Gerosa opened at Festa del Cinema di Roma 
- Alice nella città 2019, where it was the only 
documentary in international competition;  
‘Thy Father’s Chair’ premièred at IDFA in Fea-
ture Length Competition, and was screened 
and awarded in the main international festi-
vals, included True/False, DOC NYC, Thessa-
loniki, DocAviv. ‘Another Me’ opened the 57 
Festival dei Popoli, where it won the Interna-
tional Audience Award.

Contact details: gaia@giornatedegliautori.com 
www.giornatedegliautori.com

Contact details: info@graffitidoc.it 
www.graffitidoc.it
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IdeAL fILMworkS 

ITALIA

Idealfilmworks acts as an Executive Producer, 
primarily responsible for raising financing for 
feature films, feature documentaries, animat-
ed features and TV series.  It also facilitates 
Strategic Planning workshops for production 
companies and consults on government policy 
and programmes relating to project funding.

Contact details: idealfilmworks@gmail.com
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INfINITAS fILM

Infinitas film is a small company inspired by 
the cinema of Marlen M. Khutsiev. But, in 
general, it is a space in which it is possible to 
create cinemas outside the commercial com-
pulsions, a cinema inspired by the great gen-
eration of Russian directors and post-Soviet 
cinema, with a look to somewhere else.

Contact details: giulianofratini@infinitasfilm.it
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INdyCA

IDM Film Fund & Com-
mission has been pro-
viding financial backing 
(Film Fund) and servic-
es (Film Commission) 
to support film produc-
tions in South Tyrol 
since 2010. With the 
funds made available 
by the province of South 
Tyrol, IDM manages one 
of the most important 
regional development 
funds in Italy.
The geographical loca-
tion and bilingualism 
of South Tyrol allow the 

Film Fund to look beyond borders and to act 
as an interface between the film markets of 
Italy, Germany, Austria and Switzerland.

Indyca is a film production company based 
in Turin, Italy whose members and collabora-
tors have extensive experience in directing, 
writing, shooting, editing, and producing high 
quality audio-visual projects. Established in 
2007, Indyca specializes in producing and 
coproducing international creative documen-
taries and art house films.
Since its foundation, Indyca has been funding 
projects with international appeal and working 
with high profile artists.
Indyca has been working with mainly Europe-
an broadcasters, dealing with public financing 
such as EURIMAGES, Creative Europe Media 
funds, MIBACT, CNC, FFA, and many Euro-
pean regional funds. It's films have been pre-
sented in important festivals around the world. 
Always searching for international collabora-
tors and new expressions of the human spirit, 
Indyca is heavily invested in the artistic land-
scape of Europe and the world beyond.

Contact details: 
magdalena.zoeschg@idm-suedtirol.com
renate.ranzi@idm-suedtirol.com

Contact details: info@indyca.it
g.smiraglia@gmail.com, www.indyca.it
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hIVe dIVISIoN

Helios Sustainable 
Films is a film produc-
tion company based in 
Bolzano, South Tyrol, 
Italy. The company is 
the film branch of he-
lios, a marketing and 
film company on track 

since 2001. Helios Sustainable Films produc-
es films ranging from documentaries to mov-
ies, that go beyond mere entertainment. Hu-
man, social and ecological issues are always 
part of Helios Films.
Helios produced films on a local and inter-
national level. Such as “Becoming Me“ (IT), 
“Amelie Rennt“ (GER/IT - German Film Award 
2018), “Perseverance“ (IT/HRV/SRB), “Pane 
e Denti“ (IT). The company was founded by 
Martin Rattini and Mauro Podini.

Hive Division is a com-
pany which focuses on 
video production and 
post-production.
The studio special-
izes in entertainment 
productions with a 
guerrilla filmmaking 

approach, and the team has a long-term ex-
pertise in high-level digital effects and CGI.
Hive Division eagerly follows new tendencies 
of digital technology, cinema, and videogames, 
experimenting with new languages: we work 
both on advertising and corporate videos, on 
executive and independent film productions.
From 2015, Hive Division has started working 
on Immersive Content, 360º narratives and 
Virtual Reality. Together with several B2B pro-
ductions and branded content projects, Hive 
Division has developed original immersive 
contents, such as “Dreams of Blue”, which 
has gained worldwide visibility and recogni-
tion, and “Open Maze”, the first Italian 360º 
theatre performance.

Contact details: mbonatti@helios.bz
georgmzeller@gmail.com
www.heliosfilms.bz

Contact details: 
valentina.paggiarin@hivedivision.net
giacomo.talamini@hivedivision.net
www.hivedivision.net
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ITALIAN ShorT fILM 
CeNTer / CeNTro 

NAZIoNALe deL 
CorToMeTrAGGIo

The Italian Short Film Center has been op-
erating as an agency for the Italian short, to 
ensure, amongst other things, an annual 
showcase of domestic productions at the lead-
ing event in the sector: the Marché du Film 
Court at the Festival of Clermont-Ferrand. The 
Short Center, thus acts as the main interface 
for numerous foreign players, from festivals to 
distribution.
In 2016, the Torino Short Film Market was set 
up. It is the major professional event in Italy in 
the area of shorts, realized by the Italian Short 
Film Center in conjunction with the National 
Cinema Museum and the Torino Film Festival.

Contact details: direzione@centrodelcorto.it 
www.centrodelcorto.it
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JUMP CUT

Intramovies is an independent international 
distributor, with particular focus on high qual-
ity first- and second-feature films by talented 
directors. For over forty years, we have strived 
to be the helping arm for creative producers 
and new directors.
Every year, the company's line up is selected 
from films featured at major international festi-
vals, films that feature high artistic value.
Intramovies also boasts a wide catalogue that 
includes some of the most prestigious Italian 
classics directed by acclaimed auteurs such 
sa Fellini, Antonioni, Visconti, Argento, Paso-
lini, De Sica and many others.

INSEKT FILMS is an independent film pro-
duction company founded in 1997 Tuscany 
specialising in the production of documenta-
ries for national and international tv. Our team 
starts from a strong creative vision. Since its 
inception, the editorial line was addressed  to 
art, history, architecture, food and landscape. 
Insekt film  has collaborated with many non-
governmental organisations in documentaries 
on food production in the world, on issues of 
development cooperation and human rights, 
producing tv series like "Bold Italian Flavors" 
distributed internationally by Eurochannel in 
2013. The latest productions of narrative as 
"The Women of Zeri" and "The Knights of the 
lagoon" were given awards by participating 
in national and international festivals like the 
Berlin international Film Festival, Aljazeera 
Documentary Film Festival, CZ Docs, Biogra-
film, finalist at the Nastri d'Argento and at the 
Gold Panda Awards fos best photography.

Independent film production company based 
in Trento, Italy.

Contact details: marco.fusco@intramovies.com 
www.intramovies.com

Contact details: info@insekt.net
www.insektfilm.com

Contact details: luca@jumpcut.it
www.jumpcut.it
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From its Rome headquarter, Kino reaches out 
towards international partners and filmmak-
ers. The stories supported by Kino are those 
that expand the meaning of being humane.
Last work presented is Sole, debute feature by 
Carlo Sironi. Sole is a coproduction with Po-
land supported by Eurimages and developed 
trough Berlinale Script Station, Residence de 
la Cinefondation and awarded at Torino Film 
Lab. Other projects released in 2019 are the 
feature documentaries Kentannos by Vic-
tor Cruz, awarded twice at WEMW and LST; 
Celles Que Restent by Ester Sparatore (FR/IT/
BE) supported by Eurimages and Cinema du 
Monde. Upcoming project the feature Il mio 
corpo by Michele Pennetta, (CH/IT).
Kino’s production in 2018 are COUREUR by 
Kenneth Mercken premiered in Ghent (BE/
IT), SUGARLOVE by Laura Luchetti premiered 
in Venice’s Critic’s Week, THE IMMINENT IM-
MANENT by Carlo Francisco Manatad pre-
miered in Toronto (PH/SIN/IT) and DELAY by 
Ali Asgari (IR/IT).

 
kINo ProdUZIoNI

Contact details: giovanni@kinoproduzioni.it 
www.kinoproduzioni.it
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LA BIeNNALe dI 

VeNeZIA - VeNICe 
fILM feSTIVAL

The Venice Interna-
tional Film Festival is 
the oldest film festival 
in the world and one 
of the most prestigious, 
presenting every year a 
selection of world-class 
films and continuing the 

tradition that adds the glamour charm that 
always marked the Festival to a high artistic 
value program.

Contact details: 
enrico.vannucci@labiennale.org
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Lo SCrITToIo

Lo Scrittoio is a promo-
tion and distribution 
company active for 
years in author and in-
dependent cinema. It 
offers many services: 
promotion, press office, 
communication, distri-

bution, story editing and translations. Some 
titles ditributed by Lo Scrittoio: NIGHTWATCH-
ING by Peter Greenaway, WE ARE NOTHING 
LIKE JAMES BOND by Mario Balsamo and 
Guido Gabrielli, GOLTZIUS AND THE PELI-
CAN COMPANY by Peter Greenaway, 7 DAYS 
by Rolando Colla, BABYLON SISTERS by Gigi 
Roccati, HERE AND NOW by Fabio Martina, 
GIRL IN FLIGHT by Sandra Vannucchi, THE 
CARING CITY by Erika Rossi, KARENINA & I 
by Tommaso Mottola and I PASSI LEGGERI by 
Vittorio Rifranti at present in the cinema.

Contact details: masotinac@scrittoio.net
c.puglisi@scrittoio.net
www.scrittoio.net
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LASer fILM

 
LA fáBrICA de 

CoSAS BoNITAS

 
LA SArrAZ 
PICTUreS

 
LAGo fILM feST

 
L'ALTAUro

LaserFilm is a post production facility located 
on 2 sites in Rome, the biggest one of 2.500 
square meters and a second one of 800 
square meters near to the centre.
One of the largest full-service post produc-
tion facilities in Europe, we offer three Dolby 
Atmos mixing stages, (two of them equipped 
with Meyer Sound EXP Dolby Atmos sound 
systems and 4K and 3D projectors), one dolby 
7.1 mixing stage, two Dolby 7.1 broadcast 
mixing stage, six ADR stages, sound design 
suites, sound editing rooms, picture editing 
bays, mastering suites and complete film and 
video transfer services. 
Our capabilities include Grading and Color 
Correction — with five color grading stages 
(equipped with Da Vinci and Auto desk Lustre 
Consolle), Graphics design suites, 2K/4K ste-
reoscopic DCP mastering, IMF mastering, 4K/
HD HDR/SDR mastering, as well as complete 
connectivity between mix stages, sound edito-
rial, picture editorial and mastering.

Dario Rizzo is a young and local filmmaker 
specialized in the documentary field. After 
four years of film studies in France and Spain, 
where he shot his first short doc, "Retrato de 
un joven artista", he came back to Friuli to 
work on a new project about a small village 
between Italy and Slovenia in which the local 
dialect is about to get lost.

La Sarraz Pictures since 2004 produces fea-
ture films, creative documentaries, animation 
and webplatforms /games for theatrical and tv 
release. La Sarraz Pictures like to work in co-
production with EU and non EU countries.

Founded in 2005 in the daily urban metab-
olism of the fascinating lake town of Revine 
Lago - Italy and now at his 16th edition Lago 
Film Fest is an international short films, docu-
mentaries and screenplays festival. Nine days 
of talks, videos, workshops, artistic perfor-
mances, live music and special guests on the 
lake shores, among stone houses.
A unique experience, out of time, that cannot 
be fully understood without living it in person. 
One of the most interesting project is Rodolfo 
Sonego Award, an initiative based on the sup-
port and development of young Italian script-
writers through scriptwriting workshop and 
meeting with mentors and tutors, the support 
on the translation and presentation to an in-
ternational market, this year the finalists were 
presented at the Mostra Internazionale d'Arte 
Cinematografica in Venice and Torino Short 
Film Market.

Founded in Milan 2017 by Davide Maldi 
and Micol Roubini, L'Altauro develops cin-
ematographic and art projects challenging the 
boundaries between fiction, documentary and 
art. Among the produced works: "The Young 
Observant” (2019) by Davide Maldi, 72nd 
Locarno Film Festival, Cineasti del Presente 
Competition and winner of the Jury Prize, 
at the Torino Film Festival; “The way to the 
mountains” (2019) by Micol Roubini, Inter-
national Competition, 41st Cinema du Réel;  
“Watna” (2018) by M. Roubini and L. Casali, 
55° Festival del cinema di Pesaro; “Histoire 
du Soldat”(2018) visual piece for the Opera of 
Pordenone, by D. Maldi, M. Roubini in collab-
oration with the theatre company Menoventi 
and Zipangu Ensamble.

Contact details: giancarlo.chetta@gmail.com
www.laserfilm.itContact details: rzzdra@gmail.com

Contact details: lasarrazpictures@gmail.com 
www.lasarraz.com

Contact details: viviana@lagofest.org 
www.lagofest.org Contact details: altaurofilm@gmail.com
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MIA

 
MICheLANGeLo 

fILM

The MIA Co-Production Market is the co-
production Platform of the MIA|Mercato Inter-
nazionale Audiovisivo of Rome. It's the place 
where filmmakers and their producers – se-
lected from among the world’s most interest-
ing talents on the independent film scene – 
find an ideal platform for presenting their new 
projects and connect with key players in the 
International audiovisual industry.

Michelangelo Film is an Italian production 
company headquartered in Milan, whose ob-
jective is to produce quality  documentaries.    
The company produces creative and grip-
ping projects based on universal stories that 
can be developed through international co-
productions involving the artistic contribution 
of foreign partners. Michelangelo Pastore is 
Sole Director of the production company that 
he manages with his wife, Pepi Romagnoli, 
director.

Contact details: a.devito@miamarket.it 
www.miamarket.it

Contact details: pepiromagnoli@virgilio.it
www.michelangelofilm.it
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Mariposa Cinematografica is an Italian film 
distribution company born four years ago, that 
is very active in the independent film industry 
and focuses on the distribution of movies in 
the original version with subtitles. 
Movies released in 2018
- Dark NIght, directed by Tim Sutton
- 1945 directed by Ferenc Török
- Wir sind die Flut directedby Sebastian Hilger
- Piazza Vittorio directed by Abel Ferrara
- 1938: Diversi directed by Giorgio Treves
- Isabelle directed by Mirko Locatelli
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Contact details: 
massimo@mariposacinematografica.it 
www.mariposacinematografica.it
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MINerVA PICTUreS

Minerva Pictures Group is an independent 
film production company based in Rome, 
Italy, that has been producing films for the in-
ternational market for over 60 years. Among 
our most recent co-productions: “It’s a mad 
word” by Marco Bocci, Italy/Spain, already 
released; “Caliber 9” by Toni D’Angelo, Italy/
Belgium, in post-production; “A Bunch of 
Bastards” by Gabriele Albanesi, Italy/Brazil, in 
pre-production. “For your love” by Giuseppe 
M. Gaudino, Italy/France, Volpi Cup Best Ac-
tress at Venice 2015. Minerva also acts as 
distributor for the Italian and the international 
market. With a library of approximately 2.000 
film titles, Minerva stands out as one of the 
leading independent content providers in Italy 
and Europe. The company owns and man-
age a YouTube channel and a platform called 
The Film Club (https://thefilmclub.it/) and 
it’s about to launch the first movie channel 
dedicated to Italian cinema on Amazon USA, 
called “MOVIEITALY”.

Contact details: 
f.moino@minervapictures.com
www.minervapictures.com
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M&N was born in 1997 and in our twenty years 
of activity we produced over 350 commercial 
productions such as TV documentaries and 
reportages, which were broadcasted on major 
TV channels all over Europe. An experience 
which allows us to take care of every stage of 
an audio-visual production, from development 
to production and from post-production to dis-
tribution. 
M&N’s future strategy is to use our produc-
tion experience to make new creations in the 
domain of creative documentary and to build 
the grounds for international co-productions. 
Our goal is to develop and produce projects 
with strong narratives that carries a high po-
tential for both festivals and sales. “I’ll Stand 
By You” is our first international co-production 
on a creative documentary.
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Contact details: maxi@medianautica.tv 
www.medianautica.tv

 
NIGhTSwIM

Nightswim was set up in 2015 by Ines Vasilje-
vic, Stefano Sardo and Nicola Lusuardi. Its aim 
to produce movies, documentaries, and series. 
Roberto Amoroso, joined the company in 2019. 
Nightswim was born with the idea of research-
ing, developing and producing works for cin-
ema & TV with the aim of employing innovative 
talents and languages, developing narratives 
that are original and possessed of a powerful 
visual personality, and without any preconcep-
tions as regards format.
2019
Asymmetry by Masa Neskovic, in co-produc-
tion with This and That Production
Gli Indifferenti by Leonardo Guerra Seràgnoli, 
in co-production with Indiana Production and 
Vision (post-production)
2018
Likemeback by Leonardo Guerra Seràgnoli, in 
coproduction with  Essentia, Indiana Produc-
tion, Rai Cinema and Antitalent (HR), 
in competion  at Locarno Festival 2018
Alla Salute by Brunella Filì in coprodution with 
Officinema Doc,
Winner Lifetales Award Jury Prize and Audi-
ence Award at Biografilm 2018

Contact details: info@nightswim.it
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Notorious Pictures is a production and dis-
tribution company, founded in 2012 by Gug-
lielmo Marchetti. Notorious is listed on the 
Italian AIM market, the Country’s alternative 
stock exchange for small and medium- sized 
companies. Notorious is one of the most im-
portant distribution companies on the Italian 
market, with a library of more than 100 films. 
Notorious released box-office hits as well as 
Oscar contenders like Land of Mine by Zand-
vliet or Selma by DuVernay. In the last few 
years, Notorious has increased its produc-
tion and co-production business, especially 
focusing on European co-productions. Among 
the last movies produced by Notorious, Love 
Wedding Repeat, an Italian-British wedding 
comedy directed by D. Craig, will be released 
by Netflix worldwide, while The Shift, an Ital-
ian- Belgian thriller, directed by A. Tonda, is in 
post-production. Moreover, Notorious provides 
support to foreign Companies in all aspects of 
production, including the application of Italian 
tax benefits.

 
NoTorIoUS 

PICTUreS

Contact details: 
d.mazzocca@notoriouspictures.it 
www.notoriouspictures.it

 
PArTNer MedIA 

INVeSTMeNT

Partner Media Investment was founded in 
2006 by Andrea Stucovitz, who had a long ex-
perience in the cinema industry. Since then, it 
has produced theatrical films and documenta-
ries, all international coproductions:
PMI is an independent production company 
that mainly focuses on arthouse projects.
Latest film include Hannah by Andrea Pal-
laoro, Biennale di Venezia '17, Coppa Volpi for 
Best Actress.
Soon in theatres Stay Still by Elisa Mishto.

Contact details: info@pmisrl.eu
www.pmisrl.eu
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PILGrIM

 
PUrPLe NeoN 

LIGhTS

Director, producer and screenwriter. He lives 
between Rome and Trieste where Pilgrim, his 
production company, is based. His first feature 
film, Easy, premiered at 70. Locarno Festival, 
was nominated for Best emerging director and 
Best leading actor at David di Donatello (Italian 
Academy Award) in 2018. In 2019 he wrote and 
produced Paradise by Davide Del Degan, pre-
miered at 24. Busan Intl Film Festival 2019 and 
37. Torino Film Festival.

Purple Neon Lights is a Creative Production Bou-
tique based in Rome and Apulia. 
We work with production-companies/agencies 
to tell their stories using video, digital and experi-
mental content, with a creative and passionate 
approach in all our work across cinema, broad-
cast, music video, art and installation. 
We call it a boutique because, although very 
small, we have the in-house capability to make 
whatever form of creative project we want to im-
merse ourselves in. From live action to motion 
graphics and vfx.  
From time to time we create and produce pro-
jects of our own, so that we can fully satisfy our 
creative needs and develop new techniques that 
we can later apply to our clients projects.  
We may be small, but we are dedicated, passion-
ate and incredibly curious.   Our last short movie 
won the best directing Award at 33.Venice Inter-
national Critic's Week.

Contact details: andrea@pilgrimfilm.it
www.pilgrimfilm.it

Contact details: hello@purpleneonlights.com 
www.purpleneonlights.com
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oh My doC!

Oh my doc! is an in-
dependent produc-
tion company based in 
Italy, founded by Jorge 
Muchut and Luciana 
Faino, which creates, 
develops and produces 
creative content for ad-

vertising, short films and documentaries by fo-
cusing especially on the creative and narrative 
aspects of the production process. 
This relatively small reality reveals itself as 
extremely dynamic and flexible, which allows 
Jorge and Luciana to readily fulfill each pro-
ject’s needs.
Oh my doc! has participated into and has been 
awarded at national and international film fes-
tivals.

Contact details: 
ohmydocideecontenuti@gmail.com 
http://ohmydoc.it
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QUASAr

MULTIMedIA

Quasar Multimedia is 
an independent pro-
duction company based 
in Friuli Venezia Giulia-
Italy. We develop docu-
mentary and fictional 
projects that address 
sensitive issues, often 

with a feminine look, with an impact on the 
contemporary society. Quasar works in Italy 
with RAI and constantly co-produces with for-
eign companies films that are often selected 
in important festivals and distributed on pres-
tigious channels.
Selected filmography: Alice nella città (Rome 
Film Fest) premiered Don’t Forget to Breathe 
2019; Visions du Réel selected Every Soul of 
my Body, 2016; multi-awarded Mohamed and 
the Fisherman, 2013.

Contact details: fabiana@quasarmultimedia.it
marta@quasarmultimedia.it
www.quasarmultimedia.it
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Rosamont is an inde-
pendent cinema com-
pany, based in Udine 
(Friuli Venezia Giulia) 
born in July 2018 from 
the passion of a pro-
ducer, Marica Stocchi, 
and the curiosity of a 

highly respected and well-known Italian ac-
tor, Giuseppe Battiston. Valeria Carlini is in the 
team too, with her expertise of national and 
international project management.
The common goal is to explore Italian and in-
ternational voices with an ever attentive look 
at stories. 
The first projects will be the two co-produc-
tions with the Israeli company Spiro Films 
(HERE WE ARE directed by Nir Bergman and 
HONEYMOOD directed by Talia Lavie).  
In pre-production: THE SISTERS MACALUSO 
directed by Emma Dante.
In development: DUE (THE TWO OF US) first 
movie directed by Giuseppe Battiston and OR-
LANDO directed by Daniele Vicari.

The Sardegna Film 
Commission Founda-
tion is the non-profit 
organization of the 
Sardinian Region to 
attract national and in-
ternational film and TV 
productions, to promote 

Sardinia with its talents, its spectacular loca-
tions, its unique cultural heritage and history. 
Since 2014 we became among the strongest 
EU  ambassadors of the Green Film Shoot-
ing protocol. We provide technical, logistical 
and creative support, networking with skilled 
professionals from the audiovisual sector in-
cluding ANIMATION and VR.We facilitate all 
administrative procedures and we guarantee 
your connection with local talents, investors 
and all the best that our island can offer at any 
stage of your project: development, produc-
tion, post-production and promotion.
We also provide financial incentives and 
Funds (an annual Hospitality cash rebate, a 
Regional co-production Film Grant, a munici-
pality of Cagliari additional cash-rebate), vari-
ous in-kind services (Location scouting and 
creative producing assistance.

Riverstudio is an inno-
vative startup.
Its mission it is the de-
sign, development, pro-
duction, dissemination 
of audiovisual content, 
created using the new 
technological frontiers 

of visual experience.
Riverstudio has acquired and is acquiring nu-
merous audiovisual projects and intends to 
produce within its start-up, 3 innovative fea-
ture films.  His interest is mainly focused on 
innovative works of young visual talents.
Although Riverstudio was founded just over a 
year ago, it has already produced several short 
films and is in the process of producing a fea-
ture film, ISOLA, in co-production with a Greek 
company (which has already signed a memo 
for an agreement) and a German company 
(with which has still formally agreed).
Riverstudio is developing a Research and De-
velopment project that will evolve the audio-
visual production process.
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rAI 

rAdIoTeLeVISIoNe 
ITALIANA

 
rAI CINeMA

 
SChICCherA 
ProdUCTIoN

DOC3 try to address human and social themes 
through a narrative system that might support 
the broadcast of titles on a network broadcast-
er. Personal stories that show indirectly cur-
rent and conflictual realities.

Rai Cinema is a Rai Group Company estab-
lished with the specific purpose of strengthen-
ing the Italian cinematographic industry. The 
obligation to invest in Italian cinema produc-
tions, originally provided for by the law, turned 
over time in an opportunity for developing the 
cultural industry of the country. Rai Cinema of-
fers its ideational, productive and financial con-
tribution to independent producers who intend 
to implement projects in the cinematographic 
field. Important films, bought in the interna-
tional markets, back up this quality production, 
creating a list that succeeds in attaining mutual 
synergic effects. With a view to ensuring the 
maximum visibility to its own titles, Rai Cinema 
is operating in the film distribution and home 
video sector through 01 Distribution that, in just 
a few years, has achieved an important posi-
tion in the domestic film distribution, ensuring 
a previously unknown support to Italy's new 
quality cinema.

Since almost 10 years Schicchera Production 
crafts docs (tv, feature, series) short movies 
and is now developing a couple of feature 
film projects. Alternating between cinema, tv 
and web markets Schicchera delivers original, 
contemporary and universal aiming for a wide 
international audience. The company is now 
working on the feature docs "Beloves Shores" 
and "Tasmania Buyers Club", on the shorts 
"Post-concert" and "Uncles" and the movie 
"One Night".

Contact details: fabio.mancini@rai.it
Contact details: federico.pedroni@raicinema.it
www.raicinema.it

Contact details: 
leonardobaraldi@schiccheraproduction.com 
www.schiccheraproduction.com
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rIVerSTUdIo

Contact details: produzione@riverstudio.it 
maurizio@riverstudio.it
www.riverstudio.it
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SArdeGNA fILM 

CoMMISSIoN

Contact details: ale@rosamont.com
marica@rosamont.com
www.rosamont.com Contact details: 

production@sardegnafilmcommission.it 
www.sardegnafilmcommission.it
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SIC VeNeZIA

 
Sky - Sky ArTe

The Venice International Film Critics' Week 
(SIC) is an independent section of the Venice 
International Film Festival. It is promoted and 
organised by the Union of Italian Film Critics 
(SNCCI), in association with la Biennale di 
Venezia. Every year, the Venice International 
Film Critics' Week presents a competition of 
seven first time director's full-length films, and 
two films out of competition.

Sky Italy  is a telecommunications company 
which serves Italy. It is the Italy's largest pay-
TV broadcaster with 4.8 million families. Its 
corporate headquarters are in MIlan.

Contact details: sicvenezia@gmail.com 
www.sicvenezia.it

Contact details: roberto.pisoni@skytv.it
www.arte.sky.it
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SoLArIA fILM

 
TekLA fILMS

Solaria Film produces both documentaries and 
feature films. Among the others: I WAS BORN 
TRAVELING by Irish Braschi (2013, supported 
by RAI Cinema and NBC Universal). REDEMP-
TION SONG by Cristina Mantis (2015, Rai 
Cinema Award - International Festival VISIONI 
DAL MONDO). QUEST’ITALIA SUONA JAZZ 
by Marco Guelfi (2015, special preview at the 
56th Festival dei Popoli in Florence). DUE 
RUGBISTI E UNA META, first TV series for 
Discovery Channel. 7 DAYS by Rolando Colla, 
coproduction with the Swiss company Peacock 
Film, RSI and ARTE. ARRIVEDERCI SAIGON 
by Wilma Labate (coproduction with Rai Cin-
ema) selected in Venice Film Festival 2018 
and ENTIERRO by Maura Morales Bergmann 
(Chile and Italy coproduction) in Biografilm 
festival 2019 competition and the indie movie 
WHITE FLOWERS by De Angelis & Di Trapani, 
first collaboration with Japan, Pesaro film festi-
val 2019 - out of competition.

TEKLA SRL is an independent production 
company based in Turin, Italy. Tekla has been 
in business since 2009. Today it’s a full fea-
tured studio capable of handling projects of 
different sizes. Tekla produces documenta-
ries, TV formats and videos for public and pri-
vate companies.

Contact details: 
emanuele.nespeca@solariafilm.it 
www.solariafilm.it Contact details: dededeangelis@gmail.com
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SLINGShoT fILMS

Launched in 2013, 
Slingshot Films is sales 
agency and production 
company based in Tri-
este, Italy specialized in 
creative documentaries 
and art-house fiction 
films. 

We like to work with debut and second films, 
with the aim is to value the career of the au-
thors.  We prefer to join projects at early stage, 
and we can provide input at different level: 
from project development to financing strate-
gies, project packaging and marketing.
In addition to our sales activities, we recently en-
gaged in film production. Our first documentary 
FANGO ROSSO by Alberto Diana, premiered at 
Torino Film Festival in November 2019. We are 
currently developing the feature documentary 
WHITE LIES directed by Alba Zari.

Contact details: manuela@slingshotfilms.it
www.slingshotfilms.it
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Stefilm is one of the 
most prominent docu-
mentary film producers 
in Italy. Founded by 
Stefano Tealdi, Elena 
Filippini and Edoardo 
Fracchia its goal is to 
develop documentary 
films that we want to 
see on the screen re-
searching new talent 
and great stories.  
Stefilm’s productions, 
mostly developed with 
support from the Eu-
ropean Union’s MEDIA 

Programme, are largely international co-
productions. To date Stefilm has worked with 
more than 50 partners, which include Italian 
and international cinema funds, broadcasters, 
distributors, independent production compa-
nies and institutions.

 
STefILM

INTerNATIoNAL

Contact details: info@stefilm.it 
edoardo@stefilm.it, stefano@stefilm.it
www.stefilm.it
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TorINofILMLAB

TorinoFilmLab is a year-round, international 
laboratory that supports emerging talents from 
all over the world – with a special attention to 
those working on their first and second fiction 
feature films – through training, development, 
production&distribution funding activities. TFL 
runs several activities and offers various forms 
of support in each of these fields. The training 
initiatives ScriptLab, FeatureLab and Serie-
sLab, run throughout the year. ScriptLab and 
FeatureLab reach their conclusive moment at 
the TorinoFilmLab Meeting Event in November 
during the Torino Film Festival, when projects 
are presented to a selected group of produc-
ers, sales agents, distributors and other pro-
fessionals from all over the world working in 
independent filmmaking.

Contact details: 
mercedes.fernandez@torinofilmlab.it 
www.torinofilmlab.it/
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TICo fILM 
CoMPANy

TICO Film is an inde-
pendent production 
company founded in 
2005 by Gino and Sarah 
Pennacchi, both with 
experience in the inter-
national asset manage-
ment. To date, Tico has 

produced more than 10 films, collaborating 
with companies such as RAI and Indigo Film; 
it received funding from MEDIA, different Ital-
ian Film Commissions, international co-produc-
tions, and Tax Credit. Tico develops and pro-
duces features fiction films and documentaries 
for the national and international market. The 
team selects every project and dedicate to all 
the stages of production, working closely with 
the creative team during the development, all 
the way throughout the post-production and 
distribution of the film, researching the most 
efficient marketing and distribution strategy. 
During these years, Tico’s films were shown in 
A-level festivals such as the Berlinale, the Tribe-
ca, the Venice Film Festival and the Festival of 
Cinema in Rome. In 2015 we opened our UK 
branch, Tico Media, in London.

Contact details: gorisavellini@gmail.com
sara.pennacchi@ticofilm.com
www.ticofilm.com

 
TeSLA 

ProdUCTIoN

Tesla production was 
established in March 
2017 founded by Chi-
ara Toffolo and Cristian 
Natoli. Tesla is a pro-
duction company that 
creates and produces 
audio-visual contents 
for cinema, television 
and web, following the 
entire process (creativi-
ty, production, technical 
aspects and realization) 
thanks to the internal 
skills and those of the 

professionals it employs. The main feature 
of Tesla's team is to give great importance to 
the narrative aspect: with particular attention 
to detail in the writing phase we are able to 
return a finished product that can simultane-
ously convey the desired message and excite 
those who watch it.

Contact details: info@teslaproduction.it
enrique.carcione@gmail.com
cristiannatoli@yahoo.it
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ToSCANA fILM 

CoMMISSIoN

 
TrANSMedIA 
ProdUCTIoN

TFC supports and as-
sists all production 
companies interested 
in shooting in Tuscany 
and offers highly skilled 
producing assistance 
for international pro-
duction. TFC runs a 

film fund that financially supports production 
companies.

Transmedia Production 
is an arthouse film pro-
duction company based 
in Gorizia, extreme 
North-East of Italy. Their 
mission is to discover 
and follow up new inter-
national talents whose 

works combine cultural diversity and market 
ambition, aiming to produce powerful motion 
pictures that can travel widely thanks to eclec-
tic directors and great storytelling.
Being based close to the heart of Europe has 
been crucial to their activity since its very be-
ginning, leading them to develop a strong at-
titude towards international co-productions.
Their last films as main producer are Zoran, 
My Nephew The Idiot (2013, premiered and 
awarded in Venice) and Dancing With Maria 
(2014, premiered in Venice, EFA 2015 nomi-
nation as best documentary), followed by the 
co-productions Mother (2016) and Stories 
From The Chestnut Woods (2019).
Other activity is the continuous research and 
experimentation in the field of the new visual 
languages: their first VR experience “In The 
Cave” was premiered at VeniceVR 2018.

Contact details: 
staff@toscanafilmcommission.it
s.ippoliti@fst.it
www.toscanafilmcommission.it

Contact details: info@transmediaproduction.it
gergovan@gmail.com
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TreNTINo fILM 

fUNd ANd 
CoMMISSIoN

Since 2011, Trentino Film Fund and Commis-
sion is committed to attracting films, docu-
mentaries and TV productions to the region 
and to boosting the flourishing ecosystem of 
local professionals and companies in the film 
sector. So far, TFC supported more than 100 
national and international productions, offer-
ing financial support through the Film Fund, 
but also providing a very fluid and effective 
network of services and contacts with local 
public and private entities.

Contact details: 
luca.ferrario@trentinosviluppo.it 
filmcommission@provincia.tn.it
www.trentinofilmcommission.it
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TrUe CoLoUrS

True Colours is a fresh and emerging interna-
tional sales outfit based in Rome.
The Company established in 2015, in a part-
nership between Italian powerhouses Lucky 
Red Distribution and Indigo Film Production, 
whose credits include Paolo Sorrentino’s Os-
car-winning The Great Beauty, with the aim of 
bringing the best of Italian and international 
arthouse cinema worldwide.
In its first four years of activity, True Colours 
has built up a catalogue of over 100 contem-
porary films and a library of over 300 titles, 
establishing strong relationships with interna-
tional distributors.                                                                     
The company handles international sales of 
some of the most successful recent Italian 
titles in the world: commercial box office hit 
like Perfect Strangers and The Place by Paolo 
Genovese and author driven titles like Euforia 
and Fortunata, both selected at Un Certain 
Regard in Cannes.

Contact details: francesca@truecolours.it 
www.truecolours.it
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TUCker fILM

 
TVCo

 
UNTerToSTe fILM 
- ProdUkTIoNeN 

AUTArkIkeN

 
UPoNAdreAM 

STUdIoS

Set up in 2008, Tucker 
Film is an independent 
production and distribu-
tion company that focuses 
on two main areas: our re-
gion (Friuli Venezia Giulia) 
and the Far East. Among 
the movies distributed 
are: Departures by Takita 
Yojiro (2010 - Oscar for 
Best Foreign Movie), Po-
etry by Lee Chang-dong 
(2011), A Simple Life by 
Ann Hui (2012), L’Estate 
di Giacomo by Alessan-
dro Comodin (Pardo d’oro 

Cineasti del presente, Locarno Film Festival 
2011), Zoran, Il mio nipote scemo by Matteo 
Oleotto (International Critics’ Week Award, Ven-
ice Film Festival 2013) and TIR by Alberto Fa-
sulo (Marc’Aurelio d’oro, Festival Internazionale 
del film di Roma 2013). With an opening to 
Former-Yugoslavia, recent distribution include: 
Class Enemy by Rok Bicek, High Sun (Best film 
at Un certain regard, Cannes 2015) by Dalibor 
Matanic but also After the Storm by Kore-eda 
Hirokazu and The Net by Kim Ki-duk. Tucker 
Film is also active in production, with a range of 
documentary and fiction projects.

TVCO is an international sales and production 
boutique company. With market-premiere titles 
and directors’ driven movies and first and sec-
ond works, our growing library includes feature 
films and documentaries, and a selection of 
library titles. We specialize in distribution and 
sales, marketing, festivals and markets.
We are dedicated to selecting and bringing to 
the international market the finest most inter-
esting independent films.

Untertosten Film - Produktionen Autarkiken 
was born in 2004, founded by Carlo Michele 
Schirinzi to produce only his works. Works:
2019 - Padrone dove sei / Master where are 
you (82’)
2016 - Eclisse senza cielo / Eclipse with no 
sky (40’)
2010 - Frammenti da un confine / Fragments 
from a border (10’)
2009 - Prospettiva in fuga / Prospective on the 
run (05’)
2009 - Notturno stenopeico / Nocturne a pin-
hole camera (08’)
2008 - Fuga da Nicea / Escape from Nicea (08’)
2008 - Sonderbehandlung (09’)
2007 - Oligarchico (mosaico da camera) / Oli-
garchic (chambre mosaic) (14’)
2006 - Addestramento all’apocalisse / Apoca-
lypse training (06’)
2005 - Just for one day (01’)
2005 - Zittofono. Sonata in blu per Nagg e Nell / 
Zittofono. Sonata in blue for Nagg and Nell (05’)
2005 - Dal Toboso / From Toboso (14’)
2004 - Macerie dell’Arcobaelno / Rainbow’s 
ruins (17’)
2004 - All’erta! / Alert! (12’)
2004 - Il ri(n)tocco / The reto(ll)uch (08’)

Uponadream Studios is a video, animation 
and VFX production company based on crea-
tivity and the capacity to adapt to any climate 
change.
For each project we create a tailor-made work 
crew by choosing among our territory’s top re-
sources, but not only. 
We take care of every single production detail, 
from the script to the postproduction: idea, 
makeup, costumes, shootings, editing, VFX, 
graphics, soundtracks, sound design, up to 
the final product delivery.

Contact details: samantha@tuckerfilm.com
www.tuckerfilm.com

Contact details: billy@tvco.eu
Contact details: carlomicheleschirinzi@yahoo.it

Contact details: 
stefano.giacomuzzi.95@gmail.com 
www.uponadream.it

 
TrIeSTe 

SCIeNCe+fICTIoN

A multidisciplinary event 
devoted to the fantas-
tic, the experimental 
languages and the new 
technologies in cinema, 
television and visual arts, 
Trieste Science+Fiction 
Festival - the leading 

fantastic film festival in Italy - is organized by 
the film center La Cappella Underground. 
The festival hosts 3 competitive sections: the 
Asteroid Award, to the best sci-fi and fantasy 
feature film by emerging directors; the Méliès 
d’Argent Awards - in collaboration with the Eu-
ropean Fantastic Film Festivals Federation - to 
the best European fantastic feature and the 
best European fantastic short film. The festival 
assigns also an Audience Award, the Asteroid 
Career Award, and several collateral awards 
in cooperation with its media partners. It also 
features out-of-competition films and non-com-
petitive sections such as Sci-Fi Classix, Spazio 
Italia, Futurologia, as well as an Education pro-
gram and an industry section dedicated to the 
professionals of fantastic cinema: the Fantastic 
Film Forum.

Contact details: info@scienceplusfiction.org
program@scienceplusfiction.org 
www.sciencefictionfestival.org
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VIdeoeST

 
VIVo fILM

Videoest was founded 
in 1990 by five mem-
bers already engaged 
in the professional video 
industry. After an initial 
start-up phase it gave 
rise to investments to 
enhance the productive 

capacity of society and bring the standard in 
broadcast production.
The company deals with institutional docu-
mentaries, video advertising, promotional and 
product videos for trade fairs and exhibitions. 
Its strength is the production of documenta-
ries. In recent years Videoest has increased its 
productions. In the fields of contemporary art 
and architecture its latest productions, MEMO-
RY OF FLUIDS – GIUSEPPE PENONE SCULP-
TOR and WHY A FILM ABOUT MICHELE DE 
LUCCHI have been selected in 2013 and 
2014 at International Festival of Films on Art 
in Montreal. Its latest production, TRIESTE, 
YUGOSLAVIA, co-produced with Croatia and 
BiH, had a great audience success.

VIVO FILM, established in Rome at the begin-
ning of 2004 by Gregorio Paonessa and Marta 
Donzelli, is an independent production com-
pany with a catalogue of over 40 films, pre-
sented and awarded at the most prestigious 
festivals worldwide.
Vivo film’s credits include Michelangelo Fram-
martino’s LE QUATTRO VOLTE, Europa Cin-
emas Label Award at Cannes’ Directors’ Fort-
night in 2010; Emma Dante’s A STREET IN 
PALERMO, which won the Best Actress award 
at the Venice Film Festival in 2013; SWORN 
VIRGIN by Laura Bispuri, which premiered in 
Competition at the Berlinale in 2015; Andrea 
De Sica’s CHILDREN OF THE NIGHT, which 
premiered at the 2016 Torino Film Festival 
and won a Silver Ribbon Award for Best New 
Director; and NICO, 1988 by Susanna Nic-
chiarelli, which was awarded as Best Film in 
the Orizzonti Competition of the Venice Film 
Festival 2017.

Will o Wisp is an inde-
pendent film production 
company from Trentino. 
It produces creative 
documentaries, fiction 
short films and it's work-
ing on the first feature 
fiction film. The compa-

ny is available to co-produce projects as minor 
co-producer in Italy and internationnaly.

Contact details: info@videoest.it
www.videoest.it

Contact details: serenaalfieri@vivofilm.it 
www.vivofilm.it
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wILL o wISP

Contact details: anna.bressanini@willowisp.it
martin.tranquillini@willowisp.it
www.willowisp.it
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ZeLIG / eSodoC

ZeLIG is an international training institution 
based in Bolzano (Italy), dedicated to training 
professionals in the documentary film sector. 
ZeLIG’s core lies in the trilingual (IT-DE-EN) 
three-years specific training, with majors in 
directing, camera and editing. ZeLIG's training 
aim to prepare students for the job markets 
of tomorrow, providing them with the tools for 
a quick and easy entry into the professional 
world. An important part of ZeLIG’s mission is 
its creative focus on this multi-lingual, multi-
cultural tradition. 
ESoDoc – European Social Documentary is the 
training initiative promoted by ZeLIG – with the 
supporto of EU’s Creative Europe programme 
– for media professionals and “cross-thinkers” 
who want to increase impact and outreach 
of their documentary films and cross-media 
projects by developing new storytelling skills, 
networking over different platforms, discover-
ing new forms of team building, of producing 
and financing and new distribution strategies.

Contact details: thomas.righetti@zeligfilm.it 
www.zeligfilm.it, www.esodoc.eu
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LoreNZo BACCI

 
GIoVANNI CIoNI

Sceenwriter, script consultatant, story editor, 
copywriter. I have a degree in DAMS (Cinema) 
and an Holden School diploma. I co-wrote an 
indipendent drama for the stage, "Un Concer-
to per Precious"; I'm currently writing an hor-
ror feature film for aThai- Italian coproduction.

His main films: 
NON È SOGNO (2019) premierd in Locarno 
film festival, Festival dei Popoli (Florence)
VIAGGIO A MONTEVIDEO (2017), premiered 
at Cinéma du Réel in Paris and at Mostra Nuo-
vo Cinema di Pesaro 
DAL RITORNO (2015), premiered at Cinéma 
du Réel in Paris, Biografilm in Bologna, Film-
maker in Milano, Trieste Filmfestival 
PER ULISSE (2013), best film award in the 
Festival dei Popoli International competition, 
premiered in Visions du Réel, Nyon, Etats 
généraux du film documentaire Lussas, Anu-
uruaboro Festival des cinémas des Peuples in 
New Caledonia…
GLI INTREPIDI,  (2012) premiered in Giornate 
degli Autori, 69 Mostra del Cinema di Venezia
IN PURGATORIO (2009) premiered in Festival 
dei Popoli with an Audience awaed, awarded 
in Conéma du Réel in Paris…
NOUS/AUTRES (2003) premiered in Visions 
du Réel Nyon
TEMOINS LISBONNE, LOURDES LAS VEGAS 
(based on Alain Platel and Arne Sierens, Ber-
nadetje), 
a serie of Silent Film to listen at, LA RUMEUR 
DU MONDEContact details: 

lorenzo.bacci1993@gmail.com
Contact details: contact@giovannicioni.org 
www.giovannicioni.org
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wALTer roNZANI

Walter Ronzani, born in Asiago (VI) in 1984, 
is an italian filmmaker. In 2008 worked as 
production assistant for CRG International, a 
production service company based in Venice. 
The following year he get the same position 
at Polygone Étoilé in Marseille. Later he was 
assistant director in “Alpini” by Jean François 
Neplaz (2010) and “La Pièce” by Mario Bren-
ta and Denis Brotto (2011). 
Since then as director he has made several 
shorts and documentaries for independent 
production houses. In 2017 his film “Through 
the looking-glass” was selected in Pesaro 
Film Festival (Satellite category) and his short 
documentary “The treasure of the landfill” was 
in competition at Clorofilla Film Festival. Now 
he is looking for partners for “Strange Days”, 
a documentary which will be developed be-
tween Italy and Slovenia. This project was se-
lected in the pitching workshop managed by 
Stefilm at Sguardi Sul Reale Festival 2017.

Contact details: walter.ronzani@gmail.com
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MArCo GerMINI

 
dINo MAGGIoNI

 
AUrorA oVAN

 
LUCA CIUT

I'm a musician/composer, active from early 
2000. In 2019 composed the soundtrack for 
"La fiaba perduta" (Mansarda Productions) 
winner of "best documentary 2019" at the 
International Tour Film Festival Civitavecchia. 
In 2016 composed the soundtrack for "Figli di 
Maria" winner besides other, of the "A movie 
for peace 2016" and in rotarion on Rai Storia 
channel.
Other soundtrack works during those years, 
"Per mano ignota. Peteano una strage dimen-
ticata" (finalist at Golden door Festival - Jer-
sey City, in competition at David di Donatello 
2013), a music for the commercial of Brooks 
Italia, in rotation on Sky TV, written in collabo-
ration with Alba Nacinovich (Croatian singer 
and composer with which collaborates also in 
the musical project "The Hunting Dogs", win-
ner of Sudwave 2019 Festival, and opening 
act of Tre allegri ragazzi morti in 2019).
Degree in Jazz music in 2014, a huge expe-
rience in composition (master with Stefano 
Bellon), and in using of synthesizers (modular, 
analogue).

I am a screenwriter interested in becoming a 
producer, too. 
I grew up in Friuli Venezia Giulia and became 
an emigrant when I turned 19. 
I have lived in the world of automobile and 
engine construction for 20 years. And in the 
world of rally driving. I met, worked with and 
raced with drivers, right-seaters, mechanics, 
and engineers. 
As an adolescent I used to write stories, after 
the first curve I ran my track as an engineer 
and at this bend in the road, I write what I have 
lived through, seen and dreamed about during 
the race. 
I have been studying at Scuola Holden, at-
tended all McKee seminars, being mentored 
by a few great screenplay writers.
I am married to Eliana and live in Turin, but 
when I was not on a plane or a car, I lived in 
Milan, Paris and Sao Paulo.

Freelance wrtier/director formed in Florence 
(Italy) and New York City, graduated at the 
New York Film Academy in summer 2017.

Film composer.
Among others he scored music for Dancing 
with Maria (dir. Ivan Gergolet), Easy (dir. An-
drea Magnani), Resina (dir. Renzo Carbon-
era), Paradise (dir. Davide Del Degan).
2019 Globi d'Oro Nomination - best music 
(Resina, dir. Renzo Carbonera).

Contact details: marco.germini@gmail.com Contact details: dino.maggioni@gmail.com
Contact details: aurora.ovan@gmail.com 
www.auroraovanbs.com

Contact details: info@lucaciut.com
www.lucaciut.com
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GABrIeLLA ZIrALdo

Free Lance as Location Manager,  Site Man-
ager, Fixer and Researcher  working for tv-
series, feature films, documentaries;  con-
nected with FVG Filmcommission. Skilled 
in networking and relation building with a 
variety of stakeholders. Brokering and fos-
tering productive connections and meetings 
between stories, writers, and producers for 
development of projects.

Contact details: gabriella.ziraldo@gmail.com
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fA fILMA

 
BALTIC SeA 
forUM for 

doCUMeNTArIeS

Fa Filma was created 
by director Juris Poskus 
back in 2004 and pro-
ducer Madara Melberga 
joined studio in 2007.  
Since then we had pro-
duced director’s films 
with artistic merit. We 

are following the idea of the film, there is no 
difference for us is it documentary or fiction.

Baltic Sea Docs is an international pitching fo-
rum, taking place in Riga, Latvia. It is focused 
mainly on the filmmakers from the greater Bal-
tic Sea region, Eastern Europe and Caucasus 
region. The event consists of preparatory work-
shop for 25 selected projects, pitching sessions 
and individual meetings, as well as seminars 
and a film programme. It is the only pitching fo-
rum in the Baltic region focused only on docu-
mentaries. 24th Baltic Sea Docs will take place 
1 – 6 September, 2020.

Contact details: madara@fafilma.lv 
fafilma@fafilma.lv, www.fafilma.lv

Contact details: balticforum@nkc.gov.lv 
www.balticseadocs.lv
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NATIoNAL fILM 

CeNTre

 
rUSLAN 

PereZhILo MUSIC

The objective of the National Film Centre is 
to implement the national policy in the cin-
ema and film industry and to administer the 
funds from the State budget intended for film 
industry.

Film music composer, classically trained 
professional musician, pianist and electronic 
music performer, digital audio specialist. Cur-
rently based in Trieste.
Ruslan Perezhilo (born 1982) grew up in Riga, 
Latvia, where he began studying music in early 
childhood until finishing the Latvian Academy 
of Music with a Master’s degree. He is a true 
international keen on working in multi-cultural 
teams, contributing his artistic perspective 
and music storytelling skillset to projects from 
all over the world.
Ruslan is the winner of the prestigious inter-
national Transatlantyk Film Music Competition 
(Young Composer 2017 award). His works 
were featured in commercials for Rolls-Royce, 
Groupon, the VR game Space Pirate Trainer, 
several film trailers, licensed by Tirol TV, Zynga 
game company, Samsung SDS, Gardaland 
amusement park. In the last few years, focus-
ing on scoring to picture, Ruslan has collabo-
rated with filmmakers from Italy, Switzerland, 
India, the United States, UK and Slovenia.

Contact details: dita.rietuma@nkc.gov.lv 
www.nkc.gov.lv

Contact details: mail4ruslan@gmail.com 
www.ruslanperezhilo.com
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BArAdINSkAS 

fILMS

Saulius Baradinskas is a film, commercial & 
music video director from Vilnius, Lithuania.
 Saulius is noticed for directing music videos 
that already got recognition in the Baltic states. 
In 2018 annual music video awards Saulius 
was selected as a best director of the year and 
won best music video award for directing.

Contact details: 
sauliusbaradinskas@gmail.com 
www.baradinskas.com
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erA fILM

Established in Vilnius in 2001 by the Lithu-
anian producer, Rasa Miskinyte, ERA FILM is 
known for producing award winning interna-
tional documentary films.
Recently ERA FILM entered a new era with an 
additional focus on animation, feature films, 
transmedia projects.
Made nearly 20 films in co-production with 
France, Germany, Poland, Ireland, Spain, 
Belgium. Have co-produced or cooperated 
with such broadcasters as: MDR (Germany), 
NHK (Japan), TG4 (Ireland), BBC-NI (UK), 
AVRO (The Netherlands), YLE (Finland), TVP2 
(Poland), Belsat TV (Poland/Belorusia), ERR 
(Estonia), DR (Denmark), SVT (Sweden), NRK 
(Norway), TSR (Switzerland).

Contact details: rasa@erafilm.lt
www.erafilm.lt
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JUST A MoMeNT

 
LIThUANIAN fILM 

CeNTre

JUST A MOMENT is an award winning, fast 
growing Vilnius-based independent produc-
tion company founded in 2007. We produce 
fiction and documentary films, selected in fes-
tivals such as Warsaw IFF, Mostra del Cinema 
di Venezia, Visions du Réel, Sheffield Doc/
Fest, Message to Man, Full Frame Documen-
tary Festival, IDFA and many more.

The Lithuanian Film 
Centre (LFC) estab-
lished in 2012 is a State 
institution under the 
Ministry of Culture of 
the Republic of Lithua-
nia. The Centre contrib-
utes to the designing of 

the effective film sector policy and to foster the 
sustainability of the Lithuanian film industry. 
LFC is also the host organisation to Creative 
Europe Desk Lithuania MEDIA Office.
Seeking to encourage the development of the 
Lithuanian film sector, LFC provides funding 
for film development, production, distribution, 
promotion, education projects and preserva-
tion of film heritage. Production support is 
available for feature films, animation, short 
films, documentaries and television series.
LFC supports Lithuanian film promotion at 
various film festivals, participates in film mar-
kets and represents Lithuania at international 
organisations. The Centre also supports and 
sponsors film education initiatives and is also 
responsible for preservation and dissemina-
tion of the Lithuanian film heritage.

Contact details: ludens4@yahoo.com Contact details: d.butnoriute@lkc.lt
r.kvietkauskas@lkc.lt, www.lkc.lt
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MB okTAVA

 
MeeTING PoINT – 

VILNIUS

CinEast − Central and Eastern European Film 
Festival in Luxembourg held annually in Octo-
ber since 2008, showcasing over a hundred 
feature and short films from 20 countries dur-
ing the 18 festival days in Luxembourg City 
and other towns in the Grand Duchy. 
Dedicated to the film production of the post-
communist countries of Central and Eastern 
Europe, CinEast aims to share the best cinema 
from the region spiced up with a wide range of 
accompanying events.

Film production. Meeting Point – Vilnius is the international au-
diovisual industry event to discover, develop 
and support European talents and upcoming 
debut films. Bringing together over 250 film 
professionals, it aims to build and cross nets 
between different European macro-regions: 
from Baltics to South East, from Caucasus to 
Western Europe.

Contact details: ela@cineast.lu
www.cineast.luContact details: laurashooting@gmail.com

Contact details: alessandra@kinopavasaris.lt 
www.meetingpointvilnius.lt
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eAVe

European Audiovisual 
Entrepreneurs, EAVE, is 
a professional training, 
project development and 
networking organization 
for audiovisual produc-
ers. Working with a world-
wide network of partners 
we are involved in pro-
grammes for producers 
in Europe, Russia, Latin 
America, the Arab world, 
Asia and Africa.
Founded in 1988, our 
objectives are to provide 

professional training opportunities and to bring 
producers from different regions of the world to-
gether with the aim of facilitating co-production 
relationships. We believe that the support of 
independent voices, creative imagination and 
culturally driven companies within the global 
media industries is an urgent necessity in the 
21st century. Through our work we aim to con-
tribute towards the creation of strong networks 
of producers and to encourage the exchange 
of knowledge and skills which will strengthen 
independent production across the world.

Contact details: lise@eave.org, tanika@eave.org, 
tina@eave.org, www.eave.org
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yoUBeSC

Launched in 2011, YOUBESC is a Moldova-
based production house. The company’s films 
have been well received by audiences and 
festivals, and have won more than 30 awards. 
YOUBESC team struggles to develop the mol-
dovan film industry by organizing RAVAC Inter-
national Film Festival with educative programs 
for emerging filmmakers.
YOUBESC’s mission is to produce top-quality 
films and to provide film services to interna-
tional partners. 
We are your filmmaking friend and partner in 
Moldova.

Contact details: te@iubesc.md
www.youbesc.com
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ArTIkULACIJA fILM

 
NorTh 

MACedoNIA fILM 
AGeNCy

Artikulacija FIlm is the first independent pro-
duction company in Montenegro, founded in 
2001.
Since the beginning, it has been dedicated 
to innovative audiovisual production, interna-
tional cooperation and implementation of high 
professional standards within Montenegrin 
audiovisual industry. During the many years 
of our activity, we have managed to gather 
experienced producers from various fields of 
audiovisual industry, as well as young authors 
with authentic and inspiring ideas.

Primary objective of the North Macedonia Film 
Agency is to stimulate and support the devel-
opment of the Macedonian film industry. In 
order to achieve its goals the Agency aims at 
providing a continuous support to the produc-
tion of films of national interest, stimulating 
international filming co-productions, encour-
aging expert and professional education of film 
industry professionals, stimulating the creation 
of national screenplays, promoting Macedoni-
an Cinematography at renowned international 
film festivals and events as well as attracting 
foreign producers by offering them favorable 
conditions, thereby promoting Republic of 
North Macedonia as a filming location.
The funds needed for the operation of the 
Agency are provided from the Budget of the 
Republic of North Macedonia.

Contact details: stefanboskovic83@gmail.com
Contact details: gorjan.tozija@filmagency.gov.mk 
www.filmagency.gov.mk
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ACe ProdUCerS

ACE Producers is an exclusive network of ex-
perienced independent film producers from 
Europe and beyond.
Membership of the network is based on pro-
fessionalism, mutual trust, collaborative work-
ing and openness to new ideas. A fundamen-
tal aim of ACE Producers is to encourage and 
enable international co-production.
Producers with proven experience in their own 
countries are welcomed into the network after 
completing the ACE programme of advanced 
training, which consists of three workshops 
during one year. The training asserts the posi-
tion and unique responsibilities of the produc-
er throughout the whole process of a project’s 
development, production, marketing and de-
livery to audiences.

Contact details: ace@ace-producers.com 
www.ace-producers.com
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IdfA

IDFA is a leading documentary event, bring-
ing together the documentary community 
in the center of Amsterdam in November. It 
offers filmmakers a platform to launch their 
documentaries in various festival programs 
and presents around 300 creative documen-
taries and interactive documentary projects 
every year. The festival also runs two markets 
- the IDFA Forum for co-production and co-
financing of documentaries and Docs for Sale, 
a platform which facilitates sales of high-end 
documentaries. IDFA also supports up-and-
coming talent through IDFA Academy, which 
organizes workshops and training programs 
for emerging filmmakers. Additionally, IDFA 
runs the IDFA Bertha Fund, which supports 
independent, critical, and artistic voices from 
Africa, Asia, Latin America, the Middle East, 
and Eastern Europe. The Fund provides devel-
opment, production, and distribution grants.

Contact details: jenni@idfa.nl
www.idfa.nl
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New AMSTerdAM 

fILM CoMPANy
 

NINe fILM

International Film Festival Rotterdam (IFFR) 
offers a high quality line-up of carefully se-
lected fiction and documentary feature films, 
short films and media art. The festival's focus 
is on recent work by talented new filmmakers. 
However, within the four sections the Festival 
presents, there is also room for retrospectives 
and themed programmes. IFFR actively sup-
ports new and adventurous filmmaking talent 
through its co-production market CineMart, its 
Hubert Bals Fund, Rotterdam Lab and other 
industry activities.

The New Amsterdam Film Company is a hy-
brid between a Film Production Company and 
an advertising agency in the now. The com-
pany originates from two core worlds and the 
founders’ experience of 20 years in independ-
ent filmmaking and 20 years in advertising, 
marketing and communications.

Sales company Nine Film, founded in Am-
sterdam in 2018, is dedicated to bringing 
engaging, moving, thought-provoking and in-
spiring features and documentaries from all 
over the world to the discerning international 
marketplace.
Nine Film represents a diverse selection of art-
house and cross-over films, created equally by 
today’s best story-driven auteurs and emerg-
ing directors. 
We are committed to collaborative and long-
lasting relationships with our partners – talent, 
producers, distributors and festivals alike – to 
facilitate the best possible life for each and 
every project.

Contact details: e.gusyatinskiy@iffr.com
Contact details: sanderv@newams.com 
www.newams.com

Contact details: nelleke@ninefilm.com 
www.ninefilm.com
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AUToGrAf

Autograf is a dynamic production company 
established in 2010 producing feature films, 
documentaries, TV shows and TV fictions.
We tell stories which we find interesting, funny, 
educational and touching. Stories told in an 
approachable sometimes funny and entertain-
ing way.
We believe that our way of story-telling through 
joy, insight, laughter and tears – results in 
same outcome in the audience – we all gain 
unique and precious experience and emotions 
that stay with us.
We want to make good films. As simple as 
that.

Contact details: kamila.polit@autograffilm.pl 
www.autograffilm.pl
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CeNTrALA fILM

Centrala Film focuses on producing documen-
taries and fictions by young filmmakers with a 
strong interest in arthouse projects. The team 
consists of people coming from diverse work 
backgrounds that have been producing films 
together since 2004. Films produced by Cen-
trala have been presented and successful at 
many times at international film festivals such 
as Cannes, Sundance, Locarno, Berlinale, Vi-
sion du Reel, Cinema du Reel, Planete+ Doc, 
Hot Docs, DokLeipzig and other. Many of pro-
duced films have been made in co-production 
with countries such as Germany, Belgium and 
Croatia.

Contact details: marta@centralafilm.pl 
www.centralafilm.pl
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CINeMAToGrAPher

Cinematographer of "Border crossing".

Contact details: joanna.kakitek@gmail.com
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CoNNeCT The 

doTS fILM AGeNCy

CONNECT THE DOTS Film Agency, founded 
in 2018 by Małgorzata Janczak who, after 
nearly 15 years of experience in the film in-
dustry, working in film promotion in various 
companies and institutions, and as a freelanc-
er, finally decided to set up her very own shop.
Over the years her clients included HBO, Ag-
nieszka Smoczynska, Jan Komasa, Krzysztof 
Skonieczny, Marcin Wrona, Daria Woszek, 
Raul de la Fuente . All projects she has shep-
herded have achieved international success 
and were invited to top-tier film festivals, in-
cluding Cannes, Berlinale, Sundance, Mon-
treal and Toronto to name a few.
Our main fields of expertise are:
- film pr
- film publicist
- visual branding
- creative production
- international festivals and promotion strategy
- building your brand as a filmmaker
We connect the director with the right sales 
agent, we connect producers looking for co-
productions with Poland, we help in the visual 
branding of your film.

Contact details: rockycreate@gmail.com
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fILM IT

Warsaw based independent production studio 
established in 2002. Producing feature films, 
tv series, documentaries and commercial 
films.

Contact details: f.pastusiak@filmit.com.pl 
www.filmit.com.pl
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koSkINo

Koskino Sp. z o.o. is a production house based 
in Warsaw and run by Natalia Grzegorzek – 
the President of the Board and Koskino’s main 
producer. By now Koskino has produced 3 
feature narratives - "Kamper" and "A Coach's 
Daughter" by Łukasz Grzegorzek and, as a 
minority co-producer, "Winter Flies" by Olmo 
Omerzu. At the moment the production team 
is developing one middle-lenght documen-
tary: "Tell Me More" by Martyna Peszko and 
two feature narratives: "Let It Be" - a third film 
by Łukasz Grzegorzek and "Skull Echo" - a 
feature debut of a renowned polish singer and 
music composer Julia Marcell. Natalia won a 
Polish Film Institute scholarship to participate 
in EAVE Producers Workshop with this project 
in 2020. Koskino is interested in international 
co-productions both as a minority and main 
producer.

Contact details: natalia@koskino.pl 
www.koskino.pl
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koSMoS 

ProdUCTIoN
 

MowI SerwIS

KOSMOS Production – established in 2013, 
a forward thinking motion picture company 
based in Warsaw, Poland, concentrating on 
plot-driven and meaningful stories that can 
also entertain big audiences. Develops and 
finances feature films, and documentaries 
for the international crossover art-house and 
commercial sector. Focuses on stories with 
strong cinematic conviction, as well as discov-
ering young and talented filmmakers.

Filmography:
2020 – “Fisheye” a feature film by Michał Szcz-
esniak, co-financed by the Polish Film Institute                                                                                                                               
2020 – “Deep Dive” a VR film by Miłosz Her-
manowicz (post-production), produced by the 
Film School in Lodz, co-produced by Kosmos 
Produduction
2019 – “Imaginary Cities – The Story of The 
Band Apteka” a music documentary by Wo-
jciech Domachowski (post-production), co-
produced by TVP Polish Television
2018 – “The Signs” a documentary by Woj

In 2015 a film distribution company called 
"Dystrybucja Mówi Serwis" was set up by TFP 
Ltd is production studio based in Warsaw, 
Poland. TFP company was created almost 
15 years ago and activity was based on three 
pillars - television production, advertising and 
film production. TFP is one of the largest pro-
duction houses in Warsaw in advertising mar-
ket. TFP is a dedicated production house of 
such polish brands as Polsat TV, Polkomtel, 
Cyfrowy Polsat, Plus Bank. TFP produced 
films like: „Behind Blue Doors”, „False Fi-
ance”, „Najmro”, „Black Mill” (in prod.) and 
many tv series.
Dystrybucja Mówi Serwis distributes theat-
ricaly in Poland: Polish comedies like „How 
to mary milioner” (Jak poslubic milionera) or 
„Perfect Strangers” (Nieznajomi), family films 
like „M Misfit”, „Behind Blue Doors” and ani-
mation like „Ozzy” or „Belka i Strelka” plus 
some good European film like „The Wave” or 
„Wy we are creative”. And also running inter-
national rights sales of TFP films.

Contact details: joanna@kosmosproduction.pl 
http://kosmosproduction.pl/en

Contact details: 
mnowakowska@mowiserwis.pl
www.dystrybucjamowiserwis.pl
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New eUroPe fILM 

SALeS

Boutique sales company based in Warsaw, 
founded in 2010 by Jan Naszewski. The com-
pany’s catalogue includes the Icelandic RAMS 
(Prix Un Certain Regard in Cannes in 2015, 
sold to over 40 countries), Swedish-Polish 
debut THE HERE AFTER (Directors’ Fortnight 
2015) as well as 9 Berlinale titles including the 
2016 Silver Bear winners UNITED STATES OF 
LOVE and SUMMER 1993. Recent highlights 
of NEFS catalogue are: CORPUS CHRISTI 
(Venice, TIFF) and A WHITE, WHITE DAY 
(Cannes, TIFF).

Contact details: 
marcin@neweuropefilmsales.com
www.neweuropefilmsales.com
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New horIZoNS 
INTerNATIoNAL
fILM feSTIVAL

 
orkA fILM

New Horizons Interna-
tional Film Festival, est. 
2001, is the biggest film 
festival in Poland. The 
20th edition of the event 
will take place on July 
23 - August 2, 2020. It 
also runs a distribution 

arm focused on cutting-edge arthouse cin-
ema. Key industry events are Polish Days- the 
presentation of the latest Polish films to inter-
national industry representatives and New Ho-
rizons Studio+ for first and second time film-
makers. More info on: www.nowehoryzonty.pl

ORKA is a team of ex-
perienced, creative pro-
ducers and post-pro-
duction professionals.
We completed thou-
sands of projects, in-
cluding film, television, 
advertising, and new 

media projects.
ORKA is a reliable partner. We realize film pro-
jects mainly in the area of special effects.
As co-producers we are also responsibile for 
feature and documentary productions in Po-
land and abroad.
Our competence in film production:
full and safe post-production process special 
effects VFX color correction, movie screen ref-
erence and projector control of materials from 
plan to DCP copies.
Our resent works: Mr. Jones, Knifes and Skin, 
What a country, Birds Talk, Mister T.

Contact details: 
weronika.czolnowska@snh.org.pl
www.nowehoryzonty.pl

Contact details: i.igel@orkafilm.pl
m.zimecka@orkafilm.pl
www.orkafilm.pl
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PoLISh fILM 

INSTITUTe

Established in 2005, the Polish Film Institute 
is the national film fund that offers compre-
hensive support for the Polish film industry, 
including film production, education and dis-
semination of film culture and international 
promotion. The Institute has an annual budget 
of approximately 30 M EUR. With a budget 
of 22 M EUR for production, the Polish Film 
Institute subsidizes about 200 fiction, docu-
mentary and animated film projects per year, 
including minority co-productions. 
From February 2019 the Polish Film Insti-
tute provides access to a generous 30% 
cash rebate on productions, including feature 
films, animations, documentaries and series 
made in Poland and offers reimbursement 
of production costs incurred in Poland in the 
amount of 30% of Polish eligible expenditures.

Contact details: promotion@pisf.pl 
www.pisf.pl
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ShIPSBoy

SHIPSBOY is a Warsaw based production 
company working in features and series story-
telling. Founded in 2013 the company’s main 
focus is on discovering and nurturing new 
talents, on a local and international level. Our 
team is driven by a passion for film and a love 
of good stories. 
SHIPSBOY is focused internationally, working 
with our European co-production partners to 
develop a slate of audience engaging, charac-
ter driven features and TV series.  Our latest 
endeavor – LOCATIONS POLAND – provides 
a variety of production services to foreign 
producers, including helping them effectively 
take advantage of Polish tax incentives.

Contact details: szymanska@shipsboy.com 
www.shipsboy.com
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TeLewIZJA PoLSkA

Telewizja Polska SA - TVP -public, free TV sta-
tion. Territory Poland. Polish language. TVP1 
broadcasts: latest news, political programs, 
world events, documentaries, reportages, 
movies, series, focused on information and 
education. 
TVP1 is intended for viewers of all ages. The 
most important for us is the high quality of pro-
grams and journalistic integrity. Docs: Human 
Stories; Wild Life; History,Science, Current Af-
fairs. Focused on docs for current slots. Pol-
ish audience is very demanding. Looking for 
Strong Human Stories with tension, emotional, 
shocking, surprising, with one protagonist; 
Wild Life; History -  contemporary, European, 
universal; the Best Docs - very spectacular. 
Stories about extraordinary people.

Contact details: anna.ferens@tvp.pl 
www.tvp.pl
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The fILM 
New eUroPe 
ASSoCIATIoN

The Film New Europe Association is the main 
networking platform of professionals in the 
Central and Eastern Europe and Baltic region. 
The FNE Association board is made up of the 
heads of the most important film institutions 
in the region. The webportal Film New Europe 
with its FNE Daily newswire was chosen as the 
main tool to achieve the network’s objectives: 
FNE is the sharing of know how, visibility of re-
gional cultural diversity and finally the voice of 
the region.  FNE is also a pan-European con-
nection for the region and has partnerships 
and activities with the main pan-European film 
institutions based in Western Europe.

Contact details: 
iulia.blaga@filmneweurope.com
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VISIoN hoUSe 
ProdUCTIoNS

Vision House Productions is an experienced 
production company, focusing on factual film 
and television. Among our clients and return-
ing partners are networks such as BBC, Chan-
nel 4, Discovery Channel, Al Jazeera English, 
NHK, SVT, DR, France 2 and many others.
We've produced several documentary copro-
ductions : Chopin Reloaded (BBC, TVP), Re-
bellion (AL Jazeera, TVP), The Tipping Point 
(Discovery Channel, WWF), Who really found 
the golden train ? (Discovery Channel).
Apart from film production we produce qual-
ity TV series for numerous networks in Poland 
and abroad : Sanatorium of Love (TVP, awards 
at MIPTV Cannes, NAPTE Budapest), Station 
Bieszczady (Discovery Channel) or Ekoreport-
er (Polsat News).

Contact details: lb@visionhouse.eu 
www.visionhouse.eu
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CreATIVe eUroPe 

deSk PorTUGAL

TV Series Creator Creative Europe Desk Portugal (in Portugal 
called Centro de Informação Europa Criativa),  
aims to disseminate information about the Cre-
ative Europe Programme to professionals of the 
cultural and creative sectors, to promote and 
disseminate access to it and to provide support 
to potential candidates, or other people inter-
ested in the activities of the Program, in particu-
lar in the preparation of their applications, while 
also promoting future colaborations.

Contact details: geoprints@gmx.com

Contact details: 
susana.costapereira@europacriativa.eu 
www.europacriativa.eu
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LIBrA fILM

Libra Film is an independent film/ TV produc-
tion company founded by Tudor Giurgiu in 
1994. Between 2000 and 2019, Libra Film 
produced around 40 films, with a focus on 
international co-productions. Over the years, 
the films were presented in the official selec-
tion of international festivals such as Cannes, 
Berlin, Venice, Toronto, Locarno, Karlovy Vary, 
San Sebastian, TIFF and Sarajevo, receiving 
various awards. 
Libra Film is the only Romanian production 
company which has been granted three times 
(2009, 2011 and 2014) development support 
by the Creative Europe programme – MEDIA 
of the European Union for its slate of projects 
including features and documentaries.

Contact details: florentina.ciuverca@tiff.ro 
www.librafilm.net
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roMANIAN fILM 

CeNTre

Alex Traila is a Romanian film industry con-
sultant. He holds a diploma in cinematogra-
phy and has followed multiple trainings and 
workshops on creative producing, mentoring 
and marketing. For the past years he was in-
volved in various industry platforms focused 
on Eastern and South-Eastern Europe such as 
CineLink, Transilvania IFF, When East Meets 
West.
Currently handles EU affairs and foreign re-
lations for the Romanian Film Centre, is the 
Eurimages national representative and associ-
ated professor at National University of Thea-
tre and Film “I.L. Caragiale”, Bucharest.

Contact details: international@cnc.gov.ro 
http://cnc.gov.ro
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MICro fILM

Set up in 2012 in Ro-
mania, microFILM is 
working on local films, 
international co-produc-
tions & distribution for 
features, documenta-
ries & short films. It pro-
duces works by some of 

the key names of Romanian Cinema such as 
Radu Jude, Alexandru Solomon, Ivana Mlad-
enovic & is involved in co-productions of ac-
claimed directors such as Thomas Wasilewski 
and Slobodan Sijan. The most successful 
productions include Radu Jude’s It Can Pass 
Through the Wall (which premiered at Cannes 
International Film Festival 2014), Ivana the 
Terrible directed by Ivana Mladenovic (which 
premiered at Locarno International Film Fes-
tival 2019) and Simple Women by director 
Chiara Malta, co-produced with Vivo Film 
Italy (which premiered at Toronto Film Festival 
2019).

Contact details: dianacaravia10@gmail.com
carlafotea@gmail.com
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TANGAJ 

ProdUCTIoN

Tangaj Production is a young production com-
pany, Bucharest based, established in 2017 
by film producer Anamaria Antoci. Tangaj’s 
branding and management underlines the 
company’s direction towards a strong slate 
of arthouse films, carefully balanced with 
productions that tackle audience in a unique 
manner. While focusing on exploring fresh, tal-
ented Romanian voices and newly discovered 
ones outside the borders, the company also 
provides high-quality production services.

Contact details: 
anamaria@tangajproduction.com 
www.tangajproduction.com
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BABooN 

ProdUCTIoN
 

BeLdoCS Idff

BaBoon Production is a Belgrade production 
company founded in 2007 by established film 
authors that aims to develop cinematographic 
projects within the Serbian and global audio-
visual panorama.  It is centred on European 
co-productions and international promotion of 
the audio-visual arts.
BaBoon is the co-production partner in Serbia 
capable of making a film from the starting idea 
and bringing it to the audience, or of swiftly 
mobilizing authors and crew for various video 
and film productions. 
BaBoon has gathered under one roof the 
credits from more than 120 short and long 
feature films, documentaries, TV programmes 
and series as directors, scriptwriters, editors, 
producers, co-producers, executive producers 
and line producers.

Beldocs (Belgrade, Serbia) was founded in 
2008 and based on the idea that the docu-
mentary form has a special power to inspire 
people to think, create, and believe in change. 
The main goals of BELDOCS are to develop, 
support, promote, network, and educate in the 
field of international documentary film. Bel-
docs communicates with younger generations, 
those that are the keys to future social change, 
and seeks to strengthen educational platforms 
through documentaries.
Association Beldocs IDFF has been organ-
izing International Documentary Film Festi-
val Beldocs in Belgrade since 2008, Beldocs 
Market since 2013 and Beldocs Echo Festival 
tour since 2011 which presents documentaries 
to audiences in smaller cities and villages in 
Serbia. Beldocs recently joined two European 
projects #europeanfilmchallenge and AVA Doc. 
Beldocs is oriented towards artistically and 
socially-relevant cinema and selects the most 
remarkable European and World documenta-
ries of the year.

Contact details: mirkobojo@gmail.com
Contact details: mladen.vusurovic@beldocs.rs 
www.beldocs.rs
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BIBerChe

BIBERCHE is an independent production 
company established in Belgrade by a couple 
of film professionals, Nikolina Vucetic Zecevic, 
producer & Dejan Zecevic director, with more 
than twenty years of experience and only one 
idea and intention - to produce the good films. 
The company is committed to an international 
cinema, working with confirmed directors and 
emerging talents, defending a strong collabo-
ration between the producer and the director. 
FILMOGRAPHY feature film
2019 AJVAR directed by Ana Maria Rossi
2019 THE VOICE directed by Ognjen Svilicic
2019 SECOND CHANCE directed by Marija 
Dzidzeva
2017 OFFENDERS directed by Dejan Zecevic
2014 THESE ARE THE RULES directed by 
Ognjen Svilicic
2011 THE ENEMY directed by Dejan Zecevic
2010 VESPA directed by Diana Groo
POSTPRODUCTION feature film
2020 AFTER THE WINTER directed by Ivan 
Bakrac
2020 IN THE DUSK directed by Sharunas 
Bartas

Contact details: office@biberche.com
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SerBIA

CED MEDIA Office aims at providing support 
to representatives of the audiovisual sector 
who want to participate in the MEDIA sub-
program. Through the consultations, public 
events and educational activities organized, 
MEDIA desk also promotes Creative Europe 
MEDIA subprogram.

Contact details: 
nevena@media.kreativnaevropa.rs 
http://media.kreativnaevropa.rs/
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fILM CeNTer 

SerBIA

Film Center Serbia (FCS) 
is a government institu-
tion working under the 
auspices of the Ministry of 
Culture and Information 
of the Republic of Serbia. 
FCS was founded in or-
der to creatively stimulate 
and administrate financial 
support to Serbian film in-
dustry. Its goal is to direct 
and manage strategic de-
velopment of Serbian film 
industry.

Contact details: fcs.office@fcs.rs
gordan.matic@fcs.rs, www.fcs.rs
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fILM hoUSe 

BAS CeLIk

Film House Bas Celik was established in 1998. 
By 2020. we have produced and co-produced 
more than 20 feature films, several documen-
taries and short films.  Our productions in-
clude “The Trap” directed by Srdan Golubovic 
(2007. Berlinale Forum, film won 22 interna-
tional awards and was short listed for the Best 
Foreign Film Oscar,) “Clip” directed by Maja 
Milos (Tiger Award at 2012 Rotterdam IFF), 
short animated film “Rabbitland” directed by 
Nikola Majdak and Ana Nedeljkovic ( Crystal 
Bear at 2013 Berlinale, section Generation 
14+), “Circles” directed by Srdan Golubovic 
( Special Jury Prize at Sundance 2013., Prize 
of Ecumenical Jury at Berlinale Forum 2013.) 
Fims we produced were screened at more 
than 800 festivals worldwide and won more 
than 180 international film awards.

Contact details: jelena@bascelik.net 
www.bascelik.net
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SeNSe 

ProdUCTIoN

SENSE Production is a film & video production 
company based in Belgrade (Serbia), a habitat 
for young auteurs and professionals with an 
exciting approach to drama and visual. We are 
present at festival markets, always presenting 
and looking for new, innovative projects and 
new ways for financing and distribution.
In the first years the company produced the 
award-winning feature film Barbarians by Ivan 
Ikic (2014 / Special Mention, Karlovy Vary IFF), 
Battle of Kumanovo: Blood and Mist, a high-
quality history TV documentary, the debut doc-
umentary film  The Way of the East (2017) and 
Only Girls Cry (2017 / Grand Prix, Belgrade 
Documentary and Short Film Festival).
Projects in production include The Users, the 
second feature film by Ivan Ikic, an animated 
short Lights & Shadows by living legend Ras-
tko Ciric, a short Ladies on the Hunt, a short 
film Goalgetter, as well as two minority co-
productions - The Manor House by Cristi Puiu 
and The Riders by Dominik Mencej.

Contact details: marija@senseproduction.rs 
www.senseproduction.rs
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TerIreM 

ProdUCTIoN

Terirem production is a 
new, young company, 
established out from 
the work on the film 
The Healing (2014). 
Authors, director and 
producer Ivan Jovic 
and screenwriter and 

producer Monja Jovic, have gathered team of 
friends and film professionals who share the 
same aesthetics and passion for film. Feature 
The Healing and documentary Legacy (2016) 
are two most important projects we have pro-
duced until now. We are enthusiastically devel-
oping other projects as well. Terirem produc-
tion is dedicated to creating artistically strong 
feature and documentary films and develop-
ment of images that leave you pensive long 
after they finish. The goal of the films Terirem 
production creates is to introduce viewer into 
a state of existential self-questioning, which 
always moves in the space between love and 
death. Besides project Shadows of the Medi-
terranean, Terirem production is working on 
developing few others project.
Filmography: Documentary film Legacy (2016)
Feature fiction The Healing

Contact details: terirem777@gmail.com 
www.senovitimediteran.com
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wAke UP fILMS

WAKE UP FILMS is dedicated to the thought-
provoking documentary, fiction and multi-plat-
form projects. Its main focus is on upcoming 
authors and new talents from the region. One 
of the prominent regional production compa-
nies when it comes to developing and produc-
ing creative documentary, Wake Up Films has 
built a wide network of international partners 
and actively takes part in educating young 
professionals. In 2018 Wake Up Films started 
a new international platform - CIRCLE Women 
Doc Accelerator - addressing women directors 
and producers working on documentary pro-
jects at any stage.

Contact details: www.wakeupfilms.net
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ArTILerIA

The independent film production company 
ARTILERIA, Ltd. was established in 2006 in 
Bratislava, Slovakia.
Film Other worlds (dir. Marko Škop) won a 
Special Jury Mention at the 2006 Karlovy Vary 
International Film Festival and was the first 
ever documentary in the festival's history to 
win the Audience Award. The company´s sec-
ond feature length documentary Blind loves 
(dir. Juraj Lehotský) had its world premiere in 
the frame of the Quinzaine des Realisateurs 
and won CICAE Art Cinema Award in Cannes 
2008. Artileria's third feature length docu-
mentary film Osadné (dir. Marko Škop) was 
awarded the Best Documentary film at the 
Karlovy Vary International film festival 2009. 
Film Miracle (dir. Juraj Lehotský) won a Jury 
Mention at the 2013 Karlovy Vary IFF. Eva 
Nová (dir. Marko Škop) had its world premiere 
at the Toronto IFF 2015 and was awarded the 
FIPRESCI Prize for Discovery there.

Contact details: skop@artileria.sk 
www.artileria.sk
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TrIGoN 

ProdUCTIoN

Independent film production company TRIG-
ON PRODUCTION was founded in 1996 
by film producer, editor and teacher - prof. 
Patrik Pašš. During its 20-years long history, 
the company has created more than 55 000 
job opportunities in audiovisual industry. 
TRIGON PRODUCTION, since its establish-
ment in 1996, has produced
- 13 feature fiction films (6 of them minority 
co-productions),
- 11 feature documentary films (2 minority 
co-production),
- 6 TV series,
- 134 medium and short-length documentary 
films,
- 1853 journalistic programmes,
- 2 790 hours ofdubbing."

Contact details: trigon@trigon-production.sk 
www.trigon-production.sk/
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PeTer kerekeS

1973, Košice, Slovakia

Peter Kerekes is a film director, producer and 
teacher. 
He directed&produced “Velvet terror-
ists”(2013), “Cooking History” (2009) and 
“66 Seasons” (2003), 
Produced the omnibus documentary „Oc-
cupation 1968“ and  co-produced the films 
„White world according Daliborek“ (2017) 
by Vít Klusák and „The Wind. Documentary 
thriller“(2019) by Michał Bielawski.
Peter Kerekes is teaching at Academy of Per-
forming Artrs in Bratislava and at the DocNo-
mads – joint masters in Budapest.

Contact details: kerekesfilm@gmail.com 
www.kerekesfilm.com
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A ATALANTA

A Atalanta is an independent film and televi-
sion production company established in 1992 
and based in Ljubljana, Slovenia. In last 20 
years A Atalanta has produced and co-pro-
duced more than 20 national and international 
co-productions. Its holder Branislav Srdic has 
more than 45 years of experience in industry, 
he worked on internationally successful film 
such as: King Peter the First (2018), Distant 
trumpet (2005), Falling to paradise (2004), 
Dust (2000), Welcome to Sarajevo (1996), 80 
in days around the world (1988), I Promessi 
Sposi (The Betrothed) (1988), Mama Lucia 
(Fortune of Pilgrim) (1987), Cross of Iron 
(1977).

Contact details: brana@aatalanta.si 
www.aatalanta.si
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ANIMATekA 

INTerNATIoNAL 
ANIMATed fILM 

feSTIVAL
 

BeLA fILM
 

AVI fILM

The 2 Reels - Association for Reanimation of 
Storytelling was born in 2007 out of the wish 
to cultivate and to promote storytelling in all its 
forms. It brings together 2 spheres of activity 
bound by their mutual aim to cultivate the tell-
ing of stories: Animateka International Animat-
ed Film Festival and distribution of animated 
short and feature films for young and adults. 
A significant part of the association's activities 
is dedicated to educational programmes for 
adults and children, as stories – be they in the 
form of film, written word, sound recording or 
live storytelling – should come to life and live 
on among people.

Production company Bela Film d.o.o. (Ltd.) 
was established in 1998. Predominantly home 
of art house feature films, creative documen-
taries and artistic shorts, we are aiming at 
socially and personally relevant content and 
stories. The main mission of the company is 
production of high quality films that pass along 
relevant and universal messages and have the 
potential to cross boarders.

AVI FILM is an inde-
pendent Slovenian au-
diovisual production 
company. We produce 
documentary films and 
we are developing our 
first feature fiction film.

Contact details: igor.prassel@animateka.si 
www.animateka.si

Contact details: info@belafilm.si
www.belafilm.siContact details: avifilm.info@gmail.com
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BLAde 

ProdUCTIoN

Blade is an independent production house 
based in Ljubljana, Slovenia. It was founded 
in 2012 and specializes in full-service produc-
tion for films,  music video recordings and 
commercials. With professional experience 
and knowledge, BLADE provides a range of 
services to fellow filmmakers and advice to 
creative and technical crews at all stages of 
film production.  
Zoran Dževerdanovic is the founder and di-
rector of production company Blade produc-
tion. In 2015 he produced his first feature film 
IDYLL by Tomaž Gorkic. Idyll won 1st prize 
Vesna for best film, best supporting women, 
best supporting men actor, best production 
design at the 18th Slovenian national festival 
in Portorož. Our recent experience includes 
the student academy short film finalist and 
Berlinale Generation 14+ Award winner "Into 
the Blue" by Antoneta Alamat Kusijanovic.

Contact details: dzeverdanovic@gmailcom 
www.bladeproduction.com
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CASABLANCA

Casablanca was founded in 1990. In the first 
period of its operation the company was exclu-
sively engaged in the production of advertising 
films. After produced the first feature film the 
company is lead by Igor Pedicek. 
Among a series of international and national 
awards the most prestigious one goes for 
the co-production of a feature film No Man's 
Land, which gained Oscar for Best Foreign 
Language Film 2001. We have worked with 
producers from France, Italy, Great Britain, 
Belgium, Hungary, Bulgaria, Canada, Greece, 
Latvia, Litva, Croatia... We have received sup-
port from Media Programme and Eurimages 
for some of our projects.
Track record contain 10 theatrical length films, 
6 shorts features, 12 tv documentaries, 6 the-
atrical length documentaries and 200 minutes 
of 2 D animation in serials.

Contact details: casablanca@siol.net 
www.casablanca.si
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CreATIVe eUroPe 

deSk SLoVeNIA

Creative Europe Desk Slovenia (CED Slovenia) 
is the Slovenian national contact point for Cre-
ative Europe (2014-2020), the EU programme 
supporting cultural, creative and audiovisual 
sectors. CED Slovenia is a member of the in-
ternational network of CED offices present in 
more than 40 European countries. It is hosted 
by the Ljubljana-based Motovila, Centre for 
the Promotion of Cooperation in the Cultural 
and Creative Sectors, which provides a wide 
range of activities aimed at strengthening ca-
pacities and internationalization of the whole 
CCS ecosystem.

Contact details: sabina.briski@ced-slovenia.eu 
www.ced-slovenia.eu
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fABULA

Production house December was established 
by Vlado Bulajic and Lija Pogacnik, both with 
years of experience in film industry and both 
born in December 1977. 
Vlado Bulajic studied history and sociology of 
culture at the Faculty of Arts, University of Lju-
bljana. Through his film career he also worked 
as assistant director or production manager 
on films and commercials. He is 2012 EAVE 
Producers workshop graduate and member of 
Slovene Film Directors Association and the As-
sociation of Slovene Film Producers.

Fabula, a film, television and video production 
company, was launched in 2000 by Radovan 
Mišic, who studied film production at FAMU 
in Prague.

Contact details: vlado@decemberfilm.si
Contact details: fabula@fabula.si
www.fabula.si
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CVINGer fILM

Characterized by a truly independent spirit 
and individual approach, Cvinger film aims 
to produce author driven films and documen-
taries that are story-led, boldly told, globally 
relevant, and have strong potential for critical 
and international audience success.

Contact details: info@cvinger-film.si 
www.cvinger-film.si
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workShoP

CEE Animation Work-
shop is a year-long pro-
ject development and 
production skills ad-
vancement programme 
for professionals: estab-
lished producers and 
creative teams with ani-

mated projects of any format (short, TV, fea-
tures, hybrid) in development. It is also open 
to a limited number of participants focusing on 
career development, representatives of indus-
try and public institutions.

Contact details: ana@ceeanimation.eu
jozko@ceeanimation.eu
www.ceeanimation.eu
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forUM LJUBLJANA

 
IrIdIUM fILM

Forum Ljubljana was founded in 1994 as 
an institute for art and cultural production 
by producer Eva Rohrman, who is also its 
managing director. Feature films: Deadlock 
(in postproduction) by Vinko Möderndorfer, 
Heavens Above (in postproduction)by Srdjan 
Dragovjevic, The Reaper (2014, premiered 
in Toronto) by Zvonimir Juric, Inferno (2014, 
Busan, Tallin) by Vinko Möderndorfer, The 
Parade (2011, Berlinale) by Srdjan Dragovje-
vic, Landscape No.2 (2008, Venice) by Vinko 
Möderndorfer, Suburbs (2004, Venice) by 
Vinko Möderndorfer.

Iridium Film is European oriented production 
house from its beginnings. It was established 
in 2015 in Ljubljana, Slovenia.
Main focus of Iridium film are immersive sto-
ries, told by highly talented artists, developed 
as international co-productions.
We made strong regional network of people 
who we are working with, and with the great 
work done in the past, we built long lasting 
connections. Iridium film has in-house post 
production and that is adding value to our pro-
ductions. With many co-productions already 
in place, our aim is to further develop and 
spread our production network in Europe and 
Middle east.

Contact details: 
eva.rohrman@mail.ljudmila.org Contact details: b@iridiumfilm.com
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kINo oTok - 
ISoLA CINeMA 

INTerNATIoNAL 
fILM feSTIVAL

Kino Otok – Isola Cinema, organized since 
2004, is a boutique, yet at the same time 
second largest international film festival in 
Slovenia to showcase art house films. It aims 
to broaden film horizons by presenting inspir-
ing authors and artistically stunning films that 
could otherwise not be seen in this territory. 
The particular focus is put on film education 
of children and youth, and on training as well 
as networking of young film professionals to 
enable them necessary skills for international 
film markets. 
16th edition will take place between June 3rd 
and June 7th 2020. The majority of the festival 
takes place in Izola, a bilingual coastal area 
with the local crowds being mostly Slovenian, 
Italian and Croatian. During the festival, the 
picturesque old town center is transformed 
into a film island, where the entire film festi-
val colony enjoys the screenings indoors and 
under the starry sky, followed by the nightly 
festival throb at Izola’s Lighthouse beach.

Contact details: tanja.hladnik@isolacinema.org 
www.isolacinema.org
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PeTrA PAN fILM

MONOO is a Slovenia based production com-
pany. From 2012 on we have successfully 
devoted our first producing years to putting 
together a slate of films that entered produc-
tion one after another and managed to start 
building a catalogue of ambitious and uncom-
promising films. We are interested in films that 
are characterised by a distinctive expression, 
and intimate stories painted against a strong 
social commentary backdrop. 
Our lineup is comprised of a series of shorts, 
feature films (The Tree and History of Love) 
and co-productions. At the moment we are 
developing comic drama 17 Moments of Sum-
mer and drama Redemption.

Film and arts production.
Producer: Marina Gumzi

Films:
- Stories from the chestnut woods (2019), D: 
Gregor Bozic
- Playing men (2017), D: Matjaz Ivanisin

Since 2003 Petra Pan Film  produced and 
coproduced creative documentary films.Slo-
venian based company expands in 2008 with 
her sister company PPFP in North Macedonia. 
In 2010 Petra Seliskar  and Brand Ferro fund 
a unique festival of creative documentary film 
MakeDox in North Macedonia.
Petra Seliškar has worked as head of program-
ing at Makedox for past 10 years.
In the last years, our activities involved:
* over 600 documentaries for an audience of 
circa 120.000 visitors at the International Fes-
tival for Creative Documentary Film ""Make-
Dox"" in Skopje
* In the frame of the MakeDox Traveling Cin-
ema, these documentaries were screened
in front of circa 9, 700 visitors from the 68 
Macedonian residential areas and villages
* around 2, 500 students from the primary 
schools in Skopje attended the MakeDox Pro-
gramme for Children
*265 teachers from the primary and second-
ary Macedonian schools have been trained to 
use documentaries in their school.

Contact details: rok@monoo.si
www.monoo.si Contact details: gregor@nosorogi.com

Contact details: petrapanfilm@gmail.com 
www.petrapan.com
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SeVer&SeVer

Established in 2011, Sever & Sever Produc-
tion has since then produced quite a number 
of short films, documentaries, feature-length 
films and other video works.

Contact details: www.seversever.com
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CeNTre

Slovenian Film Cen-
tre (SFC) is a public 
agency of the Republic 
of Slovenia which is en-
couraging creativity in 
the film and audiovisual 
field by creating suit-
able conditions for film, 

audiovisual and cinematographic activities.
SFC supports script and project development 
as well as production, promotion and distribu-
tion and gives support to minority coproduc-
tions, film festivals,film industry associations 
and film education.
SFC as the main institution also covers Film 
Commission activities and promotion of film 
locations and since 2017  the 25% cash re-
bate scheme for shooting in Slovenia.

Contact details: natasa.bucar@sfc.si 
info@sfc.si, www.film-center.si
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SPok fILMS 

SPOK Films is dedicated to discover, promote 
and distribute new talents of slovenian cinema 
worldwide as well as world cinema in Slove- 
nia and South East Europe. The company 
was established by Jožko Rutar, who previ-
ously worked as a producer at STARAGARA 
Produc- tion and was a managing director of 
Slovenian Film Centre, With more that 10 year 
of experi- ences in production, film funding 
and policy making, the focus of the company 
is dedi- cated towards development, produc-
tion, pro- motion and distribution of high end 
art-house films, as well as offering wide range 
of various consulting on the film field.

Contact details: jozko.rutar@gmail.com
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Studio Virc is a film & TV production house, 
first established in 1992 and making bold step 
into arena of international co-productions since 
2010. We are a family-run business with a per-
manent staff of 11 people, and managing crea-
tive, production and business processes under 
one roof. Our feature film “Houston, We Have 
a Problem!” was the Slovenian submission for 
Best Foreign Language Film Oscar 2017. Our 
projects were supported or acquired by HBO, 
Netflix, various national funds, MEDIA, Eurim-
ages, Doha Film Institute, RAI (Italy), WDR 
(Germany), YLE (Finland), Al Jazeera, Al Ara-
biya, RTV Slovenija and were accepted by festi-
vals like Karlovy Vary, Toronto, Warsaw, Tribeca 
New York, IDFA Amsterdam, BFI London and 
many others. We are currently opening up also 
to Asia, co-producing a feature film Motel Aca-
cia by Bradley Liew and expanding our service 
production activities.
Our staff are graduates and alumnis of various 
workshops like EAVE, Ties that bind, Documen-
tary Campus and others.

 
STArAGArA

Staragara institute with its film production la-
bel Staragara Production is mainly an arthouse 
company, dedicated to work with proclaimed 
inhouse film directors Janez Burger and Jan 
Cvitkovic as well as some carefully selected 
new film talents. We are developing stories with 
strong artistic and personal note, using as form 
the presence of universal film language. 
During the period of the last few years we fin-
ished a few short films and minority coproduc-
tions with Italy (Zoran – my nephew an idiot), 
Croatia, Serbia and Monte Negro (Life like a 
Trumpet) and Norway, Latvia (Liberation Day 
– Laibach in North Korea). We are developing 
two new features Wake (dir. Matjaž Ivanišin) 
and Mercedes – fire horse (dir. Jan Cvitkovic) 
and two creative documentaries.

Contact details: miha@staragara.com 
www.staragara.com
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STUdIo VIrC

Contact details: bostjan@studio-virc.si
www.studio-virc.com
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The SLoVeNIAN 
federATIoN of 

fILMMAkerS’ 
GUILdS

Ana currently works for The Slovenian Feder-
ation of Filmmakers’ Guilds and CEE Anima-
tion. She previously worked for the Slovenian 
Film Centre on script and project develop-
ment. She was responsible for organization 
and coordination of special events. In recent 
years, she was head of industry events at the 
Festival of Slovenian Film. She was actively 
involved in the development and education 
initiative RE-ACT.

Contact details: info@zdsfu.si
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UrGh!

URGH! is an independent production com-
pany recently founded by producer Viva 
Videnovic and scriptwriter Igor Basin in Lju-
bljana, Slovenia. We have more than 15 years 
of experience working in audiovisual produc-
tions, with feature and short fiction films, 
documentaries, short animations, TV series 
and other TV formats. Our main goal is to pro-
duce projects that deal with socially relevant 
issues, ranging from arts & culture to prob-
lems of contemporary society, people and the 
environment. We aim for innovative, exciting 
and provocative projects that will have some 
impact on society and leave a mark globally. 
Viva's recent filmography: FOSCA (2019) 
short fiction by Maria Chiara Venturini, 
PUMPKIN ON THE HOT ROOF OF THE 
WORLD (2019) feature documentary by 
Nejc Saje & Jeffrey Young,  METOD (2019) 
short fiction by Tomaž Gorkic, THE TUNNEL 
(2018) short fiction by Gregor Andolšek, LP 
film LAIBACH (2018) documentary by Igor 
Zupe, YEAR OF THE MONKEY (2018) fiction 
feature by Vladimir Blaževski..."

Contact details: viva@urgh.si
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VerTIGo

Independent production company, based in 
Ljubljana, Slovenia. Established in 1994, they 
(co)-produced more than 40 feature films incl. 
WHEN THE DAY HAD NO NAME (2017) by 
Teona Mitevska / Berlinale 2017 Panorama 
Special; NIGHTLIFE (2016) by Damjan Kozole 
/ Karlovy Vary IFF 2016: Best Director Award; 
HOME (doc, 2015) by Metod Pevec / Sarajevo 
FF Doc Comp. 2015, ZagrebDox 2016: Spe-
cial Mention; YOU CARRY ME (2014) by Ivona 
Juka / Karlovy Vary IFF 2015: East of the West 
Comp.; AN EPISODE IN THE LIFE OF AN 
IRON PICKER (2013) by D. Tanovic / Berlinale 
Comp. 2013: 2 Silver Bears; CIRCLES (2013) 
by S. Golubovic / Sundance FF 2013: Special 
Jury Award, Berlinale 2013: Ecumenical Prize; 
ALEXANDRIANS (doc, 2011) by M. Pevec / 
Trieste FF 2012: Best Doc; SLOVENIAN GIRL 
(2009) by D. Kozole / Toronto IFF 2009, Les 
Arcs FF 2009: Best Actress, Sales in more 
than 40 territories; SPARE PARTS (2003) by 
D. Kozole / Berlinale Comp.; BREAD AND 
MILK (2001) by J. Cvitkovic, Venice FF: Lion 
of the Future.

Contact details: info@vertigo.si
www.vertigo.si
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LeA Cok

I am a writer & director from Slovenia with a 
Master's degree in Acting.
The last movies I've been involved with were 
"Consequences" by Darko Stante that pre-
miered on TIFF last year, screened on 24th 
Athens International Film Festival and BFI 
London Film Festival and "History of Love" by 
Sonja Prosenc, a co-production with Italy and 
Norway that premiered on the main competi-
tion of Karlovy Vary.
I have had experiences with stage acting, sing-
ing and acting for tv series. I constantly looking 
to find new opportunities to express my vision.

Contact details: lea.cok@gmail.com
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BUSAN 

INTerNATIoNAL 
fILM feSTIVAL

For the last 5 years,  I  was  as a Produc-
tion  Manager with several teams, worldwide. 
I've recently moved to Ljubljana, Slovenia 
working as a Production Coordinator / UPM 
for several international projects, mainly co-
productions, regarding the brand new cash 
rebate program.
Last project I made was a 5M Bollywood ac-
tion sequence for the feature film "WAR", shot 
all over Portugal, coordinating 300 people of 5 
different nationalities, for 30 days.
I am Fluent in English, Spanish, Portuguese, 
French and now learning Slovenian.

Busan International Film Festival (BIFF), 
launched in 1996, is one of the most signifi-
cant film festivals in Asia aiming to introduce 
new films and first-time directors, especially 
those from Asian countries. Another notable 
feature is the appeal of the festival to young 
people, both in terms of the large youthful 
audience it attracts and through its efforts to 
develop and promote young talent.  BIFF also 
has established itself as the strongest support-
er of film industry through its various family 
programs such as Asian Film Market, Asian 
Project Market, Asian Cinema Fund and Asian 
Film Academy.

Contact details: 
pedromiguelresende@gmail.com

Contact details: seri@biff.kr
apm.biff.kr
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PAUxA fILMS

Pauxa Films is a company founded in 2005, 
based in Ibiza, dedicated to the development 
of all kinds of audiovisual projects:
· Documentary Short Films:
-“La Marihuana más cara del mundo” (2009) 
Director: Pablo Alcántara
-“Margalida Llogat, pionera en la Lluita pels 
Drets de la Dona” (2011) Director: Pablo Al-
cántara -“Memoria del Puerto” (2015) 
Director: Pablo Alcántara
· Fiction Short Films:
-“Vecinas” (2011) Director: Héctor Escandell
-“The Crimes of All Hallows' Day" (2013) 
Director: Héctor Escandell & Vicente Torres 
-“No Life" (2014) Director: Héctor Escandell
-“One Night at the Angel's Lair" (2015) Direc-
tor: Héctor Escandell
· Documentary Feature Films
-“La Revolució Turística” (2014) Director: 
Pablo Alcántara & Rafael Alcántara -“Eivissa 
Jazz The Experience” (2017) Director: Marco 
Torres Walker
· Fiction Feature Films:
-“The Crimes of All Hallows' Day" (2017) 
Director: Héctor Escandell & Vicente Torres

Contact details: aboschrius@gmail.com 
www.pauxa.com
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AMkA fILMS 

ProdUCTIoNS

Amka Films Productions was founded in 1988 
by Tiziana Soudani. The company is active in 
cinema and TV production of feature length 
fiction and documentary films and currently 
also animation. Over more than 30 years it has 
produced many award-winning films, among 
which the films by Alice Rohrwacher, Leonardo 
Di Costanzo, Klaudia Reynicke, Valerio Ja-
longo, Irene Dionisio, Marco Bellocchio, Hiner 
Saleem, Silvio Soldini and Mohammed Souda-
ni.  Amka Films is a member of the European 
Academy, of the Swiss Cinema Academy, of 
ACE (Ateliers du Cinéma Européen), and of the 
Swiss Producers Associations GARP and AFAT.

Contact details: gabriella@amka.ch 
www.amka.ch
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The fILM AGeNCy

We are a marketing 
consultancy & service 
specialized in the film 
industry. We work in 
film projects from crea-
tion to launch, accom-
panying producers, 
sales agents, distribu-

tors and exhibitors. The Audience is our prior-
ity and the key connection between market-
ing and film. Since we have worked in several 
areas of the film and advertising industries, 
we believe we can help the film industry face 
new challenges and embrace the future. Our 
key strategic focus is on alternative & digital 
marketing.

Contact details: sarah@thefilmagency.eu 
celia@thefilmagency.eu
www.thefilmagency.eu
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feeLSALeS

Feelsales is an international sales agency de-
voted to documentary films and short films. 
Is part of The Circular Group, in which also 
participate Freak Independent Film Agency, 
agency specialized in international film fes-
tivals distribution and Feelmakers.com, VOD 
platform dedicated to documentaries, anima-
tion and short films. The three companies to-
gether offers a complete service of films com-
mercializing with a unique strategy to achieve 
the best results for the films.

Contact details: pablobriseno@feelsales.com 
www.feelsales.com
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federAL offICe 

of CULTUre

The Federal Office of Culture FOC supports 
projects that contribute to the diversity of Swiss 
film culture. The support is a non-recupable 
funding based on selective criteria (selective 
funding), producer's experience (Succès Ci-
néma) and investment in Switzerland (PICS).

Contact details: 
matthias.,buercher@bak.admin.ch
www.bak.admin.ch
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CINédokké

Founded in 2007, in the years it has become 
a solid point of reference for young Swiss di-
rectors. Since then Cinédokké has produced 
more than 15 short films, documentaries and, 
in the recent years, features films. 
National consecration for the young produc-
tion company from Ticino arrives with the 
Quartz nomination (the Swiss Oscars) as Best 
Swiss Short Film in 2013 for «Goal» directed 
by Fulvio Bernasconi and the Quartz nomi-
nation in 2014 for «Age 17» directed by the 
young director Filippo Demarchi. Since then 
Cinédokké has opened up to international co-
productions. 
Michela Pini is the company’s main producer. 
She works also as line producer for many im-
portant international co-productions, like the 
recent «L’Ospite» by Duccio Chiarini, shown 
in Piazza Grande at the Locarno Film Festival. 
Michela is also a member of the Swiss GARP 
(Association of Swiss Authors, Directors and 
Producers), Chairman of the Ticino Film Com-
mission and Committee Member of the Solo-
thurn Film Festival.

Contact details: michela@cinedokke.ch 
www.cinedokke.ch
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frIBoUrG 

INTerNATIoNAL 
fILM feSTIVAL 

 
LoCArNo feSTIVAL

 
MedIA deSk 

SUISSe

Dedicated Production and tailor-made Distri-
bution for every story in every medium eve-
rywhere. First Hand Films is an international 
sales agent, a theatrical distributor in Switzer-
land and a producer based in Zürich.
Run by Esther van Messel since 1998, FHF 
finds partners, finance and deals with the en-
tire production process.
FHF has sold hundreds of licenses worldwide, 
turned over more than ten million Euro and 
its films have won many awards including Em-
mies and Oscars. 
Since 2013 FHF operates also as theatrical 
distributor in Switzerland and has released a 
number of international fiction and non-fiction 
films. For selected projects FHF acts as Exec-
utive Producer with global access to talented 
filmmakers, broadcasters and funding bodies.
FHF works with ambitious and accessible pro-
jects worldwide, combining intelligence, prac-
tical knowledge and experience.
Today First Hand Films have been seen by 
many millions of people all over the world, in 
cinemas, on TV and online.

The Fribourg International Film Festival takes 
place every year in Fribourg (Switzerland). 
Its aim is to promote quality films and thus 
contribute to ensuring cinematographic and 
cultural diversity in Switzerland as well as 
throughout Europe. In this spirit it selects 
works essentially from Asia, Latin America, 
Africa and Eastern Europe.
FIFF programmes a cinema of inventiveness 
and poetry as the expression of a conquered 
freedom – sometimes at great cost. By getting 
away from the landmarks and writings of west-
ern cinema, the films selected by FIFF require 
of the spectator the disposition to be troubled 
by images, stories and ideas that may not be 
conformist for a Swiss public. 
This is how the Festival contributes to diffusing 
“another look” and therefore a better compre-
hension of the various cultural and social re-
alities in the world. In this respect, FIFF is the 
Swiss reference event and enjoys wide renown 
on the international scene.

Throughout its 72 year history, the Locarno 
Film Festival has occupied a unique position 
in the landscape of the major film festivals. 
Every August, for eleven days the Swiss-Italian 
town of Locarno, right in the heart of Europe, 
becomes the world capital of auteur cinema. 
Thousands of film fans and industry profes-
sionals meet here every summer to share their 
thirst for new discoveries and a passion for 
cinema in all its diversity. The 72nd Locarno 
Film Festival will take place from 7 – 17 Au-
gust 2019.

MEDIA Desk Suisse was created in 2006 to 
carry out the promotion of the European Un-
ion’s funding programme for the audio-visual 
industry – MEDIA – in Switzerland and to ad-
vise the professionals from all sectors on its 
funding opportunities. Since the end of the 
Swiss participation in the programme in 2014, 
the Desk runs the Swiss MEDIA compensating 
measures on behalf of the Federal Office of 
Culture. It offers 8 funding schemes with an 
international scope to Swiss producers, dis-
tributors, festivals, markets and training pro-
grammes. Its mission is: Funding, consulting 
and networking in a European context.

Contact details: 
esther.van.messel@firsthandfilms.com
www.firsthandfilms.com

Contact details: thierry.jobin@fiff.ch 
www.fiff.ch

Contact details: 
daniela.persico@locarnofestival.ch 
www.locarnofestival.ch

Contact details:
corinna.marschall@mediadesk.ch 
www.mediadesk.ch
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SweeT SPoT doCS

Sweet Spot Docs is a Marketing , Distribution 
and Sales agency based in Switzerland, com-
mitted to powerful documentary storytelling.  
Seeking films with capacity to push the limits 
of perception, question important topics and 
move the audience deeply. 
We support documentarians brave enough to 
use their cinematic language in a creative and 
personal way, standing out firmly with their 
viewpoints.
Our mission is to provide full range of market-
ing and distribution solutions, helping docu-
mentary projects meet the challenges of con-
stantly evolving market.

Contact details: bojana@sweetspotdocs.com 
www.sweetspotdocs.com
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P.S. ProdUCTIoNS

P.S. Productions is an independent produc-
tion company based in Switzerland .  P.S. 
produces feature films (fiction and documen-
taries) for the local and international market. 
P.S. chooses projects with strong identity, de-
fends original styles in filmmaking and reflects 
contemporary events.
Recents coproductions: JUST KIDS (F/CH) 
by Christophe Blanc (expected march 2020), 
BITTER FLOWERS (B/F/CH) by Olivier Meys 
(Busan, Chicago, Roma), documentaries like 
LA SEPARATION DES TRACES (CH) by Fran-
cis Reusser (Visions du Réel 2018), and Fran-
çois Yang debut film THE SOUL OF THE TI-
GER (CH/B) (Zurich IFF, Namur, Los Angeles). 
P.S . is currently working on features film like 
RED FIELD,  first film by Ermela Teli, APRES 
LA NEIGE, second film by François Yang and 
PASSER L'HIVER by Pierre Monnard.

Contact details: 
xavier.grin@ps-productions.ch
www.ps-productions.ch
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ArNe kohLweyer

 
ASTeroS fILM

Arne Kohlweyer is a freelance screenwriter 
and director, based in Basel/Switzerland.

Founded in 2014, Asteros Film spent its first 
two years producing numerous commercials 
and digital videos. Since then, however, the 
company has consciously distanced itself 
from the world of commercials and given fo-
cus to making feature-length films, its found-
ing objective. Over the course of the last four 
years, Asteros has produced a total of eight 
films. The company’s mission is to provide 
talented filmmakers with the space to work 
freely, to make films that shed light on social 
issues and problems, and to bring these films 
to as wide an audience as possible.

Contact details: arnekohlweyer@mail.ch
Contact details: kanat@asterosfilm.com 
www.asterosfilm.com
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ISTANBUL fILM 

feSTIVALI 
MeeTINGS oN 

The BrIdGe

MEETINGS ON THE BRIDGE (MoB), the in-
dustry section of the Istanbul Film Festival, 
primarily showcases film projects and films in 
post-production from Turkey and the neigh-
bours at Film Development and Work in Pro-
gress workshops with the purpose of initiating 
negotiations for co-productions. Prior to the 
workshops a training program  is organized 
with international experts for the the selected 
filmmakers. 
Aiming at offering further incentives,  in col-
laboration with the Medienboard Berlin-
Brandbenburg and Hamburg Schleswig-
Holstein funds established a Turkish-German 
Co-Production Development Fund in 2011.
MoB continues to offer new prospects to film-
makers in any stage of their films, and acts as 
a go-to destination of the Turkish film industry 
for international professionals.of the Turkish 
film industry for international professionals.

Contact details: gulin.ustun@iksv.org 
http://film.iksv.org/en/meetingsonthebridge
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BAByLoN’13 

BABYLON’13 is a group 
of independent film-
makers, formed in late 
2013, at the beginning 
of the Revolution of 
Dignity in Kyiv. Over the 
years group has pro-
duced more than 300 

shorts, 9 full-length documentaries and sev-
eral television films.
Filmmakers have repeatedly won awards at 
Docudays Ua, Molodist IFF, London IFF and 
more. The main credo of filmmakers at the 
beginning of their activities was the expression 
"Cinema of civil protest", which later trans-
formed into "Cinema of civil
society". Currently, the Babylon13 project is 
working on a few full-length feature and docu-
mentaries films our youtube channel.

Contact details: mh17movie@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/babylon13ua/
www.youtube.com/user/babylon13ua
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MAINSTreAM 

PICTUreS

Mainstream Pictures LLC  is a Ukrainian film 
production company specializing in interna-
tional co-production, with a mandate to make 
quality, commercially viable films for the global 
marketplace. Based in Kyiv, Ukraine, Main-
stream Pictures focuses on telling stories in 
unique ways and in a variety of genres to make 
movies that resonate with audiences both both 
domestically and abroad. Our focus is on the-
atrical documentaries, feature film and televi-
sion movies production.

Contact details: simon.mozgovoy@gmail.com
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eVoS fILM

Evos Film is a Kyiv-based production com-
pany with more than 15 years of experience 
in film, television and the advertising market. 
The company’s main focus is split between 
creating quality genre productions for local 
audiences while also handpicking the most 
ambitious and passionate director talents 
within the new generation of Ukrainian auteur 
filmmakers. At the moment, Evos’s film slate is 
comprised of four projects, both local and in-
ternational, in different stages of development.

Contact details: 
stepanchukveronika@gmail.com
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hBo eUroPe

 
SheffIeLd doC 

feST

HBO Europe Original Production develops and 
produces local language TV drama series in 
Central Europe, Nordic and Spain.

Sheffield Doc/Fest is a creative space for 
discovery, collaboration and inspiration. We 
champion and push forward talent, ideas and 
interaction for the future of film and the arts. 
We are an open, inclusive festival, bringing to-
gether veteran creatives, new voices and our 
city to shape and question the world we live in, 
creating a sense of community and the poten-
tial for change.

Contact details: steve.matthews@hbo.com

Contact details: 
agnes.wildenstein@sheffdocfest.com 
www.sheffdocfest.com
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PINBALL LoNdoN 

Pinball London is a production company com-
mitted to films with an auteur zeal. Founded 
in 2009 by Paula Vaccaro it has combined in-
ternational talents from the US, Latin America 
and Europe including world known filmmak-
ers such as Sally Potter, Emir Kusturica, Guill-
ermo Arriaga, Edoardo de Angelis, and Aaron 
Brookner among others.
The company also provides Impact producing 
services, training, and film distribution con-
sultancy as well as Audience outreach and 
engagement services. Under the banner Pin-
ball Arts, the company creates ancillary con-
tent linking films to the intersection of art and 
eventually technology.

Contact details: smash@pinballonline.co.uk
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fred / 

eMerALd CLeAr 

FRED is a web-based radio network which 
boasts 29 channels, broadcasting in 25 lan-
guages, with thematic channels dedicated to 
specific cinema content such as film educa-
tion and the film industry. A media partner of 
many film festivals and film markets around 
the globe, FRED Film Radio was awarded a 
European grant, within the Creative Europe 
framework, for “FRED at School”, a project 
aiming to promote film literacy with secondary 
school students throughout Europe.

Contact details: federico.spoletti@fred.fm 
www.fred.fm
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TASkoVSkI fILMS

 
ChrISToPhe 

MerCIer

Taskovski films welcome innovative, playful 
and risky forms of filmmaking capable of en-
gaging and surprising audiences around the 
globe, with a passion to discover new talent 
and authorial stories in fields of history, soci-
ety, justice, environment, and politics, while 
still maintaining high criteria when it comes 
to production value, content and form.
Taskovski films portfolio includes:
Ukrainian Sheriffs, Olmo and the Seagull, 
Laila at the Bridge, Bruce Lee and the Out-
law, Shadow Flowers, Pearl of the Desert as 
well as European Academy Awarded direc-
tors Audrius Stonys, Helena Trestikova, Tilda 
Swinton, Kristi Zea and others.

International Film Distribution & Marketing 
Consultant.

Contact details: sales@taskovskifilms.com Contact details: chrismercier@yahoo.com
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feature film Competition:

Asymmetry
by Masa Neskovic
THIS AND THAT PRODUCTIONS, 
NIGHTSWIM, KOREKTIF
Serbia, Slovenia, Italy
This is IT 2019
Screening: Sunday 19th - 2:00pm, 
Politeama Rossetti

The father
by Kristina Grozeva, Petar Valchanov
ABRAXAS FILM, GRAAL FILMS
Bulgaria, Greece
WEMW Co-Production Forum 2016
Screening: Sunday 19th - 4:00pm, 
Politeama Rossetti

out of Competition:

Paradise 
by Davide Del Degan
PILGRIM FILM, A ATALANTA, RAI CINEMA
Italy, Slovenia
WEMW Co-Production Forum 2013 | 
This is IT 2019
Screening: Sunday 19th - 8:00pm, 
Politeama Rossetti

w
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rS Stories from the Chestnut woods
by Gregor Bozic
NOSOROGI, TRANSMEDIA 
PRODUCTIONS
Slovenia, Italia
First Cut Lab 2017 | This is IT 2018
Screening: Friday 17th - 6:00pm, 
Politeama Rossetti

documentary competition:

exemplary Behaviour
by Audrius Mickevicius, Nerijus Milerius
ERA FILM, AGITPROP, CACABLANCA 
FILM PRODUCTION, STEFILM
Lithuania, Italy, Slovenia, Bulgaria
WEMW Co-Production Forum 2016 | 
Last Stop Trieste 2018
Screening: Sunday 19th - 2:00pm, 
Cinema Ambasciatori

heat Singers 
by Nadia Parfan
PHALANSTERY FILMS
Ukraine
Last Stop Trieste 2019
Screening: Monday 20th - 7:00pm, 
Cinema Ambasciatori

The wind. A documentary Thriller 
by Michal Bielawski
TELEMARK, PETER KEREKES Ltd
Poland, Slovakia
WEMW Co-Production Forum 2017 | 
Last Stop Trieste 2019
Screening: Saturday 18th - 10:15pm, 
Cinema Ambasciatori

Corso Salani award:

Maternal 
by Maura Delpero
DISPÀRTE, VIVO FILM, CAMPO CINE
Italy, Argentina
WEMW Co-Production Forum 2016
Screening: Monday 20th - 10:15pm, 
Cinema Ambasciatori

Never whistle Alone
by Marco Ferrari
CANDY GLASS, BASEMENT, VPRO
Italy, Netherlands
Last Stop Trieste 2019
Screening: Monday 20th - 8:30pm, 
Cinema AmbasciatoriTr
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 eAVe NeTwork 
MeMBerS:

Karim Aitouna
Helge Albers
Alessandro Amato
Anamaria Antoci
Michel Balagué
Simone Baumann
Jozsef Berger
Karin Berghammer
Julia Berkes
Eva Blondiau
Mirko Bojovic
Moritz Bonatti
Enrica Capra
Alessandro Carroli
Roberto Cavallini
Miha Cernec
Yohann Comte
Sergiu Cumatrenco
Weronika Czolnowska
Guillaume de Seille
Dirk Decker
Heino Deckert
Samantha Faccio
Sophie Faudel
Károly Fehér
Nathan Fischer
Celia Fumanal
Marco Valerio Fusco
Zoran Galic
Massimo Garlatti-Costa

Elina Gedina – Ducena
Tanja Georgieva-Waldhauer
Alessandro Gropplero
Sabine Gruber
Natalia Grzegorzek
Danijel Hocevar
Izabela Igel
Anda Ionescu
Dragana Jovovic
Ankica Juric Tilic
Sinisa Juricic
Vesela Kazakova
Tibor Keser
Titus Kreyenberg
Marcian Lazar
Marge Liiske
Marcin Łuczaj
Ivan Madeo
Irina Andreea Malcea
Bojan Mastilovic
Tomáš Michálek
Marek Novák
Roberto Olla
Diana Paroiu
Sarah Pennacchi
Giovanni Pompili
Daniela Praher
Katarina Prpic
Malika Rabahallah
Arash T. Riahi

Eva Rohrman
Jozko Rutar
Käte Schaeffer
Andrea Schütte
Guido Schwab
Rok Secen
Riina Sildos
Ada Solomon
Alessia Sonaglioni
Radu Stancu
Marica Stocchi
Marija Stojanovic
Joanna Szymanska
Andrea Taschler
Stefano Tealdi
Katarina Tomkova
Alex Traila
Nadia Trevisan
Julianna Ugrin
Jacobine van der Vloed
Esther Van Messel
Konstantinos Vassilaros
Sander Verdonk
Bostjan Virc
Yvonne Wellie
Claudia Wohlgenannt
Marta Zaccaron
Balazs Zachar

EAVE is a professional training, project de-
velopment and networking organisation for 
producers. At the heart of our programmes 
is the EAVE Producers Workshop, which 
has created a unique co-producing net-
work in Europe. The EAVE Marketing 
Workshop, EAVE+ and our international 
schemes (PUENTES, TIES THAT BIND) 
complete our core programmes. EAVE also 
offers various tailor-made 'EAVE on DE-
MAND' workshops all over the globe.

Since its foundation, the Trieste festival’s 
professional platform dedicated to co-pro-
ducing with Eastern Europe – WHEN EAST 
MEETS WEST – has established itself as an 
important reference for European profes-
sionals. EAVE, one of the leading Europe-
an training and development providers, is 
proud to have been a partner from the very 
beginning. In the framework of this partner-
ship, EAVE is advising on the strategic plan-
ning and programming of the event and 
promoting WEMW among the members of 
our network. EAVE is involved in the market 
in various ways:

- the WEMW project selection (EAVE group 
leader and graduate Didar Domehri, EAVE 
group leader and graduate Danijel Hoce-
var, EAVE graduate Alessandro Gropplero, 
PUENTES graduate Marcin Łuczaj, as well 

as EAVE graduate and Slovenian National 
Coordinator Jozko Rutar were part of the 
selection committee)
- the First Cut +  jury includes EAVE gradu-
ate Yohann Comte and EAVE graduate Iz-
abela Igel
- the panel 10 YEARS OF WEMW: the major 
Trends on East-West Co-productions 2008 
- 2019 with producers and EAVE group 
leaders Ankica Juric Tilic and Titus Krey-
enberg
- ACE Interview with EAVE graduate and 
expert Roberto Olla
- and the EAVE session 2020: STREAM-
ERS BY THE NUMBERS by EAVE consult-
ant Linda Beath (Ideal Filmworks).

With the support of FVG Audiovisual Fund, 
one of the producers and projects selected 
at WEMW will be awarded with a scholarship 
for the eAVe 2021 Producers workshop.

Furthermore, we are delighted that the 
EAVE network has a strong presence at 
WEMW with 11 projects produced and/or 
co-produced by eAVe producers in the offi-
cial and guest projects selection  (4 of them 
developed at eAVe workshops, such as or-
dINAry fAILUreS, doUBLe hAPPINeSS, 
NoT A word, STrAy BodIeS) and 88 eAVe 
network members attending the event. 
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MIDPOINT is an international audiovisual 
training and networking institution organ-
izing a wide range of programs focused on 
script and project development as well as 
post-production. 
Its programs are dedicated to both short 
and feature narrative films and long or short 
form series. 

MIDPOINT's main mission is to support 
writers, directors and producers from Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe. Thanks to strong 
partnerships with international co-pro-
duction markets, film and series festivals, 
training programs, national film funds and 
further audiovisual decision makers, MID-
POINT represents a front-gate to European 
film and television industry. With its earnest 
focus on emerging filmmakers from the 
CEE region, MIDPOINT prides itself as an 
efficient talent incubator. 

Projects developed within MIDPOINT are 
presented at the most established profes-
sional industry platforms, accepted to the 
leading international festivals, commis-
sioned and developed by significant Euro-
pean broadcasters and financiers and its 
graduates have proven to become an im-
portant element in both their local and the 
international audiovisual ecosystem.

Throughout the year, numerous programs 
are organized - as regular or one-off events. 

The offered programs are divided as fol-
lows: 

feature-length films: MIDPOINT Feature 
Launch, MIDPOINT Editing Room 
Short-length films: MIDPOINT Shorts
Long and short form series (TV and web 
series): MIDPOINT TV Launch, MIDPOINT 
Writers' Room, MIDPOINT Cold Open 

Tailored programs MIDPOINT Intensive are 
designed to serve the needs of local
professionals using the MIDPOINT meth-
odology focused on script and project de-
velopment.  

Conceived in 2010, MIDPOINT is sup-
ported by Creative Europe - MEDIA sub-
programme of the European Union, Czech 
Film Fund, Ministry of Culture Czech Re-
public, the Slovak Audiovisual Fund and 
operates under the auspices of the Acad-
emy of Performing Arts in Prague. 
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MIDPOINT is an international audiovisual training and
networking institution organizing a wide range of programs
focused on script and project development as well as 
post-production. Its programs are dedicated to both short 
and feature narrative films and long or short form series.

Throughout the year, numerous programs are organized – 
as regular or one-off events:

Feature-length films: MIDPOINT Feature Launch, 
MIDPOINT Editing Room
Short-length films: MIDPOINT Shorts
Long and short form series (TV and web series):
MIDPOINT TV Launch, MIDPOINT Writers’ Room, 
MIDPOINT Cold Open 
MIDPOINT Intensive: tailored programs designed to serve the
needs of local professionals using the MIDPOINT methodology

Meet us!
MIDPOINT Happy Hour

Monday, January 20 / 16:30-17:30
Hotel Savoia Excelsior Palace / Library

www.midpoint-center.eu

EUROPE
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weMw 2020 TeAM

Alessandro Gropplero
Head of WEMW

Elisa Bordon
Accreditation Office & Catalogue

Paolo Vidali
WEMW Supervisor

Giulia Battaglini
Hospitality Office Coordinator

Alessandra Pastore
Industry Programming Coordinator

Elena Bertoni
Selected Teams Coordinator

Masha Markovic & Luka Venturin
Meetings Coordinators

Anna Antonutti & Ernesto Zanotti
Graphic Designer & Motion Designer
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in collaboration with TSff 2020 TeAM

Monica Goti
President
Fabrizio Grosoli & Nicoletta Romeo
Artistic Directors
Monica Goti & Niccolò Coscia
Programming, LST & TIIT coordinators 

Max Mestroni
Production & Communication

Eleonora Rizzi
Accreditation Office

Vittoria Rusalen
Hospitality Office

Last Stop Trieste 2020
Alessandro Gropplero 
Fabrizio Grosoli & Rada Sesic
Selection Committee

This is IT 2020
Thanos Anastopoulos
Alessandro Gropplero
Fabrizio Grosoli
Selection Committee
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www.connecting-cottbus.de

Submission 

Deadlines:

cocoPITCH 15 July

cocoWIP 20 August






